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Theme

Modern defence systems must have a comprehensive surveillance capability. A key component of a surveillance system is the
ability to detect and to locate radio signals. Requirements are both for global surveillance and for local areas in situations of
rapid deployment of forces. The entire radio spectrum is of interest: long wave radio waves are used for strategic
communications, the HF band remains one of the important frequency regions used by large and small countries for global and
regional communications, the frequency range above 50 MHz through to the millimetre wave region is extensively used for both
communications and surveillance purposes. Effects of the propagation medium play an important role in applying location
techniques. For HF frequencies and below, the primary medium is the ionosphere; for higher frequencies important
environmental effects are due to atmospheric refraction. In the entire radio band both natural and man-made noise (including
lamming) often play an important role in direction finding and location applications.

Radiolocation techniques are concerned with the angle of arrival of a signal and location of an emitter This can be done from a
single site (fixed or mobile, including satellites) or a network of staticns. Some of the techniques which have been successfully
used are angle of arrival, time difference of arrival and doppler direction of arrival measurements. The next generation
radiolocation systems will have to use smaller antenna arrays, be more mobile, provide more accurate solutions in real time, be
able to fuse data, from various systems, automatically account for the propagation environment in a manner transparent to the
user, and will use expert systems to interpret the data and communicate with the user

Topics Covered
- General aspects: Propagation in the frequency bands of interest, sensing of the medium
- Principles of direction finding and Iocation. Single sensor techniques, including antenna arrays, multi-sensor techniques,

jamming aspects
- Impact of propagation on direction finding and location: Long sa,,es; HF. VHF; UHF and aboe
- Future requirements.

Theme

Les sy)stimes de ddfense modernes doivent itre dotis de fonctions de surveillance tris complites L'un des eliments cl6 d'un
s)steme de surveillance est la capacitc de detecter et de localiser les signaux radio Les cahiers des charges de tels iquipements
couvrent non seulement la surveillance globale mais aussi les zones locales en situation de diploiement rapide des forces Tout le
specti -radio est concemr. les grandes ondes servent aux telicommunicanons stratigiques, la bande HF reste lun des domaines
de friquences Ic plus utilise dans tous les pays du monde pour les tdldcommunications globales c rigionales, la gamme de
friquences allant de 50 MHz jusqu'au domaine millunimtique est largement uttlisde pour les til&ommunications et la
surveillance

Les effets du milieu de propagation jouent un r6le important dans I'application des techniques de radiolocalisation Pour la
haute frequence ct les friquences infineures I'ionosphire est le milieu principal; aux friquences supineures des effets
environnementaux importants sont occasionnds par Ia rifraction atmosphdnque. Sur route la bande de fr~quences radio. Ic
bruit, aussi bien naturel qu'artificieljoue souvent un r6le important dans les applications de goniomitne ct de localisation

Les techniques de radiolocalisation reposent sur I'angle d'amvie du signal et la localisation de INmetteur Ces oplrations
peuvcnt Etre effectuecs soit a partir d'un site unique (fixe ou mobile et minme orbital) sont partir d'un rescau de stations Parnu
les techniques qui ont etc mises en oeuvre avec succis on peut citer la mesure de I'angle d'amvie, le calcul de la diffdrence du
temps d'amvee et la determination de la direction Doppler d'amvde des signaux Les systimes de radiolocalisation de la
prochame generation devront pouvoir employer des antennes riseau plus compact€,, avec one plus grande mobilitd, foumir des
solutions plus adEquates, fusionner des donnEes provenant de diffirents systimes. , icnir compte du milieu de propagation de
fagon automasique et transparente pour l'utilisateur. Ils feront appel a des systimes experts pour l'analyse des donndes ct le
dialogue avec l'utilisatcur.

Sujets Traitis
- Gdndralitis: Propagation dans les bandes de frdquence intdressantes, tilddcction du milieu
- Les prinapes de la gomnometrie ct de la radiolocahisation Techniques itun scul capicur. y compris les antenncs rdscau,

techniques multi-capteurs; aspects brouillage.
- Uimpact de la propagation sur la gomornidmie et la tdlddetection: Les grandesi ondes, HF, VHF, UHF ci au-dcli.
- Les besoins futurs.
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Preface

The "Radio Location Techniques" symposium is an excellent example of AGARD's unique role and capability. Since the topic is
primarily ofinterest in military applications and includes sensitive areas, It would be difficult to handle in an unrestricted forum.
The subject matter includes complex propagation scenarios, novel signal processing techniques, sophisticated hardware, and
extensive measurement programs. A goud interaction between university, industry and both civilian and military members of
defence establishments is necessary to address the interdisciplinary aspects of the subject matter. AGARD is in the unique
position to facilitate such an interaction and has demonstrated it again with this highly successful symposium.

The symposium was held in London, U.K. from lst-4th June 1992 and included seven sessions. Two sessions addressed
propagation aspects, one radio location techniques, two radiolocation measurements and systems and one signal processing
aspects. One session was classified and the proceedings will be published in a separate classified volume. All together, 39 papers
were presented during the symposium.

Gratefully acknowledged are the cooperatioa and assistance of the Technical Programme Committee - Professor Goutelard,
Professor Jones, Dr Klemni, Dr Rother. Professor Tacconi, Professor Toker and Dr Yavuz In addition to members of the
Technical Programme Committee, Dr Norbury and Professor Yeh served as session Chairs.

Appreciation is furthermore expressed to the AGARD staff led by Lieutenant Colonel Canglia and to Mr Jean-Philippe
Prouteau for the excellent planning and organization. Very special thanks go to the local hosts. Mrs S. Martin. Dr P Cannon and
Dr K. Craig provided a memorable setting and superb arrangements which resulted in an excellent symposium.

J.H. Richter and R.B. Rose
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LATERAL DEVIATION OF VLF RADIO WAVES DUE TO
DIFFRACTION AND SCATTERING FROM COAST-LINES,

MOUNTAIN RANGES AND POLAR ICE CAPS

James R. Wait
Consultant
2210 East Waverly
Tucson Arizona
85719 3848 USA

SI'MMARY*

his paper deals with a physical theory of radio wave propagation in the earth-

ionosphere waveguide when allowance Is made for lateral non-uniformities in the lower

boundary. A combined hybrid ray and mode analysis is adopted which reduces to the now

conventional formulation when the lower boundary is uniform. For obvious reasons, the

mathematical details will not be presented but the optical interpretation is given

and the physical concepts illustrated in a hopefully meaningful fashion. A case of

particular interest is when the global propagation of the VLF signal arrives from both

the direct path as well as a sometimes very strong'resonant scatter from a continental

mountain range 1000 km or more off the great circle path. Other examples occur when the

signal actually diffracts around convex coast-lines and continental margins such as

the Antarctic ice cap. In such cases, the direct path signal over the highly lossy

medium is highly attenuated and may be out of contention.

In the simplest theory of "horizontal bending" of VLF waveguide modes, the conversion

of modes,of one order to another , Is ignored. But, by employing mode match techniques,

the conversion of modes of order m to modes of order n (reflected) and to modes of

order p (transmitted) can be estimated. Both a scalar and a vector version of the form-

ulation are outlined. Actually the scalar version is really more appropriate for dealing

with acoustic ducts with Inhoirogeneous walls when the horizontal direction of propag-

ation is oblique to the junction olanes. Strictly speaking the full blown vector prob-

lem must be dea t with in the electromagnetic case if proper allowance is to be made

for the Inevitable couDling between the TM(transverse magnetic) and TE(transverse mag-

netic) modes.

I INTRODUCTION

To understand some of the complexities of bearing errors in VLF radio wave transmission,

it is desirable to consider an idealized model which can later be employed as a basis

for discussing more realistic situations where the physics is very similar. The situation

Is shown in Fig. le, b, and c below. A source (e.g. a vertical electric dipole) is loc-

ated at (0, yo, 0) on the earth's surface z=O. The upper reflecting boundary is at z = h

and this surface is assumed to be laterally uniform and characterized by a surface

Z,• z Z+

(vertical Zplan view)

planel Y,v i e w ) . Z Z /• Y
## source 1

y 2 ~ yinc.
(a) (b) (c);---- -. ----.-----

Ztran.,*. tra el
eefi.

x Figure I

Impedance Z+. The lower boundary, at z = 0, is a two part surface whose impedance is Z

for y , 0 and is Z for y < 0. A more explicit description of these boundary conditions

is given below.
* The first paragraph of the summary refers to the oral presentation of the paper at the
AGARD Symposium in London, June 1992. The second paragraph is pertinent to the theory.
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In a qualitative sense, we now consider that the source dipole emanates a waveguide mode

of order m in the semi-infinite region y>O. It Is "reflected" at the junction plane y

0 into a spectrum of modes of order n Including the specular case n = m . The trans-

mitted modes of order p prnpagate into the region y < 0. Again, if there was no mode

conversion p = m but, even then, the direction of the wave propagation will be modified.

It is this modification. appropriately defined below, which we will call the bearing

error. In general, converted modes( i.e. where p i m ) will also suffer bearing errors

and they may be very significant.

Some very interesting situations may arise at highly oblique incidence where the reflected

or scattered modes may become significant while the transmitted modes could become very

small in magnitude and highly damped in the direction of transmission. Such a situation

is analogous to critical reflection at a dielectricinterface when the waves are going

from a dense to a less-dense region.

It is very important to recognize that we have a double-barreled problem to cuntend with.

In plan view, as indicated in Fig. lb,we are dealing with a ray picture but, in the vert-

ical plane, as indicated In Fig. 1c, we have more ofa wavegulde mode picture. In other

words, an Individual "vertical mode" is treated as a ray in the horizontal plane. This

concept is not new and , indeed, seismologists and underwater acousticians have often

exploited the technique . But,surprisingly, radiowave people do not usually treat such
mixed path problems in this context. ( see references 1 to 4

2 A SCALAR MODEL

in our formulation we will adopt a scalar viewpoint, even though the 3d problem is

intrinsically vector( as we indicate in Section 5 ). In this context, we wivl deal with

a complex field function 4(x,y,z) which satisfies the Helmholtz equa.ion (V2 . k
2

) 4 = 0

(I in the region O<z < h where k = w/c = i n / free space wavelength and w is the

angular frequency. The implied time factor is exp(+j wt ) here and in what follows. we

can identify ý as the vertical electric field for VLF waves but in other related

wave problems it can have other meanings. (e.g. the excess pressure in acoustic wave
guidesO.

The impedance type boundary conditions that we invoke on the horizontal boundaries are

listed as follows :I 6j/az = - jkA Li at z = h for - c< y < m (2)

ii lQ/dz = jk6L at z = 0 for y > 0 (3)

Iii /acz jk4J at z = 0 for y < 0 (4)

where we nave adopted normalized surface impedances defined as follows *= /

S= Z / 0is , and L+ = Z+/ no where i0 = 120r ohms. These normalized impedances
are also relevant to analogous acoustic models.

Now, of course, we recognize that a source dipole at (O,yo,O) will excite a spectrum of

discrete modes but it is sufficient to consider one such mode of order m because,in the

final analysissuperposition holds and the appropriate sum over m nay be effected. Thus we

choose our incident wave function, for a far distant source, to be of the form :

pinc = exp( -jkSmsingmx - jkSm cos gm y Y Gm(zY (5)

where unimportant or slowly varying factors are omitted and where Gm(z) is the height

gain function defined below. Also we should note that Om is the real angle of incidence

in the horizontal (x,y) plane for the Incident waveguide mode of order m.

The appropriate eigen or characteristic modes in the vertical plane are obtained from

[(C C- )/( C v 6)J3( C- &4/( C + Lv)] exp(-2jkhC) exp(-j2nm) = 1 (6)

The solutions are C = Cm which yield Sm = 1- -C2) . The physical constraints on

the solution are that Re.Sm 0 and Im. Sm < 0. Also we normalize the height gain
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functions such that Gm(O) = 1 which follows convention. Now from (1) , we see that

Gm(Z) z [exp(+jkCmz) + Rmexp(-jkCmz) I / ( 1 + Rm) (7), where Rm= (Cmn-A)/(C +A) (8)

Here Rm can be identified as the reflection coefficient at the ground surface z = 0 for

the complex eigen angle, arc coO Cm,for the mode of order m . We may readily verify that

(1) is satisfied and that the boundary conditions (2) and (3) are met.

For such an incident waveguide mode, as defined oy (5), we now write down the expected

form of the reflected modes of order n. The field function of $ refl is of the form
n

nrefl RnAm exp( -jkSn singn x - jkSn cosOn y ) G n(z) (9: 2 and

Cn is a solution of (6) for the n'th mode. Rn,m is the reflection coefficient for the

Incident mode of order m as it is relected and/or converted into mode n .

To deal with the transmitted modes of order p , we are led to write, in analogy to (9),:

p trans = Tp~m exp( -jkgp sin6p x + jkSpCosGp y ) Ga(z) (10) ,

where now the vertical eigen modes are obtained from the solution C = Cp of

[ C - t)/( C C+ )] [( C - &+)/( C + +)] exp(-2jkCh) = exp(-2j np) (11)

Then S = ( - § where agaln Re. S p 0 and Im. S p 0. The height function

is now ap (z = [ exp( jkC pz + p exp(-jkC p Z) I / ( I R p) (12) , where

Rp = ( ep - A)/( M v + ) (13) . Then Tp,m Is the transmission coefficient

for the incident mode of order m as it is converted into mode of order p .

Now at this point, the only assumption we need make is to say the transition , from the

surface impedance Z for y > 0 to the surface impedance 2 for y <O0, is invariant with

respect to x . Thus 0 trans/ax -refl /ax = a , n,/ax . "Jgm 114) , where gm
qp vn 'x m /X -~ (4 hris a fixed parameter. (14) is a generalized form of Snell's law for the 3D problem.

The following properties are a consequence of (14) : 11 Since Om is real 1, n (angle)

of reflection is generally complex except for n = m and for the unlikely situation that

arg. 
= 

arg.Sm when n i m , 2) 4p (angle of transmittance) is generally complex even

for n = m except, in the trivial case, where there is no surface Impedance contrast.

We can now construct the desired forms for the modal representations for the total

fields for an incident mode of order m. Thus, for y > 0, we may write for the total field:

inc . orefl = Am( exp(um Gm(zY 2 Rn,m exp(-unY )Gn(Z) ( exp(-jgmX) (15

while,for y (. 0, ýrn
htrsns

5  
= Am 7 Tp,m exp( v y) G(Z) exp(-jgmx) (If)

Here Am is a coefficient specifying the strength of the incident m'th order mode. The

other key parameters are : um (g2 - k2S2)* = j(k
2

S
2

, g)* (17) ,

m m m m (7
j(5 kkS p2p S j2k

2  -2 k
Un 2p gn _2 ~ 2~~(8) g

2 
-ý 9

2 2
* 25  (19)

and where, as indicated by (14) , gm= kSm sinOm

3 PROPERTIES OF REFLECTED AND TRANSMITTED MODES

A procedure to determine the reflected and transmitted mode strengths is described later.

But, first of all, it is desirable to discuss the nature of the modes with regard to

attenuation, phase velocity, and refraction. For example let us deal with the reflected

modes. An individual mode will have the form efl = exp ( -j gm x ) exp ( -Uny ) (21),

where we have omitted the multiplicative factors wi.ich do not depend on x and y . Now

let us write gm = pm - j qm (22), and un = cn + (3 n (23) , where Pm I qm •n

and On are typically real and positive. Thus note that

refl e
n exp( - qm x o ~ny] exP[ -J ( m x + (9n Y)] (24) . Clearly planes of
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of constant phase are determined by Pmx + (ny = const. (25) , or Pm = dy/dx = 0

(26) . The situation is illustrated in Fig.2. The direction

of the wave fronts, for the modes of order n, make an inc. mode a

angle 
5
n,m with the y axis. indeed tan nm -dy/dx \ mo e m

- Pm/ @n is an explicit formula to deduce the real \ \ \\ \

angleS n,m which Is relevant to any phase sensitive \

receiving system. Of course, in the special case n=m, - \ \

we see that 6m,m = gm .Now looking at (24), we nm \ \ \ \ Y

see that the planes of constant amplitude are determined / Snm/S //
by qmx + cny = const. (28), or qm + cndy/dx / \/ planes of constant

0 0 (29) . The angle of the normal ,n'in is // /s/ phase)

given by tanSn = - dy/dx qm/ en (30) Except / refl. mode n

in the special case pm/qm (= !n!On (31), (or / / Fig.2
x

arg. Sm = arg Sn) , it is clear that Snlm ' Sn,m . Therefore it is evident that the

planes of constant phase and planes of constant amplitude do not coincide for the con-

verted modes except where noted above.

The situation for the transmitted modes, in the region y < 0 is similar. Such a mode of

order p will have an x and y dependence as follows : ýtrans = exp(-jgmx) exp( v y) (32)
p pwhere again we have omitted factors that do not depend on x and y. We now set vp

Yp +J •p (33),where cp and @p are real. Then OP \inc.mode m

= exp(-qm x p &py) exp [ -j( pmx - Pp y)] (34) . \of(planes of "'\ \ \•/

The planes of constant phase are now determined by constant phase) ,

pmx - y = const. (35), or Pm - rdy/dx =0 (36).
p p N Nm

The situaticn is illustrated in fig. 3. The refraction .
ion angle 9pm describing the direction of the -- \
wave normal , is determined from tan = dy/d x p p"m

Pm (37). Except in the trivial case of no /
surface impedance contrast ( i.e. Z = Z ), the angle e

i 9 em even in the case where p = m. Looking at tran. /p ' Fig. 3
pIm mode
(34), we see that planes of constant amplitude are
deter ined from Omx - a y = const. (38) or q - o dy/dx 0 . The refraction angle

pmý p
for planes of constant amplitude is given by tan 6Om = qm/ (x (40). In general 6

P'm
1 0 except again in the special case where the waveguides are lossless such that

arg.S. = arg.Sp = . One might now ask how does (40) compare with Fermat's principle?

To answer this question,we we note that v = Jk[ 22 - S
2

sin
2e jI (41) can be approximatedfor

lp d
low order modes, by vp =jk[(•) - (S; sin 9m)•] (42),where S; = Re. S, and =

Re. S . Then, from (37), tanp 6 [ S,' sinQm]/ (S)2 - ( S)2 sin29m1 (44),

which trigometrically is equivalent to Si sin gp,m 
5
m sin Gm (45) . This latter form

of Snell's Law becomes exact when Sp and Sm are real.

4 MODE MATCHING

We now develop a procedure to determine the reflection and transmission coefficients Rn,m

and Tp,m , respectively. The method is based on mode matching. The scheme is to match

0 and a* /ay at the junction plane y=0 over the interval O'z4h . Employing (15) and

(16), we arrive at the following Gm (z) 7 Rn,mGn(Z) TpmGp(Z) (46)

and 1 n n
umGm(z) - Rp Tp~mGp(z) (47) . To deal with this system

n p

of equations , we can exploit the orthogonality of the height gain functions. In the

present context, we multiply both sides of (46) and (47) by G (z) and integrate over z

from 0 to h. Then we obtain
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(Aq)'1 (dq Rq,m ) = Tp Cpq and (A)
1

(umdm, Uq R pp,mpq

p (48) P (49)
where dn,q 1 for r,=q , =0 for m• q. In arriving at (48) and (49) we have exploitedh

the following orthogonality property : (2/h) Wp(Z) G(z) dz = I / A for p=q

(/)h 2 -1 p q q (50)
where Aq = h2 [ G(z) 2 (51) = 0 for p q

qh

is a modal excitation parameter. Also we have definedCp,q = (2/h) p (z) G (z) dz (52)

as a mode coupling characterization. q

Noa we can eliminate Rq,m from the pair (48) and (49) to yield the single set

(Aq)-(uq +um) dm,q 2 (uq * VP)Tp,m cp,q (53)

To solve this system, we truncate the seriec over p to say N terms. Then we take q = 1,

2, 3. ....... N and solve the finite system for T Pm for the desigated m'th incident

mode. To Illustrate the concept, let us take m = I and N = 2 which is a rather drastic

truncation. Then (53) reduces to (u1 .Vl) T,1 c1,1 + ( u1 + v 2 ) T2,1 c, 2  2u1 / A 1  (54

and (u 2 + v1 )T, 1 C2, 1 + (u 2 . v2 ) T2,1 c 2 , 2  0 (55) Consequently , to within

first order T2,1 T1,1 I(u 2 + v1)/( u2 + v2( c 2 ,1 /c 2 , 2 ) (56)

and T1,1  ( A)-I C 2ul/ ( u1 + vl)0 ( I/c 1 ,) = (roughfully) 2u1 /(u1 + VI)

As we see the coupling coefficient cQ,p plays a key role. It can be expressed simply,(57)

as we shall show,following a somewhat classical route forged by the "Master" (i.e. A.N.

Sommerfeld). First of all, we note that,over the interval 0< z< h , we can write :
÷ k2Cq2 o 2

2
C

2
)Gp()

(d
2

/dz
2  

2 
2
C )G(Z) = 0 (58), and (d

2
/dz

2 / dz
2 

. k2 (z) = 0 (59)

Now we multiply (58) by Gp and (59, by Gq and then subtract one of the resulting

equations from the other to yield Gpd
2

/dz
2 G Gq d

2
/dz

2 p . k
2

( C 2 -2) 0 (60)

p p q p
But (60) is equivalent to

d/dz ( G dG /dz - G dG /dz] -k ( C 
2
)C GC (61),

p q q p q p qpp
Then, on integrating both sides of (61) over the range of z from 0 to h , .ae get

h
C dC /dZ - G dC /dz I k

2 ( C 2  
2 p2

S) (h/2) (62)

0
But dGq/dz jkA at z = 0 , dG pdz jk/L at z : 0 (6W•, (64)

- .jkA* Gq at z h , =- jk6'G p at z=h (651, (66),

Thus the LHS (left hand side) of (62) is simply -j k (A - W) so that the coupling

coefficient is given by : Cp,q = (2/(jkh))(A - 2 2 (67)

Perhaps it is useful to note that c 2 ,1 / cl, 1  ( CI - C) / ( -C - ) (68)

which is an alternative form showing that the mode conversion is most important wher, the

modes I and 2 become nearly coincident ( i.e. near degeneracy).

It is now useful to return to (46) and (47) inanattempt to deal explicitly with the ref-
lection /con~ersion coefficient Rn,m . To this end, we play the same orthogonality game

and begin by multiplying both sides of (46) and (47), by Gs(Z) and integrating over z

from 0 to h. Then we obtain the system I +, R Cs,n =T A/ (69)

h *$•and = ( 2: 0 S n(Z) 5 (71) z URknmcs,n = vs T( Sm / / ns (70)
and hn

and Cs,n = (2/h) Gn(Z) as(Z) dz = (2/(j k n C ( -L)I(n2 -2s (72)
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On eliminating Tsm , from (69) and (70),we arrive at the single set

(vs - um) . n5(Vs - un) Rn,m Cs,n /csm 0 (73)
To obtain numerical values for Rn,m we truncate the summation over n to N terms and then

let s = 1, 2, 3, .... N. The resulting matrix of the coefficents is then inverted. In
the rather trivial case where mode conversion is neglected (i.e. N = I ), we obtain :

Rm,m = (um - vm)/ um + v m) (741 which i-s very simple. In fact (74), can be interpreted

as the reflection coefficient at an interface between two half spaces of refractive
indices Sm and Sm . But, in general, we need to deal with (73) for some specified number
of terms. In this case, it is useful to note that the ratio of the coupling coetficients

is given by cs,n/Cs'm C • 2 - Cý/ C 2- _2) (75) which is consistent with (67Y.

6 GRADUAL TRANSITION OR NON ABRUPT BOUNDARY

In the foregoing analysis, we have idealized the junction as an abrupt change of the
conductivity of the lower boundary (e.g. a straight flat lying coastline). But, in many
cases , the junction is tapered in some fashion. For example, in tne analogous day/night
transition, the width of the earth-ionosphere waveguide Will change gradually. Similarly
an irregular coastline will often appear as a tapered tra.osition. o ere we will indicate
if such a transition or tapered junction will modify any of our conclusions about bear-
ing errors. The mcJel we consider is a modification of the geometry considered earlier
in Fig. 1 . The situation we deal with now is shown In F'g.4 where, in fact,
rather than having a sudden change of properties at y =0 , we have a transitzon that
extends from y = -d to -d . The incident -oce of order n ,for y > d , is again specified to
be 0 inc = 0 exp('jgmxl exp(umy) Gm,(z) where um jkCm where t. satisfies the mode eqn.

(6). NOw, in the region y < -d, the transmitted mode of order 'n will stili have the

form rans ep(-gX) eyp( vr y) Gm(z) in the absence of any mode corversion.

Gm(z) and Cm(z) are the appropriate height gain functions in the regions y > d and
y < -d ý respectively. N4x in the transition region, d > y>-d , ne ,i1! a'gue that
the solution will have the form: ý(y) = ep(.-jgmx) y(y) Gm(y,z) (74)
where the y dependent height gain function
is given by Gm(y,z) [expCjk C(y) z] . R.exp(-jk C(y) z])/ ( 9 m ) (75)

where Rm = Cn(y) 0 A(y)l /Z..(y) I Ay)) (76)

and where 6 (y) is the y-dependent (normalized) surface impedance at z = 0 for -d~y'd.
Cm(y) then satisfies the y-dependent mode equation such as (6) with 8 replaced by A(y).

Now .ince 0 satisfies the Helmholtz equation (V2 - k
2 
)L z 0.£77), in the space Oz~h,

it is clear that [ d2
/dy

2 + k
2

q
2

(y) ] Y(y) = 0, (78), Where q(y) = j ( k
2

S2(y) .g-2

where Sm(Y) ( 1 - C(y))] . The appropriate WKB solution of (78) is:

Y(y) I/ k q(y)]½ exp jk l q(y) dy ] (79) apart from a constant. Now this
0

solution form must match the incident wave as y ,.0 and the transmitted wave as y.-.* .
In these two limits q(y) -* Cm and q(y) . , respectively. These conditions are
net when Id

T C/ 4 Cm) exp [ -j k q(y)dy] exp C j k ( Cm - ým)2d (80),

Of course,it is not permitted to let d approach zero because the WKB solution is only
valid if q(y) or Sm(Y) is a slowly varying function of y. In such a case, mode convers-
ion would also be small. BuL an interesting observation can be made about (80) , If
g) > km, V, In (73) becomes mainly real. Then we can expect that there will be crit-
Ical reflection back into the region y • 0 from whence the incident wave came.
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For example, it is possible a value of y =

ycvin the transition, will occur when
g(y) = 0 ( or there will be a minimum tr an I refl

Of course the problem is analogous to the

reflection of obliquely incident radio waves NI (y)

(in the vertical plane) at the ionosphere j A

where the electron density increases with

height. Some of the relevant theory on

phase integral methods can be taken over y

directly (e.g. see Ref.3 ). In this case inc

we may deduce that for the region y > d,

the critically reflected field will be

given by orefl : o e

where the n/2 phase lead is associated

with the effective caustic surface at y= y (plan views

The situation as described above is depictedn (

in fig. 4 where two typical situations are 1--2 d

shown; in the one case, the incident mode

has a horizontal angle of propagation which is
[Illustrating a penetrating mode and

close to perpendicular with the y axis. T hen the . critically reflected mode)

"ray" is continuousty bent within the transition

zone but it eventually exits at y = -d and goes

on its way into legion y < -d . On the other hand, the highly oblique ray enters the

transition zone but it is continually refractew back towards the region y > d.

Perhaps it is important to note that with sur,! a transition zone,the properties of the

modes in the uniform regions y < -d and y > *d are precisely the same as we disussed

earlier for an abrupt boundary - everything else being equal. Of course, the relative

amount of mode conversion will be a st~oig function of the width or the e'tent of the

transition zone. But it is safe to say that the bearing errors for a given -ode should

not be affected by the width or taper of the transition zone.

7 ALLOWANCE FOR TE-TM COUPLING

A more rigorous analysis or the oblique incidence problem is to allow for coupling

between between the TE(transverse electric)and the TM(transverse magnetic) waves. We

shall outline the procedure for dealing with this situation. The waeguide model is the

s3me a% illustrated in Fig.l. in the region Oz<h , the fields can be derived most con-

veniently from the Debye potentials U and V (Ref.2). Thus we may write

E, = , 
2
U/oxaz -jpwcv/ldy (81) , a =

2 
Ul 6y cz * jjwaV/lx (82) ,

Hý = a2V/ax•z j 9eoOU/6y (83), Hy a 2V/ay3z - Row w U/aX , (84)

Ez = ( k
2 

* 0 2
/d

2
z ) U (85) and HZ ( k

2 
. d 2 / 0

2
Z )V (86Y

Here we associate the U with the TM or E Modes while V is associated with the TE or the

H modes. tssentially, in our previous scalarized or acoustic-like model, we ignored the

fields derived from the TE or H modes (i.e. we assumed H. = 0 ). It might be mentioned

here in passing that in dealing with a realistic earth-ionsphere model, where the

earth's magnetic field renders the ionosphere anisotropic, there is also coupling between

the TM and TE modes even for complete lateral non-uniformity of the wave guide( sze Refs.

2 & 3 ). That is a complication not considered here.

To proceed with our analysis, we construct our solutions or U and V that satisfy the

Helmholtz equation ( 72 . k2) U (or V), 0 (87) . The incident wave is a pure TM or

V mode , of order m , as assumed earlier . Thus Enc ixp(-jgmx umy), Gm(Z), (88),
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where gm=kSmSingm and um= (g
2 

- k2S 
2

) 0 j (k
2
S, - ) being consistent with

our earlier definitions. Again 9 ,the (horizontal), angle of incidence for mode m, Is

real. Also, as before, Sm M ) - C5 ) where Cm satisfies the mode equation (6) as

applicable to the region y ) 0 . It is now clear that 19/dx,in equations (81) to (84),

can be replaced by - j g. with the same justification as in the scalarized version.

The boundary conditions , on the horizontal surfaces are now stated to be

Ex = H0 , Ey. 1 a Hx

E * ~ HI (89), (90) ' o H (91)Ey = + 6 0 iHx I 8y), E y = 0 <O E y50 d o> -(D
z=O z=0 Z= h

We now write the appropriate forms of the Debye potentials , for the incident mode of

order m, in the coTpact forms , where summation over the repeated indices is understood:

Um= exp(u•)G(z) Re exp(-uy) Gn(z) (92), Vm = R exp,(-u y F (z) (9Y); y 0
um Gm (z m 1, n 9) m S,m 5

Um p, m exp (v py) GC(z) (94) Vm T h M(exp( v qY), P (2 (95) ; y ' 0
-p g52 bu=lo V ~ 2

O-q) whese
whcre , as befure, v D 1 2 K2S _ )f but also v j ( k2;2 2 4

Cq lower case s ),=(I- •-2)- in terms of Cq whiCh is the solution of the Ti mode
discussed below. SiayS g 2 ntow, also p g

2 
qg

s lout cas .a
5 

-'-

where - c
2

) in terms of cs which is the solution of the corresponding TE mode

equation. Tne TF type height gain functions are then v-ry conveniently written in the form

Fs(z) = exp k cs I + :s exp( jk esZ) (96) where rs = ( cs - I)/(c s

F" (zi = exp( j k oz + ^ q exp(- jkwQz) where iQ = ( q - 1)/C - 1 )

Now C s a solution of the TE mode equation: rs r* eyp(-j2kch) exp(-j2ns) =1 (98)

3nd cq is a solution a similar mode equation : rq r+ exp(-2?kch) = exp(-j2nq) = 1 (99)

vileIe r = ( C- I 1)/ ( Ac + 1 ) . Then the corresponding TM mode equations are

identical to those employed in the earlier scalarized formulation.

The remaining task is to match the tangential fields t. , iz, Hx and Hz in the junction

This step leads to the following sirultaneo~s equations for the unknown coefficients:

-g GCm' (z) * e, Ge'(z) jrpw R h u r (z) -• e, G''z jpwT v ( 100)mn,m Un s,m S S -= " 0-m ,•p ,-j•q,m~q q(ZI÷s T q I . ,v r, ' ~)', (0,'

-gm Rsmh Fs,(z) ) Re)n,m Un Gm(z)= - j g, TlmGp*(z)-jjwT ,, vp (:, (lo1l
-i~A, 5(z) . iw~mm - Reun ~ p 2~ p02p

C2GC2 Rnem G(z) CTC 
6

e(z), 02
n m ~ np pm p

2n rs(Z) = 2 T h (z)
Os Rs, m q q,m q (103) where Gn4(z) = dG,(z)/dz , etc.

These four systems of equations must hold and Fs '(z) = Fs(z)/dz , etc.

over the interval Oz'h. NO further attempt

here will be made to sohxe them. But a number of general conclusions can de drawn.

For perpendicular incidence, (i.e. gm= 0 ), the TE modes become completely decoupled and

the results are identical to the scalarized model. Also it may be noted that for the

low order modes , the derivatives of the height gain functions are relatively small

and the coupling between TM and Ti modes is weak. Finally It is to be noted that at

highly oblique incidence , the modes may be critically reflected in which case the

coupling tends to be small.
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DISCUSSION

D. JONES
In an early interpretation of refraction effects, Neil Thomson used a very simple analysis based on refraction at an interface
characterized by a refractive index computed in terms of the phase velocities on the two sides. How valid is this treatment?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
I believe Thomson's method is valid for an individual mode. But he does not consider mode conversion nor does he deal with the
magnitude of the mode convesion.

J. BELROSE
Your reference to VLF attenuation rates for waveguide mode propagation across icccaps of 50 dB/1000 kin is a bit of art

exaggeration...or at least should be qualified The "attenuation rte is a strong function of frequency and reflection height, and is
greatest at low VLF frequencies and low reflection heights. Thus, for practical VLF frequencies, it is greatest for the OMEGA
frequencies (10 kHz) and lowest reflection heights (50 ki. corresponding to a solar proton event). Perhaps such "attenuation raes"
occur under such propagation conditions?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Yes. 50 dB is an exaggeration or upper limiL Perhaps such an opaque model of the Antarctic ice cap is appropriate in view of
Bar's observations.

R. OTT
In regard to the plot of reflection loss versus incidence angle, how do the results change for the higher order mode numbers? In
general, how ae the coupled equations for the tranmmissionlreflection coefficients truncated and solved for the higher-order modes?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
The lowest mode will be critically reflected in some cases, even when mode conversion is non-negligible. The higher order mode
conversion is calculated by truncating the system of equations at successively higher numbers to secure convergence.
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PROPAGATION CHARACTERISTICS OF THE IONOSPHERIC TRANSHISSION WINDOW
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ABSTRACT (LF), and Medium Frequencies (MF).
Long waves propagate to distances

Most apl.lications of long radio waves well beyond line-of-sight via a
(ELF/VLF/LF/MF) are ground-based and number of different modes. These
exploit the fact that such signals include propagation over the surface
can propagate to great distances via of the earth by diffraction modes
reflections from the lower (ELF/VLF/LF/MF); propagation by
ionosphere. It is known however transmission-line type modes (ELF);
that, owing to the influence of the and, propagation by earth-ionosphere
earth's magnetic field, long wave waveguide modes (VLF/LF/MF).
signals can penetrate through the
ionosphere as well; at times, with ELF has an important application for
relatively little loss, depending on military communications that require
ionospheric conditions and other wave penetration beneath the surface
propagation factors. This has of the ocean; the VLF/LF bands are
prompted investigations of the long used extensively for navigation and
wave "ionospheric transmission military communication; and, the MF
window" as part of efforts to assess band (from 535-1606 kHz) is used by
the feasibility of deploying long the standard AM broadcast systems.
wave emitters in space for Long waves are also used in basic
terrestrial applications and/or for ionospheric research, lightning
exploiting, in space, signals studies, standard frequency and time
emanating from ground-based long wave distribution, geological studies, and
transmitters. This paper outlines minerals exploration. For almost all
results of theoretical and of these applications, long wave
experimental investigations of the transmitters and/or receivers are
ionospheric transmission window over deployed on, or relatively near, the
the frequency range from about 100 Hz surface of the earth.
to 500 kHz, with emphasis on
directional issues associated with It is well known that long radio
long wave penetration of the waves can also penetrate through the
ionosphere. densest regions of the ionosphere;

i.e., through the F-max region, where
1. INTRODUCTION the electron density is many orders

of magnitude larger than that needed
For discussion purposes, it is to completely reflect the waves if
convenient to refer to radio waves the ionosphere were a simple
having frequencies below 3000 kHz as (unmagnetized) plasma. This
"long waves". Included are Extremely transmission window is due to the
Low Frequencies (ELF), Very Low geomagnetic field of the earth, which
Frequencies (VLF), Low Frequencies constrains the electron motion
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produced by incident electromagnetic coverage of very large geographic
waves. The study of "whistlers" has areas, repeated measurements at
shown that long waves from lightning different times, etc.) for VLF
strokes can penetrate the ionosphere, ionospheric penetration studies,
follow a geomagnetic field line, and there is an important role for rocket
return to the earth at a distant probe experiments (e.g., Ref 2)
point. This type of hemisphere-to- because these can give vertical
hemisphere propagation occurs under amplitude-height profile information
special time-varying conditions which needed for understanding and
are still not fully understood, confirming the penetration mechanism.
Related research has focussed on In the 1960's and 70's the U.S. Air
using long wave whistler-mode Force conducted a number of rocket-
propagation to trigger electron probe experiments to explore the VLF

precipitation events in a controlled transmission window of the
manner. Such a capability could, ionosphere, measure the attenuations,
ultimately, have interesting and obtain other data of potential
potential application in reducing the interest for engineering
threat posed to space craft by applications. The experimental
charged particles in the radiation approach is illustrated in Figure 1.
belts. Another potential application Briefly, signals from distant VLF
of whistler-mode propagation, a transmitters were monitored from the
space-based ELF/VLF transmitter for ground to about 600 km altitude with
communications applications, has been receiving systems contained in the
considered by the U.S. Air Force and nose cones of rockets flown from
Navy (most extensively in the late Eglin, Florida, Natal, Brazil, and
1960's and early 1970's) but has Fort Churchill, Canada. These
never been carried past the locations provided an opportunity to
conceptual stage owing, primarily, to investigate the relative effect of
the large technical uncertainties and the geomagnetic field on the long
potential high cost of deploying such wave penetration properties, since
a system. the dip angle of the geomagnetic

field ranged from near zero degrees
Technological advances over the past at Natal, sixty degrees at Eglin, and
decade and recent space-based eighty-four degrees at Ft. Churchill.
experimental activities in this area,
such as the Soviet Union's ACTIVE VLF VLF receiving instrumentation was
satellite and NASA electron-beam contained in the nose cones of
(SEPAC) and long wire experiments sounding rockets, which reached
(WISP), suggest that it might be apogees of about 600 km (well above
useful to review some of the the F-max of the ionosphere) during
characteristics of the ionospheiic the flights. The payload included an
transmission window, as it applies to antenna that was an electrostatically
long radio waves. More specifically, shielded air-core loop, shaped to
results of a number of experimental conform to the fiberglass nose cone
and computational programs conducted of the rocket. In flight, the axis

by the Phillips Laboratory of the of the rocket was nearly vertical so
United States Air Force will be that the antenna sensed the
described, horizontal component of the magnetic

flux density of the signals being
2. ROCKET INVESTIGATIONS OF VLF monitored. The antenna spun with the

PENETRATION OF THE IONOSPHERE rocket at 6 rps typically, and
information on wave polarization

While satellites such (e.g., Ref 1) could be obtained by observing the
offer many attractions (such as resulting signal modulations. For a
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linearly polarized transverse dark during the flight except for a
magnetic wave there were two maxima small portion of the NLK-Eglin path
and two minima in each revolution, in the vicinity of the transmitter.
while for circularly polarized waves The measured amplitude-height
the signals had constant amplitudes, profiles observed during the flight
In the circularly polarized case the are shown in Figure 2. For
signal frequency differed from the comparison purposes, the profiles
wave frequency by an amount equal to have been pormalized with respect to
the rotational frequency, being a reference value of unity on the
greater or less depending on the ground.
relative directions of rotation.
With either polarization there were Except for a few periods when the
additional frequency shifts (Doppler) signal from NLK was lost in the
due to the component of rocket noise, signals were received on the
velocity in the wave propagation rocket from all three stations from
direction. When signal-to-noise the ground to altitudes of 500 km.
conditions were favorable, the The NSS and NAA signals began to
Doppler shift could be obtained by decrease shortly after lift-off and
allowing for the relatively constant passed through brief minima around 40
rotational shifts produced by the km altitude (100 km for NLK). After
spinning rocket, a broad minimum between 100-200 km

(200-300 km for NLK) the NSS and NAA
The base of the antenna contained a signals tended to recover partially,
solid state receiver with individual while the signal from NLK held
tuned channels to monitor various VLF relatively steady.
stations. On the ground the original
RF signal monitored on the rocket was In the region between 400-500 km, the
recovered from the telemetry signal NLK, NSS, and NAA signals were 16, 6,
and recorded on video tape. Another and 12 dB, respectively, below their
channel recorded the RF signal from a values at ground level. In this
similar payload operated in a fixed sequence it happened that the sig'ials
position near the ground. On from the nearer stations penetrated
playback, the rocket and ground the ionosphere better than those from
signals could be compared cycle by the more distant ones, a fact which
cycle to obtain Doppler information. may be related to their effective
It was also possible to measure angles of incidence, and possibly to
delays in arrival times, especially the geomagnktic field conditions
when the signals consisted of dots (this will be discussed in more
and dashes. Since the percentage detail later).
bandwidths of the VLF transmissions
were generally small, the observed The amplitude variations from 250-500
signal delays could be assumed to km seen in the NAA profile might be
approximate mathematical group due to a standing wave pattern set Up
delays. by reflections from some still higher

altitude or, by what may be more
2.1. Signal Profiles for the Night likely, the interference effects of

Flight at Eglin, Florida the superposition of waves belonging
to different modal systems in the

Three VLF stations, NSS (Annapolis, earth-ionosphere waveguide. Since
Maryland, 21.4 kHz), NAA (Cutler, the multiple reflected waves
Maine, 17.8 kHz), and NLK (Jim Creek, associated with the higher order
Washington, 18.6 kHz) were monitored modes have steeper incidence angles
during the Eglin night flight. The and may penetrate the ionosphere
propagation paths were completely better, it may be that their
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influence on the shape of the wave 2.1.3. Interpretation of the Eglin
amplitude profile is relatively more Night Flight Data
pronounced in and above the
ionosphere than in the waveguide The similarities of the signal delay
below, profiles of NAA and NSS, and the

basic features of the amplitude
2.1.1. NAA Polarization Profile for profiles shown earlier suggest that

the Eglin Night Flight the fields observed in and above the
ionosphere were due to power leaking

A measure of wave polarization was off from the earth-ionosphere
obtained from the "spin modulation" waveguide in a coherent manner from
quantity (I - Amin/Amax), where Amin directly below the rocket probe.
and Amax are respectively, the Figure 5(A) shows a representation of
minimum and maximum signal amplitudes a model of this penetration mechanism
observed during one revolution of the consisting of three regions: (1) the
payload's loop antenna. Figure 3 earth-ionosphere waveguide, (2) a
shows the percent modulation-height transition region in the lower
profile for the signals from NAA. ionosphere, and (3) a region of
Near the ground the modulation was whistler wave propagation. It is
nearly 100 percent, indicating that postulated that the wave patterns in
the propagating wave in the earth- regions (2) and (3) are rigidly tied
ionosphere waveguide was linearly to the pattern in region (1), which
polarized, as would be expected. carries the main energy flow, and
Above 250 km the modulation was very that the whole wave pattern moves
slight, .ndicating circular from left to right with the phase
polarization; i.e., the magnetic flux velocity of the wave guide. Since
density vector was rotdting, rather the phase velocity in region (3) can
than oscillating. As seen by an be very much less than in region (1),
observer looking in the direction of the equiphase surfaces are shown
propagation, the rotation was sharply bent back, being nearly
clockwise, as would be expected for horizontal around the altitude of
whistler propagation. The minima at maximum electron density.
40, 110, and 190 km are roughly
coincident with the signal amplitude In the rocket experiment, the
minima shown earlier, vertical velocity of the receiving

antenna relative to the wave produced
2.1.2. NAA and NSS Signal Delays for a Doppler shift of a few cycles per

the Eglin Night Flight second in the region of circular
polarization (3). The Doppler shifts

Figure 4 gives the variations of the for the relatively strong NAA signal
NAA and NSS signal delays with were converted to give the refractive
altitude, obtained by monitoring the index profile in Figure 5(B), based
dots and dashes received on the on the assumption that the rocket
rocket payload and comparing them to trajectory was approximately
those received on the ground. The perpendicular to the wave fronts as
rocket signal delays lagged the suggested by the penetration model.
signals on the ground by considerably The refractive index data was then
more than the millisecond maximum converted to the electron densities
delay that could be attributed to the shown in Figure 5(C). The solid
delay over the telemetry link. The curve depicts the derived electron
signal delays became noticeable densities, while the dotted one shows
around 250 km, and increased to 12 ms values up to the F-max region
near apogee at 500 km. obtained with a conventional HF

ionosounder operated at Cape Kennedy.
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The agreement between the two results observed at night, due to collision
is very good. losses in the daytime D-region of the

ionosphere.
The amount of tilt of the equiphase
surfaces can be estimated using The signal from NAA was strong enough
Snell's Law, the inclination being during the day flight to allow group
approximately sin-' (1/n), where n is delays to be estimated from its dots
the index of refraction. For n - 36, and dashes at a number of altitudes.
from Figure 5(B), the angle of At 520 km the delay was about 30 ms,
inclination is 1.6 degrees. about twice the corresponding

nighttime delay, which would suggest
For a given electron density profile, that the average electron density at
the group delay is inversely this altitude was approximately four
pro.,ortional to the square root of times greater in the day. This is in
frequency, so that, theoretically, reasonable agreement with estimates
the signal delay for NAA (17.8 kHz) of total electron content.
should be about 10 percent larger
than that for NSS (21.4 kHz). By 2.3. Day Flight at Natal, Brazil
closely comparing the signal delays
at 500 km altitude, it was found that The wave penetration in the coherent
the observed signal delay for NAA model discussed earlier is controlled
actually was nearly 10 percent larger by the vertical component of the
than that for NSS. geomagnetic field, which permits the

wave fronts to travel in an
2.2. Signal Profiles for the Day essentially vertical direction. At

Flight at Eglin the magnetic equator the vertical
field component is zero and the

The amplitude-height profiles of the penetration mechanism fails, so that
signals from NSS and NAA oLserved signal levels above a few hundred
during the day flight at Eglin are kilometers in the ionosphere should
given in Figure 6, where it is shown be vanishingly small. As a test of
that the NSS signal was monitored to this "blind zone" hypothesis, signals
only about 90 km altitude, where the from six VLF stations were monitored
signal was 20 dB below the ground at the geomagnetic equator in a day
value and became lost in rocket flight at Natal, Brazil.
instrumentation noise. The profile Except for minor fluctuations, all
is smoother than the one obtained on six decreased as the rocket rose,
the night flight; e.g., instead of practically disappeared around 100
the minimum around 35 km (Figure 2), km, and were not observed again until
there is merely an inflection near after the rocket reached apogee (660
the 25 km altitude. This is kin) and returned to the 100 km
consistent with the notion that altitude region. Figure 7 gives
higher order modes are less prominent three of the amplitude-height
in the daytime. profiles, NBA (Panama, 24 kHz), NSS,

and NAA obtained during the flight.
The corresponding amplitude-height The NAA signal was strong enough on
profile for NAA shows a rapid the ground to permit the conclusion
decrease in signal shortly after that the signal above 100 km were at
lift-off. After reaching a -30 dB least 30 dB down. This contrasts
minimum at an altitude of 70 km, the with the results of the Eglin day
signal recovered to a level around - flight, for which the NAA signal at
20 dB which was maintained with only some altitudes above 100 km was only
minor variations up to 500 km. This down about 17 dB. The Natal results
signal was about 8 dD less than were consistent with the "blind zone"
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hypothesis to within the dynamic none of the cases was a signal
range of the measurements. definitely received and identified

above about 70 km. This was
Although intelligible signals were unexpected based on the penetration
not detected above the noise above model previously developed from the
90-100 km at Natal, sometimes curious Eglin data and discussed in
"blips" appeared in the NAA signal conjunction with Figure 5.
channel. These had durations of
about 10 ms, noticeably shorter than 2.4.1. Conparison of the Eglin and
the 15 ms dots of the code being Ft. Churchill NAA Data
transmitted by the station, but
longer than most sferics noise- NAA is nearly equidistant from Ft.
bursts. No time correlation was Churchill and Eglin, so that it is
found between the occurrence of a interesting to compare the daytime
blip and any signals, signal changes, amplitude-height profiles that were
or noise bursts seen by the ground obtained at those locations. Figure
observation receiver. Yet, since no 9 shows both profiles to the same
such blips appeared in any of the scale. Below 70 km the profiles are
other signal channels which had very similar; but above that
comparable sensitivities and altitude, the signal at Ft. Churchill
bandwidths, the possibility that the failed to recover, with the
blips were somehow related to the NAA penetrating signal,, if any, being at
signal cannot be ruled out. Shown in least 20 dB weaker than at Eglin. In
Figure 7 is the profile of the light of the penetration mechanism
combined NAA signal and noise drawn outlined earlier, this is surprising
to a scale to include apogee. The since the vertical component of the
blips mainly appeare-' in the altitude geomagnetic field at Ft. Churchill is
regions marked by A, B, and C. even stronger than at Eglin. The

difference might be due to higher D-
If the blips observed in the region absorption at Ft. Churchill,
experimental data were "real" the or different geomagnetic field
question arises as to how the NAA orientation with respect to the
signals got to the high altitudes propagating signals from NAA, or a
above Natal. It may be that they combination of both.
penetrated the ionosphere at a higher
latitude, where there was a vertical An aspect of the orientation issue,
geomagnetic field component, and were illustrated in Figure 10, can be cast
then somehow coupled to the as follows: for the northward
horizontal geomagnetic field lines directed geomagnetic field, is there
that the rocket probe from Natal an appreciable difference in the
intercepted. This requires further penetration losses for waves from NAA
investigation, propagating to the south (toward

Eglin, Florida) compared to those
2.4. Day Flight at Fort Churchill, propagating to the north (toward Ft.

Canada Churchill)? The schematic suggests
that the coupling of waves to the

A rocket probe with a 660 km apogee geomagnetic field might "smoother"
was made at Fort Churchill, Canada, (less lossy) for southward
where the geomagnetic field is both propagation. To investigate this,
stronger and more nearly vertical normalized 17.8 kHz wave amplitude-
than at Eglin (see Table 1). The height profiles were computed using a
amplitude-height profiles for the nominal night-time electron density
three VLF stations monitored during of the ionosphere. The problem was
the flight are shown in Figure 8. In oversimplified in that the earth and
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the ionosphere were taken to be plane geomagnetic field conditions, wave
surfaces, and the wave structure incidence angle on the ionosphere,
between them was considered to and direction of wave propagation
consist of up- and down-going plane with respect to the geomagnetic
waves, with incidence angles of 87.3 field.
degrees, chosen to represent the
first propagating mode with a 3.1. Ionospheric Penetration Losses
magnetic-type ionospheric boundary. for Normal/Disturbed Conditions
A full-wave computer program (Ref 3)

was used to calculate the penetrating Figure 12 shows computations by

and reflecting waves, and the total Booker, Crain, and Field (Ref A) of

horizontal magnetic field vectors daytime long wave penetration losses

(the major axes of the polarization for normal (ambient) and disturbed
ellipses) were then determined by ionospheric conditions, for waves
vector addition. The resulting propagating parallel to the
amplitude-height profile computed for geomagnetic field. As such, the
north-to-south and south-to-north results represent a "best" case (as
wave propagation directions, with discussed later). Under normal
respect to the geomagnetic field, are conditions, the daytime penetration
given in Figure 11. From these losses are below about 30 dB for
simple calculations, the southward frequencies below about 20 kHz. The
propagating wave couples into the "disturbed" case represents a
ionosphere with less loss than the situation in which electron densities
northward propagating wave. However, in the ionosphere below 70 km were 2-
it is not clear whether this effect 3 orders of magnitude higher than
alone is sufficient to account for under normal conditions; a condition
the observed difference between the that sometimes occurs for relatively
Eglin and Ft. Churchill NAA long periods in the polar cap
ionospheric penetration data. This following large eruptions on the sun
problem, the points raised earlier (so-called solar proton events, or
concerning the penetration of h'aher SPE's). Except for the very lowest
order modes, and the "blips" observed frequencies (below about 100 Hz), the
in the NAA data at the geomagnetic increased absorption in the lower is
equator all suggest that further effectively prohibitive.
ionospheric penetration experiments
would be necessary to help resolve Figure 13 gives related results of
such issues. The Ft. Churchill VLF full-wave computations of ionospheric
penetration experiments, however, penetration losses for plane waves,
completed the U.S. Air Force's over the 15 kHz-500 KHz range, under
experimental research in this area. nominal day- and night- ionospheric

conditions. Northern hemisphere,
3. COMPUTATIONS OF LONG WAVE mid-latitude parameters were assumed-,

IONOSPHERIC PENETRATION and, the direction of wave
propagation was parallel to the

A number of computational studies geomagnetic field (i.e., for the
performed in conjunction with the geomagnetic parameters chosen, the
rocket-probe experiments have bearing plane waves were propagating to the
on some of the penetration issues south, with an incidence angle of 20
outlined above. These illustrate degrees). Again (as shown later),
clearly the variability of the this corresponds to optimum
penetration of long radio waves ionospheric penetration conditions.
through the ionosphere in terms of a
variety of factors, including wave Similar to the previous example, the
frequency, ionospheric conditions, normal daytime penetration losses
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increase relatively sharply with discussed above were for what was
increasing wave frequency. For the termed "best" or "optimum"
nighttime case, however, the losses penetration conditions. As
are small, even for frequencies well illustrated by the results given in
above a few hundred kilohertz. This Figure 14, one optimum condition is
suggests, for example, that it should wave propagation to the magnetic
be possible under the appropriate south for a northward directed
nighttime conditions to receive geomagnetic field. Another optimum
Loran-C navigation signals (100 kHz) condition relates to the incidence
and standard AM broadcast signals (in angle of the waves on the ionosphere,
the lower bend around 600 kHz) in as illustrated in Figure 15. for
space. which penetration losses we.-,

computed for southward propagating
3.2. Computations Relating to the waves as a function of incidence

Coupling Issue angle on the ionosphere. For the 15
kHz, 100 kHz, and 300 kHz examples

As described earlier in conjunction shown, the penetration losses were
with Figures 10 and 11, the large least for an incidence angle near 20
differences between the NAA degrees, which corresponds to a plane
penetration data acquired at Eglin wave propagating parallel to the
and Ft. Churchill (there was little, geomagnetic field (whose dip angle
if any, penetration at Ft. Churchill) was assumed to be 70 degrees for the
prompted computational investigations computations). In all crses, the
of some of the directional issues penetration losses incre, se for
associated with long wave coupling incidence angles departirg from that
into the ionosphere. Figure 14 gives optimum condition. The lenetration
the results of calculations to losses become progressively steeper
investigate this issue further and more prohibitive as the wave
(magnetic dip - 70 degrees; wave frequency increases and as the
incidence angle - 20 degrees). At incidence angles vary away from the
the lower VLF frequencies, the minimum-loss condition. The results
calculations show only a few dB indicate that although frequencies
differences between waves propagating well above 100 kHz from ground-based
to the north and to the south; transmitters may penetrate the
however, the computed differences nighttime ionosphere under suitable
become quite large as the wave propagar

4
on conditions, the

frequency increases. For example, at location(s) at which they might be
100 kHz for this nighttime example, received in spave may very well be
the penetration loss is only a few dB very highly restricted.
for propagation to the south, but is
more than 20 dB for propagation to 3.4. Tracking Long Waves Through
the north. Hence, if one was to look the Ionosphere
for 100 kHz signals in space from a
Loran C station, for example, it The computational results described
appears that they might be observable above represent numerical solutions
only southward of the transmitter. for infinite plane waves incident on
At higher frequencies, the a horizontally uniform model
differences in north/south ionosphere. However, the waves from
penetration losses shown in Figure 14 a real long wave transmitter are
are even more dramatic and severe, divergent, and might be more

accurately described as spherical
3.3. Incidence Angle Effects rather than plane. There is then a

question as to the realism of plane
Some of the computed results wave solutions in certain real
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scenarios. The basic mathematics for 4. CONCLUDING COMMENTS

investigating this question already
exist (e.g., Ref 5), but the The discussions above have focussed
procedures required are not easy to on experimental and computational
implement. However, some progress studies relating to the penetration
has been made on a related question: of long radio waves aR-through the
"what path would a collimated beam of ionosphere. Most of the results and
long waves follow in the ionosphere?" issues raised, however, relate to the

penetration of long radio waves down-

As outlined schematically in Figure through the ionosphere, as well. One
16, a simple beam can be constructed primary issue for either case are the
by combining the fields of two plane effective losses incurred in
waves of the same amplitude and penetration of the ionosphere by long
frequency but with slightly different waves. These depend upon a number of
angles of incidence. For a given factors as illustrated by the results
field component, say the transverse shown earlier. Via reciprocity
magnetic field, this gives an arguments, the effective losses
interference pattern in the vertical should be the same for up- or down-
plane. By tracing the interference going plane waves that are
maxima a beam path or "wave track" is propagating parallel to the
obtained. The process has a geomagnetic field. As indicated
classical analog in the theory of earlier, the losses can increase
Group Velocity in which two waves in dramatically for non-parallel
the same direction but with slightly propagation, depending on wave
different frequencies are combined to frequency. The results indicate that

give an interference pulse. ELF/VLF radio waves can penetrate the
ionosphere with relatively little

Figure 17 illustrates the results of loss; and, under more restrictive
"tracking" the maximum of the conditions, LF, and even MF waves up
combined fields of two 15 kHZ plane to about 500-600 kHz, can penetrate
waves, one propagating with an the ionosphere without suffering

incidence angle of 40 degrees, the prohibitive absorption.
other with an incidence angle of 50
degrees, as they penetrate a Another key issue involves the
nighttime ionosphere. If the coupling of signals out-of or in-to
combined fields represent, the earth-ionosphere waveguide. As
effectively, the "track" of a plane illustrated earlier, the coupling
wave incident on the ionosphere at an out-of the waveguide in the northern
angle of 45 degrees, the computation hemisphere (where the geomagnetic
indicates that the wave undergoes an field is pointing northward) is most

appreciable off-set as it penetrates efficient for waves propagating to
the ionosphere from the ground. It the south. Alternately, reciprocity
must be noted that the validity of considerations indicate that the
this "wave-tracking" concept and excitation of northward propagating
computational approach has not been waves in the earth-ionosphere
subjected to rigorous testing. waveguide by waves penetrating down-
Nevertheless, the "off-set" issue through the ionosphere may be more
raised here is an intriguing one and efficient than the excitation of
it, along with some of the other southward propagating waves. The
results and issues raised in earlier issue pertains to potential coverage-
Figures, indicate that further areas on or near the surface of the
investigation is needed to fully earth that would be provided by long
characterize the long wave wave sources in space.
ionospheric transmission window.
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Detailed knowledge of many long wave interim results of the LOFTI I
penetration issues is still lacking experiment", Proc.IRE, 50(1),
due, primarily, to the lack of a pp 6-17, 1962.
sufficiently large and diverse set of
experimental data. Overall, there is 2. Bullough, K., Hall, A.J., Hall,
a paucity of pertinent, quantitative, J.E., and R.W. Smith,
data from satellite monitoring of "Rocketborne equipment for an
ground-based long wave transmissions; L.F. D-region propagation
and, to date, no man-made long wave experiment", Proc.IEE,
transmissions from space have been 114(6):703, 1967.
received on the ground. If plans for
future experiments in these areas are 3. Inoue, Y., and S. Horowitz,
carried out successfully, this will "Numerical solution of
hopefully change so that the basic full-wave equation with mode
question of where in space do long coupling", Radio Science, 1(8),
wave transmissions from the earth pp 957-970, 1966.
reach (or, where on the earth will
long wave transmissions from space be 4. Booker, H.G., Crain, C.M., and
accessible) will be adequately E.C. Field, "Transmission of
addressed and answered. Electromagnetic Waves Through

Ncrmal and Disturbed
REFERENCES Ionospheres", RAND R-558-PR,

Santa Monica, CA, Nov. 1970.
1. Leiphart, J.P., Zeek, R.W.,

Bearce, L.S., and E. Toth, 5. Budden, K.G., "Radio Waves in the
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ROCKET
IONOSPHER.E TRAJECTORY,',..• ..... . - " " - : .': • (500kin)/

~~DISTANCE"'

Figure 1. Rocket Probe Investigations
of VLF Ionospheric Transmission
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DISCUSSION

J. WAIT
I. Did you deal explicitly with the sorce in the full wave calculation of the penetration loss?

2. Also. I think it would be interesting to apply reciprocity to the case where the source is in the ionosphere and/or the
magnetophere

AUTHOR'S REPLY
1. No. We took an admittedly simplified approach to investigate relative effects relating to the penetration of long waves up
through the ionospler Specifically, we computed the penetration of infinite plum waves, incident on a horizontally stratified
ionosphere, for a wide range of propagation conditions. To deal appropriately with the source, a much more rigorous approach.
such as outlined in works by Budden. GaleJs. and Wait, for example, should be done. We were not computationally set up to
handle such a treatment.

2. I agree; however, another somewhat thorny issue aises when the source is to be embedded in a magnetizied plasma. Do we
understand the interactions and coupling between it and the medium well enough to adequately describe its radiation characteristics
(patterns, etc.)? This issue certainly was of W-eat concern to U.S. Navy researchers when they were contemplating the development
of a satellite-borne long-wave transmitter twenty years ago or so, and the issue still remains a difficult one to resolve today as well.

M. PITFEWAY
At around, say, 10 kHz, we would expect a refractive index of 10 or 20 in the whistler medium. If we have an airborne VLF
transmitter, therefore, transmission to the earth would only be possible through a narrow cone of angles. Other angles must be
reflected or absorbed, so most of the transmitted energy will be lost to us? (The refraction gives an ea•th-based VLF transmitter an
effective polar diagram of just a few degrees in the whistler medium. The airborne transmitter enjoys no ,och advantage).

AUTHOR'S REPLY
The computations discussed in the talk centered on the upward penetration of infinite plane waves incident on a horizontally
stratified ionosphere. Although the focus was on waves incident from below, reciprocity considerations show that the results can be
used to obtain information relating to plane waves penetrating down through the ionosphere as well. Your comment actually deals
with the same one Dr. Wait has just brought up: what signals will be received in space (or on the ground) for real long-wave
sources on the ground (®r in space)? As mentioned earlier, those much more vigorous computations are beyond the scope and
emphasis of the present paper.
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THE EFFECTS OF MULTIPATH SCATTER FROM WIND DRP.'EN GRAVITY
WAVES ON LINES OF BEARING SERVING AS DIRECTION FINDERS

by

LIL Ott
General Research Corporation

1601 Randolph Road SE
Suite 200 S

Albuquerque, NM 87106

A]BSTRACT United States

Unambiguous locations for target transmitters are
based on lines of bearing (LOB's) obtained by Thf total z-component for the Hertz vector for the
radio direction finding (DF) methods. These target geometry in Figure I is
location estimates based on intercepted LOB's are
subject to error if multipath exists. Tais multipath
may result from skywave interference or seascatttr I 6),*
from rough seas. Skywave multipath becomes 1M(w) -- _ 4 e + -'(osG-t e

important for ranges greater than 300 km while. \0ose+6 }
ground wave multipath may be significant for direct reflected
ranges les than about 100 km. Although, the wave wave
groundwave loss may be greater than the one-hop
skywave mode, it may be comparable to the loss
associated with the two-hop mode. Therefore both "space wave
groundwave and skywave multipath may
contribute to LOB errors for a given fleet exercise.
For the case of skywave multipath, newer DF
systems will be able to differentiate skywave signals , 26 ,eikt 2  1 + 1.3+1.3.5+
from ground wave signals when the elevation angle -cos0o-+) 7 1 0- TI T" 8n .
is greater than about 18.

In this paper groundwave multipath is estimated
using the compensation theorem. This method "Norton Surface Wave"
provides a convenient analytical tool for relating
the change in mutual impedance between a
transmitting monopole and a receiving loop over a where
rough sea surface and a flat sea. The change in vertical polarization
mutual impedance, in turn, is related to the change J 7'
in current in each of the receiving loops used to 6 =

generate LOB's. V/•, horizontal polarization

Some predicted and observed examples of fleet
exercise LOB errors from wind generated swell will i(2)
be given based on target transmitter frequency, U = r. +
wind direction and speed of the ship carrying the
DF system.

INROUCIO n r"2 62( 1 + C...osa ikr2 (os0 + )I INTBRODUQflON _ 2(+4)=!l cs+)

The ability to detect low-flying missiles is of crucial
concern to modern naval fleets. Unambiguous (3)
locations for target transmitters are based on Hines
of bearing (LOB's) obtained by radio direction
finding (DF) methods. These target location and the time dependence is e For the case of

estimates are subject to error if rough sea an antenna on an OUTBOARD ship, the angle 0 in
0() is near and the direct and reflected waves

multipath exists. This paper addresses the errors
in LOB's when sea multipath occurs. The cancel leaving only the Norton surface wave to

mathematical approach uses the Monteath propagate the signal from the target ship. The

Compensation Theorem [1] relating the change in Norton surface wave in (1), normalized to the free-

mutual impedance between the transmitting space field is

monopole and receiving loop antennas.
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Figure 2 shows the geometry of the transmitting
PA Imonopole and the receiving loop on the

OUTBOARD ship in frame x, y, z. The fields of"TARE the receiving loop are given approximately by
(assuming the loops axis is nearly perpendicular to

SWAVSIEfHET- the z-axis; i.e., the loop is electrically close to the
" -surface of the sea).

"MMI E,-0 (8a)

Figure 1. Geometry of Sea Multipath Ey 0 (8b)

•-LOCOPPS E 2  s7IS sin 6 eikro (8c)

where

ro R-x cosO (8d)

a= a+ wind-direction (8e)

___ D ,-WMGEWAMEWcCRSTS and o= 120 r ohms, IB is the current in the
M O .IDo loop, S is the loop's effective area, and 6 is the

angle the loops horizontal axis makes with the
vector R in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Geometry of transmitting monopole on
target ship and receiving loop on outboard ship. Using the following first-order approximation to

the complete compensation theorem; i.e., assuming

Norton Surface Wave = 2 E is the unperturbed field and H is the perturbed
ikD62  (4) field [2], yields the change in mutual impedance

between the loop and the monopole,

where we have used only the leading term in AZ = Z'AB - ZAB = 1
equation (1).

From equation (4), the magnetic field of a (E x H) • e da (9)
transmitting monopole on the target ship is f
approximated by

where E is the field of the receiving loop, H is the
hAIAsinca(2 ( field of transmitting monopole, and E and H are

_ ikr-) ,&e (5) defined above in (5), (6) and (8), and ZAB is the2i;'ý -ikb/ mutual impedance between the monopole and loop
when the sea is smooth; i.e.,

HV 2"-Ao-•s8 ( 2 -) (1 ikrs) eikTr (6) %OShAsin 6Ttros ih Zsin 6 e~kR' (kR >, 1) (10)

which accounts for induction field effects of the
monopole over the rough sea and and the unit normal en to the rough sea is

V.2 + ý 2 - e.('(x) + e ( "
rs= v2+Y2+hA (7) e. +(

where hA is the monopole height above sea water.
with (' (z) the local slope of the rough sea surface.
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Substituting (5), (6), (8) and (11) into (9) gives R 1rV = 20 (k2jr a2)2  10-20,

AZ = 21 for a/A 1/60

y- (ik cosO12) ('(z) exp (- ikz cosO)
AB x [4, p. 182, fig. 5.5] (15d)

SH() (kz cosO) dz, (12) loop - o I

The limits of integration, z. and rl, are such that (4, p. 196] (15e)
we can use the asymptotic expansion for the
Hankel function, H•l) (z), as

H(1 ) (kx cosa) - (T. 2 )/2 e-i3,/4 I ( T

a = loop radius
e'= co*4, (13) d = wire diameter

and substituting in (12) yields the result [4, pp. 183, 197-198], [6] (150

AZA _ { e- 1- , iw1_< r/2 }
Z - i*l/ I4 > r/2 • wM = ZAB

hok2ShAsin 6 CkR
zI = 2-2R (15g)

k Cos~ dz. (14) x
S-7 dIn (15b) and (15c), hA is the height of the

transmitting antenna above the ground plane. In
(15c), 60 rather than 120 occurs in the numerator

Wait [3], has obtained a similar result to (14). because the image of the vertical antenna yields z.
factor of two. In the equivalent circuit, a capacitor
is used in series with the terminating loop resistor

3 EQUIVALE14T ORQUIT FOR to cancel the effect of LI and make the antenna
DIEBMRIiNG LOOP CURRENTS resonant, [4], pp. 183, 197-198]. Using the results

in (15), the equivalent circuit becomes a coupled
The two-loop equivalent circuit representing the RL circuit with loop equations given by
transmitting monopole and receiving loop make"'
following assumptions in the circuit parameters.

RMA - iwLmIAt+'SW I M I B = V
r'do = < R mo (electrically short

monopole)

[4, p. 58] (15a) iw MI IA+ (2 RL+RT)IB = 0 (16)

R = 400 (h, 
with a determinant A,

rod (RM - iwL,,) iw I M
[5, p. 312, eq. 10-54] (15b) A _-i I M i (2J4 + RM)

.n 60[In(hA/A) - 1]
wLmo"o tan(kh) = (RM - iwLm) (2 RL + RTM) + w2 I M 12.

(4, p. 512, eq. 14-4] (15c) (17)
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Solving for IB, the current in the receiving loop, in the shape of an inverted cycloid, with the

gives vertical distance between trough and crest the wave
height, and the horizontal distance between

-i I MI V successive crests called the water wave length, A,•"
1B =Figure 3 shows a statistic related to the wave

(RMR - iwLM)(2RL + RTM) + w2 M 2 height, i.e., H11 /3 , or the so-called significant wave

height for four different spectrums for the wave
surface [7]. Reference [8] gives photos showing the

or ocean waves developed when the wind has been

- tZABV blowing a sufficient time (1 knot = 0.514442

1B = (RMR - iwLM)(2RL + RM) + I ZAB1 2  (18) r/sec.).

Using the Gauss-Legendre numerical algorithm, the
integral in Equation (14) and, hence the phase of

and the current in the receiving loop, was evaluated for
the parameter values shown in Table I.

AIB - AZAZ. (19) OASVHIE
_r. AB* 12 ...... Hj% .6.1S 10 U2

Ila.g9 10
4

U
2

10 SVERORUP-MUNK /
The change in mutual impedance is therefore -- i6 .2.6V 10.2U

2

directly related to the change in current in the NEUMANN

receiving loop on the OUTBOARD ship. These F. - H -.7.065

currents are used to generate LOB's, from "look-up ,1E
tables". s -

From Figure 2 4 / /

CR =R/I RI (20) /

cos 6 = eR • eb (21)
0

where eb is a unit vector along the ship's center 0 4 a 12 15 20

line and Figure 3. Significant Wave Height, H1/3, versus

COS0 = e CR (22) Wind Speed using 4 different Spectra ([7]).

3.1 Comparison of Predicted and Observed Table 1. Input parameters for predicted LOB
Bearing Errors errors for Ship A, Event 2.

Measured LOB's were obtained from the fleet Azimuth (from CMT to OUTBOARD -44
exercise experiment during the period 27 January ship relative to North, deg.)
to 6 February, 1990, in the Caribbean, typically
from 2300 hours to 0800 hours local time. There Distance between CMT and 29
were 43 targeting events for the Ship A and 43 for OUTBOARD ship (nmi)
the Ship B using Ship C a cooperative mobile
target (CMT) at ranges from 20 to 100 nmi. Wind direction (relative to east, deg.) 50.

From equations (14) and (19), the error in the
current 12, in each of the receiving loops on the
OUTBOARD ship is a function of ((x) which in F
turn is a function of the sea state or wind speed. requency (MHz) 20.18
These waves are referred to as swell when they Predicted LOB error deg. 1.3
continue on after the wind stops or changes (eg)
direction. The wave characteristics are very nearly
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Figure 4 shows the geometry for Event 2 and the in a nearly constant direction at a relatively
LOB multipath correction for rough sea multipath. constant speed (12 knots) during the course of LOB
Another method for correcting for rough sea readings. The large changes in the LOB error from
multipath would be during the calibration testing time 2.55 to 2.65 may have been caused by factors
phase where appropriate modifications can be made other than rough sea multipath; e.g., and incorrect
to the look-up table (database) for the magnitude LOB from a target ship.
and phase of the currents in the loop antennas on
the OUTBOARD ship. However, Figure 4 suggests
the possibility of correcting for rough sea multipath
in "real time" without modifying the look-up table.

4 AYSS CAYSI

. .2

A ~4~..tosmaw~rn MWATHM"1j32

/ 1

225 tM 236 M0 146 1.0 2M 20 20

Figure 5. Event 2, Ship A, LOB difference error

versus time. Also shown is the predicted LOB
multipath error.

Figure 4. Geometry for Event 2 and LOB
multipath correction. 4 CONCLUSIONS

A general expression for computing the change in
Figure 5 shows a plot of the difference of the two loop current in the receiving loop antennas used in
LOBs in Figure 4 versus time. Except for the time the OUTBOARD DF system is given as a function
period 2.55 to 2.60, the LOB error was positive; of sea state. This expression was evaluated for the
i.e., the LOB from the correlation Interferometer sea's which existed during a fleet exercise and gave
Direction Finding CIDF algorithm was greater good agreement for the predicted and observed
than the LOB predicted using the dead-reckoning LOB errors.
algorithm. The dead-reckoning algorithm,
developed by this author, predicts the accurate
"ground-truth" LOB using the time "flashes" at
approximately 10 minute intervals and an
interpolation scheme for intermediate times, to
determine the distance the target ship traveled
along a great circle path from its initial position at
latitude, 01, longitude, 01, and time flash tPto a
new latitude and longitude. Using the parameters
for the sea state shown in Table I, a predicted LOB
multipath error of abc,u" i.3 was obtained.
Actually, the predicted LOB multipath error in
Figure 5 is very close to the average LOB error
(i.e., 0.93); The average LOB error is only
significant in analyzing the accuracy of the LOB
correction and not as a basis for LOB error
prediction. The reason is the multipath error from
rough seas is not constant with time, but changes
as the sca state varies and until the wind has
persisted for a sufficient duration to create swell.
As it turned out, for Figure 5, the wind did remain
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DISCUSSION

J. BELROSE
The experiment you described employed vertical monopoles for transmitting and small ferromagnetic loops for receiving on large
metal ships/lae with resect to the frequency used. The analysis you presented was bhsed on well understood propagation
parameters (the total signal being the vector win of a direct and a ground reflected wave and a Norton surface wave). You
addressed the coupling between the vertical transmitting antenna and the receiving loop antenna(s), coupled through radiation. But
the radiation properties of these antennas are influenced by the conducting surface of the ships. The lower half of the monopole is
the entire ship; the small receiving loop will couple to currents flowing on the conducting hull of the ship. Did you not experience
problems from these effects?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
I agree with the discussor's comment that indeed the entire ship is the radiator; i-e, the ship's superstnicture modifies the currents
excited in each of the loop antennas. However, this effect is included in the CIDF algorithm (correlation interferometer direction
finding) when measured loop currents are correlated against the data base currents; the latter are obtained as the ship steams around
a buoy and collects target data from a known target direction.
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PROPAGATION EFFECTS ON HF DIRECTION FINDING

George H. Millman
Research Associates of Syracuse, Inc.

510 Stewart Drive
N. Syracuse, NY 13212 USA

SUMMARY angular deviations and ground range
errors are presented as a function of

Estimates are made of the propagation solar-geophysical and meteorological
errors that can be made in the conditions.
measurement of the geographic coordinates
of an HF emitter when utilizing HF 2.0 THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
direction finding techniques. The
sources of the errors considered in this 2.1 Reflection Height Inaccuracy
analysis are those due to (1) imprecise
knowledge of the ionospheric reflection is lack of precise data on the electron
height, (2) ionospheric tilts, i.e., ensity variation with altitude at the
gradients of electron density and (3) ionospheric reflection point of an HF
tropospheric refractive bending. transmitted radio wave is the basis for

considering the reflection height
1.0 INTRODUCTION inaccuracy as a source of error in HF

direction finding. An error in the
The determination of the geographic height of reflection imposes an error in
coordinates of an HF radio/radar the estimation of the surface range to an
transmitter by direction finding is HF transmitter.
influenced to a great extent by the
characteristics of the propagation media, The ground distance error, 6S, depicted
i.e., the ionosphere and the troposphere. in Figure 1, is simply

various techniques are available for
locating an HF emitter utilizing two or AS-S-SA (1)
more receiving sites. A single receiving
site can also be employed for HF where S is the true ground distance. The
direction finding. The single site parameter, SA, is the apparent ground
configuration requires that both the distance which is expressed by
azimuth and elevation angle of the
received signals be accurately measured.
For the single site, the ionospheric SA-2r.cos"{[ll2ro(r,+hj)] (2)
height of reflection of the HF
transmitted signals is required for the fr. (r.+hA)-RIA]D
calculation of the ground distance to the
emitter. where ro is the radius of the earth, hA

is the apparent reflection height and RIA
Errors in locating the coordinates of an is the apparent slant distance to the
HF emitter arise, in the case of the reflection point. It is assumed that R2A
ionosphere, from (1) imprecise knowledge = R, where R1 , the true slant distance to
of the ionospheric height of reflection, the reflection point, is given by
(2) the presence of an electron density
gradient, i.e., ionospheric tilt along R,.{r]÷(r,.h)2 -2r,(r°.h) (3)
the path of propagation and (3) the
presence, along the propagation path, of
a traveling ionospheric disturbance cos(S/2r,))112
(TID), i.e., large scale electron density
perturbation in the F region. An and where h is the correct reflection
additional source of error results from height.
the refractive bending phenomenon
encountered in the troposphere. The 2.2 Ionospheric Tilt
presence of an ionospheric tilt and TID
imparts errors in the measurement of both Electron density gradients present along
the emitter's bearing and ground range. the path of HF transmissions can cause
The effect of ionospheric reflection the signals to undergo an angular
height inaccuracy and tropospheric deviation off the great circle path. In
refraction is to introduce an error addition, a gradient can introduce a
solely in the ground range measurement. modification in the ground scatter

distance.
In this paper, estimates are made of the
magnitude of the angular deviations and To facilitate the analysis, it is assumed
ground range errors that could be imposed the propagation signal undergoes a plane
on an HF direction finding system by the mirror-type reflection in the ionosphere.
ionosphere and the troposphere. The The ionospheric tilt geometry employed in
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this analysis is depicted in Figures 2 S-'r.((n/2)-(ET÷2*7 )} (11)
and 3. The tilt angle, 4, is the angle
between the vertical to the earth's
surface and the normal to the tilted where ET is the transverse elevation
surface while the horizontal rotation angle of the reflected ray incident on
angle, 0, is the angle in the horizontal the earth and *r is transvorse component
plane through which the tilted angle is of the tilt angle.

rotated away from the great circle plane. It can be shown that

For the ionospheric tilt geometry shown
in Figure 2, the deviation in azimuth, ET-cos''(I(r,-h)/r,]sin201 } (12)
AA, brought about by a tilt can be
expressed by the function and

AA -sin-'{sin(ST/r.)/sin(SrL/r.)} (4) =T=sIn-'({stl•SnO} (13)

where STL is the ground distance It is of interest to note the similarity
traversed by the deviated signals and ST between Equations (6) and (11), (7) and
is the transverse component of STL. (12), and (10) and (13).

It can be readily shown from spherical The error in the ground scatter distance,
geometry that ASTL, can be derived from the expression

SL-roco05"{COS(SL/r.)/COS(ST/r.)} (5) ASTL-SA-SrL (14)

where SL, the component of STL along the
great circle path, i.e., the longitudinal where SA is the apparent ground scatter
component, can be expressed by distance defined by the expression

SL-(S/2)+r,{(n/2)-(ELi÷ 
2

ýL)) (6) 'A- 2rcos'{[r2+(roh)
2

- (15)

The parameter S is the ground scatter ((RD+ R.)/2) 2]/2r,(r,+h)}
distance that would be attained in a
nontitled ionosphere, EL is the elevation The parameter, RD, is the slant ray path
angle in the longitudinal plane of the distance between the ionospheric
ray incident on the earth, i is the angle reflection point and the ground
of incidence of the ray with respect to reflection point, and is expressed by
the vertical and OL is the longitudinal
component of the tilt angle, 0. It is RD-(r>+(r.h)2 -2r.(r.÷h) (16)
noted that the term, (i + 

2
CI), is the

angle of reflection in the longitudinal cos(S'/2r.)})2

plane.
where S' is the surface distance between

The angle EL can be determined from the subionospheric reflection point and
ground reflection point. From spherical

E5=cos-'([(r,.h)/r,]sln(t÷2$z)) (7) geometry, it can be shown that

and the angle i from S'-r~cos' {cos[({S,-(S/2))/r.Jcos(S7 /r,)) (17)

i-sin-'((r,/R.)sin(S/2r.)) (8) 2.3 Tropospheric Refractive Bending

When electromagnetic waves are propagated
where h is the reflection altitude and Ru through the troposphere and ionosphere,
is the slant range to the reflection they undergo a change in direction or
point and is defined by refractive bending. This phenomenon

arises from the nonhomogeneous
R .{r.2(r..h)

2
-2r.(r,.h) (9) characteristics of the media. The

tropospheric refractive bending when
cos(S/2r.))}1/2 taken into account in HF propagation

analysis is found to modify the ground
scatter distance. This topic was

Assuming that the tilted reflecting initially discussed in a previous AGARD
surface is spherical, it follows that the symposium (Reference 1) but is briefly
angle OL can be expressed by reviewed in this paper for completeness

of the subject pertaining to propagation
L-sin-{(sin~cosO} (10) effects on HF direction finding.

The effects of the troposphere on HF
propagation can be evaluated by meant of

Referring to Equation (4), the transverse ray tracings. This requires that the
component of the ground scatter distance, index of refraction in both the
ST, is given by troposphere and ionosphere be expressed

as a function of altitude.
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The index of refraction in the where N, is the electron density at the
troposphere, nt, is defined by level of maximum ionization, ha, and He

is the scale height of the neutral
l b) (18) particles; i.e., the height of the

N6 .homogeneous atmosphere at a giventemperature.

where N is the refractivity, T is the air It should be noted that the ionospheric
temperature (OR), p is the total pressure refractive index, given by Equation (24),
(sbar) and E is the partial pressure of is also a function of both the electron
water vapor (m bar). According to Smith collision frequency and the earth's
and Weintraub (Reference 2), the magnetic field. According to Davies
constants, a and b, are 77.6°K/mbar and (Reference 4), the effect of the
48100 K, respectively, collision frequency term on the index of

refraction is negligible for frequencies
The tropospheric refractive index model on the order of 10 MHz and above and at
employed in this analysis is the CRPL altitudes greater than 80 km. When
Reference Refractivity Atmosphere - 1958 neglecting the earth's magnetic field, an
(Reference 3) which is described by error is introduced in the computation of

the index of refraction. The maximum
N(h)- N.+(h-h.)AN (19) error evaluates to less than 0.4 percent

at a frequency of 30 MHz and slightly
greater than I percent at 20 MHz

where No is the surface refractivity and (Reference 1). These calculations are
ho is the surface height above mean sea based on the daytime electron density
level. This expression is valid for ho S models presented in lable 1 and on a
h s (ho + 1) km. The parameter, AN, is magnetic induction of 0.5 G which is
defined by assumed to be invariant with altitude

(Reference 5).
AN -- 7.32exp(O.OOSS77N.) (20) 3.0 DISCUSSION

For the region contained within (ho + 1) 3.1 Reflection Height Inaccuracy
s h : 9 km, the refractivity decays as

An error in the estimation of the
N(h)- NIexp[-c(h-h.-1)] (21) ionospheric height of reflection of HF

signals could arise from inaccurate data
on the distribution of electron density

where N1 is the value of N(h) at 1 km at the midpoint of the transmission path.
above the surface and A source of the error could be a

travelling ionospheric disturbance
C-C1/(8-ho)]Iog.(N 1 /1OS) (22) inducing a perturbation in the

ionization.

Abc. , km, the experimental decay is of An estimate of the ground distance error
the "L- resulting from an error in ionospheric

reflection height is shown in Figure 4.
"-105exp(-0.1424(h-9)] (23) It is evident that an underestimation of

the reflection height results in an
overestimation of the ground distance.The 3,'.x of refraction in the The effects are reversed when there is an

ionosphere, ni, can be expressed by the overestimation of the reflection height.
relationship For a given reflection height error, the

)2 (24) werror in the ground distance decreases
ith increasing ground distance.

(Il_(N~e2lE~m~w2)}I/Z According to Figure 4, for an assumedreflection height error of -20 km and
ground distance of 3400 km, the error in

where wN is the angular plasma frequency the prediction of the ground distance
of the medium (rad/s), N9 is the electron evaluates to approximately 12 and 13 km
density (electrons6m

3 ), e is the electron for reflection heights of 300 and 350 ks,
charge (1.6 x 10-1 c), m is the respectively. For a -10 km reflection
electron mass (9.1 x 10-31 kg), E. is the height error and assuming ideitical
electric permittivity of free space conditions, the ground distance error is
(10-

9 /36n F/m) and w is the angular on the order of one-half the -20 km
frequency of the incident wave (rad/s). results.

The distribution of electron density with 3.2 Ionospheric Tilt
height is assumed to follow the Chapmanmodel of the form (Reference 4). The azimuthal diviations due to

ionospheric tilts oriented at a

N.-N Nexp{(I/2)(I-{(h-h.)/H,)- (25) horizontal rotation angle, 0, of 4b° (and
1350) and 900 are presented in Figures 5

exp(-(h-h.]/1i,)]} and 6, respectively, as a function of
tilt angles, *, of 10, 30 and 50 and
reflection heiqhts of 300 and 350 km. The
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lack of data beyond the ground distances approximately 700, 900, 1100 and 3400 ka,
of 2600 and 3000 km is attributed to the respectively.
reflected rays not reaching the earth's
surface, i.e., overshooting the earth. 3.3 Tropospheric Refractive Bending

An examination of the data discloses that The effects of tropospheric refraction on
the angular deviation decreases with HF propagation is evident in the data
increasing ground distance and increases tabulated in Table 2 which is a
with increasing tilt angle and reflection compilation of the computations presented
height. For a fixed set of conditions, at the 1979 Lisbon AGARD symposium
i.e., tilt angle, reflection height and (Reference 1). The Table 2 calculations
ground distance, the angular deviation are based on the four daytime electron
maximizes at 0 = 900. density models described in Table 1 and

on surface refractivities of 320 - and
It should be noted that, for 0 = 00 and 400-N units. The electron density models
1800, i.e., the tilt oriented in the and surface refractivities are inputs to
great circle plane, HF transmissions the mathematical relationships defining
would not experience an angular deviation the ionospheric and tropospheric index of
from the great circle plane. refraction profiles, respectively, which

are required for the ray tracing process.
The data shown in Figures 5 and 6 can be
readily converted to spatial dimensions. In the analysis, it was assumed that (1)
According to Figures 7 and 8, there is a the troposphere is contained between the
slight increase in the lateral earth's surface and 30-km altitude, (2)
displacement with ground distance. In the base of the ionosphere is located at
the ground distance interval of 700 and an altitude of 80 km and (3) free spaceprevails in the region between the3400 km, the lateral displacement, for 0 troposphere and ionosphere.
= 50 and 0 = 450 and 1350, varies between
approximately 37 and 38 km for h = 300 km An examination of Table 2 reveals that,
and between 44 and 45 km for h = 350 km. when the refractive characteristics of
When the horizontal rotation angle is the troposphere are taken into account,
900, the magnitude of the lateral HF radio waves, in general are propagated
displacement increases to approximately to a greater distance than when the
53 and 56 km for a reflection height of troposphere is neglected as indicated by
300 km and to approximately 62 and 65 kw a surface refractivity of 0-N units. In
for h = 350 km. addition, the true height of reflection

decreases while the virtual height of
The ground distance errors resulting from reflection increases. However, in the
the presence of ionospheric tilts are case of transmissions at 20 MHz and 10
depicted in Figures 9 through 11 for elevation angle, the reverse occurs; that
horizontal rotation angles of 00 and is, the ground distance and virtual
1800, 450 and 1350, and 900, reflection height both decrease with
respectively. It is apps-ent that for a increasing surface refractivity.
fixed set of conditions, i.e., tilt
angle, reflection height and ground It should be noted that, when the
distance, the ground distance error is a ionospheric index of refraction is
maximum at a horizontal rotation angle of defined in terms of magnetic field
00 and 1800 (Figure 9) and a minimum at parameters, the ground distance and the
900 (Figure 11). For a tilt angle of 50, true and virtual reflection heights are
reflection height of 350 km and ground found to be a function of both magnetic
distance of 2600 km, the ground distance field conditions and surface refractivity
error is approximately 17.6 km for 0 - 00 (Reference 6).
and 1800, 10.5 km for 0 = 450 and 1350
and 0.7 km for 0 = 900. An interesting disclosure of Table 2 is

the existence of long range propagation
It is of interest to note that for both paths in a portion of the 20-MHz data.
horizontal rotation angles of 00 and 1800
(Figure 9) and 450 and 1350 (Figure 10) 4.0 CONCLUSIONS
the ground distance error increases with
increasing ground distance while, for a For an HF direction finding system,
horizontal rotation angle of 900, the imprecise information on the height of
reverse occurs; that is, the ground reflection of ionospheric propagation HF
distance error decreases with increasing radio waves produces an error in the
ground distance, measurement of the ground distance to an

emitter. The error increases with both
The reversal effect of tie ground increasing reflection height and
distance error is shown in Figure 12 reflection height error and decreases
which is a plot of the error As a with increasing ground distance.
function of various horizontal rotation The presence of an ionization tilt in the
angles for a tilt angle of 50 and region of ionospheric reflection can
reflection height of 350 km. It is cause HF signals to undergo both an
evident that, as the angle 0 increases, azimuthal bending and a change in the
the position of the minimum ground transmission path length which, in turn,
distance error is displaced towards would produce an error in the ground
increasing ground distance. For 0 = 00, distance measurement.
45o, 600 and 900, the minimum error is
located at a ground distance of
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Table 1

Ionospheric Electron Density Profiles

scale Height Altitude Maximum Electron Density Plasma Frequency
Model Layer Hs (kn) (k1) N. (X10

1 1 Electronslm
3

) (MHz)

A E 10 100 1.SO0 3.477
F1 40 200 3.000 4.917
F2 50 300 12.500 10.037

B E 10 100 1.459 3.429
F1 40 200 2.918 4.850
F2  50 300 12.160 9.899

c E 10 t00 1.440 3.406
F1  40 200 2.879 4.817
P2 50 jo 11.997 9.833

d E 10 100 1.421 3.384
F1  40 200 2.841 4.785

2 50 300 11.838 9.767
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Table 2

Tropospheric and Ionospheric Ray Tracing Calculations

Elevation Surface Average Ground Average True Average Virtual
Frequency Angle Refractivity Distance Reflection Height Reflection Height

(MHz) (deg) (H-units) (km) (Jc) (km)

10 1.0 0 1863.9 81.8 85.4
320 1949.9 81.7 92.7
400 1984.3 81.6 95.8

3.5 0 1468.7 82.3 88.3
320 1511.0 82.2 92.2
400 1526.3 82.1 93.6

20 1.0 0 4820.3 196.5 546.8
320 4729.0 186.4 522.5
400 4282.6 167.7 457.6

3.5 0 4231.4 215.9 514.8
320 4438.8 215.5 564.4
400 4521.6 215.4 585.5

30 1.0 0 3979.8 248.7 361.9
320 4067.6 248.2 377.9
400 4123.6 248.1 388.4

3.5 0 3501.0 252.0 364.4
320 3540.1 251.3 371.7
400 3574.5 251.2 378.2

-- -- - ASSUMED REFLECTION HEIGHT

- -- -REFLECTION HEIGHT

R• R
IA R I RlA I

EARTH'S SURFACE

EARTH'S CENTER

Figure 1. Geometry for Reflection Height Inaccuracy
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DISCUSSION

R. ROSE
COMMENT: I noted that the ground distance error data that were presented reflected target ranges of greater than 1000 km. It
should be noted that for ranges of less than 1000 kin, the ground distance errors would increase dramatically.

R. OTT
Do you have any position error results for the case where the frequency is greater than the critical frequency so just the ground
wave is present?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
This particular condition was not considered in this analysis.

C. GOUTELARD
L'introduction de composantes transverses du gradient hionriontal. souvent nighg6, me parait importante. Cependan. les dviations
que vous trouvez sont faibles. Nous trouvons par des tracis de rayons des carts qui peuvent atteindre plus de 150 kIa. notaimment
pour le rayon haut. Celt est rendu danm Ia communication que nous prisentons ("Nouvelles mithodes de modhlisation.. "151).
Comment cette difference peut-elle itre expliqute?
The introduction of transverse components across a horizontal gradient - an aspect often neglected - seems to me tl be important.
Nevertheless, the deviations you found are small. Through ray tracing we find deviations of more than 150 km, in particular for the
high ray. This is explained in the paper we are presenting (New Methods of Modeling"I. How can this difference be explained?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
The maximum tilt angle and reflection height assumed in this analysis are 5"and 350 km. respectn -'- Larger tilt angles and higher
reflection heights would yield ground distance errors and I.teral deviations larger than those ' :nt,'. i this paper. An analysis of
plasma frequencies along its 75" west meridian reveals that tilt angles larger than 10" are p ,l;le. t.lec~.m. c'ensity gradients at
sunrise and sunset can also produce tilt angles in the order of 10'.
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I. - GENERALnTES - ddduisent les gradients. 11 s'agit d'un problme
difficile qui n'a pas encore vesiment nreu de solution

L~a modtlisation de lionosph~re est ume ndcessite dans totaletnent satisfaisante malgri les efforts importmnts
de nombreuses applications :Etude physique du produits; par le monde scientifiquc.
milieu, t6ldcommunications, radars transhorizon et
radiolocalisation. La stabilisation do la solution apparait possible grice I

de nouvelles; techniques qui autorisent Is mesure do
La radiolocalisation I partir d'un site unique est nouveaux paraim~res. L'ingle d'4ldvation des rayons
particulitrement attractive mais impose, dane le ritrodiffusds est Pun de ces parami-tres dont
domainic des propagations ddcamdtriques, do connaitre l'importance avait pourtant &td signalde dans lee anndes
avec une pr&cison suffisante le milieu ionosphdrique 1960.
danm lequel les trajectoime des rayons sont contr~ldes,
non seulement par le proffi vertical do lionisatioo, L'utilisation do cc paramdtre, conjointement aux
mais igalement pat -s gradients borizontaux. donndes fournies par un sondeur I rdtrodaffosion

per.r.c.,snfl one observation tout izimot, est dd~veloppde
La figure I reprdsente on trac6 do rayon dane une dine cette pr~sentation.
ionosph~re ddfinie par on mod~le do Bradley-Dudeney
[1] en prdsence do gradients borizontaux dont lee H. -METHODES DTINERSION DE
composantee transversales no sont pie nullee. L'IONOGRAMME DE

RETRODFUWSION -
On pout voir quo cee composintes entrainent des
propagations hors du grand cercle avec des dUviations Lee mod~les des milieux do propagation permettent,
au sol importantes lorsque I& rdflexion s'effecttue dimts par des programmes do calcul, do diterminer avec
Ia rigion F. La pnsc en compie do cee gradients est pr~cision lee trajectoires des ondee Electromagndziques.
indispensable pour one localieation correcte, cc qui
rend ndcessaire leur estimation. Ce prob~hme, lo problbse direct. est Ia plupart du

temps rdsolo avec une bonne pr~cision.
LA radiolocalisation I partir d'un site unique n~cessite
donc dt: disposer en on mgem lieu d'un mayen do Le problme inverse, qui consiste It cherchier le nioddle
mesure. Un sondeur k rdtrodiffiasion met faicilement en It partir d'un ensemble do mesures. appartient le plus
Evidence lee anisotropies (figure 2). HI s'agit d'un souvent I Ia classe des problimes *niathinmatiquement
moyen simple susceptible dWatre mis en oeuvre avec do mat poses%
tri* faib~es puissances et donc attrayant.

Dane le cas de l'inversion des ionogrammes do
La difficultd principile do cette toccliique riside dane rdtrodiffusion cette apparteniance est due, soit au fait
Ia rdsolution d'im probl~me inverse qui, I partir des quo la solution do problims- inverse W'est pae unique,
mesures effectudes, pormet do retrouver en tout point soit au fait quo do faibles erreurs do niesure entrainent
d'one zone d'observation, Ie profil vertical duquel se do fortes erreurs cur le modidle.



pr~cision suffisante, et le volume des mesures
Les travaux stir 1'inversion des jonogrammes de correspondantes ast rdduit.
ritrodifflision remontent aux anndes 1960. En 1968.
C. Goutelard [2] a proposE tine mdthode prenant en A cc tenmps de groupe on penit ajouter, on l's citE, tine
conipte les gradients d'ionisation horizontaui en exploration panorainique qui permet de stabiliser les
g~ndralisant Ia nidtode des courbes de transmission de solutions.
N. Smith.

L'adjonction de I& niesure de l'anglc d'6ldvation pour
En 1969, V.E. Hatfield [3] a proposE tine mdthode amiliorer Ia mndthode, apparaft parmi les plus stimples :
analytique intiressante bien que ne prenant pas en le param~fte s'ajoute simplenient aux niesres
conipte Ias gradients horizontaux. N.N. Rao [4] en prdcddentes et les E6quations de propagation
1974 et S.L. Chuang, K.C. Yeh [5] en 1976 proposent l'introduisent naturelleinent.
des mdthodes itratives basdes stir des techniques
voisines de Ia pseudo solution muis qui no prennený La difficultd ast plutit expdrimentale et rtside dans I&
pas en conipte Ias gradients horizontaux. R.E. pr~cision avec laqudlle I& inesure ast cifectu~e. Une
Dubroff, N.N. Rao, K.C. Yeh [6] introduisent en bornn pr~cision ndcessite de grands rdseau d'antennes
1978 des gradients horizontaux et constatest, comnme et l'infiuence du bruit ast fondamentaic stir I& prdcision
J1. Caratori at C. Goutelard [7) et J. Caratosi [81 Ias des mesures. On petit noter que ces pararn~tres sont
difficutits qui apparaissent I cams, nouainment, do Ia lUs et que l'augmentation dui bruit exige, pour tine
non unicitd des solutions et do letirs instabilitds. J. pr~cision constante, un accroiscement des dimensions
Caratori at C. Goutelard [7 proposent alors de du rdseati d'antennes.
stabiliser Ias solutions par des mesure tout azimut, cc
qui a pour effet de rendre unique Ia solution dans Is Le LETTI (Laboratoire d'ETtide des Transmissions
majoritd des car. L.E. Bertel, D.G. Cole et R. Fleury lonosphdriques de l'Universitd Paris-Sud) a choisi
[9] introduisent en 1988 des informations d'utiliser des traitements de signaux approprits pour
suppldmentaires provenmnt do Ia connatissmnce du Echapper I des dimensions iniportantes des rdseauxt
diagramnne do rayonnement des antennas et J.Y. Le d'antennes.
Hueroti [10] en 1989 Etablit tine mndtbode pennettant,
par des sondages panorainiques, de dMerminer Ias Ms lots quo I& pr~cision stir IPangle d'Elivation 13 at
directions des gradients. stiffisante - de Ilordrc de ± 1 degrd - lVinversion peuti

atm effectude dans de bonnes conditions.
Le sotici do stabiliser Ias solutions par l'introduction
de l'anglc d'dldvation a ftE Enocd dbs les anndes 1968 L'apport do Is mesure do l'angle d'Elevatioa petit &re
par C. Goutelard [2] at 1969 par V.E. Hatfield [3] examinE- simplemrnt li partir des cotirbes: de
mais Ias techniques, malgrd les essais qui ont adE transmission gatEralisdes, ddcrites dans [2], dans
effectuds I l'Epoque, ne permettlient par de rdaiser lesquelles on suppose tine inclinsison globale de
des mesures suffisamment flables. l'ionosph&rc E (figures 3a at 3b). Cas courbes

s'utilisent connie dans a Ismathode proposde par N.
A partir de1985, deix projets frangais desystboimes I Smith, nuis ellas sont trwAces pour des temps de
ritrodiffusion introduisaient Is mesure des angles propagation constants, at non pour des distances
d'ildvation Icl projat do -dar transhorizon constantes, pour des angles d'incidence constants et
NOSTRADAMUS [11] at le projet do sondeur dui pour des inclinaisons do IVionospharc E diffdentas do
C.N.E.T. I I'lle de Losquet [12]. Des Etudes prenaient 0 dogrd. La setie mesure du tenmps de focalisation
en compte Is matire de cet angle. L.E. Bertel, D.G. difinit tine courbe unique tangente I IViotiogrammne
Cole, R. Fleury [91, J.L.Mokrzycki [13] et ntettatient zdnithal. L'adjonction do l'angle d'6ldvation (figure
en Evidence liruportance do ce paramatre diana Ia 3c) fixe Ie point do tangence, en donne directenient
stabilisation des solutions. accas I lFionograinme, donc: aui profil.

Cat article rapporte tine partie des Etudes mendes an La indthodo proposde s'inspirc de cette remarqtic, en Is
LElIM stir ce stijet. gdn~ralisant, at diveloppe Ias calculs sous forme

analytique.
111. - IMPORTANCE DE LA MESURE DE

L'ANGLE DELEVATION - IV. - METODE DU LETTI -

LA trace frontale do lionogramme de rdirodiffusion a La paragraphe pr~c~dent a soulignd Ia ndcessitE
dtd le support principal des minthodas d'inversion. La d'introduife tine variable stipplamentaire pour
temps de groupe qui lui correspond ast facile i stabiliser Ie processus d'inversion. Cette variable ast
mesurer, mEnic s'iI no Vest pas toujoura avec tine langle dXElvation B. Les dornndes dui problboic
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consistent donc; en un ensemble do points (6, P5), do sondage donnde, il ny apasdeuxcourbes Pg(B)
reprdsentant l'Ehantiflounde de I& couzibe Pg(B) i identiquos. Notona quo cc point eat d'une extrIme
frdquenco et azimut do sondage constants. importance, et constitue un progrts considirable par

rapport aux mdthodes antelrieures, qui ne £adsaient
Comme pour les milthodes; prdcddemnment ddvelopp~es appel qu'l Is trace frontale do Vionograrmmo do
an LEMf [7] (8) [103 [14] (15], on adme qu'un rWrodiffusion.
sondage zdnithal donne It profil vertical, ou mnoc~le
d'ordrc 0*, et on adopte los; hypoihases simplificatrices Afin do mresurer los y-adients, il est n~cessaire &o
suivantes: caratftiser la courbe Pg(B) obtenuc

cxpirimentalement. De nombronses tentativos ont &A6
- Lionosphare est reprfset~e par un todole fatitos. qui ont abouti i in conclusion suivante : ce sont
vertical do Bradley- Dudeney (1]. los coordonn~es (OFi, Pgr) du minimum do Is courbe

Pg(B) qui assurent In caractdrisation I& plus efficace do
- Le facteur do forme do hs coucho F2 : Ryh = cette courbe. On pourrait penser alors quTi suffit do
ymF2/hmP2 est supposE constant dana toute In mesure directoment lea coordonndos do cc minm'm
zone explorie, et prend In valour moesur~ en et non la courbe comp1lto. Un tel ratisoannemment n
zinithal an centre do celle-ci. proud pas en compte los incertitudes do mosur qui

pouvent entrainer des effeurs importantes, surtoot dans
- Seules Inf.6quence critiqueoFc =foF2 et In le cas deIn d6tormination dun point unique. Cette
hauteur dui maximum- d'ionisafion Hm -hmuF2 difficultA6 a &t6 rdsolue en considd~rant tous los points
varient avoc in distance D = RG par rapport aii disponiblos, et en ajustant ceux-ci par un polyn~ne dos
centre do In zone. moindres carrd tle degrd fatible (2 IL 3), do faqon It

lissor le bruit do miesure. Los coordoannes du
- Los gradients qui risultent do cos variations sont minimumli le plus probable soot alors obtenuos en
supposds lindaires. Us difinissent un *mod~e Egalimt I zhro in d~rivde du polyn6me d'interpolattion.
d'ordre 1', pour lequol Pc et Hm suivent los lois
suivantos: Le second et le troisitroe point I virifier coicernent in

bijectiviti et In continuitd do Is relation liant los
Pc(D) =Fco (1 + Of . D) coordonn~es du miniMUM (OF, PgF) AUX intonsitds des
Hm(D) = Hmo (I + Oh . D) (1) gradients (Of, Oh). Ici encore, I& simulation do

Yensemble des cas pratiques a montrAE quo, non
oil Gf et Oh sont los gradients relatifs exprinies en soulenient In relation cherch~e est bijective, mais
kin- qu'elleeost aussi continue. Les figures 4 et 5 illustrent

cos rdsultals.
- LA r~gion E est suppos~e n'introduire quo des
variations fatibles sur los rayons rdfldchis dens a inLA premiire (figure 4), qui a l'aspect d'uno grille,
rigion F et une estimation do ces variations perasos repr~sente indifffremment los doux riseaux do courbes
do corriger louts effets. It deux paraindtres :

Dams ces conditions, los param~sres I niesurer sont P'F = In (PgF) f f(OF, Of, Oh)
cciii do la r~gon F2, et l'Enoncd du probltme inverse OF =g (P'F, Of, Oh) (3)
dovient le suivant : d~terminer Its intensitds Of et Oh
des gradients, connaissant 1'6ebantillonn~e do In trac~s pour un triplet (Hm, Ryh. x = F/Pc) fixi. 11 ost
courbe Pg(B) mnesur~e par r~trodifflision. clair quo los courbes obtenues sont continues et no

pr~sentent aucun point double.
L~e premier point & vdrifier concerne Ilunicitd do I&
solution. Celui-ci a Wt analysE par in comparaison Les figures 5& et Sb montrent respectivement comment
entre elles des courbes PS,(0) simul~es pour l'ensemrble so d~forms Ia grille pr~cddente lorsque Hirt ou Ryb,
des valeurs possibles aes gradients, oit: ou x varient. On constate quo los remiarquos

prdcddentes restent valables pour toutes los valeurs
Of, Oh f [- 3.10-4 kin1 ; + 3.10*4 km71] (2) usuelles des param~tes concerrnds.

Ldtude do In distance euclidienne entre une couubo L'existence et In stabiliti do In solution Etant assur~es,
quelconque Pgo(O), associde h un couple (Ofo, Oho) il reste I moddliser ]a grille (OF, Per) en foniction des
donnd, ot toutes los autres courbes du domaino paramhsros Of, Oh, Hin et Ryh k frdquence r~duite x
pr&cddmment d~fini, a confinE6 I'hypoth~se constante.
d'unicitE. Co rdsultat pout encore s'cxprimer en disant
quo, pour in moddle d'ordre 0 donnd, et sine fr~quenc
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4 Dans cc but. nous avons comi- c par ajuster Is Les fonctions 6cart out easuita &t6 ajustdes par des
*amoi c=ental do chaque grille par deazx polyn~mes polynOmes des moindres cafrds do Ia forme:
des moindres card d'ordre 2 & 2 variables. Ceux-ci
sdcrfivent: 4 4
(4) SGb,f =E E cij Ghi GO (7)

BF) (GP) Gh (B)(F expression dans laquelle les cij sont eux-mgnes des
avec : fonctions de Hni cetde Ryb doonies par:

(A). (B) matrices carries d'ordre 2.
(P'Fo.OFo)T vecteur ddfinissant le centre de 1& 2 2
Croix. Cii E E djj.HmlfRyhf (8)

Chacun des 10 coefficients pk de car Equations a &6E 1
son tour ajustd par un polyn6me des moindra carrds L'ensemble des formules de correction prdc~ddntes
d'ordre 412 variables, de Isforme: utilisntotal de 450 coefficientsdýjmn. La prdcision

obtenuc, ou pr~cision intrinsbque de Ia mdthode, art
44 alors excellente. L~a figure 7 illustre cette proposition.

Pk Orl IHmi Ryh3 (5) On y erouve, comme sur Is figure 6, les solutions
i-0 j-0 exactes et les solutions approchies, inais aussi les

solutions comrgdes (Gfc, Ghc) reprdsentdes par des
A l'issue do cc processus d'sjustement, toutes les Croix Croix. HI apparalrque car derritros sont indiscernables
centrales correspondent I use frdquence rdduite x des solutions exac -. Le calcul montre quo Mdart type
donnde, sont reprdsenteda par un ensemle do 250 do 1'erreur e- ':uelle art compris entre 4 et 5.10-8
coefficients ai km- pour G. etnmme pour Cli. Comme Jar plus petits

gradients quo nous cherchons & d~terminer sont do
La syse~me dd6quations 4 peut &mr utilis6 directemeset l'ordre do 10-5km-1, l'incertitude due aux. formules
pour rdeliser )'inversion, plus pr&cisment pour fournir d'inversion art d'environ 0,5 %, cc quw art amplement
use valour approclide (Gfi, Chi) des gradients, en suffisant.
fionction des coonlonndar (8F, Per) due minimum do is
courbe Ps(B). La figur 6 inontre sir us exemple V. - EVALUATION DE LA PRECISION
l1Ecart qui existe entre los; solutions exacteos (Cf. Cli), GLOBALE -
reprisentdes par les points d'intersection du
quedrillage en trait plein, et les solutions approchdes La figure 8 reprdsente l'organigramme do I& mithode
(Gfi, Clii), reprisentdes per do petits cercela. Ce d'inversion ddveloppde dams le paragrapho pr&c6dent.
rdsultat s'explique simploinent si on rernarue quo Un sondago zinithal fournit Ie modble d'ordre 0. La
l'Equation 4 reprdsente en touto rigueur I& Croix frdquence critique Fc permet do fixer Is frquence du
centrale do Is grille do Is. fijvre 4, et quo son sondage par rdtrodiffusion i El6vation variable, soit Fe
utilisation pour reconstituer I& grube compl~te, conduit = 1.5Fc dans cot exemple. Les Echantillons (8, PS) do
simplemene I translawe solon Gf, nu solon Gh, l'une Is courbe Pg(fl) sont isterpolds, at lar coordonndar (BF,
des branches de I& Croix centrale. Or, Ia figure 4 P'F) du minimum sont calculdes. Los formules
inontre quo ta grille rdelle ne so ddduit pas do lit Croix d'inversion 4 et 5 permettent d'obtenir Is solution
centrele par simple translation. Une modification do is approchde (GBi, Clii), puis enfin In solution corrgde
Mdehod d'inversion art dooc ndcessaire. grica aux relations 7 et 8.

En pretique, il ast apparu qu'il Etait beaucoup plus Nous avons; montr6 qua I& pr~cision intrinsbque du
simple de corriger apris coup los; vaeours (Gfi, Clii) processus d'it~version art excellento (0,5%). En
issues des formulas 4, plut&t quo compliquer cellar-ci pratique cependant. lar grandeurs mesurdar sont
en axiddisant leas grilles par c.,s polyn~mes d'ordre entichdes d'erreurs, lesquellar sont introduites do 4s las
supdricur I deux. Nous avouts alors Ecrit - formules d'inversion ot (treinent dot'. des

incertitudes sur les valeurs des rdsultats. 11 --st donc
Gfc = Gfi + 6Gf indispensable do compldte l'Eude pr~c~dente par use
Glic = Clii + 5Ch (6) Evaluation do I& pr~cision globale, lequelle carectdrise

06~Ia 'robustesse' do l'ensemblo du processus d'invcrsion
Gfc, Ghc sont let valeurs corrigdes des dana des conditions d'exploitation rdelles.

gradients.
6Gf, 6Gh sont les &&ans calculds. R.- ý Wdaiser cott. Etude, nous sommes partis do Ix

0 Pg(B) ehdorique, et sous avons simuld los
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incertitudes do inesure en ajoutant aux coordoannes de VI. -CONCLUSION -
chaque point de cetto courbe unto efreur aldatoire It
distribution unifornie (figure 9). Nous avons posE: Le problme do 1' inversion des ionogrammes de

rdtrodifflisias est I I& base de nombreuses
Pgm - Pgt + aPg applications: til~communications, radars
6im = fit + 68 (9) transhorizon, Etudes g~ophysiques et localisation I

ott partir d'un site unique.
Pgt, fit sont lea valeurs thdoriques
Pgan, Bim sont les valeurs *meaur~es' L'utilisation d'un sondeur ionosphdrique inonostatique
6Pg, 68 sont lea incertitudes do mesure. I r&taodiffusion offre un moyea do mesure simple.

efficace at peu polluant compte tenu des faibles
La figure 10 eat un exemple do courbe rnesurde". puissances qu'il est possible d'utiliser.
simul~e par cc procddd.

Lea prdcisions quo Von pout atteindre stir la inesure do
Le procesaus d'inversion eat ensuite appliquE I I& l'angle d'6livation (m :t 1 k ± 20) pormettent do
courbo pr&cddonte, et les gradients 'uaeaurdsa (Gfin. stabiliser lea solutions du processus dWinversion, et do
Ghm) sont compards atix gradients thdoriques (Gft. d~terminer lea parambtres ionosphiriques avc: tine
Ght). pr~cision supdrietire - d'tin facteur 5 1 10 - aux

m~thodesjusqu'ici utulisdes.
L'enseinble do ces; op~rations a 66E appliqu6 tine
centaine do fois & chactin des modcles ayant servi k L'exploratian aziinutale pennet do tracer tine
l'Etudo, do manitre & obtenir tine statistique do cartographie do rlionosphrer stir tine zone do lPordre do
l'incertitude globale. De plus, quatre classes d'errotir 6000 km do diamEtre comino Ie montre la figure 12.
de meaure ont &t6 considdr~es, correspondant aux
couples (biN, Mmli) suivants : (50km, 2*), (50km, 10), L'utilisation do cea cartes eat pr~cieuse dana toutes lea
(25km. 26) et (25km, 10). Le tableau do Ia figtire 11 applications, notamment dana lea problmes do
donne lea r~sultats obtenus dana 2 cas extrelmes. localisation I partir d'un site unique.

On observe quo I& pr~cision eat meilleure pour Hm.
grand, ce qtii concorde avec le fait quo I& *grille eat
alors plus ital~e, lea mailles sont plus larges, donc I& BIBLIOGRAPBHIE
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FIGU1RE 2: Sondlage par rdtrodiffusion Nqr&uence fixe et azimut variable.
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FIGURBE4: Variation des coordonn~es (BF, P'F) du point de focalisation en fonction
des gradients (Gf, Gh), A fr~quenre constante.
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FIGURE 5: Evolution de la grille P'F(IIF) en fonction de Hm et de Ryh (figure 5a), et

en fonction de x = F/Fc (figure 5b).". -I:
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. - : .Ryh =0,4
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FIUE~iJE. Inversion sans correction :comparaison entre les soluticns approch~es
(petits cercles) et les solutions exactes (intersections du rdseau).
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Erreur absolue 6 Gh 1 (10-5 knr') I (f 1 (10-5 km-1)
moyenne

SPm (Ian) 50 25 50 25

68"~o 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1

CMsI
Hm =450 km 1,43 0,71 1,18 0,51 1,30 0,84 1,27 0,56
Ryh 0,6 __

CMs 2
Hm=250kIa 2,86 2,12 2,02 1,11 2,75 2,30 1,70 1,11
Ryh__0,4 __ _____

FIGUREj 11 Pr~cision globale de la mdthode d'inversion.

FIGURE12: Cartographie de 1'ionosph~r montrant les courbes d'isofr~quence optimale
de trafic (isofot).
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THE SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL CHARACTERISTICS
OF HIGH FREQUENCY AURORAL BACKSCATTER

by

DS. Choi
Bert Wejers

Capt. RJ. Norris
and NA. Myers

ElectromAgneucs and Reliability Directorate
Rome Laboratory

Hanscom AFB, MA, 01731-5000
United States

Preliminary results from the measurements of high fre-
quency (HF) backscattered signals from the auroral iono-
sphere using the Verona-Ava Linear Array Radar (VALAR) re
system are presented. VALAR is an experimental HF back-
scatter system capable of obtaining high resolution synoptic
mapping of HF signals backscattered from field-aligned
electron density irregularities in the auroral ionosphere. The
receive system includes a 700 meter long linear array, pro- g "n
viding the high azimuthal resolution required for determin-

ing the spatial distribution of HF auroral backscatter. Since Figure 1. Ray paths of HF waves depicting direct
the completion of the system tests and calibration at the end backscatter from field-aligned irregularities in the
of 1989, experimental campaigns have been cxrried out on a auroral ionosphere.
near-monthly basis. In this paper, we provide a brief de-
scription of VALAR and present preliminary measurements
of three types of phenomena: ground backscatter. slant-F, some results from the preliminary analysis of data collected
and auroral backscatter. during 1990.

1 INTRODUCTION 2. SYS1IEM DESCRIPTION

HF radars operating at high latitudes are subject to periods VALAR was developed by Rome Laboratory to establish a
of degradation in performance due to the presence of clec- dedicated experimental HF backscatter system to resolve
tron density irregularities in the aurora] ionosphere These various clutter mitigation issues. Ile receive system is ca-
Trregularities can be envisioned as a random distribution of pablr of providing the narrow azimuthal beam requicev to

cylindrical blobs or patches elongated in the direction of the accurately determing the spatial distribution of auroral clut
Earth's magnetic field. HF signals propagating in the ter. The transmit system is located in Ava, NYa and the l-
auroral ionosphere can be strongly backscattered to the radar terTe system is in Ara, NY. a ndite re-
receiver when the wave normal is perpendicular (or almost graphical location of VALAR is 43T 24- North and 75g 23-
perpendicular) to these magnetic field-aligned irregularities West. From this location. gofV ograpiic north is about o5 2ast
(Figure 1). These irregularities tend to drift with a distribu- of geomagnetic north
tion of velocities in the auroral ionosphere, causing both
Doppler shifts and spreads in the backscattered signal. This 2.1 Transmit System
unwanted backscattered signal is termed auroral clutter. The
properties of auroral clutter are poorly understood, requiring The Ava transmit site provides various transmitter and an-
extensive analysis and characterization prior to the devel-opment and evaluation of cl'iter mitigating techniques Senna configurations for both low and high power require-

ments The facility supplies IIF signals in the 2 to 30 MHz

band at up to 300 kW average power. It has the capability
Rome ista Vniqueexperomental Aa neacr A ystem Rd to simultaneously transmit both a wideband Swept-Fre-
(VALAR) is a unique experimental HF backscatter system quency Continuous Wave (SFCW) and a narrowband linear

dedicated to investigating the characteristics of aurora! clut- quency Continuous Wave ( FMCw) sinal

ter. It is capable of providing the high azimuthal resolution Frequeny-Mddulated Continuous Wave (FMCW) signal.
The wideband SFCW signal is required to operate the

required for determining the spatial distribution of HF oblique backscatter sounder located in Verona. During a
aurora! backscatter. VALAR also provides a unique ele- typical data acquisition campaign, a north-looking rhombic
mental data recording capability for the development and antenna is used to support the low launch angle requirement
evaluation of clutter mitigating techniques. The acquired of VALAR. At 10 MHz, the theoretical 3 dB elevation
elemental data are processed and analyzed off-line. In this beamwidth of this rhombic is 14 deg centered at 10 deg ele-
paper we provide a brief description of VALAR and present vation. The theoretical 3 dB azimuthal beamwidth is also

14 deg.
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r1 m S

Figure 2. System block diagram. A subsystem con-
sisting of a subarray, a preamplifier, and an HF re-
ceiver is indicated in the dotted box. (a)

A block diagram of the receivc system is shown in Figure 2.
The receive systcen consists of 36 preamplifiers, 36 identical •
narow band HF receivers, a MicroVa&ll. a Kennedy 6470

tape drive, and a 700 meter long linear array described be-
low. Each recs-iver converts the HF analog signals to com- -/.edigital baseband data and includes a motherboard with

1 Mbyte of RAM where the digitized data are temporarily -.

buffered prior to serial transfer to the MicroVaxil. The data ,
acquisition software on the MdcroVaxll allows the user to (b)

select various system parameters during data acquisition. In
addition to the data acquivisityu s.tware, diagnostic software Figure 3. (a) Configuration of VALAR antenna array.
is also avallable on-site. This software enables an on-line The four darker elements indicated form one on 36
check of botb system performance and data quality. The subarrays (b) Coverde area of VALAR and the ex-
operator cans eously display the amplitude, phase. pected poiton of the auroral oval at 2100 hr for mag-
and signal-ta-noise ratio (SNR) of ala 36 channels, e wamine nehic index Q=3.

the freriuncy spectsrm of a single channel, and plot the
azimuthal distribution of the power incident on the antenna
array for a given range.

3. HF IIACKSCAITIER MEASUREMEN~TS
The configuration of the receive array, consisting of 36 sub-
arrays of two active and two passive monopoles. is shoewn in On September 24. 1990, HF backicatter data were collected
Figure 3a. The array was designcd to optimize the perform- from 1900 to 2400 hr (all times referenced hereafter will be
ance over the frequency band of 6 to 12 MHz because in local time). Auroral backscatter began to appear in the
auroral clutter is a nighttime phenomenon and the buo- ionograms around 2040 hr A sequence of snapshots of HF

sphere does not support higher frequencies during this pe- backacatter data were acquired from 2020 to 2250 hr" using a
nod. Previous antenna p-sttern measurements at 12 MHz coherent integration time of 3.2 seconds and an operating
have indicated a 2.5 deg half-power beamwidth frequency of 10.58 Mitz. A waveform repetition frequency
(unweigytedfo 23 dB array gain, and 30 dB RMS sidelobe (WRF) of 25 Hz wae selected to remove range ambiguities
levels (Gould, 1990). With the boresight of th. array at 100 up to 6000 koc, and this lmited the Doppler bandwsdth to 25

east of geographic north. VALAR providt a coverage area Hz. At 2250 hr the intensity of the 2a4oral back1catter de-

extending in azimuth from 20 west to 40 east of aeo- creased significantly at 10.58 MHz and the operating fre-
graphic north and in slant range from 500 to 2500 km The quency was c -o raged to 7.87 MHz.
coverage area of VALAR is shown in Ftgure 3b. The 13
beams indicated in the figure are the azimuth beams used in In this section, we qursent measuree~ents made during 2020
the range-Doppler processing. These 13 beams are steered to 2250 hr. In Section 3.1, the north-look backscatter sono-
at r deg intervals over the 60 deg coverage of VA3. ror grams c.taned at Verona. NY will be presented to identify
example. beams 23 7, and 9 are 20 west. 100 east, and 203 various types of backscattered signals observed during the

east of geographic north, respectively. Also depicted in evening. In Sectio5 3.2, the characteristics of ground back-
Figure 3b is the approximate position of the auroral oval at scTtter under norosl ionospheric 7onditi ,s will be de-
2100 hr local time (i.T) forcal magnetic index of Q=3. scribed. The measurements of slant-F and auroral backs2at-
Note that both the equatorward and plcsarward boundaries of ter made during 2100 to 2250 hr will follow in Section 3.3
the auroral oval are within the field of view of VALAR. and 34, respectively. These will be presented in the form of
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amplitude-range-azimutb (ARA) maps and amplitude-range- The backscatter ionogram obtained at 2125 hr is shown in
Doppler (ARD) maps. The ARA maps display the slant Figure 4b. The slant range of the leading edge of the ground
range and azimuth distribution of the backscattered signals backscatter at 10.58 MHz is approximately 1200 km The
prior to Doppler processing, while the ARD maps display increase in slant range from 800 km at 2030 hr to 1200 km
the slant range and Doppler distribution of the backscattered at 2125 hr is due to the increase in F-layer height during the
signals for a given azimuth beam. For the ARA maps, the latter part of the night. Three additional backscattered
height of the ionosphere was assumed to be 300 km to signals are indicated in the ionogram as slant-F and auroral
overlay the HF backscatter data on a coastline map. backscatter, respectively. At 10.58 MHz, the leading edge

of the slant-F is at 500 km while the leading edges of
3.1 Backscatter Ionograns auroral backscatters arc at 800 and 1300 km in slant range.

Slant-F echoes are the direct backscattered signals from
The north-look backscatter ionogram obtained at 2030 hr is field-aligned irregularities in the F-region ionosphere
shown in Figure 4a. It is a typical backscatter ionogram ob- (Bates, 1960). From the location of VALAR, they arc
tained under normal propagation conditions during early associated with irregularities in the subauroral F-layer
evening. The returned signals at frequencies between 6.5 to (Tsunoda ct al, 1981). The auroral backscatter is associated
9 5 MHz are from the first and second vertical incidences. with echoes from the auroral F region and may appear at
The slant range of the first vertical incidence at 6.5 MHz is both long and short slant ranges. The long slant range is
about 300 km which is a typical F-layer height. As ex- associated with high elevation angle while the short slant
pected, the slant range of the second vertical incidence is range implies low elevation angle (Montbraind. 1988)
about twice the first Beyond 9.5 MHz. the ground back-
scatter emanates from the second vertical incidence and in- 3.2 Ground Backscatter
creases in slant range with increasing frequency. The
ground backscatter return indicates a signal that is twice re- The range-azimuth distribution (ARA map) of the backscat-
flected from the F-layer in returning to the receiver via a tered signals at 2030 and 2130 hr is shown in Figure Sa and
reciprocal ray path. The increase in slant range with in- Sb, respectively The dominant features in Figure 5a are the
creasing frequency is expected since the oblique angle of bands of backscattered signals between 800 and 1200 km,
reflection increases with increasing frequency. At 10 58 uniformly distributed in azimuth In Figure 5b, the bands of
MHz. the leading edge the of ground backscattcr is at 800 backscattered signals are visible between 1200 and 1800
kin. kin. Since the range extent of these backscattered signals

arc in a good agreement with the range extent of the ground

3000

2500 2500

1;000 00

21000

6S. 12.$ is5 . 12S. li&S
Frequency (MHz) Frequency (z)

(a) (b)

Figure 4. North-look backscatter ionograms obtained on September 24, 1990 at (a) 2030 hr,
showing the ground backscatter under normal propagation condition and (b) 2125 hr, showing
additional echoes, slant-F and auroral backscatter.
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3.3 Slant-F

10 sll Slant-F echoes were described in Section 3.1 as directly
10 ----- M7 backscattered signals from field-aligned irregularities in the

s. bms subauroral F-region ionosphere. It was shown that the
leading edge of slant-F is at S0 km. The ARA map ob-

0 , tained at this time (Figure 5b) indeed shows some backscat-
tered signals between 500 to 600 km slant range. The ARD
map obtained at 2130, 2202. and 2242 hr are presented in

1 Figure 6b - 6d. These ARP maps represent the measure-
-0meats during early evening, peak auroral activity, and late

-ISI

.20 - -3 •,,.•.' ! ^10 ------- b,.s
-25 1

-0

-12.5 0 12.5 .

Doppler Frequanoy(Hz)

Figure 7. Doppler spectra of ground backscatter at
2030 hr for beams 5, 7, and 9. is

backscatter observed in the ionograms, we can conclude that / -

these bands of backscattered signals are ground backscatter. -25 * ,,
We can further characterize the ground backscatter by ana- -30-

lyzing the ARD maps obtained at these times as shown in -3S
Figure 6a and 6b, respectively. Since the ground is a sta-
tionary target, it is characterized by a peak Doppler fre- -12.5 0 12.5

quency of 0 Hz. Hence ground backscatter can be identified Doppler Frequen•, (Hz)
in these ARD maps as backscattered signals with peak
Doppler signature at 0 Hz. (a)

In Figure 6a, the bands of backscattered signals between 800 16 -
and 1200 km indeed exhibit 0 Hz peak Doppler frequency. 10 200V
which confirms our earlier hypothesis that these backscat- ------ 220- r
tered signals are ground backscatter. These maps also cx- S
bibit some backscattered signals from the ground as far as
2000 km in slant range, suggesting the presence of multi- a 0 -0-

hop modes. Figure 7 shows the Doppler spectra for beams .-
3. 5, and 7. These Doppler spectra are obtained by-"
averaging 5 range bins about the range bin with peak in- V/

tensity. The ground clutter is approximately 30 dB above -10 1
the noise floor and the spread is confined to about +/- I Hz i"s I; I I
about 0Hz. d A '

The ARD maps obtained at 2130 hr (Figure 6b) show that

the bands of backscattered signals between 1200 to 1800 km -25 'A -

consist of both ground and auroral backscatter. The ground -30
backscatter is observed in all beams, with highest intensity - --

in beams I thru 4. It is interesting to note that the ground . -

backscatter exhibits decreased intensity and range extent in
beams 5 thru 10. where the slant-F and auroral backscatter
arc present. This is probably so because some of the Doppler Fre cy (Hz)
transmitted rays are directly backscattered by the field-
aligned irregularities and never propagate out to the ground.Future analysis using rmy tracing will confitrm our hypotbc- Figure 8. Doppler specti,. ,• tant-F echoes (a) at
Fute a2130 hr for beams 3, 5, and 7 and (b) of beam 5 at
sis. 2130 and 2202 hr.
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evening period, respectvely. Slant-F echoes are seen in the
ARD maps in Figure 6b and 6c, but they are absent in the
measurement made at 2242 hr. This suggests that slant-F is
a time dependent phenomenon, with peak activity between
2100 and 2200 hr on this night. N ry

The early evening slant-F echoes exhibit Doppler character-
istics resembling that of the ground backscatter. The peak

Doppler spectra of slant-F echoes at 2130 hr are shown in
Figure 8a for beams 3, 5, and 7. It is evident from this fig- TX
ure that the slant-F echoes exhibit very little spread about g
the peak Doppler frequency, similar to the Doppler charac-
teristic of the ground backacatter. Unlike ground backscat- Figure 9. Paths of low ray and high ray backscattered
ter. however, the slant-F echoes exhibit shifts in the peak signals from the field aligned irregularities in the auroral
Doppler frequencies, with the amount of shifting depending ionosphere.
on the azimuth beams.

After 2200 hr. the slant-F echoes measured during the sub- The low ray backscatter is characterized by a shifted Dop-
sequent peak auroral activity period also exhibited shifts in pier peak with increased intensity and spread during the
the peak Doppler frequencies. This is evident in the ARD peak auroral activity period The Doppler spectra of the low
maps obtained at 2202 hr shown in Figure 6c In addition to ray backscatter at 800 km slant range at 2130 hrs is shown
the shift in the peak Doppler frequencies, the slant-F echoes in Figure 10 for beams 5, 7, and 9. 11c shifts in peakat2202 hr" exhibit an increase in Doppler spread This is i iue1 o em ,7 n .Tesit npa
at 2Doppler frequency and the extents of Doppler spread cvi-
evident in figure 8b, which displays the Doppler spectra of dent in the figure are greater in comparison to those for
the slant-F echoes at 2130 and 2202 hr for the north-look slant-F. The spread is limited, however, suggesting a small
beam. longitudinal velocity variance.

3.4 Auroral Backscatter

Auroral backscatter were described in Section 3.1 as directly bM?
backscattered signals from the field-aligned irregularities in 10

the auroral F-region. The ionogram obtained at 2125 hr I
(Figure 4b) clearly exhibits two distinct leading edge of
auroral backscatter at 800 and 1300 km. The ARD maps at
this time (Figure 6b) also show auroral backscatter starting V I
at these ranges. The measurements of the auroral_ -.
backscatter at 2202 hr (Figure 6c) exhibit an increase !-

number of echoes of distinct range and azimuthal extents.
These backscattered signals appear in bands, extending 11

approximately 150 kin in slant range and 10 to 20 degrees in .15
azimuth. The ARD maps obtained at 2242 hr show a
significant decrease in the number of auroral backscatter .20
echoes, which is an evidence of decreased auroral activity. 

-.2

We can categorize the aurora) hackcattr measured during-25
this period as one of two types depending on the slant range - 10
of these echoes. Since the short slant range is associated -125 0 12.5
with low elevation angle and the long slant range is associ-
ated with the high elevation angle, these will be labeled low DM)W Frequwcy (Hz)
ray and high ray, respectively. The low ray backscatier is
due to the direct backscatter resulting from classical ray Figure 10 D or sea of 7, ay 9.
propagation as shown in Figure 9 If we assume a spherical nals at 2130 hr for beams 5, 7, and 9.

Earth and an F-layer height of 300 kin, the approximate
slant range for a low ray path is 1200 km for a ray with 10
deg take-off angle. For a longer one-way slant range, the On the other band, the high ray backscatter starting at 1250

take-off angle must be less than 10 deg Since the receive km in Figure 6b and 1050 km in Figure 6c are characterized

elements are vertical monopoles with very poor low angle by high intensity and almost noise-like Doppler distribution.

coverage, we can establish that any backscattcred signals be- The peak Doppler frequency and Doppler distribution can

yond 1200 km cannot be due to direct backscatter resulting not be inferred from these ARD maps. Figure 1 Ia shows the

from a low ray path. The auroral backscatter which appears Doppler spectra of the high ray backscatter at 1300 km

at slant range greater than 1200 km must be due to high (Figure 6b) for beams 5 and 7. The Doppler distribution of

rays. An example of such a ray path is shown in figure 9. beam 5 exhibits wide frequency spread about a positive peak
frequency, while the Doppler distribution of beam 7 exhibits
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Future data acquisition will be carried-out with a higher
15 I WRF. thereby increasing the Doppler bandwidth. It will

0 ,sallow us to characterize the spread extent of the Doppler
10 -...... -eAM 7 and, consequently, the velocity distribution of the high .ay

5 1 : backscatter

0, 4. o sU I ,oN

.5 in the previous section we described "he characteristics of
ground backscatter and identified two types of backscattered

10, signals from the high latitude ionosphere: slant-F and

-15 __,,_auroral backscatter. The two types have been distinguished15 ,by their ongin in the ionosphere. The slant-F echoes were
-20 - desscnbed as the backscattered sigpals from the sub-auroral.20 F-region, while the aurord, backscatter have been associated

25- with the atiroral F-region The auroral backscatter echoesS/were classified as either low ray or high ray, dep-nding on.30 -- •the slant range of the echoes. In this section we present a

-3thSc brief discussion of the data presented in section 3.3 and 3.4.

.12S 0 1Z5 In Section 3.3 the shifts in the peak Doppler frequencies of
Dotplr Frequency (Hz) the slant-F echoes were shown to depend on azimuth.

Figure 12 displays the peak Doppler frequencies as a
(a) function of the beam steering angle for the measurements at

1 2130 and 2202 hr. For the azimuths west of -5 (beam 41.s- the peak Doppler frequencies are negative, implying that the

10 irregularities arc moving away from the radar. The peak
------ -- 220, Doppler frequencies for the azimuths east of -5 are

, , - positive, implying that the irregularities are moving towards
5 " .,the radar. This suggests that the field-aligned irregularities

"o 0 , in the subauroral F-region are moving east to west Since

A /1 the peak Doppler frequency is almost zero at beam 4. the
l! longitudinal velocity is near zero there Therefore, the

to-10 motion of the irregularities is probably transverse to the
radar look direction at this azimuth beam.

-25

-125 0 125 25

Doppler Frequency (Hz)

"(b) 0

Figure 11. Doppler spectra of high ray backscattered
signals (a) 2130 hr for beams 5 and 7 and (b) at 2130 -25
and 2202 hr for beam 5. Z3/01- T

.5II,--_ "' -- r

similar spread about a negative peak frequency Subse- ' I i
quently during the peak auroral activity period, the Doppler -

spread of the high ray signals increased even furth r. Figure -765
I lb displays the Doppler spectra of the high ray signals at .20 -5 10 26 40
2130 and 2202 hr for the north-look beam The Doppler
spectrum obtained at 2202 hr is not limited to the 25 Ihz AaXt Angle (deg)

Doppler bandwidth and it resembles that of noise. The noise Figure 12. Peak Doppler frequency of slant-F echoes
like characteristic exhibited by the Doppler spectrum at with respect to azimuth at 2130 and 2203 hr.
2202 hr is due to the high longitudinal velocity variance of
the irregularities during the peak auroral activity period.
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It is interesting to note that the shift in peak Doppler fre- REERENCES
quency is not linear with respect to azimuth, This is
probably because the longitudinal velocity measured by Bates, H F. (1960), Direct HF backscatter from the F region,
VALAR at different azimuth beams varies as the cosine of J GLco1hs Res,, 65, 1993-2002
the aspect angle, where the aspect angle is defined as the
angle between the radar steenng vector and the velocity vec- Gould. A J. (1990). A thinned high frequency linear an-
tor of the irregularities tenna array to study ionospheric structure, RADC-TR-90-

186. Rome Air Development Center. Rome. NY
The mean Doppler spectrum of the high ray backscattered
signals obtained at 2130 hr was presented in Figure 11. It Montbriand. L. E (1988). Auroral backscattcr observed at
was shown that the Doppler distribution of beam 5 exhibited HF from Ottawa. Radio Sco.23. 850-864
frequency spread about a positive peak Doppler frequency.
while beam 7 exhibited a similar spread about a negative Tsunoda. R L. Basler R P.. Showcn, R L. Walker, N P.
peak Doppler frequency. The Doppler characteristic of Frank, V. R. and Lomasney. J M (1981), Investigation of
beam 5 leads to a conclusion that the irregularity structure is high-freouency radar auroral clutter and round-the-world
moving towards the radar with a large velocity variance propagation. Tech. Rep 54, 66 pp. SRI Int, Menlo Park,
However. the negative Doppler distribution of beam 7. Calif
which is 100 to the east with respect to beam 5. suggest that
the same irregularity is moving away from the radar, which
leads to a contradiction.

This contradiction can be resolved as follows. A WRF of 25
liz limits the Doppler bandwidth to -12.5 to 12 5 Hz. and

consequently limits the maximum longitudinal velocity ob-
servable The maximum unambiguous longitudinal velocity
towards the radar for 25 Hz WRF and 10 58 MIhz operating
frequency is 177 m/sec If the Doppler velocity is greater
than 177 m/sec it will 'wrap-around' and appear in the nega-
tive Doppler band. Considering the expected position of the
auroral oval and the direction of the electrojet current rela-
tive to VALAR at 2130 hr. the Doppler shift should be
positive Furthermore, the longitudinal velocity of the ir-
regularity for beam 7 will be greater than beam 5 There-
fore, we can conclude that the negativ: Doppler observed in
beam 7 is due to Doppler velocitie. greater than 177 m/sec
toward the radar

S. SUMMARX

HtF auroral backscatter data collected using VALAR have
been presented in this paper The capability of VALAR to
observe auroral clutter makes it a unique instrument for
understanding and mitigating the problems associated with
HF radars operating at high latitudes. The range-azimuth
distribution and Doppler characteristics of lIF auroral
backscaster during a two hour period were presented Slant-
F echoes were identified as originating in the sub-auroral
ionosphere. and exhibited small shifts in peak Doppler fre-
quency and very small Doppler spread. Auroral backscatter
echoes were categorized as one of two types low ray and
high ray. The Doppler shifts and spreads of the low ray
echoes were seen to be confined within the 25 Hz Doppler
bandwidth. The Doppler shifts and spreads of the high ray
echoes were shown to be much greater and not
unambiguously resolved at a WRF of 25 Ili.
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DISCUSSION

R. ROSE
1. What were the magnetic characteristics?

2. From the time characteristics, your measurements suggest the data show the characteristics of auroral E generated by the
eastward auroral electrojet in the auroral pee-midnight sector. Have you made measurements in the post-midnight sector and does
the auroral scatter have different characteristics from those you showed in your presentation?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
1. I recall that the Kp index for September 24. 1990 was equal to 3.

2. We've had one or two data campaigns which extended until 2 am. local time. I recall a December 5, 1990 data set which we
collected until 2 &m. The backscattered signals showed very different chLacteristics and we believe that what we measured during
that night was due to E layer (we have not performed mode identification, however, and we need to do that). We also would like to
measure the post-midnight period sometime in the near future.

R. JENKINS
1. Have you seen any evidence of Doppler-shifted ground clutter in your data, and if so, does it follow any consistent pattemr

2. Are the motions observed in your 'low-angle' slant-F consistent with the expected high-latitude ionospheric drift motions for the
region observed?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
1. We mostly collect data during the night-time period when ground backscatter is no longer observable so I can't say that we
observed such a phenomenon.

2. Yes, the measurements tend to show that the irregularities are moving from east-to-west with respect to the geomagnetic norlh.

C. GOUTELARD
Je ferai d'abord une remarque concemant Is forme de ddplacement "en ovale" I laquelle vous fastes allusion, il me semble que cela
a &6 signali par Hanuise et Villain lots d'expdriences effectu(ies par SHERPA.

F'ai de plus une question qui concerne votre systame. I me semble que Ia rampe I 25Hz que vous utilisez introduit une ambiguiti
Doppler de + 12,5Hz tout A fait insuffisante pour l'itude de ces perturbations pour lesquelles les Dopplers dipassent largement ces
valeurs. Avez-vous privu d'autres types de fonctionnement?
I would like to make an initial remark before proceeding with my question. Concerning the "oval displacenent" which you refer to.
I seem to remember that this was pointed out by Hanuise and Villain as part of eseriments carried out by the SHERPA.

I also have a auestion concerning your system. It would seem to me that the 25Hz- ramp which you use introduces a Doppler
ambiguity ol -' 5Hz, which is conpletely insufficient for study of this interference for which Dopplers easily exceed these values.
Have you con ed other types of operation?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Yes, in fact one of the Doppler spectra shown during the presentation exhibits Doppler ambiguities. We've made changes to WRF
for later data collection. Currently, we run the radar at WRF=5OHz.

(:5
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THE LONGITUDINAL OCCURRENCE OF EQUATORIAL F LAYER IRREGULARITIES

by

Jules Aaons
Center for Space Physics

Boston University
725 Commonwealth Avenue

Boston, MA. 02215

ABSTRACT United States

Determining the morphology of F layer irregularities as a function of longitude in the equatorial region is vital fo-
understanding the physics of the development of these irregularities. We aim to lay the observational basis which then can
be used to test theoretical models. Theoretical models have been developed, notably in the papers by R T Tsunoda (Rev
Geophys. 26, 719, 1988) and by T. Maruyama and N. Matuura (J. Geophys Res 89, 10903. 1984) The question is %hether
the models are consistant with the morphology as we see it According to our criteria, the data used should be confined to
observations taken near the magnetic equator during quiet magnetic periods and at times within a few hours after sunset
Anomaly region data should be omitted for studying the generation mechanism.

The questions to be answered by proposed mechanisms are (1) why do the equinox months have hign levels of occurrence
over all longitudes? (2) why are there relatively high levels of occurrence in the Central Pacific Sector in the July-August
period and in the 0-75* West Sector in the November-December period? (3) whi are there very low levels of occurrence in
November and December in the Central Pacific Sector and in July and August in the 0-75' West Sector?

Satellite in-situ data, scintillation and spread F observations will be reviewed The limitation of each data set will be
outlined particularly as relevant to the bias produced by the existence of thin versus extended layers of irregularities A
cartoon as to the occurrence pattern, as we see it, as a function of longitude will be shown

A. INTRODUCTION

Determining the morphology is vital for coming to grips with the physics of the develapment of the F-layer irregularities
and the decay of these irregularities. With a knowledge of the occurrence and characteristics of F layer irregularities in
the equatorial region the irregularities, mechanisms can be developed to explain the morphology as a function of longitude,
for example. The aim of this paper is lay the observational basis for the development of a theory which would explain
the morphology. If one could develop a definitive morphology, then theoretical models could be tested with these data
Theoretical models have been developed, notably in the papers by Tsunoda (1988) and by Maruyama and Matuura (1984)
The question is whether the models explain the morphology.

While certain elements of the irregularity morphology are important for forecasting and prediction purposes for thoe

systems that are affected by the irregularities, the data sets for the morphology to be considered in this paper are conaned

to those relevant to the occurrence of irregularities as a function of longitude. We shall show what elements of the total
morphology of F-layer irregularities should be (and have not been) omited We shall evaluate the data base and give reasons
for selecting data sets which are uniquely relevant to explaining the longitudinal occurrence pattern in the development of
irregularities.

B. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF F-LAYER EQUATORIAL IRREGULARITIES

F-layer irregularities in the equatorial region originate at night in areas close to or on the magnetic equator This has
been determined by measuring the later time of the appearance of irregularities as they develop at latitudes away from
the equator, as the disturbance rises in altitude over the magnetic equator The later appearance of irregularities, at sites
distant from the magnetic equator, indicates that the disturbance at these sites is due to an effect along the lines of force of
the earth's magnetic field. The disturbance rises in altitude and affects lines of force at higher altitudes whicii in turn means
affecting the F layer farther from the magnetic equator. To distinguish between the two distinct magnetic equator regions,
some earlier papers in this field referred to the electrojet region (50 N-5

0 S) and the non-electrojet region i e from 5V to 200
North and South dip latitude. The irregularity regions which are extended in altitude include configurations that are known
as plumes, patches, bubbles and blobs. In addition to the regions extended in altitude, irregularities may be concentrated
in a thin layer from 200-400 km and these layers are observed only in the vicinity of the magnetic equator

Within the concentration, the scale size of the irregularities ranges from those that are probed by radar (tens of cen-
timeters to meters) to those that have been detected by the scintillation of satellite radio transmissions at low angles of
elevation yielding a size from Fresnel considerations of the order of hundreds of meters

It is well established that different longitudinal regions have differing annual or "seasonal" patterns of the occurrence and
intensity, this will form the main area of interest of this paper. Years of high solar flux bring about both higher occurrence of
equatorial irregularities and higher intensmes. Hlowever we shall show that the longitudinal pattern remains approximately
the same even when solar flux changes dramatically.
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The effect of magnetic disturbances, using different indices as well as differing methods of anal% sis. has been established
Depending upon the electric field changes and the local time at the particular obsersators, irregularities are either enhanced
or inhibited Since this topic is outside of the main thrust of this review we shall tonfine our data base, %lhere posible, to
periods of low magnetic activity.

There are %arious methods of making the obsersa, ions I hese in( lude in situ satellite measureients of sarious paramieters
at altitudes from 200 kin to oser a thousand kilometers, rocket obsersations of electron density. scintillation of satellite radio
beac-ons, radar probing, and sprad F detection with both bottomside and topside ionosondes Each method measures
somewhat differeri characteristics of the irregularities Each biases the data in different ways \Ae shall try to point out the
limitations of earn of the methods used to detect and observe the irregularities.

We shall not consider the morphology of irregularities at the equatorial anomaly latitudes for the following reasons For
gigahertz scintillation at anomaly latitudes. ne need an irregularity region at the equator extended ill altitude plus a high
electron density in the post-sunset period These to requirements are not met in years of low solar flux This nmay be due to
the fact that electron density in the post sunset time period may not be ser) high ii the anomal% region in years of Ion solar
flux In addition to the problem of loss ele(tron deiisity. thin layers of irregularities user the magnetic equator and layers
not fully extended in altitude would not be obsersed in the anomaly region. [he dual requirements for extended regions
and the existance of thin layers mean that anomaly data cannot be used to outline the longitudinal aspe. s of irregularity
development.

,. RADAR

The technique that deselops the most information about equatorial irregularities is radar probing of the ionosphere
The two radars which hase been used are the 50 Mllz radar in Jicamarca. Peru %hinl is on the magnetic equator arid the
400 Milz rada. in Knajalemi Island in the Pacific nhich is close to the magnetic equator Each of the radars probes for
incoherent scatter returns Thus before the development of irregularities, the height of the layer and the drift imotions are
mea.umed. When strong F layer irregularities develop, the returns become coherent.

Figure 1 shows radar data from Jicamarca and Figures 2 and 3 show data taken by the ALTAIR Radar in kIajalem.
For our purposes let us note the following First in Figure I there is a period of time before 1920 Local Time nhen only a
thin layer of moderate intensity has deseloped In addition between the high altitude patches there are periods of intense
F layer irregularities with no irregularities noted higher than 500 kiil altitude. It caii also be seen that there is a limitation
on the sensitivity of the radar in that returns are obtained, for the most part, onl) to 700 kin From satellite imeasuremiments,
it is clear that irregularities extend to higher altitudes.

Thcre are many forms of the irregularity structure One aspect of importance for this study is that there are, for
some evenings, thin layers of irregularities. for example from 200 to 400 kils, with no evidence of irregulemities at higher
altitudes For other eýenmgs there are plumes or irregularities extending in height from 200 to ouer 700 km To illustrate
the importance of the height of the irregularity structure ii deseloping .i morphology of irregularities, 'he hase utilized data

OCTOBER 16-17, 1976 JICAMARCA

50 MHz RADAR BACKSCATTER

600 .,,. . ;,O.,,..

5 400, 72vE• 830 dB

o400-

-"300 --t" 14M I. '

200-- Z~f v 4h

100

1910 2000 2100 2200 LST

0010 0100 0200 0300 UT

Figure 1 Radar baclsscattter from an extended (plunme) region was obsersed in Jicamnarca, Peru
on October 16-17, 1976 with the inata shown in Basu and Aarons, 1977. The irregularities start
with thin layer bottom side returns in the 300 kin region then desehop into tile extended region
Returns from the region above 700 are not noted because of the sensitivity of the radar However
in all probability in this case there are irregularities above 700 kin.
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taken by R Tsunoda, M. Menddlo, and S. Basu in a multi-disciphned campaign in the Pacific in 1988 As shown in Figure

2, on August 8 the ALrAIR radar indicated that only a thin layer had developed at the time shown (0846 UT) with returns

observed from 200 to 400 km The relatively sensitive instrumentation at 137 MIz on Wake Island 11' from the magnetic

equator showed no scitillation. The less sensitiNe iciiitillation measurements at the site near the equator (Kwajalein Island)

at 250 Mltz shosed intense activit) at the greater than 20 dB level However when a plume with a great extent in height

(Figure 3) was observed on the radar on August 7th at 1205 UT, both sites showed intense levels of scintillations

AUGUST 8, 1988 0846-0851 UT

AUGUST 7,1988 1205-1215 UT

-.00 z.0 Q

Dlsaý KmO

ALTAIR RADAR RETURNS (TSUNODA) 20

'tsS ALTAIR RADAR RETURNS (TSUNODA)
w.i.. K.,ýa-ig-a M137 Mit ........ .M,ýý~

SCINTILLATION U L ~ e
Figure 2 On August 8, 1988, a thin layer of irreg-"'" i.I Il:

ularities was detected by the ALTAIR radar on Kwa- 1 '10 * 1 4 toUT

jalem (Tsunoda, 1989) No scintillations were noted at WA.k.V ........ [,sKM
tlis tiie from Wake Island, with its propagation path - N . ......

through 11 degrees dip latitude while high scintillations SCINTILLATION
levels %ere noted in the path from Kwajalein to another
satellite. The higher latitude propagation path to the Figure 3. On August 7,t1988 through the irregulari-

satellite at Wake Island missed the irregularity region ties extended in altitude as shown by the ALTAIR radar

while the path close to the magnetic equator at Kwajalein at the time period noted by the arrows, both propaga-

h'ad high scintillation levels (S Basu, and M Mendillo, tion paths (Kwajalein and Wake) showed high levels of

personal communication) scintillation.

Figure 4 illustrates the concept that the disturbance on the magnetic equator follows the lines of force of the earth's
field. The disturbance affects the electron density all along the miagnetic field line. Thus a satellite at 900 km making in-situ
measurements passing thru the plume would report observing irregularities, a satellite passing the longitude of the thin layer
would not. While F-layer irregularities developed in both the thin and the extended layer cases shown, paths beyond 100
from the magnetic equator could not observe F-layer irregularities due to thin layer irregularities A portion of the thin

layers have been identified as Bottomuide Sinusoidal structures by both ground and satellite observations

D. SATELLITE MEASUREMENTS

There are two types of measurements made from satellites. In-situ observations measure parameters at the height of the
measuremients. Satellites with topside ionosondes however dill sample lower altitude spread F as well as plumes extended
in altitude In either case the altitude of the satellite will affect the morphology developed by the satellite observations

Although it appears from the radar data that the plumes extend only to altitudes of 700-900 kin, satellites in the higher
altitude region of 900 km and greater do measure irregularities at altitudes couniderably higher than the'radar sensitivity
u-an observe, the plumes extend beyond the range of the radars

The relatively thin laers were sampled in-situ and reported by Valladares et al (1983) and Cragin et al (1985) in their

observations using the AE-E satellite operating at 400-450 km Thin layers extending 7000 km or more in the east-west
direction were oheeried I hose thin lasers had been observed frequently in various campaigns (BIasu and Aarons, 1977)
but had not been studied in the manner that the plumes were studied Certain thin layers, termed Bottoniside Smusoidal
structures, have a doiinant scale size of I km and appear predominantly in the summer solstice along the magnetic equator
They appear, according to the illustrations in Cragii et al (1985), within plus and inuis 5V of the magnetic equator
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.°.............. .......... ....

-" • Figure 4. Propagation paths
Thin Lae Cae 00 are shown through thin and ex-

T Thin Layer Cas tended layers of irregularities. The
ir.egularities appear allong the lines

------ .... of rorce of the earth's field A satel-

iht, at 900 km would only sample
". ..... ..... the irregularities over the magnetic

"equator. A lower altitude satellite

."7 , might detect irregularities at both
magnetic equator and anomaly lat-

0. .... --
S Plume Case i

Cross Section of Equatorial Region
With Propagation Paths to Sateiltes Shown

E SPREAD F

The discovery of spread F in the equatorial region was made with ionosonde observations. It was quickiy found that
there were two types of spread F, range and frequercy Thus it is important ta see which type was associated with other
observations of F-layer irregularities such as scintillation of trans-ionospheric signals. Huang (1)70) observing at 137 MHz
near the anomaly region from Taiwan was able to state that "the correlatior -f scintillation with rnage spread is extremely
h.,i and strongly positive (r =.9) while sci.,tillation is only weakly correlat, vith frequency pread"

However that correlation is not valid near the magnetic equator. DasGupta et al (1983) observing scintillations close
to the magnetic equator and spread F from Piiancayo found that the contin 'ous scintillation patches of a duration of 5-6
hours (thin layers), %ere associated with fre4..ency spread The occurrence patterns of range and frequency spread near the
magnetic equator can best be shown in Figure 5 with Forteleza, Brazil data and curves taken from Abdu et al. 1981 While
this illustration is oii a limited period, the data serve to show the predominaice of range spread in the early part of the
night and the increase .n occurrence of the frequency spread in the post--nidnight time period

50 Figure 5. The occi .Tence of range and

frequency spread is shown for one eason forEUC Y$PAD Forteleza, Brazil (Abdu et al, 1981). Maxi-
mum occurrence takes place for this longitude in

0 the post-sunset hours while the frequency spread
is 21 00 021 06 maximum occurs in the midnight time period.

Fortaleza, Brazil, NOV.-Feb.

I[Abdu et. al (1981)]

Thus we have two distinct types of F layer ;rregularities, a thin long iasting layer assodated with frequen"3 spread F
aný plumes associatv:d with range spread F. In additioi. in some radar i:Ats, there is evidence of plumes not fully extended
in altitude (Basi and Aarons, 1977)
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F. MORPHOLOGY FROM SCINTILLATION MEASUREMENTS

F.I Irregularity Intensity and Scintillation Measurements

For the measurements made by studying the fluctuations of a radio beacon (scintillation), several factors should be
borne in mind. The scintillation technique of recording the fluctuations of amplitude and phase of signal from satellites is
an integrated measurement with all the irregularities in the propagation path affecting the trans-ionospheric signal The
amplitude of fluctuation is inversely proportional to frequency to the power I 5 to 2. Thus the lower frequencies are more
sensitive than the microwave observations. The use of lower frequencies such as 137 MHz is a boon in cataloging weak
irregularities compared to the less sensitive obser~ationb at 1.5 GHz. However there are technital problems in the data at
both ends of the observing spectrum The lower frequency is very sensitive compared to the 1.5 GHz signal but is limited in
its excursions in the data sets to be described to 20-25 dB peak to peak fluctuations. This is due to saturation of its signal
to noise range The upper frequency however seldom shows excursions greater than 7 dB maximum near the equator. Much
of the 1.5 GHz data b.se was done with extremely small excursions In predominantly anomaly data taken at 4 GlIz. Taur
used levels of .5 dB and greater. Other data in the literature have used excursions greater than 1 5 dlB or 2 dB, this in data
sets where fluctuations of less than I dB were considered noise of the system

Measurements at 137 Mllz do show some differences from those taken at 1 5 GHz lloweser, we shall see that monthly
occurrence trends are not different in the %ailable data for two separated frequencies with extensixe data bases near the
magnetic equator.

a HUANCAYO (750 West)

Periaaps the largest body of data for statistical purposes consists of scintillation measurements taken at lluancayo. Peru
The data from this site. located 120 south of the geographic equator and on the magnetic equator %ith a declination of 4'
to S0 

West (depending on the longtud, of the satellite under obsersation). has the advantage of comparison with radar and
spread-F measurements taken at Jicamarca. Peru.

The sc itillhtion data sets available range from 40 Mliz (BEB and BEC satellites at 1000 kin altitude) to 1.54 GHz
signals fron, MARISAT. I hub, one can note the apparent and real differences in morphology of scm' illation data as a function
of freqency as well as month, solar flux, and magnetic index.

An extended period of observations was made using the ATS series of satelltes transmitting at 137 MHz The data
from January 1968 through February 1974. with Kp from 0 to 2+. show the occurrence pattern tu haxe maximum levels in
February and in October-No.ember wsih a high occurrence of 6 dB peak to peak fluctuations from October through April
in sunspot maximum years (Figure 6a). A minimum level was found in June and July In Figure 6b a similar pattern is
seen for sunspot minirrum years with a somewhat high occurrence January 15 March 15 than in September-October

Huancayo, 1969-70 Huancayo, 1973-74
JUL JUL

- AUG - AUG

-SEP -SEP

- OCT OCT

- NOV NOV

DEC DEC

- JAN - JAN
- FEB -FEB

- MAR MAR

- APR APR

20 MAY 
MAY

10 --- JUN ! I I JUN

15 21 03 09 is is 21 03 09 15
LT LT

137 MHz
Percentage of Occurrence S4 > 0.3

Figure 6. Occurrence levels from Huancavo, Peru The occurrence patterns are marked with the mid-months labels
for each month noted In tracing the pattern of scintillation occirrence during periods of low magnetic index at 137 MHz,
the high solar flux years show a maximum between October and April However with solar minimum data one can see the
r %ximum occurrence January 15-March 15 with a slightly lowet occurrence in September and October and with a deeper
dip in level belween November and January. June and July show extremely low levels of occurrence.
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In Figure 7 taken at 1 54 MHz as shown in Basu e! al 1988, Huancayo, 1979-80
during a year of high solar flux, the pattern is quite similar JU.L
to that taken at the lower frequency with equinox maxima, a -AUG

shallow null in the Noven.lier to Jant'ary period, and extremely - Elow to zero occurrence from the middle of May to the middle of
August. OCT

For this longitude, the morphology consists of peaks at the " NOV
equinoxes, with the Feb-March peak higher than the September- - DEC
October peak. A dip in the occurrence pattern takes place dur- -I\ JAN
ing the November-January period. Extremely loi& occurrence -FEB
takes place from the middle of May to the middle of August. {AR

APR

JUN
15 21 03 09 i5

Figure 7. /,' 5 GH, the pat- LT
tern of scintillation occurrence re-
tains the same form as shown in the 1.5 GHu e
previous diagr~im Percentage of Occurrence >2dB

Basu, Su. et al., 1988

b. NATAL, BRAZIL

Io Figure 8, Natal at 30* West, shows an occurrence pattern at 250 MHz with rnaximum from mid-October to mid-
December Lowest occurrence was rioted in the May to August period. All magnetic iediccs were included in thi- w•-

c. ACCRA, GHANA

The patterns of aserage scintillation level from Accra for 1967-1971 data at 137 Mllz are iiown b) !Sx-ster (1972) in
Figure 9 A slightly higher average level takes place from Octobei to December (depending ,u ;earJ than an February-March
with a distinct low in June and July

w- wtTUAWA iX'bjxtV4I 0.A i.AM A

Natal, Brazil -Ju 1 , , ,i.

- SEPR

-OCT *
60 - DEC

40 - JAN ý
0 -~FEBCo

-MAR 20D ii 11 1 i

-APR 
1m

°MAY

-JUN --

Is 21 03 09 Is 2wi

FMO Sutcc-S'1%k s•l OST •i r .;.

254 MHZ
Percentage of Occurrence > 6dB Figure 9. A long term series of 137 MIlIz mea-

surements from Accra, Ghana near the Greenwich
Figure 8. At 250 MHz the pattern of occurrence for meridien yields th2 pattern shown in this figure

Natal, Brazil at 300 West shows a maximum in the Oc- i.e. a maximum from February to May. high levels
tober to January months. between October and May, and the lowest leveli

from June to August (loster, 1972).
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d. INDIA

There is a limited amount of data in this longitude region, from within plus or minus 50 Range spread data from Sastri
and Murthy, 1975 as shoAn in Figure 10 indicates a minimum in the pre-midnight hours ih, June-August and in November
and December. The data Nsas taken in 1968, a year of relatively high solar flux.

e. MANILA

Data available for 1981, a year of high solar flux, show equinoctial maxima •ith a shallow minimum in June and July
and a deep minimum in December and January during the Near of high solar flux, 1981 (Figure Ila) In a )ear of lox solar
flux, 1986. the occurrence is conisiderably less but the equinox maxima hold (Figure IIb).

JAN FEB MAR APR

Local lim'e f hurs)

Range Spread F OccurrenceKoda1kanal, India- 1968

Figure 10 Long term scintillation data froii observations close to tie magnetic
equator are difficult to come by in the Indian sector with some reported observatioiis
not exteiiding to a year. Itoxeser the occurrence of range spread-F is readily seen to
have a minima in the post-sunset, time period in June, July and August and in Novem-
ber and December (Santri and Murthy, 19Th) This essentiall) yields predominantly
equinoctial maxima

Montle, FtS i58i Xp - 0-3 SI >- ,5, 8' tanita 78 1988 Kp - 0-3 SI >- .5 89

0 1 t- /A\ý

MAY \V J

a L~e,,. .n Levels
"-•2SO0• ,*'-- 50oox
-5, oo 1$00' 0

Loca Ioe(ous

Month Month

Figure I1. Using 250 MHz data token over several years from Manila, it ian be seen that the pattern is indicative of
equinoctial maxima both n years of high sunspot number (1981) and in ytars of low sunspot nusber (1986). While the
pattern is similar, it should be noted that the occurrence differs considerably between the two years.

f. GUAM

in a series of observations of two satellites both transmitting in the frequency range of 250 MHz, Paulson (1980) took
measuremen~s during years of high and low solar flux. The occurrence for 1978 and 1979 for the Pacific Ocean Satellite,the satellite where the propagation intersection is closely related to the longitude of Guam, is shown in Figuie 12 Clearly
the levels ar. high from April thru October. There is a shallow dip i June and July A minimum of occurrence takes place
from November through Febri-tay. Additional data taken in 1982 and 1983 indicate a similar pattern.

Marill ~ . .. FS 1. .. . ...... ..P ail F ~a p 03SI> 5d
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Observations of a second satellite were taken for a propagation path farther to the west, the Indian Ocean Satellite From
the example of scintillations with this path, as shown in Paulon (1980), there may be, at times, tropospheric fluctuations
at the low angle of observation In addition the azimuthal angle was such that the propagation path was considerably to the
west. Looking to the west with this series of observations of the Indian Ocean satellite, the pattern reveals a more equinox
oriented sttucture. GUAM

Figure 12. From Guam over a period of seseral __

years, the occurrence of scintillations from a satellite near t o 97
its merididen transmitting at 250 MHz was recorded by
Paulson tIOSO) The pattern .hows a clear maximum in
the April to October period. It is likely that January to : LLJ
mid-April in 1982 was a period of no data

g. KWAJALEIN

A set of data is available from Livingston (1980) for Kwajalein Island The data taken with a high inclination 1000
km satellite in the midnight time period are shown in Figure 13 The occurrence levels for the two frequencies are quite
similar in outline Two aspects of this diagram bear notice. There is a dip in occurrence level in June and July compared to
May and August The level between October and February is particularly low. This diagram indicates that the thin layer
BSS does not contribute significantly to the occurrence. At this longitude the summer maximum of BSS would increase the
levels in the June solstice. Since the higher frequency shows the same pattern (as does L Band data which are shown in the
Livingston paper), thin layers do not seem to change the form of this morphology.

Summary

a. Irdia and Manila show definite equinox maxima

b Huancayo, Natal, and Accra show equinoctial maxima with high levels of occurrence in the November December period
and low levels of occurrence in the June-July period.

c Guam and Kwajalein show high levels somewhat later than the March equinox and earlier than the September equinox.
There is a shallow dip in occurrence in June in several data sets but with high levels for July and August

d There is contamination in some data from thin bottomside irregularities but in gtneral the scintillation data show similar
trends from 137 MHz to 1.5 GHz.

G. THEORIES FOR THE LONGITUDINAL PATTERN OF THE IRREGULARITIES

While it is clear that in the study of geophysics, there is no perfect correlation of phenomena, it is also clear that the
theory must be able to explain the broad outlines of the occurrence patterns of phenomena The occurrence pattern of
equatorial F-layer irregularities includes equinoctial maxima with very low occurrence in the solstices at some longitudes,
equinoctial maxima with a relatively shallow dip in occurrence in the June July periods at some longitudes such ns Kwajalein
and equinoctial maxima with a relatively shallow dip in occurrence in the November December months in lorgitudes such
as Huancayo. Two of the proposed hypotheses have been those from Tsunoda (1988) and from MaLuyama and Matunra
(1984).

COMMENTS: 1984 paper by Matuyama and Matuure
By observing with a topside ionosonde, Maruyama and Matuura (lbs0) were able to determine the morphology of the

intensity of spread echoes presumably from all ranges below the 1100 km satellite. They measured strength of irregularities.
From their data in the period, August 1978 to June 1979, with sunspot numbers ranging from moderate to high, they found
a relatively high occurrence over the magnetic equator region and a lower occurrence over the anomaly region. The data set
is shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 13. A one year series of observations of the
Wideband satellite from Kwajalein in the time period
around midnight yielded the occurrence pattern shown
(Livingston, 1980). From this figure the general occur- - " -

rence pattern is seen to be similar at 140 MHz and at
413 MHz The occurrence for 1500 MHz shown in the Figure 14. The data set from Maruyama and
Livingston paper showed similar trends. Matuura (1980) for the period before midnight is

illustrated. There are gaps in the coverage but
the general pattern of spread-F strengths matches
those of spread F occurrence. In the separation of
months there seems to be an absence of emphasis
on equinoctial high levels in all areas.

In Maruyamna and Matuura (1984), the authors develop the concept that the declination of the observing station
determines what occurrence pattern of F layer irregularities will be observed, declinations are given in Figure 15. Their

conclusion as stated in their abstract was. "During the northern winter periods, maximum enhancement at the Atlantic
longitudes of large westward geomagnetic declination and during the northern summer at the Pacific longitude of large
eastward declination." The stress therefore is on the solstices.

20 -
Figure 15. The sites of theMAI various scintillation observational

10- points and declinations from these
""AC.A sites are shown in this figure. It

0 T can be seen from this diagram and
i. TAl, from the scintiallation data that the

.1uasicAAO westward declinations of Accra, Na-
tal, and Huancayo tend to empha-
"size the September to March period
"while the eastward sites tend to em-

10 so 110 too 210 2;0 310 360 phasize the March to October pe-
Googwo- Lonoir* riod.

Declinations of Sites

There are several problems with using the data set shown in the paper. Spread F strength is calcul.ted but no differ-
entiation is made between range and frequency spread That is acceptable if only times with a few hours after sunset are
used; range spread dominates in the immediate post-sunset time period. However the use of other times will describe all
Spread-F. The seasonal pattern will be distorted relative to the seasonal pattern shown by scintillation or in-situ satellite
measurements.

The main hypothesis however needs questioning. While we find similar patterns for similar declinations such as Huancayo
and Accra and for Guam and Kwajelein, there is no comment on the equinoctial maxima at Huancayo and Accra- There is
also a high occurrence particularly near the September equinox in the Central Pacific.

Comments on the Tsunoda (1988) Paper

Tsunoda (1988) on the other hand emphasizes equinox periods, moving close to or far from their ordinary dates In the
abstract he states "The seasonal maxima in scintillation activity coincide with the times of year when the solar terminator
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(at E-layer heights) is most nearly aligned with the geomagnetic flux tubes....Hence the seasonal pattern of scintillation
activity, at a given longitude, becomes a simple deterministic function of the magnetic declination and geographic latitude
of the magnetic dip equator".

We have made a detailed examination of the Tsunoda data set. In Figure 16, we have plotted the sunset nodes that
Tsunoda has calculated for each of the data sets relative to this study. The general structure is such that the nodes of Guam
and Kwajalein are closer to the June solstice than the other nodes, the maximum of activity however is between these two
points. The nodes of Natal, Acera, and Huancayo are closer to the December solstice and the maximum of activity for these
sites is near the December solstice. The nodes for Natal are particularly close to the December solstice, Natal does have a
somewhat higher level for this solstice than the other two sets of data. This compares favorably with the tendency of the
occurrence pattern to move towards maxima in the various regions.

However the nodes for Huancayo and Guam are very close together but the patterns of scintillation activity for these
two locations are quite different. In particular the high occurrence in December and January in Huancayo data is in direct
contrast with the very low level 4f occurrence in the Guam data for those months. Similarly there is a contrast in the June
July data for the two sets. This holds true for the higher frequency data, suggesting that the thin layers have not made a
significant contribution to the pattern.

I' ~ Figure 16. The sunset nodes as shown in
Tsunoda (1988). Nodes indicate the time when
E layer sunset for the data sites used was simulta-
neous for both ends of the field line running thru
the site.

Feb 2 May 2 Ad I 31 131

Dates of Sunset Nodes
(Tsunloda. 1905)

Questions to Be Answered by Theory

The stress of these two papers is either on the solstices or on the predominantly equinoctial maxima. However the data
set demands than the questions to be answered by the developers of hypotheses for the physics of the longitudinal aspects
of the morphology are.

(1) Why do the equinox months have high levels of occurrence over all longitudes?

(2) Why are there high levels of occurrence in the Central Pacific Sector in the July-August period and in the 0-75' West
sector in the November-December period?

(3) Why is there very low occurrence in November and December in tht Central Pacific Sector and in July and August in
the 0-75° West Sector?

CONCLUSIONS

A cartoon as to our version of the occurrence pattern of primarily extended F layer irregularities as a function of longitude
is given in Figure 16 The evaluation of the data yields the occurrence for Huancayo, Ghana, India, and Guam-Kwajalein.
A curve that is omitted for lack of data is that for the 120-140* West longitude region The concept that might be developed
is that there should be a region where the transition between two patterns with different solstitial maxima would dictate
equinoctial maxima.

We hwe shown the plethora of measurements of F-layer irregularities in the equatorial region performed by various
techniques- Irregularities that can be observed by radar may not be observed by the ionosondes. Irregularities that may be
weak may not be observed by UHF scintillations but can be observed on VHF transmissions. Satellite scintillation techniques
cannot always distinguish between thick and thin layers of irregularities, some of the thin layers yield very high scintillation
indices at 250 MHz. Irregularities over the magnetic equator may not be observed by 6300 A depletion techn.ques but can
be observed readily in the anomaly region The irregularities created can be strong or weak, of large or small scale, extended
over a thin or thick layer, confined in a narrow east west or extended region, old or new.

Each of the the two suggested mechanisms embrace only a portion of the data set A full concept should explain the
physics behind the equinoctial and solstitial generation of irregularities. In addition there is also need to explain the differing
mechanisms which provide thin or extended irregularity regions.
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Figure 17. Using the scintillation data as indicating the F-layer irregularities from all types of
layers but predominantly from extended layers, it is possible to develop a sense of the morphology.
We have attempted to do so in this figure. There are caveats however. The maximum amplitudes of
the excursions shown are arbitrarily set as the same for all areas In addition there is no distinction
between high and low solar flux years. The pattern attempts to merge the two occurrence patterns
from the data set but there may well be differences.
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DISCUSSION

G. HAGN
The old vertical-incidence sounder (e.g- C-2/C-3/C4) recored spread F at many locations around the world. SRI (then Stanford
Research Institute) operated such a sounder in Bangkok. Thailand in the early and mid-1960s (sunspot minimtun in 1963 onward
until 1967) and generated synoptic data on the probability of occurrence of both equatorial sporadic E and spread F. Could these
tabulated statistics be of use to your study and supply anether geographical sampling point, or is there a problem separating the
range and frequency spreads?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Yes. There is a data gap between Manila and Indian longitudes. To be of use the data would have to be separated into range and
frequency spread occurence.

R. BENSON
1. Please elaborate on the difference between low and high-latitude irregularities, i.e.. that the low-latitude irregularities are much
stronger.

2. How did you combine data from different techniques in yotu summazy figure?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
1. At auroral latitudes, intensity of scintillation signals at -1 GHz is rarely greater than a few dB. (At equatorial anomaly
latitudes, there are frequently signal variations of greater than 10 dB on 4 GHz. a frequency that is less sensitive to scintillation).
No m-situ data have either confirmed or rejected this cc icepL

2. Most of the data from radar is limited to periods of irregularity development and therefore not useful tor morphology. The in.
situ data published is also limited, I did use some. I used spread F. scintillation (basically), and scintillation on radar signals.
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IRREGULAR MEDIA EFFECTS ON RADIOWAVE SIGNALS USED
IN NAVIGATION AND POSITIONING SYSTEMS

Ezekiel Bahar
Electrical Engineering Department

University of Nebraska-Lmncoln
Lincoln, NE 68588.0511 U.S.A.

R boundary conditions has been conmerted to a problem with
unmixed boundary conditions. The field undulations and the

Radiowave signals, over a very broad range of frequen- resulting phase anomalies due to ionospheric perturbations
cies, are used extensively in navigation and propagation sys- can be obtained from the wave amplitudes along the propa-
tems. These signals that propagate to very large distances gation path. The resul ,re summarized in Table I in terms
from the transmitt-r across the earth's surface or through the of the waveguide scattering matrix whose elements are the
ionosphere are significantly affected by media irregularities. nth mode reflection and transmission coefficients for an ina-
Some of these irregularities are fixed while others fluctuate dent mth mode of unit amplitude
due to, for instance, the diurnal variations in the ionosphere. In Section 3, a perturbation on the earth's surface is con.

The magnitude and phase of CW signals are affected by sidered. The transient excitation is a LORAN C Pulse from
the medium through which they propagate. Since these ef- a magnetic line source (vertically polarized waves). Coupling
fects are frequency dependent, transient (pulsed) signals also between all three components of the full wave field expansion
undergo distortions and delays, which have a very significant of the fields (the radiation field, the lateral wave and the sur-
impact on navigation and positioning systems Thus when face wave) is considered. The distrtion of the received pulse
CW signals are used for navigation or positioning, it is neces- are due to the singularities of the wave transfer functions.
sary to predict the deviations in the phase of the received sig- Special attention is given to determine the time of arnval
nals (phase anomalies) due to medium effects. When pulsed (associated with the third zero crossing of the LORAN C
signals are used for navigation and positioning, it is neces- Pulse) of the received signal.
sary to predict the signal delays due to the medium effects.
Moreover for given propagation paths, it is necessary to avoid In Section 4, full wave solutions are derived for the ra.

the use of carrier frequencies that are more prone to signal diowaves propagating through an inhomogeneous anisotropic
distortions which make it very difficult to predict the time of mcdel of the ionosphere. The ionosphere is characterized by
arrival of the radio signals, a scattering matrix whose elements are the like and cross-

polarized transmission and reflection coefficients for incident

It is necessary to obtain accurate predictions of the re- horizontally and vertically polarized waves. From these re-
ceived signals as the demands on the navigation system be- suits the Faraday rotation as well as the signal distortion
come more stringent. Thus for most relevant propagation delays can be obtained. Numerical and aiilytical solutions
problems, it is not sufficient to use idealized models of the to the problem are compared.
propagation medium. The models that need to be considered
consist of layers of nonuniform thickness with varying elec- 2 TRANSMISSION AND REFLECTION SCATTERING
tromagi etic parameters. Since the ionosphere also needs to COEFFICIENTS FOR THE MODES IN AN IRREGULAR
be considered, the medium is generally considered to be both SPHEROIDAL MODEL OF THE EARTH-IONOSPIIERE
inhomogieneous and anisotropic. For these irregular mod- WAVEGUIDE
els of the curved earth-ionosphere propagation environment
it is not possisle to obtain standard separable solutions for Using a full wave approach, the electromagnetic fields
the propagation problem. Furthermore since the solutions are computed for observation points along the propagation
should be valid for a very broad range of radio frequencies, path in an irregular spheroidal model of the earth.ionosphere
the physical/geometrical optics (high frequency) approach or waveguide (Balar 1976). The perturbation considered here

the small perturbation (low frequency) approach cannot be results in the variation of the effecti'e height of the iono-

used in general. sphere. On employing complete expansions for the electro-

In this work, a full-wave approach is described in detail, magnetic fields (based on the Watson transformation, Wat-

Radlowave propagation over irregular propagation paths is son 1918, Wait 1962) and imposing the boundary conditions

examined in detail. The phase anomalies and pulse delays at the irregular surface, Maxwell's equations are transformed

and distortions for radio signals transmitted across hills and into sets of coupled ordinary differential equations for the

valleys on the earth's surface or over the oceans and through forward and backward propagating wave amplitudes. The
irregular layered models of the earth's crust and the iono- wave amplitudes, which are subject to mixed boundary con-
irheregulare layeredimedusi the full-vea aditions at the input and output terminal surface 9 = OA and
sphere are determined using the full-wave approach. m = B of the waveguide (see Fig. 1) are expressed in terms

i. INTRODUCTION of auxiliary functions with unmixed boundary conditions to
obtain rigorous numerical solutions to the differential equa.

In Section 2, we present the solution to the problem of tions at arbitrary points along the propagation path (8 < 8A9
VLF radiowave propagation in a perturbed spherical model OA < 0 < O

8 
and B > 98). Thus, the analysis can be used

of the earth ionosphere waveguide. The ionospheric perturba- to compute the perturbed fields inside and outside the ir-

tion considered is a gradual day/night transition in the effec- regular regions for arbitrary excitations Since low-frequency

tive height of the ionosphere. The generalized telegraphists' radiowaves are used for navigation and positioning, special at-

equations are solved for the forward (transmitted) and back- tention is given to the phase anomaly due to the ionospheric

ward (reflected) wave amplitudes along a propagation path perturbations.

before, across and beyond the transition region. Through the For the illustrative example presented here, the azimuthal-

use of auxiliary functions, the original problem with mixed ly independent effective height of the ionosphere is given by
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(see Fig. 1) mode of unit amplitude incident at port A the mixed bound-

(hA, 0 <$<#A 
ary conditions at = #A and 0 = OB re

S{hA + h0 +.A
h(f) = + co (e A)I(h-A)]), #A << SO (1) 62m

t"hB, < e < oeA) .

where h(8) = co, s() - r,2 and 6..

hA =6 x 10im, hsD= 9 X 10
4
m (2) (0

8A = 89.8", OB = 90.2" (b(L) (9)

The permittivity c and permeability p are given by 00J o = ej(1 - ')

,= (1= f! (3) in which 4,. is the Kronecker delta. Furthermore,

(2 = (100 - i10) TA

in which c! and pi are the permittivity and permeability for T.BA
free space. The meqn racius of the earth's surface is ri.2 =

the free space wavelength . = 20 kin). Steady state exp(iwt) AP
time excitatons are assumed. b(OA) = "'"(10)

The characteristic equation for the waveguide modes is 4.(

R 1 (5) where TIlA and RAA are the waveguide junction transmis-
sion and reflection coefficients To account for all possible

where excitations at port A, (8) is written as follows:

R D - R D h(il0(kuri z)/h (,P(k srI .2) (6) di ( A ) = .( 1# ) ( A )
Rut = RU h(ý

2
)(kio.s)/Ih.l(ksro..) (7) 4.(SBA SBB'~ A 'IIS B) 8(11)

in which RD and RU are the reflection coefficients at the

earth-air interface and at the effective ionosphere boundary in which ak,,, the forward scattered kth mode excited by

(Waite 1962, Bahar 1967). Precise numerical methods have an incident mth mode, and bi,,, the backward scattered kth

been developed to solve the modal equations for the orders v mode excited by an incident mth mode, are the elements

of the spherical Hankel functions of the first and second kind of the n x n matrices A and B, respectively. The differential

hM." and h( ) (Bahar 1980, Babar and Fitzwater 1981) They equations (11) must be solved subject to the mixed boundary

are related to the mode propagation coefficients 0. = V + 2 conditions,

In Fig 2, the loci of the first four (vertically polarized) TM

complex mode numbers PI, v2, v3 and v4 are plotted in the A(OA) = I, B(0
8

) = 0 (12)

complex plane with the effective height h(O) as the variable

parameter from hA to h' The dominant (earth detached with

mode) vi is least attenuated at the output port B. (See A(Vl) = TBA B(8A) = RAA (13)

Fig. 1.)

Analytical and numerical procedures used to obtain the in which the elements of the transmission and reflection ma-

solutions to the modal equation (5) are described in detail in trices TDA and RAA are the kth mode transmission and re-
the technical literature (Bahar and Fitzrater 1981). flection coefficients TkqA and R, for the/th mode of unit

For the sourceless perturbed region OA < a < 0B, where amplitude incident at port A. To facilitate the solution of

dh/dO ý 0, the co- led wave equations may be written in (11) with the mixed boundary condition (12), define

matrix form aA

d(#)A ( F)T BA (14)

in which F and G are n x n matrices. Since T is a constant
matrix (11) reduces to

SA )(O b) (8) _±( F) = (13)(F

forward and backward wave amplitudes a(vf) and bve), SAA $AO G

0 is an n x n diagonal matrix whose elementp are the mode

propagation coefficients P0. and SFQ are n x n scattes-og ma. with the unmixed boundary condition

trices whose elements Sf.Q ar the differential tranimission

(P 0 Q) and reflection (P = Q) coefficients. For 'he ruth F(68) = 1, G(88) = 0 (16)
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The unknown waveguide junction transmission and reflection The fields are least affected by the perturbation for m =
coefficients are given by I. This is because the earth-detached mode --nds to be

guided along the air-ionosphere boundary, while the higher.
TBA = F(9A)"t, RAA = G(OA)TBA (17) order modes are reflected at the ionosphere and the earth

boundaries. Furthermore, since the earth-detached mode is
Thus by using the Runge-Kutta method (Abramowitz and least attenuated, its magnitude is larger than the magnitudes
Stegun 1964), rigorous numerical solutions may be obtained of the scattered higher-order modes for all 9 when the inci-
for the transmission and reflection coefficients by solving (15) dent mode is m I (Bahar 1980).
subject to the unmixed boundary conditions at 0 = #& (16)
instead of solving (11) subject to the mixed boundary condi- While it is difficult to excite the earth-detached mode

tions. When port B (8 = 98) is excited instead of port A, from a ground-based antenna, the advantages of exciting this

the above analysis is repeated on interchanging superscripts mode by elevated sources are very significant. The trans-

A and B to obtain the matrices TAB and RBB whose el- mission and reflection scattering coefficients that characterize

ements are the transmission and reflection coefficients TAB mode scattering by a perturbed ionosphere excited in both

and RED. directions are presented in Table 1. Since modes n > 5 at-
tenuate strongly over the propagation path, only four modes

It has been shown that the scattering coefficients S:7 are considered in the analysis. The results axe in very good
satisfy the exact reciprocity relationships for spheroidal waveg- agreement with reciprocity. These results can be used to de-
uldes (Bahar 1976). In view of the normalization used in this termine the electromagnetic fields for arbitrary excitations.
work, the reciprocity relations for the perturbed waveguide
junction are 3. TRANSIENT ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS TRANS-

MITTED ACROSS IRREGULAR MODELS OF THE
TABD = TEA (18) EARTH'S SURFACE

and Propagation of radiowaves in uniform layered models of
RAA = R•A, RBB = RBB (19) the earth has been analyzed extensively in the techni-as liter-

i RA 11, (19) ature. For horizontally stratified models, the electromagnetic

The analysis presented in this section can be used to fields can be expresscd completely, in separable form, in terms

compute the electromagnetic fields in the perturbed regions ofa continuous spectrum of radiation fields and lateral waves

OA < : e< 98 as well as in the unperturbed regions 0 < #A as well as a discrete set of surface waves (Bahar 1974).

and 0 > OB. For instance, when port A is excited by mode When it is necessary to consider more realistic, irregular
m of unit magnitude, models of the propagation medium, consisting of inhomo-

0i,(e) geneous layers of nonuniform thickness, the electromagnetic
H#.(r,O) E -- M[a.(8) - b..,(9)] (20) fields cannot be expressed in separable form. In these cases,

, •n using the full wave approach, it is shown that incident plane
waves we diffusely scattered in nonspecular directions and

and Dartially converted into lateral and surface waves

,(rO) = [a., .(0) + b.,(O)) (21) The results of a steady state, full wave analysis of verti-
n B. cally polarized waves incident upon one-dimensionally rough

where a,. and b,,. uee the element of A and B defined in surfaces (Bahar 1977, 1978b) are the basis for the investi-

(11) and 'n(r) is the nth mode basis function, Z. the mode gation of transient electromagnetic response from irregular

impedance and B., is the normalization coefficient (Babar models of tne earth's surface. In this work, the excitation

1980). is assumed to be a LORAN C pulse and the Fast Fourier
Transform technique (Brigham 1974) is used to obtain the

For # < 9A transient response.

a.., = 6..-exp[--i(s4 + 1/2)(8 - GA)1  (22) Sinct the transfer function for dissipative media is not
analytic, it is found convenient to express the total signal re-
sponse as the sum of the contribution from the poles of the

b. RAexp[i(i• + 1i
2

)(G - eA)J (23) excitation transform and the contribution from all the singu-

larities (poles and branch cuts) of the transfer function. Since
and for the region - the third zero crossings of the response to the LORAN C exci-

a,,., = T!Aexp[-i(i, + l/2)( - 6B)J (24) tations are regarded as the effective arrival time of the pulse,
I,. = 0 (25) it is not only necessary to determine the propagation delays

but also the phase anomalies due to the irregular ground ef-
in which vA and P! are ruth the mode parame.ers at ports fects. Both the instantaneous response and the envelope of

A and B, respectively. the response are obtained.

The stability of the phase of the signals is important for For a magnetic line soilrce of intensity K at a large dis-

navigational purposes, the phase anomalies are defined by tance from the nonuniform boundary, the magnetic scattered
radiation field is given by (Bahar 1978b)

A¢ = arg H(r,G)exp A(,,( + 1/2)d8) (26) H.(z,y) = II.,1expl-iko(po + p)J(--1-,)F(C',C')

f 1-(C
1
,C',l,L) (23)

{ E } (27) where IH.•I is the magnitude of the vertically nolarized -•s"-
A4• = argjE,(r,9)expjA s(i',. + 1/2) (27) ularly reflected field for a flat, perfectly conducting sw,;. v

at the carrier frequency w,.

Thus AO. = const when no mode scattering occurs. The 1tlol = nHoJ 2ko. L CiI(2ko-p)'/' (29)
fluctuations in 40. are largest when two interfering modes
are of approximately equal magnitudes. The magnitude of the vertically polarized incident wave at
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the origin is iHAI; po = (z2 + )1)t/2, p = (Z2 + y2)1/1 are the where
distances from the source and field point to the origin (see
Fig. 3) and ko, = we(poco)'

12 
is the free-space wave number F(C,,C') = (CCs. - SOSo.)/(Co + C"/n)

at the carrier frequency w,. .n(l + 1/(,) (39)
F(C" C) = 2C.(C(C, - S.S.)(Z - l/e,) (30) I

[C¢' + [ [C O + Cl'[ ,,CO' + Coll (C.,C',h,L) = Lexp[iko(Coh
2LJ.L
+(Su, - So)z)ld) (40)

l(Cf, C,h ) =•FLJ exp{i(C° + -u)kh in which the surface wave parameters are
+i(s.o - S.)o.)do}. (31)

So. = C1, = [(,/(I + (,)i,/2, Co. = -(1- •,)5" (41)

where Coo and So' are the cosine and sine of the angle of in.
cidence. 0o, in the medium y > h and C(4 and Sol are the This solution for the scattered surface wave is also consistent
cosine and sine of the scattering angle 0o. The corresponding with reciprocity relationships, Thus (38)-(41) also represent
expressions for the medium y < Is are denoted by symbols the scattered radiation fields due to an incident surface wave.
with subscript 1 instead of 0. Thus, For highly conducting medium 1, the surface impedance con-

cept (36) can be used to characterize the boundary p = h(z)
4!., kosCo' ko.,cos0'! (32) to obtain approximate expressions for the scattered surface

wave. In this case. the function F(C.,C') in (39) is replaced

=J 1, an0'! (33) by F(.,, =t =S,(O _n, SO'IC +(.I2)/

in which koji = W(sio,(.i)1/
2 

and in view of Snell's law, F(C.,C) = zSo,(Su. - .o)/(C _ + z)(l - .)5/2 (42)

,0 =,1a = (kos - 4,,)I/2, Im(P) < 0 (34) In (38), the input term IH'l exp[-ikopo] is the incident radi-
ation field and the output term exp[-ik0(So.z+Co.y)j is the

The intrinsic impedance is 'k,s = (Ao/(o,i)'/
2

, n is the refrac- scattered surface wave (see Fig. 3). As in (28), the coupling
tive index, and the nonuniform boundary is given by phenomenon is represented by F(C.,C') and I(C.,C', h,L).

y~h~z -L L (35) The scattered lateral wave due ' lsne sources at large
= h(), -,< <distances from the boundary is (Baha" '977):

It is assumed here that the surface is gently undulating and
slopes are small. In (28), the scattering pbenomenc.a is rep-
resented by F(CI,C), which i- a function of the angle of H.,(z,y) = iHijexp[-ikopo][(2L/Ak)/2x(Li/Av)3/I1

incidence 0, the scatter angle f0f, and the ground rel-tive "F(C',C') I(C,C.hL)

permittivity (,, and I(Cf,C',h,L), which is the only term exp[-i(kaLl + koL6)) (43)
that depends on the expression for the rough surface h(z).
For a flat, perfectly conducting surface, and with s0 = 0s, where
F(Cf,C) = 1 and I(CI,C',h,L) = 1. When medium
I (y < h) is highly conducing and the fields in the region F(C6,C) = (nCC6+SSo)
p < h are of no practical interest, it is convenient to ana- /(Co + C,'n)n

3
•

1 2
, (44)

lyze the problem by characterizing the interface p = h(z)
by ap approximate surface impedance for waves of grazing L
incidence (BHair 1972): I(C6,C',h, L) = '- -exp['ks{C,'h + (SO' - SO)z)}dz (45)

z,-•(,- 1)'•/(/, = l•i, (36)
in which Ak is the free.space wavelength at the carner fre-

and F(C',C') in (30) is replaced by quency w.

F(C',C) = 2C.(1 - SoS'o- -4) (37) 1 = koS = is k :S = kon,

(CO. z(.)(Co +z.)(CA+Co) + 05 u = koCo = o VI'--,.

The full wave solutions for the scattered radiation fields sat- = kjC'=0 (46)

isfy the reciprocity relationships in electromagnetic theory. The lateral waves are of practical significance only fur low-loss
The scattered radiation fields vanish near the boundary (Of me-ium I where
x/2). This agrees with the empirically well-known result that
for any surface, regardless of roughness, a scattered radia- n = n' -tn"=So=sm 6=min(6'-i6")
tion field will not exist at the surface except for grazing in- sin 6'- 16'cos6' (47)
cidence (Beckmann and Spizzichino 1963). However, due to
surface irregularities, the incident radiation fields excited by Thus,
line sources at large distances are coupled into guided surface
waves and lateral waves (see Fig. 3). The stcattered surface p + 06z = oLs + kiLj (48)
waves and lateral waves could therefore be the predominant
contributions to the total field near irregular boundaries, ad the distance Ls and Li are (Fig. 3)

The scattered surface wave due to line sources at large

distances from the boundary is (Bahar 1977): LS = y/coeff and L, = x - ytan6' (49)

H,(z,p/) = Iil~exp(-iu�po)(ij'./W)/1
2
4ikoLF(C.,C') where 6' is the critical angle for total internal reflection. In

• (C,,C',h,L) -exp[-iko(Sosz + Coy•)J(38) (43) IH~exp[-ikopo) represents the incident radiation field
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and the output term exp[-r(kiLi + koL•)] is the scattered where * is the symbol for the complex conjugate. However,
lateral wave (see Fig. 3). The coupling between the radiation in general, F(w) $ P(-w) since .(1) is complex. The tran-
field and the lateral wave is represented by F(C',C', and sient response can be shown to be given by
I(C$,C',h,L). The solution for the scattered lateral wave is
consistent *ith reciprocity relationships, thus the expression h(f,t) = ReF'H.(w)F(w)
(43) also represents the scattered radiation fields due to an = Rey 2- H,(.)F(,w)exp(.st)d
incident lateral .:w'e. The lateral wave contribution cannot 2r -
be derived if the approximate surface impedance concept (36) Reh .(,t) (57)
is used. When the line source is near the boundary h(z), it
excites surface waves and lateral waves in addition to the In this work, LORAN C plus excitations are considered in de-
radiation term. In this case, it is also necessary to consider tail This pulse can be represented as a sum of three damped
the coupling between the lateral waves and the surface wave sinusoids (Johler and Horowitz 1973).
at the irregular boundary. The surface wave generated at the
irregular boundary h(z) by an incident lateral wave is f.(t) = y A, exp(-rt)u(t) (58)

fl:i(z,y) = IKiweo2uI/(-2iikszs)
31

].exp[_=sko(Cox/( - Sozo)] in which u(t) is the unit step function.

"*F(C.,C')I(C.,C',h,L) At = s/2. r, =c+v), wi i=•,

exp[-sk(C¢oy+o.z)] (50) A, = -1/4, r2 = C + eW2, wa = w, + 2w,,

where A3  = -i/4, r3 =c+ W 3, 4a=wc-2 , (59)

F(C.,C') = [JC + I][,./(I - (,)/'
2  (51) Thus,

F(w) = EA,I(s+lr,)

)(C.,C',hL) Lexp-ih(Coh Mo(t) = sexp(-'ct)sin 2Wt exp(-_W•t) (60)
2L(J- Pt() = I(t)lsininwt (61)
-(So - So.)zJidz (52)

and the envelope is
and for -zo > L the amplitude of the unperturbed lateral
wave at the origin is lj.(t)l = exp(-ct) sin 

2
,t (62)

In general for dissipative media, the transfer functions
-Kiweo H, (w) are non-analytic. In tiese cases, the transient response

Hi(0,0) -- (I - e,)2(2s)il2{-,kiro]3S h.(f,t) is expressed as follows (Babhar 1978a):

.exp[-,ko(C0po - Soz)l (53) h.(t) = hL(t) + un(t) (63)

Hence in (50) exp[-sko(Co~y - S0ozo)]IJkrZo]3J2 
corresponds where hL(t) is the contribution to h,(t) from the poles of

to the incident lateral wave while the output term exp[-iko F(s) = F(iw) (at a = -1,) and h,(t) is the contribution
(C0.y + S..z)] corresponds to the scattered surface wave. to h,(t) from the singulanties of the transfer function HI(s).

This solution for the coupling between the surface wave If H,'(s) does not possess singularities in the vicinity of the
and the incident lateral wave by irregular surfaces is also poles of F(s) it follows that [huQ(t)I < JhL(t)[.
consistent with reciprocity relationships in electromagnetic The term hn(t) is significant only at the leading edge of
theory. Thus, (50) also represents the lateral wave generated the response. However, any distortion of the leading edge of
at the irregular boundary by an incident surface wave. the pulse due to medium .ifects could result in an effective

It should also be pointed out that if the exact bound- delay in arrival time of the radio signal.
ary conditions at the irregular surface are replaced by the The instantaneous pl..e 0(t) of the transient response
approximate Kirchoff type boundary conditions (Beckmann is given by the phase of tae complex response h,(t). Thus
and Spizzichino 1963), the surface wave and lateral wave con-
tributions are not taken into account. 0(t) = arctan[Im (f.(t))lRe {f,(t))) (64)

To obtain the full wave solutions for transient excita-
tions, analytical and numerical Fourier techniques are em- For the undistorted LORAN C pulse 4(t) = -wt. However,
ployed. For arbitrary time-varying excitations, the instanta- in general, the phase deviation (or phase anomaly) for the
neous expressions for the magnetic force i.1 for t 2_ 0 is transi-nt response

J.(f,t) = ReJKf.(t)6(z-zo)(y(--o)al (54) Ot) = Qt) + W't (65)

where for convenience the excitation function f,(t) is taken does not vanish. Rapid van Ltions in AO(t) occur at the lead-
to be complex. The Fourier transform of ,(t) is lug edge of the transient response. Thus, examination of the

terms hus(t) and A4(t) is Also useful to determine medium
S= Fj.(t)] = -J,(t)exp(-tt)dt (55) effects on pulse delays.

For the illustrative examples presented in this section,

The transfer function H.(w) for the scattered fields satisfies the carrier frequency f, = 101 Hz, f,_ = f1/40, and c = 10Jf.
the relationship The irregular boundary between the two media is given by

I.(w) = il(-wo) (56) h(z) = hmxIl + cos(sz/L)]/2, -L _ z <_ L (66)
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where 2L = 1Obte, ko0hmax = 2. The free-space wavelength
at f, is Ao, = 3 x lO m. el de Ide

In Fig. 4, the instantaneous, specularly scattered radia- d= i1 dT
tion field is plotted as a function of t = t - tW, where tA is
the arrival time of the earliest response. Medium I (V e" h) in which
is assumed to be highly conducting t, = 100 - slOa.,1/.,)
and 0 = -o = 80W. The envelopes of the scattered field Ev
and the undistorted LORAN C pulse are also given in Fig. 4. e = H (68)
For convenience, both have been normalized to unity at their -H -(respective peaks.

For the caw studied in Fig. 4, the pulse scattered in the u - uo -sk-(z - zo), (69)
specular dsrection undergoes very little distortion.

In Fig. 5, the non-specularly scattered radiation field is and ko = w(poeo)
t12 

is the free-space wavenumber. The el.
considered. For this case , = 10(l - iw,/w), 9' = 80', and ements T,5 of the 4 x 4 dimensionless matrix T which are
to = 50.8'. This value of 0o1 corresponds to the direction related to the susceptsbilsty matrix M are in general also
where the scattered field is at a minimum. In Fig. Sa in function of u (Budden 1962). The z-axis is normal to the
which the scattered instantaneous response and envelope are horizontally stratified media, and the direction of the inci-
plotted, we note that the pulse is distorted. Furthermore, in dent wave normal in free space is
Fig. 5b, the undulations in phase anomaly result from the
fact that near the direction of a minima (0o1 = 50.8') the fi = ($a, + ca,), (70)
scatttered fields undergo destructive interference. where a and c are the sine and cosine of the angle of incidence
4. INHOMOGENEOUS ANISOTROPIC IONOSPHERE 9 for propagating waves. Thus, the fields are independent
EFFECTS ON NAVIGATIONAL AND POSITIONING of y, and, assuming time harmonic excitations, the factor
SIGNALS exp(-iskz) exp(i&t) is suppressed throughout this work. The

transverse electric field components are E, and Es, while
Numerical and analytscal expressions are obtained for is, and HR are the transverse components of the normalized

the reflected and transmitted horizontally and vertically po- magnetic field qfi where q = (po/(o)'/
2 

is the free-space wave
larized wave incident upon an inhomogeneous ansuotropic lay. impedance, and f( is the magnetic field.
er such as the ionosphere. To this end, it is necessary to deter. When the parameters of the susceptibility matrix M
mine the transfer functions (the reflection and transmission (plasma frequency f,, collusion frequency v, gyrofrequency
coefficients) as a function of frequency and to apply Fourier ff, and the direction of the earth's magnetic field riu) are
transform techniques, slowly varying functions of z and the medium is devoid of

Full-wave solutions for the (steady-state) transfer func. critical coupling regions, the matrix transformation
tions are used. These full.wave solutions are based on a
method which utilizes generalized characteristics vectors to • = Sf (71)
determine the elements of a non-singular transformation ma.
trix (Babar 1976). This transformation matrix is used to can he used to convert Maxwell's equations (67) into a set
convert Maxwell's equations for the transverse components of loosely coupled equations for the upward and downward
of the electric and magnetic fields into a set of loosely con- propagating ordinary and extraordinary wave amplitudes f,
pled first-order differential equations. However these WKB (i = 1, 2, 3, 4):
solutions fail in critical coupling regions where the charac.
teristic roots tend to merge. For these regions, numerous f' = Af + rf (72)

analytical and numerical techniques employing several spe.
cial functions have been used to obtain suitable solutions for in which
the fields. Special mathematical functions are not used here A = S-`Ts, r = S-S' (73)
for the c-itical coupling regions. Instead, a suitable set of lin-
early independent wave amplitudes are derived through the The matrix transformation S-'TS yields a diagonal matrix
use of the generalized characteristic vc~tors (Bahar 1976). A whose elements are the characteristic values of the matrix

An approximate analytical expression for the transient T. These characteristics values q. ate solutions to the Booker
response is also obtained through a suitable expansion of the quartic (Budden 1962):
transfer function about the carrier frequency. This analytical
solution does not account for the singularities of the transfer det(T - q.l) = IT - q.11 = 0 (74)
function. However, since the third zero crossing of the re-
sponse is regarded as the ef,ective arrival time of the received in which I is the identity matrix of rank n = 4. The columns
signal, the analytical solutions can be used to determine the of the 4 x 4 matrix S are the four characteristic vectors that
signal delay as well as the time of the third zero crossing. satisfy
The fast Fourier transform (FFT) techniques are also used
to determine the transient response, the amplitude distor. TS' = qS' (75)
tion (due to the singularities of the transfer function), as well
as the phase anor'aly which influences the effective arrival Since the medium is varying T, q,, and S' are functions of z
time of the response. in (72). To solve (72) numerically for the region -Az/2 !

z - zc !5 Az/2, it is convenient to evaluate S' using (75) at
Maxwell's equations for the transverse electromagnetic z = z, for the entire partition of width St. Thus for each

field components in horizontally stratified anisotropic media, partition Iz - rcI :5 Az/2, (72) is replaced by
such as the ionosphere can be expressed in separable form as
follows (Budden 1962): 1' = S-TSf• -S-(Tc + Ts)Sf

= (,+ Y)f=Cf (76)
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in which these transfer functions, it is necessary.to numerically solve
the first-order coupled differential equations (76) at (79) ia

T, = 
T

(z.), A. = A(zs), and y = S-'TiS (77) conjunction with the continuity conditions (81) at the intae-
face between two adjacent partitions of width As. For free

The elements . of the coupling matrix - vanish at z = z, space above and below the anisotropic dielectric layer, the
since T, = T - T. vanishes at the center of the partition transformation matrix S can be written as (Baiar 1976)
of width As. When the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method O 0 -
(Abramowitz and Stegun 1964) is used to solve (76), the par- 0 0 -
tition size must be chosen such that IC,,.kAzs C 1, where S = 1 0 0
C,,. are the elements of the matrix C. c c 0 0

~0  0 1 1J
For critical coupling regions where the characteristic val-

ues q, tend to merge, the transformation matrix S obtained Thus for an incident horizontally polarized wave of amplitude
by using (75) becomes near singular, and the coupling cod- Jog at z = 0, the value of the wave amplitudes at z = O-
ficients -.. become very large. In these regions, the inter- and z =- are f1 and 9r1, respectively, where
action between the characteristic waves fI constitute large
reflections or strong coupling between the ordinary and ex- I
traordinary waves traveling in the same direction. Thus, the -IR = Rifo UH3
transformation based on (75) is not suitable for critical cou- a 0 0

pling regions. For these regions, it has been shown that it J
is possible to construct a non-singular transformation matrix
S by using generalized characteristic vectors (Bahar 1976). [THoM1
Thus for instance, if for the matrix T = T

o the characteris- fT1 = ll 0 (84)
tic equation ITo - ql = 0 has a root qj of multiplicity m, it [Tvul
has been shown that, associated with this root, there exists 0
m linearly independent generalized characteristic vectors. In
this case, even though To and the generalized characteristic Similarly, for an incident vertically polarized wave of ampli-
vectors are independent of z, the transformation matrix S is tude )1' at z = 0, the values for the wave amplitude at
z-dependent. It can be shown that the non-singular matrix z = 0- and z = L+ are fiV and rV, respectively, where
S satisfies the equation (Bahrr 1976) [ 0 1

S-I(Tos- S') = A (78) fiv = 1  1v RHV I

in which A is also a diagonal matrix. Thus for critical cou- Rvv J

pling regions, where the characteristic values q, tend to merge,
(67) can be transformed to the following matrix equation: V 1

f = S"(TS - S')f = S-'[(To + Ts)S - S.f lTV - T10v, (86)
=(A + - C! ¢ (79) - I"o

in which Since the values of the wave amplitudes f are unknown ini-
tinlly at either boundary z = 0- or z = L+, we first solve (79)

Ts = T - To and - = S-'TTS (80) subject to the two separate boundary conditions at z = L+:

Hence, at a&critical coupling point where T = To, the elements00
of the coupling matrix -I.. vanish. T = II and hT (87)

Since the transverse components of the electromagnetic 0 0
fields are continuous for sourceless regions, at the interface
(z = z-2) between two adjacent partitions the continuity con- Denoting these solutions as g(z) and h(z), (whose elements
dition is are g, and h,, i = 1,-. 4) respectively, and setting g(0-) =

91, h(O0) = h', the wave amplitudes f(z) can be expressed
c(xr) = -5f(Zr-) = Sf(zT +), (81) as a superposition of these two independent solutions. Thus

where S- and S+ are the transformation matrices for z = ffH(z) = g(Z) + oHA(z) (88)
zT- and z = zr+, respectively, and zT* = lim,.orzr*6
(6 > 0). fv(z) = av#(z) + h(z) (9)

The transfer functions for an inhomogeneous anisotropic Equaling (88) for z = 0- and z = L- to (83) and (84),
dielectric layer ate the horizontally and vertically polarized sating (8 fd8
reflected and transmitted wave amplitudes excited by a hor- respectively, we get
izontally or a vertically polarized incident wave of snit am- o 1 

= -gd/h3, JoH = g91 + .0h., (90)
plitude. Thus for instance, the reflection and transmission
coefficients Rvm(w~) and TvH(w.) are the vertically polarized 1
refected and transmitted wave amplitudes, respectively, due RKH 1 9 + h'
to au incident horizontally polarized wave of unit amplitude. 0 = (g! 9 abi),
For a dielectric layer of thickness L (0 < z < L), there are RVH
eight transfer function RpQ(,o) and TpQ(w) (P, Q = V or
H) for waves incident from below the layer (z < 0) and eight THy 1 Il
transfer functions for waves incident from above (z > L). 0 1[(
They are related through the adjoint reciprocity relationship TVI =(

in electromagnetic theory (D. M. Kerns 1976). To obtain o
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Siufldy, quat (89) for z = 0- and z = L- to (93) aad envelope of the incident LORAN C pulse; however, the'ia-
(86), rspectively, we get stantan•o• phase is .( + no) + o(.))- The approximate

analytical expression (100) for (95) only accounts for the
a - 1 = o + 1 (92) residues at the poles of the transform F(w). However, the

expression (95) accounts for singularities of both F(w) and

ro l * R(wi). The singnlarities of R(w) account for the distortion of
R,,, 1(, + ht), the transient response which is expressed as follows:

1RBV] 7 (aeg) h)Re I F(l)[)exp(iwna)

1 O (93) Ac t(t') + aer(e) (101)

1JSince an analytical expreson for R() is not known for at-

bitrary ansoroi media. both (95) and (101) can only be
For low frequencies where the width L of the anisotropic evaluated numerically. The FFT techniques are found suit-

dielectric considered is of the order of several wavelengths, the able to evaluate these integrals. The instantaneous phase of
numerical solutions to (79) cam be obtained using a fourth- the transient response (95) is given by
order Ruage-Kutta method (Abramowitz and Stegun 1964).
Typically, the number of partitions needed is 20L/A > N > o(e) = ta'•[€I(')l,(e)I (102)
OLI/. For high frequencies f > f, and LIA > 1, the

Runge-Kutta method is not suitable, and it is ore conve- Thus the phase anomaly of the instantaneous response is
mieat to convert the coupled differential equations (79) into a
set of coupled integral equations (Bahar and Agrawal 1979). AQ') = oQ') + -. '(' --•'47) + 4,(,o) (103)

Numerical as well as analytical techkiques are used to de-
termine the transient response to navigational signals. The For the illustrative examples presented in this section,
LORAN C excitation f(t) ( considered here in detill) is ex- the carrier frequency f, = 10s Hz, fp = f,140, and cl = 101,.
pressed in terms of the complex functioas f,(t) asin Section 3. The inhomageneous anisotropic ionosphere is characterized

The transfer functions Rpg(w) and Tpo(w) satisfy the by the plasma, collision, and gyrofrequencies w,, Y, and tif,
respectively. The inhomogeneous plasma frequency f, is as-

relationship sumed to be given by

RpQ(-) = rQ(--) and TpQ(w) = TNpQ(--) (94) 2)(z)\ =

where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate. Thus it 0(< = Aj2 (104)

can be shown that the full-wave expression for the transient 0 < z < I A,/2 (104)

response is the real part of the inverse Fourier transform: where

Rse(t -F(,.)R~�(,,)]X( = X(L) = (_,(L)/_,)
2 

= (A/).(L))
2  (105)

it _L~ F(-)R(Wj)exp~i-t)dki

re Re[j(t) + ie()) = cR(t) (95) ad
A,,(L) = 3.5 x 103in = cof,(L)

in which R(w) is any one of the eight transfer functions of)

Rp0 (c) and Tpq(w). To obtain an approximate analytical A, = colf,= (C°p°)-• (106)
solution for c(t), we express the transform R(w-) as follows: hc

P(,) = IR(,.')lexp[i0(-)) S R(-c.)expJ-i(, + w,:)ri, (96) The collision frequency is given by

in which Z(z) = &'(z)/: ZI exp(-7z), O<z< L (107)

- IR(-,,:)le~�
1 

= R*(,,) (97) where

is the value of Rpq at wo = -w,, and the time delay •ri is ZI = Z(0) = - A/A,,(0) (108)

S= -•-(')L*.=, (98) andSdwz

Thus on substituting (95) ipto (61), we get A,(0)=2rco/Y=3xl04m, 7=2xl0O
4 m"' (109)

C.(t) 2! iexp[-cs(t - r"R)Iin2[(t - 7k)] The gyrofrequency fu is given by

•ePl-i•(,t - U{-P,,))] J(t - W) (99) Y(Z) = "" = A/Ag (110)
Noting that #(-w,)) = -O(w) and setting I' = t - .it, (99)

can also be written as where

e.(t') = iexp(-c?)hln'•Wt Am = C/lfH = 3 x 101m (111)
•p{(-sIW,(t'+ + +) (w,,)1) U(t') (100)

The direction of the earth's magnetic field a11 is given, by
Thus in the above analytical expression, the envelope of the

response with respect to the shift time te is the same as the = (0.54 + V5-0,96 + 0O5%.)Y = aily (112)
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Fig. 1. lrregular multilayered spheriodal model of the earth-ioa•ophen waveguide.

1.4V1 I'flW t*S.W a. *4Z. R ,

Fig. 2. Loci or the roots v., for n 1 , 2, 3, 4 as h va~ries from 60 km to 90 kin.

ay

I

- L

Fig. 3. The scattered radiation fields, surface waves and lateral waves due to incident plane waves
om tough surface..
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IL

Fig. 4. The scattered radiation field for e, = -00 -lO' V and So = 0 80. The instantaneous

response and the envelopes.

e.10 4,C

I.!
31

Fig. 5.. The sc~attered radiation field fore -, 10(1 - s'), 4P = 80* and 9o/ = 50.80. 'The instantaeous

response and the envelopes.

Fig. 5b. The scattered radiation field for c , 10(1 - sl), r = 80* and S = 50.8. The phase

anomaly A(#).
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0 ! I •0 t.- 0 5.0

Fig. 6. Tranf istion coe fficient for horizontally polarized waves Fig. 8. Normalized transient response ejh(i') and its enve-
RH H( w). lope I€.N(1')j corresponding to the transfer function

Rjjy(w). (*) analytic, (0) FFT.

TABLE I COMPOSITE SCATTERING MATRIX
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The transomitcoe and reflection scattearing coefficents magnitude is the top number of each pair,
and the phase, in radians, is the bottomo number.
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INLUENCE DE LA PROPAGATION SUR LA GONIOMETRIE HAUTE FREQUENCE

ET LA LOCALISATION A STATION UNIQUE

V. BALTAZART, L BERME
UNIVERSITISDE RtENNES I - LABORATOIRE RADIOCOMMUNICATIONS. URA 834

CAMPUS DE BEAULIEU - 35042 RENNES CEDEX - FRANCE

R. FLEURY
a(ET -LAB/PWA

D.P. 40 - 22301 LANNION CEDEX -FRANCE

RESUME MOTS-CLES

Nous exuiinons dons cc: article Its effets de propagation sur les Procsatin iooenhrjnue - mutiziraets - nimoopie -doppler -

syst~mes de Localisation i Station Unique de I& gamme nucj&erayo- adlMQP. radiogortiomitrie - imeifrvrntmic
dkcamftique- filtrage de polauisation - localisation I station unique, t ilt -

Nous considironS tout d'abord, It probittme direct qui consisie i iclkiain
estimer Ies angles d'arrivdc des diffdrnts plans d'ondes INTRODUCTION
incidents. Pour une situation du milieu ionosphfrique donnic,
noct1 dfterininmn pour cela les angles d incidence de l'ensemble Las techniques de radiolocalisation It station unique ont toujouts
des trajets et modes de propagation. ILe modt& simplifid que suscitt un grand intfet lt 16 exploitation aisde des rtsultats
nousd&veloppom; permct ensttitc I& simulation du conwonement espirds. Ces techniques sappuient stir
drun radiogoniornlse.

tiune proc~dure dobtention des angles d'arrivde. (6tdvation ct
On donne un aperqu des performances des systbines basis sur asimun)
des techniques d'interfiromdtrie , de traiteenict de donndcs et - une recherche de I& source d'Emission basic stir une
d'analyse spatiotempoele. La proximiti des modes die modilisation i tine ou plusieurs dimensions du profil die densite
prop~apaton n~cessite dnsl certains cas d'ajouter tine proc~dure Electronique associfE & tine technique de Usaed tc rayon rtel ou
detlltragedepolarisatimn 6quivalent.

Le problbme inverse consiste It localiser tin EmetteuIk Vaide des A rinverse de Ia plupant des publicatios qui Sont cities ici par la
risultats de goniomntrie pr~cddents. Nous voyons 1'effet d'une suite, cet article aborde les dens aspects du problinme en parallble.
incertitude stir It profit. avant d introduire deux techniques de
LSU : une traite It problbme It partir ties risultats; de sondagc Dans une ptctmitrc pantic consacrde aui problbine direct
vertical an point de r~ception, Is seconde rdactualise en oblique (d~termination des angles d'arrivie), on suppose connu It
ies paran-m~t essentiels du profil. Un exemnpte d'influenice die consiportetnent dui milieu ionosphirique dims l'espace et Ie ten~s.
Ih~fn odesCaches eSt alemniht dond.4 Les piramittres utilisis sont ddduits dc prvisions die

Propiagationl.
ABSTRACTAinsi nous diterminons d'abord. pour tine liaison donnie, Ie

This papier deals with some propagation effects which can nrebde~aM~csdotie de propagato~net I&polarisation des
influence Single Station Location syse, diverses onties incidentes aui systlme. Ccci conduit, Ji memor en

Evidence lts conusaintes imposdes mix radiogonionttres HP, et
We consider first, the direct problem which consists of 5iis~ili Ifir clIt dutiU at -n
estimating several direction of arrival of the incoming waves.
Fbtthispurpose andfor agien state ofthe ionospheric medium. La modtifiation des signaux requs en vue dc tester Its divers

4me *dgls of all propagation paths andi mnodes ate dterinineti. in types de radiogonion-Arcs. revet tine Srmide importance. Nous
"a-eond step, the s"nptifieti model of waves coining fro am d~etivons It modgte de signal utilisd incluant as polarisation des
ionosphere which has been developed before, permnits us to ontics incidentes, I& rtlponse des antennes I ces ondes et lea
vnlw h beh~avtcttirof radiogoniopmeters. dopplers; intermodes.

We analyse the performance of gonionsetric syte base La comportemrent tie certains systunes existants est anaysE; -eI
intereromny *dataprocssiUpon~ mod&le conduit igalement li associer h tin goniontnrre fl testE

proximity in such propagation modes lead to theaditin f rdceniment, tine technique de riception en diversiti de
Polarisation fillenprocetius1e. polarisation.

The problem in reverse consists of locating the emitte dwtha to Enf in. dans tine iernitre partie quetques aspects du problinre
the previous ratiiSogoomnetiv results. We look at the effect of an inverse %oot aborti~s :influence des pararnatres dui profit tie
imperfect knowledge of the profile, before introtiftioig two SSL densitE, de l'inclinaison des couches, n~cessitE de disposer
methods :the first dealin; with vertical sounding results -, th irfornations stir It profil tic densit6 Electronique.
second works firom a partial updating profile. We give also an
exmnple of an influence of tilt.
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1. LIAISONS POINT A POINT, DETERMINATION ALTITUDE(ka)
DU NOMBRE DE TRAJETS ET DE MODES

Le premier probiltme qui se pose lorsqu'on veut simuler Ic
comportement d'un systime de radiogonioniftric HF est de 300. - -

savor conmment seffectuentleItslaisonspoint Apoinltpar voie .- - - -

ionosph~riquc. Ceci n6cessitc deux etapes :

l a definition d'un profil de densiti dleccuonique
*unc technique de determination des angles d'arrivdc. - -

1.1 Profil de densite, kleetronique I-

Nous avons choisi us profil de densiti prcnant en compte Ies 200 -L -

diffdrernes couches de densitl ileceronique (E. 1:1 .12 ). Parmi
Its diffftents mod&Ies disponibles nous avons choisi le modae -

multiquasiparabolique: de Hfill 111 reprtsentant le profil de densiu!
N(r) A partir de morceaux de quasi-paraboles. Cc modale (MQP)
es acelleinent utslistpar de nombreuses 6qwpes [2.31. Osa

N(r) N41I 7']171 00-
0 2- 1400

avec:6

r distance point ionospherique considirs - centre de 1a N .101 e.8 -

N,, densitf au nmaxmumt (ou minimum) de I&acouche FIGURE I1- PROFIL DE DENSrM~ ELECTRONIQUE
partxslzlque i ELECTRONIC DENSITY PROFILE

rsi vaiir do r pour N(r) = Nmi
rbi vajeur do r A ia base do Ia couche corisiddr~c
ymni demi-ipaisseur pour Ia couche quasiparabolique

P obe omrcaxde quasiparuboiles I'ap-lication de Ia Ioi de Bouguer, l'angle ddilivation itant
nom~ demoreauscalcudi A parir de:

Le moikle est construit avec 3 couches (E. Fl .:2 ) (figure!1) et - '

use valide ewite E et F I . Nows pIa~ons entre deux couches amlsi Ek Aecolk ntk

dfffinies des couchcs do liaison Egslement de type Iro
quasiparaboliques. Use telle couche peut igalement etre utilisde
pour assure use continuiti estre IC baa de Itionosphtre (pris A 80 Ek angle d'arnve correspondant au mode k
kin) et Is couche E. Ccci conduit & 7 ou 8 morceaux de itnecnr eI er-oitd dlxo dems a
quasiparaboles. scion qu'on prenne en conipte cette dersitre rt& disdtiancecnr ol eepitd iixo ie a

couche ou non. Les paramn~tres de Ia valide sont d~duits dc ceux n (rt,) indict dephase pour r = t
de Ia couche E suivant Ia technique utilisic dans It logictel
dinvcrsion des ionogane vetcux POLAN [41. Les profils On diduit des valeurs de Ek Ct rleIs temps dc groupe et de
ainsi diflnis rendent be cmtedsobservations, phase.

Dans nos simulations, sous calculons les principaut pammlres Dans Ie cas oýs on tient compte dc l'induction magnitique
par previsions de propagation. Nous ddterminons ainsi Its terrestre, use technique plus complcxe est ndcessaire nous
frdquesces critiques des couches E. 1:1, F:2, lalttude et Ia demni- avoss tiulisd des traces de rayon 161 associd A une procedure
Epaisseur de in coucho F:2. Les autres paramritres sont estimisi. dintmerpolatton de donndes. P'our chaque trajet, on d~fisit deux
A l'itage de Is vallie, sous nous dosnons ]a possibilite de modes de propagation appelds O ct X 171
remplaceces valeurs par cellos ddduites de sondages vertucaux et
par application du logiciel POLAN. Dans It cas oii le milieu est considdrd comme Ecant isotrope.

nous ddterminons dose le nombre do trajets entre us Emtintiur et
1.2 Techniques de determination des angles un rdcepteur, alors, que si on tient compte de l'inductioti

d'arrivie lorsque Is position de 1'Emetteur eat magndtique terrestre, fous ddterminoss It sombre de modes de
connue propagation.

Suivant que I'on ti-nse compte ou non du champ magndtique 1.3 Exemples de risultata et consequences pour Is
terrestre. In technique mist: en ocuvre pour dEterminer Its angles radiogonionidtrie
d'arrivde sera differente. Dan5 It cas obi It milieu est considdit
comme isomope. use nidthode simple est decrite dans [5). Cotne Les figures 2,3.4 prdsentent respectivcment des courbes typiques
n~dthodesappuec sur: des angles dildvation aucendus en fonction do la frdqucrnce

- l'avantage de Ia representation du profit par morceaux de - pour une propagation en considdrant l'tonosphtre 3sotrope fle
quasiparaboles conduisant A use expression analytique de Is profil utilise est ccliii correspondant Ila figure I)
distance de saul en tonction des paramnktres du profil obtenus I -pour lets modes de type 0 (figure 3)

parir de previsions de propagation ou de mesures, de Is -pour les modes de type X (figure 4)
fr4uenceect do langlc d'dldvation. Blle conduit I Ia
determination des angles d~arrvde pour Iii liaison consididrc.
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Porsimplifier, nous nous sommes Iimitds, pour les figures 3 et La technique du tract do rayon permiet d'estimer Hecart ntre les
4.au cas obs I& couche Fi est inexistante.Les calculs sont fsits angles d'ilevation correspondant aux modes 0 et X. Dans la

avec foE = 3 MHz. hmE = 110 km, ymE = 10 km. foF2 = 9,3 zone linmare de la figure pr~c~dente, (zone pour laquelle ii n'y a
Mhz, hmF2 - 300 km. yniP2 z: 150 kni. la vall~e est It 140 ktTL qu~un seul trajet). les valeurs dcs angles d'amfv~e restent trts

voisines , par contre ces valeurs peuvent notablement diffdrer
La figure 2 montre que pour certaines friquences, deux one pour dcs fr~quences voisines de la MUF.
peuvent arriver aui r~cepteur po urtne riflexion stiZ une cotiche icnutaxcn~unessiatspu fete n

donn ~~ ~ ~ ec conui soot lestlene ondeste dptes hautesue etbse. 'td nrdoonoi
est toujours observie alors que londe haute nest prdsence que
pour une Plate de fr&tluences iniffricure It la MUF. Ces r~sultats - plusicurs trajets correspondant I tin mEme mode de propagation
sont carwactistiques des mesureson sondage oblique [8). peuvent etre tits voisins. Ccci implique une contrainte de

soparation qui ne sera pan toujours ais~e A efflectuer en particulier
80 sn~e d tlevat,on Degeas) avec des rdseaux de petite dimension.La rdsolution spauiale d'un

--- - -rdseau antennaire nepermettra donc pas do sparer tous lestrajets
70 de propagation.
60ý F - deux modes de polarsacon correspondant It un maine trajet

2F0 JF2 petivent arriver sous des angles encore plus voisins que dans le
40 cas prdc~dent :compte tenti des limites experimentales des
40,- gonionittrs, les techniques qui ne tiennent pas compte des effets

3- de polarisation ne potirrons siparer ces modes et les risultats
20. 2E IFI 1Eobtenus pouuront etre erronds.

10- Enfin, tin grand nombre de trajecs (et de modes) petivent icre
0*- 1 prisents stir tine liaison ; ccci imcplique tin sombre de capteurs

5 7 a 9 o t 12 13 14 suffisant par exemple.
F~bqwce IMHz )La sdpartion des signasix obtenus autrement quavec tin fllcrage

HImt .100km Y.nt - 15km Fot -3 88MHZ
H.FI.200km. YmFI. 50k. FoFl.5 71MHZ spatial est donc n~cessaire Si on vetit augmenter len perform-ances
-mF2.325km. YnF2.lt8kn FoF2-8 14MHz des gonioma~tres L'Etablissement d'un modtle de signal r~aliste

FIGURE 2 - PREVISIONS DES ANGLES DELEVATION permet de d~finir des techniques de stparation.
SURULNE LIAISON DE 871 KM (UIN 1992) 2 MODELISATION ANALYTIQUE ET DETERMI.
ELEVATION ANGLES FORECASTS FOR A 871 KM NISTE DU SIGNAL A LA RECEPTION
CIRCUIT LENGTH

2.1 Expression ginfrale

-, . :;$.~.Plustetirs approches sont possibles :, a premitre consiste i
U- I consid~rer Ie canal ionosphtnque comme tin filtre lindsire variant

dans Ic temps Le canal est alors ddcnt soit par sa rdponse
__ N impulsionnelle h(ejt). soit par sa fonction de transfert H(ei),t) La

-- 7,0 ditermination analytiquc de ces deux fonctions nest pan aisde A
7 pantir dti moment obi le canal est reprisente de faqon rdsliste. De

- plts. l'approche "fibtre lindaire' ne tient pan compte. jtisqti'
----- -prtsent. du caracttre vectonel de Ia propagation Ceci signifie en

...-- i3---~ ~ -. particulier quc Ics fonctions h(ej~) oti H-(aot) incluent le
ý ... 725.0- j phinomane de couplage chanop-antennes. Dans cc qui suit, noun

proposons tine approche physique du probitme ddj& abordi par

DE DITANC POURLE MDE 0 En bande Ecroite, noun icnvons qti e I signal requ. stir
FIGURE 3 -ISOCLINES DEDSAClORL OE0 Iantenne i. se met sous Ia forme analytique suivante:
SKIP DISTANCE ISOCLINES FOR 0 MODE

N
Siz YAk eiekFik(Gr Ek.A 7j.Pk)

oi( k reprdsente le mode incident (0Qot X) associd I un trajet..
at N: sombre de modes requs.

- Ak est caractiristique de ]'amplitude de cc mode et Ok sa phase

___(en bande itroite Ok = o*k:. 
02k= O ~ +A k (t) ,. wgptlsation

dui signal Elms et As (o d~calage doppler).

£2377 ~ Fat eSt tine foniction caractifristique de lantenne dipendant de son
-. .. Z type et lieu d'implantatton dans le rdseatiprmtr i e

1116vation (Et,) et azimut (Ab diamrv~e, et de Ia polarisation de
l'onde incidente (Pk,) dipendant elle-memo de la fr~quence, des

FIGURE 4 - ISOCLINES DE DISTANCE POUR LE MODE X angles d'arrivde et de la nature du sol aui voisinage de l'antenne.
SKIP DISTANCE ISOCUNES FOR X MODE Noun examinons Ic r~le de cette fonction au paragraphe suivant.
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Dans le cas obl les signaux ont une bande infiricure A 3 ICHz.
nous 6crivons que:

$10() = Ym(t - gj)Ak ej Bkpik(Gi EirAzjP4~
k

ott ?gkreprdscnte le temps dc propagation associd en node It, et

ek(t) = 10,+ A (k (01 t danstoutelabande; Aoik(i)

ttant 1it au temps de phase.1

Ceci consticue dvidermient une approximation puisque le minlieu
est dispersif mais qui restc acceptable compte tenu des ortires de
grandeur des dufffrents termecs.

2.2 Effet ccevnblnt des antennes tt de Is polarisation 0
des ondes HF

assimilant lit base dui profil i I'altitude de sortie des ondes de IUR
l'onosphitre. on calcule l'itat de polarisation des modes

Budden [7). Elles donnent en particulier, Ie rapport (R) de

polarisation dans le plan donde et l'angle ac entre It gr , POLARI QUZD PLAIATION CHR PARIS.66 M~z)
l'ellipse de polarisation et I'horizontale locale. On nfglige le PLRIAONC RT(RI6 H)
tens de collision.

R et o: dipcndront de Is localisation giographique du rdcepteur,
et de la direction d'amrv6e de l'onde. Les composantes; dui champ,
flectrique associd A chacun des modes sont. par suite,
proportionnelles au phaseur [I1. U(R,ot), 01.

Lc capteur supposd en diversitd de polarisation, est constitu6 de
pluijeurs antennes (foucts ou cadres) 11 est reprisenid par use
matrice T (Az, E). Lecffet de sol y est inclus.

La connaissance du champ dlectrique au voisinage des antennes
pesmet de d~terminer leur riponse caractirisie par Fik nombre
complexe introduut dans [I I1. 11 est foniction par suite de
l'antenne, de son lieu d'implantacion, du type de mode. de Ia
polarisation de londe, ct, par les conditions de Budden, de la
direction d'incidence do londe 11 s'Ecrit :

Pik = T (Azk.Ek) . [Il.U(R~ce).OIT -MD

Une Etude compitte du comportemeni des aniennes filaires
actives a tE publi~e par ailleurs [Il1).

Trois figures illustrent les rdsuliats obtenus FGR

-La figure 5 montre (si I'on admet Ics conditions pricidentes)
Hitm de Ia polarisation dans Ie plan d'ondc, des ondes incidentes
aux antennes. Surcette figure. le point milieu reprdsenie le point
, Is verticale de lobservateur. Lorsque le paran-Atre caracti~risant
Ics isocourbes tend vers 1, Ia polansation cit quasi-circulaire, sil
est Egal I z~ro. Ia polarisation est lindaire. Pour Paris, les ondes
incidentes soft polansdes circulairement lorsqu'elles arrivent dui
bud, avec: use ilivation de l'ortre de 640. Nous sommes dans cc/
cas en propagation quaSiloDngitudinale.Des calculs analogues
effectuds pour d'autres stations [II. 181 montrent Ia grande f
variabilitd de ces graphes en relation avec le comportement dui
champ, magnitique terrestre.

-Les figures 6 et 7 reprisentent Its modules des rMponses k 6
MHz d'antenncs filaires actives plactes A 5 mnde hauteur pour lea \ s
deux polarisations (Oct X) ciune station situde A Paris. Lae . 'Ž *..

aol est caractdrisE par sa permittivitd (er = I5) et sa conductivitE OD
(ay = 10 - 2 S/in ). La variation des modules a EtE interpritde-*--c
mathimatiquement dais I I I Lea difftrences de phase enure les

igaxobtenus, sur les deux antennes croisdcs, sont Egalensent
ondsdans 1181. Las antennes cadres trits souvent utilis~es en FIGURE 7

radiogoniomdtuic I-F ant des comportements semblables A ceux
des antennes filaires placdcs dana les mames conditions AMPLITUDE DES SIGNAUX * ANTENNE , E-W
expdrimentalcs. SIGNAL INTENSITY ,E.W ANTENNA
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2.3 Dkcalage doppler Ce demtier formalisane ndglige I& composante continue dui
doppler, mais rend bien compte d'observation ,~lse a

Nous considdrons des mouveinents tents de lionosphbre, oti awllurs 18,10,12]. Le dicalage doppler est dautant Xlus
d'une couche ?prticulitre. tles que par exemple It mouvemn~t important que l'4ldvation est ilev6e, cc qui, pour tine liaison

asesonldscouches ionosphdroques aui cotirsde lajuie donn&e, traduit l'influence de la ptn~tration dans It milieu
et Ie mouvement pseudopdriodique induit par It passage dune iionoshrqe I yiunet ordsditne o10k.a
onde axmosphdrique de graitt. rndaa=1, cc qua conduit It des effets dopplers

31 v(r,t) reprdsente I& vitessc dce cc mouvement. lindice secrira tonospiques de, I'ordre de 0.9 Hz au maxiomum.
defagon g~ndrale, sous Is forme .Nows avort vu que'pour un meine tract. Ies traijectouts de

modes 0 et X restent tres proches ; lea doplra cot respandants
n(r,t) = n(r - v(r~t).t) seraeit nina voisins es Hi aem difficile do siparerces onides en des

tcmps do I'ordre do qutlques secondes. Settle tine technique
Pour des mouvements suffisamment tents et de pehes ichele utifisant IIIdivcrsiI6 de polarisation permietra de Is faire.
vis A vis de I& distance de propagation, l'alltire des variaions
donnic It v(t~r) se retrouve stir celles dti temps de Phase et de LA figure 8 prisente Ies signatix observis stir 2 cadres crois~s
groupe. En notant fo I& fr~quence de I& portese, I& dEfiv~e dui dans It cas d'une liaison de 620 km. On constate tin
chemin do phase donne l'a'lure dti doppler attachE ani k~~m made caminoement tins diff~rent . cc qtai est conforme an modinle
de propagation particulier. On 6crit : dZveopp

fdk Wt = - fo .d(Pqk (tjf)) I dt 3 GONIOMEIRIE :PROBLEME DIRECT

Pqk (t~f) cot It temps de phase dti mode k. Nows consddron dans cette paric It cas de r~saux de petites
bases avec lesquels an souhaite estinier Its angles d'arrivde des

Poursimlifer I gitraion u sgna pou un od de multitrujets ionosphfriques. Nous prdscrntons des rdsultata do
Poursimlifer s gn~rtiondu ignl pur inesimulation et nos Wnervisageons; pour ceis quc lts effects do

simulation typiquement infdrietire k I heire. oi n4'nsau prpgtio inoddlisds dans I& pantic 2 ;nous supposons
doppler tine allur simple de tp iuslale d~jintraduite dmn prjlg aon u tssbe nem-lcrnqu-rieet
(9et IS]. Let vale= rs amplitude des oscillationsect leur pdriodc paai~t. et qti Les effets die hitit ou de cauplage sont nigliges.

sont diduites dexp~rimentations [10,12].
ionsphuiucs(enpaticui Le's simulations motrn notaunment comment les niultitrajeta

Ainsi l'amplinode des mouveonents oopa ius e atcle affectent les procfdure dites classiques et dans quelles 1h;imietn
cele due atix andes atmosphdriques do, gravit6) crolit jtisqui un taitmt de don~s cperet dc les waniiowe.
altitude voisine dti maximum dionisation [131. Notis 4crivons;
que: Nous prtsentons ensuite tine premitreaprohe do soniornstrie

Ek~~~ l~~~xs ~~par tine techniquiede trafteietdesga ipeCICISSC
ink t=00 t~ 10 Tos21tt k sdparcr les multimodes par analyst spectrale [141.

Lattention est portde davantage stir Vapplication rdcente do
OZI:I'algorithme Haute Rdsolution MUSIC a tin systinme HF

expdrimental . Nombreuses rif~rences soot faites It Rosier et al
Ek: est t'angle drildvation exprim6 en degrE5 [15], en cc qtii concerne liniplm eatodoagohm,
T :, est Is pdriode d'une perturbation (I' typique associde I tine depito t ylnetsvlid enation dx~ientale.ihmI
onde dc gravitE voisine de 15 inn)decitodussm tsavlainexfk tL

mn: cot Ia pulsation de Is portetise (nulle en bande do base) Nous montrons Egalement l'intdinit d'ajouter tin filtrage do
aphs oinepolanisation (cc qui revient I uxyavaller avec u & ~nems

Ok -est spaeA!rgn en diversitd de polarisation) dans It cas d'une trop forte
a: Ite=mdamplitude ass.,cs b Ia distance Enzateur-r~ceptetir. contlaition entre modes de propagation.

Itoo - ., ej :

-10000 00

-10000

FIGURE 8- EXEMPLE DE SIGNAUX RE4(US PENDA NT 80 SECONDES SUR DEUX CADRES CROISES :6.09 MHz
LIAISON LUXEMBOURG - RENNES

80 SECONDS OF SAMPLES RECEIVED ON TW/O CROSSED-LOOP ANTENNAS: :6.09 MHz
CIRCUIT LUXEMBOURG - RENNES
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3.1 Comportement dos interfiromiltre Q e~ IL 3 YE0AL

Plusieurs typs de radiopitonatiom es ont did ddveloppsco 9eý 1'Za. y*] XZZ ,.
panticulier pour I& localisatron en VHF et UHF. LW ticc ues
udljises oiu souveni did rnsfdres pour rialiser des gonionimdus~
darts Ia gammec HF (tinlerfiroonbzres. gonoiombtrcs doppler, -1
balayage de lobe). Le paragraphe prdcddent nous a monird Is

coplxides signaux reus. Pour illusme lemur coonpotomn
enHBF. nous nous limit= I s laprdsentaton du comoeict de o\ \/ /\ 1 rC

Ileangesdfazrimbu. s utretchniques .odiet Ide rIuit VA1Vn
Goniomdffrk parinerfirondbk irMstantann& avecudutifarion de o

capteurs composis d'wa seule antenne ______________________

phas essigauxobservis sur chacure des anienines. Aucune
a Sioraio len Ic iaitement W~est appouidcet ci cst pourquoi FIGURE 9 SIMULATION DE RESULTATS D'UNE"

nous qualifioas ces interfdrovante de 'classiques". ~ INRPEROMETRIE Q..ASSIQUE
SIMULATION RESULTS OF CLASSICAL

Vapplication aux gortiom~tre de duimensions fitibles par rappout INTERFE.ROMETRY BASED SYSTEM
A alnucur d'onde. du modble et des relations die

llniefdondi conduiseni aux conclusions suivanies :

a) en IFabsencedeffet tiopplertiiffdretiel et pour des amplitudies
de signaux itientiques pour chacun des modes tie propagation, le O
sysftx calcule une El4vation *moycnne" telle que.

cos Elnyn=~ 'L cos E 72

N~ It__ _

N :nombit, doodes incidesies au systIme.
40

b) LA prdsence d'un doppler diffiretidel intermotie inrotiuii ties *r- : c:
variations imporlanles de Ilangle moyen calculi aulour de as C "' Iu o
valeu" prdcdtiente. 20 CAz C ~-1o I I-- I a

Darts tus Ies cas I'azimul pour une mdine liaison Emeileur- 0 ..-
r~cevtcur est calculi crretwerneni darn I& meswce oh on suppose 0 - --- ___

que les ondes inclidentes oni Ie ^tin axinmut 40 to040060 20Zee 240M 3za 2-0 400

La figure 9 prisenie le rdsuliat dune goniomidnie simulde sur cr
principe et rialisde en supposant 3 modes incidents (Ek = 3f0*, FIGURE 10 -SIMULATION DE RESULTATS DUNE

620P6) tie mime azimut (00) et tiamplliudes Eicas et nlun INTERFEROMETRIE AVEC FIUiRAGE DE
u60 plrdtitnil n etcntte i aitindsage POLALR ISA 77ON (2 MODES 0 ET X INCIDENTS)
onul tippertus enI Onm peufaion cont talerve avaiatio uen m t POLARIZATION FILTERING APPUIED TO A CLASSICAL
et soni explicables avo e fomlsi proost INTERFEROMETRY BASED SYSTEM (2 INCIDENT

MODES 0 AND X)
Gonwnome pr timdroonhrie Lnsraatawde avec wilsarion de
copwiersilplwiswz susennes

Lernloi de plneurs antennes; pour conslituer un capleur pefmet
de rialiser ties filirages tie polarsationi icls qu'ilt oni didti dfinis
tie fapon gindrale par Compton [17), et en HF par Bertelet al
[16] ci Rojas [10). De fapon intiusmielle, en HP, Ia solution ~
souveni retenue consiste At sommer les signaux oblenus sur 2 \
enddpliasanil'undieux de±Z12 . - -.L 'i ) , I j

Cei Pernietualit tidliminer june des ondes 0 ou X dun mie AZ-c e tký3 0 TYP 604(0T 46.e
trajet si Irs sognaux corresporidants ditaier ioujours ddphasis tie A? 0.0 FLý 0f r~ 0 AL .ý
±1 n -2Cc nest pa loujours le cas f 181. , -0 ~0 $ t=r .

Cettc procddure dans le cas d'un trajet peut amidliorer Ias ~ 4, ~ ~ ~ 3 6 6 0

gonioondsnecornmnele monuc liafigure 10. 4 o 10 10 20 M 3t 3 0

Dans Ie cas ob H y a plusieurs irajets, it probldme se raondne au
caprdcddent (figure 11). FIGURE 11 - SIMULATION DE RESULTATS D'UNE

INTERPEROMETRIE AVEC FILTRAGE DE
Ces remarques monitteni que le comporiemeni de cc iype de POLARISATION (3 MOE 0, ') T INCIDENTS)
radiogonion~tre West pas salisfaisani et que lutilisation des POLARIZATION FILTERING APPLIED TO A CLASSICAL
rdsultats obtenus doit dem associde AL une anayse Jipostdriori. INTERFEROMETRY BASED SYSTEM (3 INCIDENT

MODES 0, 0 AND X)
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Andlioration de 14 technique pricidente et inuerfbormstric a i
traztauendedo'nnes

L~e systbme Skyloc: [191 reprtsente one amelioration de I&
technique prdcddente. Ellc consiste I conserver lts donndes qui
Ces doandes particulibres vftifient lliypoth~se dc propagto
unimodale (QUMP). L~e cumul des reaultats dinterfdronEtric
sous fotmie d'histogrammes permet on gain sensible dans la

prcso ilxloitasion dZ goniomuietis. LA distinction entre F1
Lacs deux techniques prdcddentes ne prennent pas en compte de a * . II
tnndtIe de propagation ni de signal lIP. Les risoltats sont bicn a9 2 8 % Es '4
silr corrects si 1spotlb~se QUMP est respectde. En pratique(1cT:
cependant la probabiliti d'avoir ces conditions diminue
rapiement &s que le nombre de trajets &zpass 2 [20]. 61-t.3. -

IVexploitation des rdsultats en terme de gonionittrie repose
ensuite sur I& variabilitt du canal HF : en considdrant N ondes ]
incidentes. N-1 s'annulent par inteddrence. Raste on mode qui
apparalt distinctement et pent &mr goniomitwd, aucon effort B URG
d'identification nest fait It cc stade. On caphe ensuite quc les N

ondes vont se combiner estree dies et appalatre It tour de r~le.
Lavantage est darn I& simplicitid le ddsavantage dana letep
lea rdsultausspublids 1211.

3.2 Goniomftrie utilisant Is technique du balayage de ,

lobe et traitetnent des donnkes ......................
a 25 5 46 53 Eb 70 ON A

11 avait ftd monaed que I'otilisation dun r&=ea phasi d grande 1"I
dimension 1221 associd I I& technique de "beamnforminng ne
permettait pas avec: on scil balayage d'obtentr len valcors des FIGURE 12 ý INTERFEROMETRIE PAR ANALYSE
angles d'arrvde. L~e rfseau. compte ento de sa dimension petit SPEC1'RALE
permettre Is siparation des teajets mais lea antennes otilisdes SPECTRAL ANALYSIS INTERFEROMETRY METHOD
(verticales) on permettent pas la siparation des modes 0 et X
d'un nmemerajei. 3.4 Exemple d'un algorithme Haute Risolution

Use technique de moyennagc a~ u l asd rearu Wsi au appliquE i Is HF : MUSIC
paragraphe 3 .1 conduit. sous certaises contraintes. It one bonne
diternination des angles danriv~c zmIadi~:fau~ie . Noos ne MUSIC - MUltiple Signal Classification, est one des mdthodes
developpons pas ici on sniet traiti dans us aotre aticle [23] de de goniomitre basd sur Ics proprittis de dicomposition en

___ni on~ene ildments propres; de la matria de covarian1ce. Cesn mshdeds ont
EtE dana la demnihr ddcensie Ilobict de nombreoses recherches ct

3.3 Association d'une technique d'interfiromitrie et s'appliqoent indiffdremment AI lanalyse spectrale ct i I&I
d'anlystspecrtil 9gonronitre. En HF. citons parmi d'autres. Gezlsing [201 qni
danayse pectaeutilise ces propridtes poot des antennes adaptatives. Johnson 1241

Dans [14 1, sons avons envisagE one premni~re approclhe poor q111 rapporte I& simulation de MUSIC i lesumation de l'azimut
siparer lea multimodes : nons travaillons sur porteuse et noon d'ondes de so] uniqUement.

sopanons les daifrent (ugmodpes rpar anaolus~tuie opi~ unon~ Tmis difficultis iI lapplication de cette technique : Ia cosrrlation
onr non flndairde(Br apo l ;i s upe rsoltie qui. si elle est totale. ddotrit Ie pouvoir haute rdsolution de

par n fhtrae d poansaion lagorithme ;l'idcntification do somnbre de modes prdsets ; I&

Si Ia rdsolotion eat soffisante. on &dddit lts angles d'arrnycdes contnaissance en gain es phase do rdseau antennai= [25.
dift~entes modes, des phases assocides aol maxtima du specitret.pitssn prinl~ecn esilsenH.L
La cas contratire permet d~accdde au mieux, sox an glen des paudfftic2aemts dprpoinsesntrtiusilemn moddlsaione poo dex Letr
irajets de propagation. punx: 2a corrmaion dt in rpow ns modeisantenn puren.den
La procidure cst inadequate aux instants ob les dopplera u acdain t aros e nens
irlermoden sont nuls. La coh~rece des itsnltats de gonio~m~ti A t'exesple de 124], sons supposons Ic sombr de moerle

am oor duteps.ou c umul de ceux-i en histogramme. et nous on mostotns que l'effet de la corrilation ct do filuage de
permpet diliminer Ics ambigu~tts does A ces mauvaises polarisation sur Is goniomitric. par suite, sons utilisons
gomniomtrien. umqueet la mithode de moyennage direct poor lestingation de

Le temps de stationnaritd do signal limite lemploi de la FFF I& aied oaine
den dortes de mesure de 20 It50 secondes environ, scion le Uon Etude plus g&sdral de cene technique eat prdsentdc par G.
sombre de modes presents. Len mathoden de Borg et de Marple Multedo dans on aum: article de ccue conf~rece [261.
aPporte si ndcessaire, one meilleure r~solution que I& prdcddeeni;
I resolution ga-le. ct poor on rapport signal sec bruit sufsat Prsnao

dispermettest Egalement de dimfinuer le temps ffiestint, po r enan
901 ! a eun Emetteur. La figure I I presense us rfultat obleno L'application de MUSIC n~cessite one formulation masurcielle do
avec: lea m~mes donnees que poor len figures 9 ct 10 . Lt signal ropn s= le resea. La vecteur dbbservation x(t) forme des
doppler intermode eat suppose etre de 0.1 Hz ct I& durfe de signanxa(t)surlesdifftreittcapteurs, etcrl::
ldcbantillonnage de 12.7 s.



x(t) = A.s(t) + b(t) Nosis nous plagons par I& suite dans It cas d6favorable d'une
porteuse pure, ou seule une intigration sur It temps permet Its

x(t) ala& dimension du nombre de r~cepteurs (P) constituant Ic d6contlation. La figure 14 montre cet effc:. pour diffirentes
r~sexul amplitudes de doppler intcrmode, en fonction de l'instant initial
s(t) dc dimension N, rcprdsente les modes incidents, dont de meu o
l~expression est domn~c dans la pantic 2
b(t) est It brutit additif aur chaun des capiturs du itseau.

A une matuice don? chaque colonine a (Azk. E&) reprdsente us -- -A

covitariace spatiale Rxx, ou de son estimie obtenue par 1- - -- _ _

moyennage star une durde Ta de I& matrice x(t).x(t)+ . En ~ .l--,,-. - ----------

supposasit N modes prisents, non totalement condilis. Its *-- -- ___I

vecturff M~1 --rsodns u lsgrne ac
propesdcNivent 1'espace signal. Les P-N vecteurs propres , -- t- _

restarst, d~crivest lecspac bruit._____________________

L'licrmiticiti! de Rxx et par suite, r'orthogonalitt de ces 2
espaces, permet de difinir une fonction qui cat maximum pour 9

leairenoad~ivedeooncienes~ueonction posse FIGURE 13 ISOCLINES D'AMPLITUDE DE LAndiffdrtresnet Ie norn do spectrede MUSIC dans [2.821o CORRELATION ENTRE 2 MODES DE PROPAGATIONde fonicton du gonimontre dans (30J. Elle s~crit CORRELATION AMPLITUDE ISOCLINES BETW'EEN 2

f(Az El -a (AE) (AE))MODES OF PROPAGATION

P jv + +(A.E)j 21.

k *N+l

oil Vk repriuenent les vecteurs propres.

Le nonibre de modes pouvant etre obtenu par MUSIC est -.- -

thoiumnt dIaixssmre capteurs do ~eu moins tan.
De pUS.dasle aa411 mcdeoaiac e nt aestaimde, - - - -

arinsi que lit riponse du riseau d'antennes, I& rdsolution est
inli.En pranue, lea hypoth~ses qui perinettent datteindre ces

prouaesne sont pas vdifides.

Allre de la co~rrdtion entire deux modes

Le niodole do signal du paragraphe 2 avec son doppler lentemnewt
variable, rend celui-ci non statonnaairc sur un intervalle do temps01
?a. IL I

Pour It cas de deux modes de propagation, la matrice de-
covaiadnce Rxx(toTa) estimde par moycoinage direct, fait01
istervenir It termc r(to.Ta), qui scion Ic modtle do signal, eat It o a
produit dc la foniction d'autocon-Elaton rm(r) do I& modulation 0 t0(s) 450
m(t) et du ternic de corrilation introdsuit par It doppler
diffirentiel. Ce derntier ddpend de Ias variable Amo. Nous FIGURE 14 -AMPLITUDE DE LA CORRELATION EN
Ecfivonsý comme Rogicret &1. [151: FONCTION DE to POUR DIFFERENTES VALEURS DU

DOPPLER, TEMPS DINTEGRATION :5sL
CORRELATION AMPLITUDE VERSUS to FOR DIFFEREFNT

r~0,Ta' 15 ?1  ~JP (to.-Ta) DOPPLER SHI1FT AMPLITUDES, INTEGRATION TIME .5 s

jT o+T Nous considdrons Itcas simple d'un rdscau lindaire de 3

t capteurs, et do 2 modes incidents. Nous avons choisi on modo 1
30 degrfs.le second 160degrds dd~lvatonet de m&ne azmut.ni12 amplitudle do dopplr estre lea nmodes I et 2 do temps La signal eat one porteuse pure, la mastrice do covaniawsc est

do VPoueTS8jU g estimde par moyesnage direct, et nou utilisons lea dews valeur
pors les plus importantes, sans discrimination sur leurs

T :pdriodedronde atmosphrique degravitd aeus
to temps intial delIsmesure

Las figures 0S et 16 montrent en parall&ie Ildvolution do Ia
La figure 13 relgirdsete lea isoclines du module do la coardlation corrtlation i.termode, le componeamet des deux valeurs propre
intersiode; ni(t) eat en bruit blanc do bmnd B pour sinmplifier; to "signal" et lea rdsultats de goniornsdrie, ccci en fonction de

etpi u.Lak diffrenoce do temps do propagation estre lea l'instant initial to do mreaure et pour use durdc dinsd~grauion Ta
mods (axe hoi onta) use intigration wu It temps (axe non optinsisie par rapport i 1151. Dans ces figures, & to u0. lea
venieal),pemesde diminaer la comiladon. iguxsont corrdlds, I& pdriode T est prise dgale: 1 900
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Vaz qs . Fu coff ONous prdsentons deux cas scion quc les modes sone colrilds I
10 1 98% (figure 17) ou complhtcmet d6co•.f.ds (figure 18). Les

8 0 r6sultats sont function de 1'azimut des multitrajets.

0. 70F - -- -- -

84- .-. , -03.. .
60 68

FIGURE 15 - EFFET DE LA CORRELATION SUR LA o
DETERMINATION DES VALEURS PROPRES DE LA 0 25 40 40 80 100 140 440 soo 180

MATRKE DE cOVARIAt.cE AZOI0EFFECT OF THE CORRELATION LEVEL ON THE LA

BEHAVIOUR OF THE TWO MAIN EIGEN VALUES OF THE 7T - 5 8 3 capteurs

COVARIANCE MATRIX ?A

Coftaion s~ne Ewam eso

T0 5 I 172 40 60 so 100 120 140 160 so
0: 1••-4S AZIMTUT

0,2 ,0 , AVEC FILTRAGE DE POLARISATION. EN POINTIL.ES:

RESULTATS SANS FILTRAGE, SIGNAUX CORRELES
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 5 60 ESTIMATED ELEVATION ANGLES BY MUSIC WITH

1A,801 OOUJO POLARISATION FILTERING, IN DOT LUNES : RESULTS

WITHOUT FILTERING. CORRELATED SIGNALS

-El. ýod1 (30) E£80m82160

mode 1 .30".mode 2.0",,5 0 1 * 70 1°

FIGURE 16 - ESTIMATION DES ELEVATIONS DE 2
MODES (30.60F') EFA LMLIDE DELA CORRELATION x
ESTIMATED ELEVATION ANGLES FOR 2 MODES (30

0
6"O ).....

AND CORRELATION AMPLITUDE 6o

Pour une coorrlation infirieure 1 95%, I'algonthme d&tecte les
deux modes presents . La goniomutrie est conridde comme 0 20 40 40 Do to0 120 140 16'0 IS
correcte pour une valeur infrieure it 85%. AM

b*--dwferagj~wedepokhmeoonLes capurs dour~eau son:tconuistn cene fois de 2 sennes s/T 5, , 3 capteurs

foucts honoataux, ouienttes Est'Ouest et Nord-Sud. Le filrage l
de preiisadon consisl I sommer les signaux regus surcs des x 

4
5antennes, aprts un depl asage de : g/2 de lrun d~eux. Le captcur 4 0

obtenu Cst one antenn Itpolarisation circulair droite on puche. 1 .

qui permet d'autnuer oun des modes 0. X des tajets de
propagation.

La thborie magofoionique et les abaques. monrent cependant L 20 40 0 Do 100 120 140 160 14O

que cc filo-age nlest pas optmum dans toutes Its directions. Le
r6tsltats suivants le cofnlfent Egalkltont. FIGURE 18 - ESTIMATION DES ELEVATIONS PAR MUSIC

AVEC FILTRAGE DE POLARISATION. EN POINTILLES:
Lae simulations prennent Cs compre les de n tjets pr cehtus RESULTATS SANS FILTRAGE, SIGNAUX DECORRELES
avec les deux modes mag atoioniqges prdsents poor chacon ESTIMATED ELEVATION ANGLES BY MUSIC WITH
d'ex: 30, 32. 60W 62 sont Ie angles d'El~vation anendus. POLARISATION FILTERING, IN DOT LINES : RESULTS
'ef'et de. sol n'est pu p en comptse. WITHOUT FILTERING, DECORRELATED SIGNALS
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Sans filtrage. la corrilation intermode perturbe I& goniomitric. Les r~sutats montren: l'importance que rtevt I&aconnaissance du
Lemur vatie avec: l'azmut, cest-i-dire avec I& olarisation de profil de densitd. Arin de disposer d'informationa sur celui-cj.
l'onde. Sans corr~ltion, on c'bdcnt un risultat int~sat dans le plusicurs mdtlsodes peuvenn E&n: utilis~cs. Nous les dfdcrvons
sens ott l'ilgorithmc estinse la valcur moycnnic dea 2 modes (We sutinc~iterileflL
m~me inerosc ici). Darn Ics; dcux cis, pour un izimut de 90P. le
filtr'ge devient inefficace. Ccci est aisement interpretable quand Udiirawn dunW nu verticalau point derdcpdoo

on ien coptedc & rpone ds atenes.Cettc technique est employ~e pir diffdentes 6quipes. Ellc
La proc~dure avec: filtrige sdpare les deux modes. I'errcur restc ndcessite limplantation d'un syst~mc "actit" au point de
infiricure au degr. Les courbes montrent une faible vitiation r~ception. Son avantage riside dans l'utilisation possible d'une
avec Iazimuit et le niveati de coerttltion. mthdlode de ditermnifation de I& distance basde stir I&

reprisentation (MQP) du profil 1311. Ciefte methode dolt toutefois
4 LOCALISATION : PROBLEME IN VERSE Wie combande avec tine transposition du profil de densiti en

foniction du point de riflexion.
Dans cc qui suit. nous ne prdsentons quc quelques aspects du
probllme inverse. Nous supposons que Ie probllme direct a Ut Proc&fure de r~acn mwlann du projfllde densitd
bien tritf et que lesa nglea darriv~e correspondant aux ondes lea
plus "inerg~tues" sont bien ditermin&s Cette mfthods a Ua d~crite par ailleurs; [51, d~e slappuie sir:

4.1 Influence d'une incertitude sur le profit de *desdonn6acs deop ason issues doeprvisiorta
densltt fleetronique - des mesurea effendspir le gotioalktre stir des Esnetteuirs

connus fonctioninsnt dens une zone: voisine de celle ot) t esyssme
Pour un cis typique (distance: D Emetteur-r~ceptcur voisine de & locahsctr sc trouve. A partir de cea mesures. une r~actuilisation
1300 kmn, milieu dc journic juin 1992), nous prisentons I& parddcle du profit dc diensitd eat ciffectude. Lea premiers r~aultaus
variation dc la distance Emetteur-rdcepteur pour tin angle obtenus sont iris encoutrageinia .
d'Elivation donni (300). en fonction de Is variation de hini2
(figure 20). et de foF2 (figure 19) Nous constatons qu'une, Cente sndtixde prisente l'avamiage de ne pas n~cessiter de
errur dc 1 0.5 MHz autour delIs valeur foF2 pt~dte se iraduit sysilm actif (Emnefur), par wonre, elle suppose li connaissance
par tine variation relative de distance AD/D pour Ic. cia prisentd delI& localisation d'autres 6rmetteurs dan5 dea zones voisines de
de 17 %. Urn variation dc 50 km sur hgnF2 conduit dcle a Itt nlettetiui 1caliser.

fagon i un AD/D de 30 %8. 4.2 Influence de Iindlinslson des couches
ionospbfriques

'7 - - Linclrnaisondes couches ionosphdriques (tilts) cs: W~e & Iii fois I
Is variation diurne du milieu et aux perturbations de petitea on
nsoyennes ichelles assocides auu ondes jatmosph~tiques de;

is- gravitd oti wages ionosph~riques. Les couches rdflectricea
peuvent &lots schinsatiquement revitir difffrentes formes : plan
inclinE, ondulations. surfaces concaves oti convexes. Ceci

13- conduit :

I W frc varier les angles d'arriv&e (izimut ct El4vation)
1.1 -I augsnenter parfois le nombredc trajets et modes.

De nombreusca 6tudes ons diji Eti publi~ca stir cc sties [321.
Nous avons vu qu'iI Ezait difficile de siparer lea signaux

60i 7 . . , 485$ correspondant I chacun des modes de propagation. En
88qunc crtiu 7 . 7875 0 8. 4 cons~quence. les rtsultats publids air les variations d'anglea

freqencecritque ot 2d'arives, doivent lire utibsiss avec: pr~caution.

FIGURE 19.- VAR1ATION DE LA DISTANCE EMEfl'EUR- La figure 21 donne tin exemple de variation de l'azimut d'irivde
RECEPTEUR EN FONCTION DE foF2 avec l'Eldvation pot- tin trajet dornnd de 352 kmn (Cliolet-
SKIP DISTANCE VARIATION VERSUS f,12 Coulomnilers). Le dispositif exp~irimntal titilisd eat cclui d~cnt

par Rogier ehal (15]. Wesmesures ont W effectudessur 4jours
d.,istance centtfesr-reeepteur (x 1000 Km_ _ en septembre 1991 aui moment d~une activitd maggnftique trbs

1.7 _ _variable. Elles condtiisen I des angles d'livation variant de 20*
(propagation en I bond par riflexion stir lit couche B) , 1 75*
(propagation en 2 bonds par riflexion sur Is couciuc P2).

LUinfluence dc: Is variation diumne du milieu ionosph~rique
apparait claircmenclt On constate en effet que.

1.4
- aux fagibles Elivations, azimut estim6 ct Azimut goiotnrique
(236*1 diff~renit de ± 10 environ, cc qui cmncpond I lI pr~cision

1.2ý attendue sur tine mesure perturb~e par lea mouvemnarni de pinites
Echelles.

-aux Eldvattions plus Elevics. l'E-cart entre Its valetirs
exparimentale: ci g~ornitrique (pour l'azimut) s'amplifie. Ceci

288 290 300 310 120 330 340 350 $08 M7 SIg 3to 400 petit se concevoir car Ispr~cision sur ligditenmination de raZimut
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DISCUSSION

C GOUTELARD
L'utilisaion des mnthodes spectrales. ne pent hie faite, me semble t'il, que sur des emtteurs coopirants ou particuliers. Avez-vous
une mndhode parhiculitre pour les appliquer k des Emetteurs non coopurants?
It would seem to me that spectral methods can only be used on cooperative or specific emitters. Do you have a special method for
applying them to non-cooperative emitters?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
11 eat exact que les antlodse spectrales n~cessitent de fvaifler en bamn &oite et donc sur des finetiurs utilisant une porteuse,
qu'ils soient coopfrtafs on non, 11en rdsulte que cette technique sera de prlfirence utilisde pour des iwde, imilieu de
propagation on d1valuation d'autres techniques.
It is true that spectral methods will only work in a narrow band, and therefore on emitters, which use a carrier, whether they are
cooperative or not. Therefore, this techique will preferably be used for studies of the propaation environment or for the
evaluation of other techniques.
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A CURRENT AUSSe3SIrT O SINGLI 4IWZ LOATIU TZCEOUOLOGY

Robert B. Rose
Ionospheric Branch, Code S42

Ocean and Atmospheric Sciences Division
Naval Command Control Ocean Surveillance Center, RDT&E Division

San Diego, CA, 92152-5000, USA

IeSTEAST breakdown in SSL performance compromised
their further advancement. Tests had

This paper describes the observed indicated that signal sampling rates had to
performance of a HF Single Site Locator be higher and propagation effects had to
(SSL) which employs current interferometer accounted for. Attempts to develop the next
technology. 142 locations were obtained from generation system failed to capitalize on
non-cooperative targets over a five day history, and since then SSL as been, in
period in April 1989. Locations were general, ignored as a practical
determined from fast, high resolution radiolocation technology by the majority of
azimuth and elevation angle of arrival the HF surveillance community.
measurements and a knowledge of the
ionospheric reflecting medium. Exact emitter Nevertheless, recent advancement of SSL

locations were determined post facto with capabilities has been achieved through

ground truth data from the field units, cooperative programs and in-house research.

Five modes of transmission were encountered This paper describes the results of one such

and the signals were successfully located, exercise conducted by personnel from the

Miss distance accuracies varied between 12.5 Naval Command Control and Ocean Surveillance

kilometers to 40.5 dilometers over ranges Center (NCCOSC), RDT&E Division (formerly,

that varied from 109 kilometers to 526 Naval Ocean Systems Center) in San Diego,

kilometers. Performance varied as a California in 1988.

function of modulation type with SSB voice Transionospheric refractive effects
being the most difficult to prosecute and were measured at 30 MHz by comparing the
packet and burst signals were the easiest direct elevation angle of arrival of signals
to locate. Also performance varied as a from an orbiting HF beacon with the
function of range and the relationship of accurately known altitude/location of the
the operating frequency to the maximum satellite. The angle of arrival
usable frequency between the SSL and the measurements were made with the Single Site
target. Locating Teatbed at Southwest Research

Institute (SwRI) in San Antonio, Texas. The
I. INTRODUCIOE transionospheric work had required upgrades

and calibration of the 7-channel
HF radiolocation will remain important interferometer which had been originally

to the surveillance community through the designed as an SSL. It was desired to
next several decades. Use of the HF demonstrate that these modifications had
spectrum continues to expand, especially in improved the SSLs capabilities against
third world countries. The number of terrestrial HF sinals as well.
emitters will increase and the use of more
exotic modes of transmission is also In April 1989, the exercise described
expanding. From the surveillance point of here was conducted with the SwRI SSL. A
view, the HF signal location scenario for completely independent communications
the next decade is one in which high exercise was being conducted in Texas by
interest regions will change as new crises another facility which provided numerous,
arise. The areas where signals of interest different types of signals. Many signals of
(SO1) will originate will be smaller so opportunity offered a good chance to
signal search can be more focussed. A key evaluate the performance of a modern single
element in future direction finding is site locator in a non-cooperative signal
expressed by the term "rapid deployment." environment. Modulation types were a mix of
Smaller, tactical systems that are easily older, more familiar modes and newer modern
transportable will replace the large shore- digital schemes. This also provided the
based direction finding networks. first opportunity to make SSL measurements

of digital burst and packets signals. The
Single Site Location (SSL) technology data were considered non-cooperative in that

was first conceived in the late 1960s. the locations of the SOIs were not known in
However, its initial development was advance of the measurement period. Also
overshadowed by the large shore-based and their transmission schedules were not known.
smaller shipboard netted systems. In those
systems, signals were located by
triangulation using multiple lines of I1. DE5CRIPTION OF THE SINGLE SITE LOCATING
bearing. But recent events have tevealed TZSTBRD
that the present netted-sensor concept lacks
mobility and flexibility, both of which are Radiolocation with a single station
noteworthy attributes of SSLs. In the 1970s, location system includes an azimuth
early testing burdened SSL technology with measurement on the targot's signal and an
a "10% of Range" accuracy specification. estimate of the target's great circle range
And in the early 1980s, systems developed based on ionospheric parameters measured at
and tested by the research community were the SSL site. The system combines azimuth
lacking in performance. Furthermore, a lack and range to the target to produce the
of awareness of the real reasons for this targets location. This is also expressed in
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the corresponding geographic coordinates as point estimate (BPE) of the target location.
illustrated in figure 1. Figure 4 shows the operator display on the

present SSL Testbed. Once the operator has
Figure 2 illustrates the essential selected a SOI, he presses the "execute"

concept of SSL system operation. An HF button initiating the scanning process on
radio wave transmitted from a target the array. The azimuth and elevation are
transmitter reflects from one or more displayed for every frame that passes the
reflecting regions in the ionosphere. The phase linearity test. When the operator
radiowave propagated by each mode arrives decides there are sufficient data to
at the SSL site with a given bearing and calculate a fix, the computer is switched
angle of elevation. A radio direction to the "location" mode. Then the elevation
finder measures the azimuth and elevation cursor is placed on the range transmission
of the arriving signal. curve to achieve a "range" solution. The

azimuth angle of arrival calculation is
The SSL system includes an ionospheric automatic and requires no operator

sounder which measures the virtual height intervention. After completing the
of the ionospheric reflecting region. The calculation of the range and azimuth angle,
reflection height measured at the SSLs the computer generates the target's
location is assumed to be the same as at the geographical coordinates. There is no way
reflection midpoint. As shown in figure 2, for the system to distinguish between a one-
the triangle from the SSL site through the and a two-hop signal. Therefore the system
ionospheric midpoint and down to the target generates both solutions, leaving the
transmitter provides a location estimate, decision up to the operator.
This calculation generates a range estimate
(in kilometers) and combines it with the In the past, there have been three
observed azimuth bearing. The SSL system issues which have a significant impact on
output is thus an estimate of the location the accuracy of an SSL. These are (1) the
of the target producing the signal expressed assumptions made in the BPE calculation; (2)
in geographical coordinatet.. This is in the assumption that the signal propagates
contrast to a conventional direction finder along the great circle path at short ranges;
which provides only an azimuthal line of and (3) the interval at which the
bearing to the target signal. ionospheric data needs to be updated.

The range calculation uses the measured The assumptions made in the BPE
elevation and virtual height of the calculation lead to three weaknesses. The
ionosphere, along with the law of cosines, assumptions are:(l) that the operator will
to determine the angle at the center of the place the elevation cursor on the correct
earth from tld midpoint (half range) to the elevation angle and will do so "properly";
SSL system. This angle, when multiplied by (2) that the transmission curve calculation,
twice the earth radius, gives the great generated from the vertical ionograms, is
circle range from the SSL site to the correct and current; and (3) that the
target. ionospheric height at the path midpoint is

approximately the same one measured locally.Figure 3 shows the fundamental system
components of the SwRI SSL system used for Near vertical incidence propagation,
the tests described in this report. The refers to skywave propagation between 100
computer interfaces both to the phase- and 500 kilometers. It has long been thought
measuring interferometric direction finder that near vertical incidence signals inside
and to the ionospheric sounder. The antenna 100 kilometers will not produce reliable AOA
system has two parts, a low band array (3- information. A primary assumption in SSL is
10MHz) which is 150 meters on a leg and a that the ionospheric reflection point is
high band array (10-30 MHz) which is 50 along the great circle path at the midpoint.
meters on a leg. Both arrays are in an "L" Experimental evidence (Paul, 1985)indicatesconfiguration using seven crossed loop that the skywave reflection point wanders
elements. The azimuth and elevation angles from several kilometers to tens of
of an incoming HF signal were calculated kilometers from the great circle path. Forusing a phase linear concept. SwRI refers ranges greater than 500 kilometers, this
to this concept as a coincidence direction represents a negligible error whereas inside
finding interferometer, In this type of 500 kilorters errors are significant andsystem, the phase linearity is tested on inside M0. kilometers they are intolerable.
the resolved long baseline phase for each Also for ranges of less than 100 kilometers
leg of the SSL antenna array. If the where the elevation angles are greater than
differences between the predicted and 82 degrees, the arctangent function for the
measured value on both baselines are less angle of arrival equations becomes very
than some preset value, then the data frame unstable. While it is recognized that tilt
becomes a coincidence frame, one in which correction techniques exist, they have yet
the array has resolved the angle of arrival to be fully demonstrated in a realistic
(AOA) of the signal. operating environment.

In single site locating, operator
functions were to search and identify a The ionospheric profile has to be
signal of interest, optimize receiver updated at a rate which will maintain
tuning, and start and terminate the acceptable SSL accuracy because the maximum
direction finding process. Automatic correlation time between ionospheric
functions of the system include computing measurements is 5 minutes (Rose, 1988). One
the target azimuth and elevation angles of objective of this experiment was to see
arrival, measuring the ionospheric height, whether increasing the number of ionospheric
generating an elevation angle/range measurements over a given period of time had
transmission curve and computing the best any impact on the accuracy of the fix.
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III. DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD TEST DATA (1) Foul Second Digital Burst - 40 fixes
COLLECTION (2) Digital Packet (encrypted) - 29 fixes

(3) Upper Sideband (USB) Voice - 24 fixes

Data collection for this test occurred (4) Amplitude Modulation Voice - 28 fixes
between 20 and 25 April 1989. During this (5) Morse (18 groups/minute) - 21 fixes
period, solar conditions were relatively
undisturbed. The 10.7 cm flux varied between In addition to SSL accuracy, other

173 and 198. The magnetic A-index was low, issues to be studied during this exercise,

ranging from 8 to 14. At midday, the F- were operator experience, display

region critical frequencies were exceeding interpretation and the user interface. The
15 MHz which means that the 3000 km maximum operator had a broad experience is SSL
usable frequency exceeded 50 MHz, Generally development, direction finder operation and
propagation conditions were excellent. HF propagation and modeling. The accuracy

of the present SSL concept relies heavily
on operator judgement and his understanding

The frequencies used were known before of what is being displayed. It was desired
hand. The operating schedule and the mode to gain enough experience with these issues
of transmission were unknown. Thus, in mind to develop expert systems to
scanning the allocated frequencies was automate some of these processes in the
required to locate the signals which were future.
part of the experiment. Ground truth
location data could be obtained after the An early observation in this experiment
fact. While this approach may appear rather was that each signal modulation type
"hit or miss," only a day of monitoring was produces very different data clustering on
required to establish the frequencies used the operator display. This in turn affects
and the general locations of all the the difficulty in placing the range cursor
participants in the experiment, and the accuracy of the location estimate.

Figure 5 shows examples of four of the
The five day collection period produced modulations encountered and the type of

locations for 142 signals. After finding a presentation the operator had to contend
SOI, the system was activated. Throughout with.
the test period, the ionosphere was measured
and data processed automatically and stored The encrypted digital packet signals
in the computer data files. A key issue were very easy to find, even in a high
was the speed with which the SSL could interference environment. These signals were
acquire a signal, gather data and generate also easy to fix and produced a very high
a fix. After learning the mechanics of the phese linear ratio. However, they all came
testbed, the entire process could be from a single location 95 kilometers away
accomplished in a matter of seconds. At no and the short range caused severe azimuth
time were there more signals than the spreading. This badly corrupted the results
testbed could prosecute, and all signals from this one site.
prosecuted produced a fix. All of the data
collected were reported. The SSL testbed was By far the most difficult conventional
never stressed by saturation. In fact a narrowband signal to prosecute with the
major concern was the relative lack of present system is single sideband,
signals to prosecute. An entry for the suppressed carrier (SSBSC) voice. Because
signal call sign, event number and signal the received power varies as a function of
characteristics for each signal prosecuted the speech envelope, the signal presents a
were manually entered in the operator log. variable signal to noise, to which the
When the computer provided the BPE for the system must constantly be adjusting. Very
event, the hardcopy output was also taped low (below 20%) phase linear ratios are
in the log as was all the related data for quite common with this mode of transmission.
each event. These data were then used to For this reason, SSB signals normally
reconstruct skywave propagation conditions require 30-60 seconds of collection time to
that could influence SSL accuracy. acquire a sufficient sample to process. It

is very frustrating for a SSL operator to
After the field test, "ground truth" listen to a signal that is very loud and

data were obtained on the locations of the very easy copy to the ear and yet see the
mobile and fixed emitters. With these data, phase linear sample count not increasing.
and the information in the operator's log, This could be rectified with more
casecards were constructed for each of the sophisticated processing in the next
142 fixes. The casecard softw.re, written generation system. The example in figure
during the 1986 experiments, allows the user 5 shows an unusually good example of upper
to determine the accuracy of the SSL fix sideband (USB) voice as it appeared to the
product. For this exercise, the casecard SSL operator. Normally the displays were
data were entered into Lotus 123 much sparsex.
spreadsheets for analysis. The next section
presents results from these analyses. Amplitude Modulation (AM) voice signalsprovide a continuous carrier which provides

in a stable signal to noise ratio and

IV. PRESENTATION OF THE DATA therefore is a relatively easy signal for
the SSL to prosecute. Normally, 10 seconds

The experiment produced 142 location will provide a phase linear sample
fixes on signals that varied in range from sufficient to locate the signal. Figure 5
95 kilometers to 528 kilometers. Before this illustrates how the AM signal appears on the
exercise there was very little quantitative SSL display. In this example it took 10
data on SSL performance on short path (under seconds to acquire 487 samples.
500 Km) skywave signals. The experiment
encountered five different modulation types: Figure 5 also shows how on-off keyed
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Morse signals appeared to the SSL test bed. propagation, interpretation of the display
In the example shown it took 90 seconds to was still often complicated. Therefore the
acquire approximately 2000 samples. At performance results, while considered good,
reasonable on-off keying speeds(i.e.15-25 can be improved.
code groups per minute), this mode of
transmission presents a very stable signal The four second digital burst
to noise making it one of the easiest communication mode provides the
signals to locate. Experience has shown interferometer with an optimum signal. This
that any part of a morse transmission mode is extremely easy to prosecute and, at
produces a usable location product. In most ranges of greater than 300 kilometers, it
cases the accuracy of the 3 second fix was is easily located. As the range decreases
the same as the 90 second fix. It was below 300 kilometers, that accuracy of SSL
possible to get good fixes on single dots fixes degrades. Indeed, at these the shorter
or dashes. ranges (<300 km),such signals are actually

harder to locate accurately than signals
Table 1 summarizes the SSL performance with a higher duty cycle. Because of their

by modulation type. One commonly used short duration, the AOA from a burst signal
measure of SSL performance is the miss is vulnerable to any shifts in the
distance, the distance between the BPE and reflection point from great circle. The
the true location of the target. This can result presents the user with an easily
be expressed in linear distance (kilometers heard and usually loud signal, as well as
in this case) or as a percentage of the true optimum azimuth and elevation 4isplays with
range between the SSL and the target. In very small standard deviations and a
this latter case, the performance measure definite, but wrong location solution.
normalizes out the differences in baseline
ranges. Review of all of the fix data During the experiment, the time between
indicates that 26 (18%) of the fixes had ionospheric soundings was varied. At the
miss distances of less than 10 kilometers, times of the day when the sun was low in the
78 (52%) had miss distances of less than 20 sky, updates were needed every 10 minutes
kilometers and 106(75%) had miss distances to keep fix accuracies between 5% and 10%
of less than 30 kilometers. This is quite of range. During midday and at night,
good considering the short ranges of the sounding every fifteen minutes was
data used for this study. sufficient. When the ionospheric data were

updated hourly, the performance degraded to
Figure 6 shows how location azimuthal 10% to 15% of range. Historically, hourly

accuracy degrades as range decreases. A u'dates have been the norm.
signal from 423 kilometers presents an
azimuthal dispersion of approximately 6 Vr. CONCLUSIONS
degrees whereas a signal from 160 kilometers
is spread oer 30 degrees. The longer range Single site radiolocation at HF is a
produced c better location fix, one with a good technology for signal sources located
lower variance. On the other hand, the very between 100 to 1500 kilometers. Future
short range produced a location fix with a conflicts will require a quickly deployable
very high variance which can be interpreted intelligence gathering system in which
as very low confidence in the result. radiolocation is an important function. SSL

can do this. Over the last several years,
V. DISCUSSION the new improvements in various components

in this technology have been demonstrated
The exercise described in this report by one means or another. It is now time to

provided new insight on two digital signals, design a well thought out system that takes
the short burst and the packet, that had advantage of the latest advances in computer
never been prosecuted before with this SSL systems, intelligent user interfaces using
and short baseline ranges of between expert systems and modern ionospheric
approximately 100 and 500 kilometers. The sensing.
measurements resembled a tactical situation
against uncooperative signals whose location The data reviewed indicate that the
was unknown at the time. While the upgraded performance of the SSL is influenced by the
seven channel interferometer samples signals transmission mode. The mean miss distances
and makes an AOA measurement very rapidly, varied from 12 kilometers to 40 kilometers
the user interface was not modernized and which represents a variation between 6.0%
presented a less than optimum situation. and 11.0 % of range. It is estimated that
Although the operator for this test had a next generation SSL can achieve 5.0% of
extensive experience in the areas of HF range accuracies if the user interface and
direction findinq, SSL development and HF the vertical sounder are modernized and

Table 1. Summary of SSL Accuracy Performance

Mean Miss Mean Miss Mean
Distance Distance Azimuth

Modulation (km) (% of Range) Error (Deg)

Burst 22.3 6.0 1.1
Packet 12.5 8.3 -0.3
USB Voice 40.5 11.0 1.1
AM Voice 24.0 7.7 -1.3
Morse 23.4 7.4 -1.8

----------------------------------------------------------------.
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made smarter. It must incorporate more The ionospheric sounding process needs
collateral information about the intended the following improvements: (1) ionospheric
targets. Finally, the next generation system sensing should be sped up, updating the
needs some sort of propagation mode ionogram every two minutes. Experimental
identification. evidence indicated that the ionosphere is

more variable than current models show; (2)
The experimental data Iresented in this the transmitted signal use spread spectrum

report provides, a glimpse of how good single techniques to reduce interference; (3) the
site locating can be today and also, ionogram interpretation and range/elevation
provides direction for improvement. An angle transmission curve needs to be
earlier HF radiolocation experiment modernized through the use of an expert
established that the baseline accuracy of interpreter system; (4) the sounder
the SwRI seven channel interferometer operation and interpretation must be
testbed is 1.0% of range without the errors transparent to the user.
induced by the ionosphere. This is likely
to be close to the physical limit of a SSL ICZNOWLIDGDINNT
when it is prosecuting terrestrial targets
since the earlier measurements were made The author acknowledges the contributions
just before sunrise when the ionospheric of Dr. D.R. Lambert in the review and
electron density is at its minimum, editing of this paper.

The requirement of high quality real time nRhEwuCEs
vertical sounding data for the range
solution is critical to the SSL process. Rose, R.B., "High-Resolution HF Time of
This experiment confirmed earlier work that Arrival measurements (1981-1985)," Radio
the performance of the system is heavily science, Vol 23, Number 3, May-June 1988
dependent upon (1) the experience of the
operator and (2) the use and interpretation Paul, A.K., "F-Region Tilts and Ionogram
of the user interface. SSL performance has Analysis," Radio Scienge. Vol.20, Number
been in the past and remains today very 4, July-August 1985
"user intensive." The next generation SSL
should have an "intelligent" user interface
to assist in the data interpretation and
decision making.
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DISCUSSION

H. SOICHER
Since ionospheric conditions are updated by a vertical sounder, what assumptions do you make about horizontal variations of the

AUTHOR'S REPLY
It is assumed, based on work by Charles Rushk that the correlation distanoe of an lonoande measurement is roughly SW km whirl
practically limits it to tactical targets with ranges of less than 1000 km. For the test conduceed, the target ranges were between 100
and 500 lm. or ionospheric reflection points between 50 and 250 km. At these ranges, I was very oomfortable using a local
measuremenL

G. HAGN
Your data (e.g., Figure 6) illustrate the problem of obtaining good range estimates with the single site location (SSL) method with
the intýrerometer technique on short paths. You mentioned that this method is not practical for ranges less than 100 km without
employing a tilt correction. Even with a tilt correction, there may be limitations at short ranges. The MUSIC algorithm, when used
with suitable antennas (e.g, the CART antenna described in the Proceedings of the 1990 Tactical Commumications Conference, Fort
Wayne, IN) can be used to estimate the angle of arrival (AOA in azimuth and elevation). Of coutse. it is still necessary to have
good data on the ionosphere and a good ray tracing model to invert these AOA data to estimates of emitter location. It would be
interesting to test the MUSIC approach on short paths (in the steep part of the Ross curve) versus the interferometer method with tilt
correction.

AUTHOR'S REPLY
While what you say might be true, I am skeptical about using the MUSIC algorithm in this manner. I have observed the application
of MUSIC in many applications over the last decade, and those I have observed have not resulted in a practical. "real world"
solution. I should say. I have yet to be convinced that dynamic tilt correction inside 100 km is practical. I have read most of
McNamara's and Georges' papers on the subject. Translating these ideas into a practical. useable system is still developmental mid
not a proven fact. I think the work done so far shows we have a "real" SSL capability at tactical ranges of 1000-100 km. To
attempt to do accurate skywave DF inside 100 km (over land) may not merit the added complication.

S. TOWNES
How well did you know the antenna calibration and in an operational system how effective is the calibration?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
The SWRI interfermeter antenna system was very tightly calibrated using a helicopter point source. We know the patterns very
well. In developing the calibration, experience was gained in learning how the antenna patterns degrade in field operation. If the
field interferometer is set up to specification and the heights of each element are accurately known, the antenna degradation ought
not be more than 5%.

LEROUX
Quel est l'inthErt do rdseau de monopoles? Comment traitez-vous les multirebonds?
What is the benmt of a monopole wray? How do you deal with muipkle hops?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
The monopole provides uniformity in the antenna pattern. As with any SSL, one must assume single-hop propagation.

J. BELROSE
Would you comment on how to make a covert vertical incidence sounder?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Actually, there are two methods. First, it is easy to modify the frequency synthesizer to follow a pseudo-random hopping sequence.
Instead of a linear sweep, the sounder hops until the ionogram is constructed. We have tried this and it works. Second, we are
testing 40 kHz spread-spectrum signals which are undetectable. There is no reason this couldn't be swept in frequency to measure
ionospheric height.
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A NEW PASSIVE SSL TECHNIQUE FOR HF RADIOLOCATION

R. L Johnson, 0. R. Black and A. G. Sonsteby
Electromagntlca Division

Southwsat Remearch Institute
6220 Culebra Road

San Antonio, TX 78236, USA

SUMMARY to estimate time delays between weak broadband cor-

This paper considers the problem of passive radiolo- related noise received at two sensors. The technique

cation for the case of HF multipath propagation. A rst computes the complex coherence fur-#ion be-
new technique is developed for the estimation of inter- tween the two sensor outputs and then applies the fastnewtecniqe i deeloed or he stiatin o iner- Fourier transform (FF1T) to compute the inverse dis-
path time delay applying an eigen based super- crete iourer transform of the estimated coherence.

resolution spectral estimation method. The technique The result is a sharp peak indicating the time delay

samples the wavefield received by two spatially sep- betweenacom aon pese ctine the two den-

arated antennas to compute intersensor delay time for between common processes contained in the two ses

each constituent signal through a normalized eigen sor outputs. A second work which particulaoy relates

cepstral analysis. The intersensor delays and inter- to our approach is the use of interpath delay time to

path delay are used in concert to estimate the locan compute ground range as described by Gething (1].
ofthdetransmter Thed mcerthtod istaimted toxeloation- The technique uses the differential group delay of two
of the transminterp The method is applied to experi- ionospheric propagation paths and the corresponding
mental data in a preliminary proof-of-concopt analy- elevation AOA's to compute range. The approach is
sis. an application of Breit and Tuve's tht xemn [6) for a

thin layer ionospheric model. The thi.d work is the
I. INTRODUCTION location performance analysis done t y Rendas and
In this paper we consider the problem of locating a Moura [71. They consider the general problem of
radio transmitter through measurements made from passive location using intersensor and interpath delays
the wavefield received at a single site. The technique and derive the Cramer-Rao bound for the errors in
used to solve this problem is generally referred to the location estimate.
as single site radiolocation (SSL) [1-4). Although this In this work we propose a new approach to the passive
is an area of active research in several disciplines, S
we consider mainly HF (3- 30 Mhz) communications SL problem which is a merger of the complex
and ionospheric propagation. The conventional cepstrum and superresolution techniques. Theapproach in the SSL process is to estimate the angle- onventional procedure used to ompute the complex
of-arrival (AOA) of the radio signal at one receiving cepstrum is to perform an FFT on a time series which
oivalthe AA) ofing thearadiorisignal at on arcevng contains one or more echos. A complex logarithm
site, the AhA being characterized by azimuth and is taken of the result to "whiten" the data, and an
elevation. Next one estimates the height of the iono- inverse FF1' is computed to estimate the echo delay

spheric reflecting layer, typically accomplished by a ines. Our approach differs from the conventional

vertical or oblique incidence sounding. Ground range tim e Ou apprac differs fro the aperoal

to the tnmmitter is computed using the estimated technique in several respects. Similar to the approach

elevation AOA and ionospheric height. Transmitt described by Carter, etal. [5, we consider wo spa-

location is determined from the estimated azimuth tially separated time series and compute a normalized

AOA and ground range. cross power spectrum (or complex coherence func-
tion) to remove modulation effects. The cross power

In contrast to the conventional SSL technique de- spectrum is parametric in delay time between sensors
scribed above, multipath propagation through the ion- for each signal and also the differential path delay
osphere can be exploited to accomplish passive time from the transmitter. To determine the inter-
radiolocation without requiring height data from a sensor and interpath delay times, we do not take the
sounder. The essential approach in passive location logarithm but rather compute a spectral cross corre-
is to sample the received signal and to estimate the lation matrix and apply the MUSIC [8] spectral
interpath delay time. There are three published works estimation technique. We describe this process as the
which are of special relevance to the approach we normalized MUSIC cepstrum. The location of the
develop in this paper. The first work is that of Carter, transmitter is estimated by applying Breit and Tuve's
et. al. (5] and their description of the smoothed coher- theorem to the intersensor and interpath delay data.
ence transform (SCOT). The SCOT was developed
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2. NORMALIZED MUSIC CEPSTRUM As a result of the normalization process, the cross
Consider a transmitted signal propagating via a power spectrum has unity magnitude and is charac-
grundwave and an ionospherically reflected skywave terized by a complex argument which has a period-

which is received by two antennas. (Although the icity determined by the intersensor delays and the

multipath geometry is completely arbitrary. we have interpath delay. The amplitude of the periodicity is a
chosen a groundwave/skywave combination for function of the relative amplitudes of the two prop-
illustration.) We characterize the transmitted signal as agation paths. To estimate the intersensor and inter-

s(t) and denote the differential group delay time for path delay times. one must accomplish a spectral
the signal to propagate via the two paths as ",. Also decomposition of the cross power spectrum, and towe characterize the propagation delay between the an- do this, we apply the MUSIC superresolution tech-

tennas in the receiving array as ýg for the groundwave nique. The MUSIC method is employed because the

and T. for the skywave. The signal received at each signals of interest are generally contained in a narrow
antenna may be expressed as bandwidth, and as a consequence, the number of pe-

riods which we may observe is usually restricted.
xQ)= Ags(t)+ Ass(t - Tm) (la) Also the estimate of cross power spectrum is gener-

ally contaminated by noise and may be expressed as

x2(f) Ags(t - TS) +Ass(t - s -rm) (lb) S12(O4) = 0•() + N(o)W (6)

where N(o,) may be a complex expression involving
where Ag denotes the group path attenuation for the (signal x noise) and (noise x noise) terms. In this
groundwave, and A. the attenuation for the skywave development, we consider the case of additive white
path. If F(R) denotes the Fourier transform of s(t), Gaussian noise which is uncorrelated with the signal
then the Fourier transform of x1(t) and x2(t) may be components.
represented as Consider the situation in which the time series at each

Ft(€o) = [Ag +A5,c -J(m F(w) (2a) antenna is sampled and an FFT is computed for each
antenna output. For each frequency bin which con-
tains signal power, we compute a normalized cross

F2(Q) --[Age-Js +AAe-J•( I +t-)F(O)) (2b) power spectrum defined by Equation (6). If the signal
energy were spread over M frequency bins, then the

The normalized cross power spectrum between re- result would be,
ceiving antennas is given by "ei0 N

S 120 F(o)l 2 . I F2(co)1 2 (3) 
0 *(2) N((02)

S12(O) + (7)
The normalization is applied to reduce the effects of
signal modulation. To express the normalized cross
power spectrum in polar form, we simplify the nota- .io(OM), N(owM)
tion by defining At and A2 as,

Al = A8 + AJe-yanm (4a) Using the conventional outer product definition, we
form the spectral cross correlation matrix as

A2 = Age-jeeS + Ae-JOX'rs + T"-) (4b) C(0 ) = E{SI2(O) Sf(o)}, where E( ) is the statistical

The normalized cross power spectrum may alternately expectation and H denotes conjugate transpose. The
be expressed as elements of the C matrix are given as

II (A12 q (co) = EfI feO) + N(0)1 [e-A4 .O9 + N*(owj)] (8)S,2(o)) = AIAiAI'arg(AIA•)'IF(•)I2 (5a)
S1200) • AIAI I F(€0)12 I .[A2A *2 IF(co)12 I i 5 )= ell"€i) - (oaj)l+ 2 80(ii -o(j)

In order to estimate the delay times, we perform a
spectral decomposition of the C matrix using the

S12(0)) Ag (AIAI) = e(0 (5b) MUSIC superresolution technique.

A 2 2 2 •+ - ) s

#(a))n=tarrA sin 2+ 2s ~ 2t + s~ s s (T 9 + TO)

ACos oyrg + ACos s ors + 2Ags cos T (2e,, + Ts - eg) cos T (r + $s)
- 2 2 +
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To apply the MUSIC algorithm, we form the spectral 86.30 Azimuth
cross correlation matrix C and perform an eigen
decomposition. The eigenvalues are ordered in mono-
tonically decreasing order as X. ;> XM., a ... ;> ,.
The corresponding eigenvector matrix is CE = [EM
EM.I ... EI].For the case of two coherent paths, CE I S

will be rank one, and will have a nullspace of dimen-
sion M-1. In general, the rank of CE will depend 2
upon the number of coherent path pairs. For one pair l"
of interfering paths, the nullspace matrix is given as
CN= [EM.I EM-2 ... E1i, and we compute the MUSIC
spectrum as, U

P=(B CN C* B)-' (9) Vl
where B is the "steering vector" defined as 150m

exp "(lO
eXp I*(O)2)}

B= (10)

Lexp~jOow 
4

and the complex argument $(oi ) is given by Equation Figure 1. Ground Deployment of Receiving
(5c). The essential procedure for computing the delay Antenna Array for Sea Path Experiment
times is to search for the peaks of Equation (9). If
we normalize the amplitudes, the search is through a was estimated from ten consecutive cross power spec-
four dimensional space, namely AJAs g~r, , and tin. tIra. Thus, each estimate of time delay and transmitter

3. location was based on 0.354 second of signal obser-.SEA PATH EXPERIMENT vation time.

As a preliminary proof-of-concept experiment, an BF Histograms of the interpath delay estimates and of
transmitter was placed onboard a ship in the Gulf of th
Mexico, and a receiving site was instrumented on the he relative amplitude of surface ve hsto skywave are
coastal barrier island near Port Aransas, Texas. T shown in Figure 2. Each of the histograms is comr-
ship was deployed at a distance of 225 Km and az- posed of 64 samples and relative frequency of occur-imuth of 89.1 degrees relative to the receiving sie rence is indicated with respect to the sample mean
imthe rec89.1dei granen arelayie gomhetryeis sin in value. The interpath delay histogram of Figure 2(a)The receiving antenna array geometry is shown in indicates that 75% of the data are contained within
Figure 1. Four crossed loop antennas were located nit tha 75% of the data ar ontained thi
at the positions marked I through 4, and the diameter i0.125 msec of the sample mean of 1.997 msec. Theof ech oopwas1.54 m(60 n).Thetrasmiter amplitude histogram of Figure 2('o) shows that 65%
of each loop was 1.524 m (60 in). The transmitter of the data are contained within ±0.1 of the averagewas operated at 8.4Mhz so that one wavelength was value of 1.57. The amplitude ratio indicates that the
35.7 m. The direction of propagation was along the surface wave contains approximately 4 db more
longest array dimension of 150 m or 4.21 (antennas power than the skywave.
1-4).

The four baselines used to compute the interpath delay In the application of the normalized MUSIC cepstrum,

time and the intersensor delay times were the 1-2 it became apparent that the technique produced a peak

(2.9X), 1-4 (4.21), 2-3 (1.7k) and 2-4 (2.5X,). Using value for differential intersensor delay and did not

an linear sweep FM sounder on the ship, it was de- produce a unique estimate for each intersensor delay.

termined that the two propagation modes which ex- In particular, consider Equation (4b) and the terms

isted at 8.4 Mhz were a surface wave and an F-layer involving T9 and Ts, which represent group delay be-

ionospheric skywave. The signal transmitted for the tween antennas for the groundwave and the skywave,

test was a multitone frequency shift keyed format respectively. Factoring out a common term relating

which filled the 3Khz passband of the receivers. The to Tg, we obtain

sampling rate of the analog signal was 28.888Khz so A2=[Ag +Ase-"(A?+Tm)]e7"ar (II)
that an array snapshot was acquired every 34.616
ipsec. Each normalized cross power spectrum was
computed using a 512 point FFT from 1024 time sam- where Ax = s- T. For narrow bandwidths and rel-
pies. An averaged spectral cross correlation matrix atively short spacing between antennas, the term
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50- Histograms showing the distribution of differential
intersensor delay estimates for the four baselines are

40 - plotted in Figure 3. The baseline annotations refer to
the antenna numbers indicated in Figure 1. The least
robust scatter is exhibited by the histogram of Figure

j 30 3(a), which represents data acquired on the 2-3 base-
line aligned nearly broadside to the incident
wavefield. Because the aperture is aligned with the

20-- wave interference field, this baseline was expected to
evidence a lower degree of statistical stability. The

10- differential intersensor delay estimates for baselines
1-2 and 2-4. shown in Figures 3(b) and 3(c). are
somewhat more robust. This was an expected result

-2 -1 0 1 2 since the baselines are more nearly directed along the
propagation path of both signals, and as a conse-

IntWflodS Dolly, Ic quence they have a greater sampling aperture relative
to the wave interference field. The histograms shown

(a) Scatter Relative to Mean Valve in Figure 3(a)-3(c) evidence a bimodal characteristic,
of 1.997 msec and it is presently not clear to us what mechanisms

cause this to occur. The most robust scatter of data
50 -is shown in Figure 3(d) for the 1-4 baseline which

was oriented along the direction of propagation and
as a consequence, had greatest sampling aperture rel-

40 -ative to the wave interference field.

The differential intersensor delay times and the inter-
30 -path delay time can be used in concert to estimate

the location of the transmitter. Since this is being donefrom a single receiving site and all the measurement20 parameters are derived from the received signal, this

process is referred to as passive SSL. A scatter plot

10 of location estimates is shown in Figure 4. Each lo-
cation estimate was based on data acquired over an
interval of 0.354 second, and the entire collection of

0 -2 -1 0 1 2 fixes were taken in contiguous intervals over a period
of 5.31 seconds. The receiving site on the Texas coast

Amplitude Ratio line is shown by the square and the transmitting site
in the Gulf of Mexico is shown by the large "X".

(b) Scatter Relative to Mean Amplitude The estimated locations are indicated as triangles. The
Ratio of 1.57 scatter of estimated locations appear to evidence a

Figure 2. Histograms of Estimated Interpath systematic bias south of the true transmitter position.

Delay and Amplitude Ratio To quantify the bias in the location estimates, we
computed azimuth and range error for each point.

exp (-jwtt) is essentially a constant. For this reason, Histograms of azimuth and range error are shown in
e raized MUSIC epstr produces a sharp Figure 5. Each plot is based on 16 location estimates.

the nom The azimuth error histogram of Figure 5(a) indicates
peak forAr and arbitrary r8. ; therefore, in our solutionproess, wer seT 0 and estiy. there , th oureslto a bias toward the south of 8.6 degrees, with the great-
interse s delay. I iswthwhe ATo th a d est concentration of data located between zero andnormalized MUSIC cepstrum would lead to a the twenty degrees error. The histogram of range error

t unique shown in Figure 5(b) indicates a systematic bias of
estimate of -rg and T. for large bandwidth signals, as 18.5 Km. These data are somewhat more uniformly
for example spread spectrum formats. In this case, scattered than the azimuth error data. Averaging the
the term exp(-jao? )would exhibit a periodicity which sition estimates results in a miss distance of 39.6
could be estimated. An important observation is that Position ti e rul iam de of 39.6
the normalized MUSIC cepstrum appears to be in- Km or 17% of the true range of 225 Km.

sensitive to systematic phase offsets between receiver 4 DISCUSSION
channels. The interpath delay and differential inter-
sensor delays produce periodicities which may have In the mathematical development of Section 2, it was
a constant offset (or trend), and this does not affect assumed that cross correlation terms involving the
the MUSIC cepstral estimate. transmitted signal and the additive noise were negli-
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10.0 - 10 .0 -

15.0- 5.0L
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(a) Scatter for Baseline 2-3 Relative to (b) Scatter for Baseline 1-2 Relative to
Sample Mean of -0.023 psec Sample Mean of -0.211 psec
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(c) Scatter for Baseline 2-4 Relative to (d) Scatter for Baseline 1-4 Relative to
Sample Mean of -0.122 phsec Sample Mean of -0.342 ptsec

Figure 3. Histograms of Estimated Differential Intersensor Delay, AT

gible. The implication of this assumption is that the tures, then these effects must be taken into account
expected phase error in Equation (8) is zero. This will in the array steering vector of Equation (10).
not be the case if the additive noise terms are mutually Aside from algorithmic issues, factors which may af-
coherent with each other or with the transmitted sig- fect the performance of the technique are signal
nal, then the complex argument of Equation (8) will fectithe ane of th e ltiqe are albe corrupted and one would expect to observe an at- bandwidth, antenna separation and relative mnode am-
tendant degradation in the accuracy of delay esti- plitude. The issue of signal bandwidth is importantmates. Also we he aimplicitly assumed that the since it will determine the number of periods whichili w de t are to be used to estimate the interpath delay time.sampling process is statistically wide sense stationay From Equation (c) it is observed that the phase func-and that a time average is equivalent to an ensemble ron has a spectral period of I/Tb . Thus, if there were
average; therefore, if the sampling duration is too 2 msec delay between modes, then we would expect
short, the stationary condition may not hold. to observe a periodicity of 500Hz in the complex ar-

A second simplifying assumption made in the devel- gument of the coherence function, and a signal
opment of the algorithm was that the antennas had bandwidth of 2Khz would support four periods. On
ideal omnidirectional response. For the array de- the other hand, if the signal bandwidth is very narrow,
ployed in this work, the crossed loop antennas satis- say 200Hz. then a full period is not present and the
fled this condition. In the more general case, if the technique may not provide a satisfactory estimate.
antennas used have directional response patterns or if The separation between antennas is important since
the patterns are pertubed by nearby reradiating struc- it will determine the magnitude of the periodicity in
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Figure 4. Scatter Plot of Estimated Transmitter Locations
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Figure 5. Histograms of Error in Azimuth and Range Estimates
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the phase function of Equation (5c). This can be seen accurate location estimates. However, for short or in-
from the argument of the sine in the numerator which termediate range fixing, the passive SSL approach of-
involves T and T. As the separation between an- fers the promise of significant improvement in
tennas decreases, the intersensor delays approach zero reducing location error due to incorrect identification
and the sine term consequently becomes small. To of propagation modes.
maximize the sine term and at the same time minimize
the denominator, we would prefer to set the distance REFERENCES
between antennas such that T + rs = (2k + 1) t 1. Gething, P.J.D., "Radio Direction Finding and
Obviously, this is difficult to do since it requires Superresolution", 2nd Ed., London. UK, Peter
knowledge of the AOA for each signal. Peregrinus Ltd., 1991.

The relative path amplitudes have a similar effect on 2. Warrington, E.M. and Jones, T.B., "Measure-
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plitudes between pLths for which this approach is 1991, pp121-130.
effective. 3. Horing, H.C., 'Comparison of the Fixing Accu-
The experimental proof-of-concept study done in this racy of Single-Station Locators and Triangulation

effort was particularly encouraging since it indicated Systems Assuming Ideal Shortwave Propagation

that under reasonably favorable conditions, the pas- in the Inpr, ppr7i-P.,.

sive SSL technique would work. The location data of 3, June 1990, pp173-176.

Figure 4 evidenced a bias toward the southeast which 4. Sherrill, W.M., Travers, D.N. and Martin, P.E.,
we believe may have been due in large part to the "Advanced Radiolocation Interferometry", in
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the case of HF communication, one must consider the Bound for Location Systems in Multipath Envi-
possibility of E, F, or F2 layer reflections in the ion- ronments", IEEE Transactions on Signal Process-
osphere. If we restrict consideration to one hop ing, 39, 12, December 1991, pp2593-2610.
multipath, the passive SSL technique implicitly re- 8. Schmidt, R.O., "Multiple Emitter Location and
solves the issue of mode identification and is not af-
fected by this source of error. At longer ranges where on Antennas and Propagation, AP-34, 3, March
the propagation paths may consist of multiple hops, 1986, pp276-280.
both conventional and passive SSL techniques will
require a more sophisticated propagation model for
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DISCUSSION

L BERTEL
Do you use the loop antennas independently or as a polarization ftller?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
The loops are quadrature summed to discriminate between the X and 0 modes. The E-W loops are retarded 90- and summed with
the N-S loops to obtain quad left and reject the X mode. Similarly. the N-S loops are retarded 90- and summed with the E-W
loops to reject the 0 mode.

G. HAGN
Could you comment on the use of the MUSIC algorithm fed by your crossed loops when used on short path skywave signals? It
should be possible to use data from the MUSIC algorithm to generate measured ionograms in the standard form, but with azimuth
and elevation information by mode as well. A ray-tracing propagation prediction model (e.g., AMBCOM) could be used to generate
synthetic ionograms for comparison with the measured data, and the input ionosphere varied to obtain a best fit to not only the
ionograin in its standard form but also the elevation-plane angle of arrival. The adjusted ionosphere (giving the best fit) could then
be used for backward ray tracing of the MUSIC-derived signals to obtain the estimate of emitter location. But this is the subject for
further research.

AUTHOR'S REPLY
The essential fixing procedure we have used is based on the intersensor and interpath delays and employing the Briet and Tuve
theorem. It is highly probable that a high ray-low ray combination does not fit this model or the near-vertical incidence case of
ground wave and tilted ionospheric skywave. It would appear that we need to do research on our understanding of more
complicated ray paths and implement this into our fixing model. The approach you suggest of iteratively looking for agreement
between our empirical mode decomposition measurements and theoretical models seems to be a reasonable starting point.
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PROCEDURES FOR DETERMINING THE LOCATION OF AN HF RADIO TRANSMITTER

Leo F McNamara
ANDREW SciComm Inc

2908 National Drive
Garland, Texas 75041, U.S.A.

1. SUMMARY.
The location of an HF transmitter may be derived by either because only one OF site was available in the first place.
of two methods, depending on what observations of the In recent years. the closure of overseas bases for both
target transmitter are available. In the traditional approach potcal and economic reasons has pointed to the need to
currently adopted for strategic OF networks, the location get by with fewer assets, and has highlighted the
Is determined by triangulation using Lines of Sering advantags of being able to determine ft location of an
(LOB) of the signas observed at two or more HF-OF sites. HF transmitter using just one DF (actually SSL) site.
"This approach Is called hem the LOB approach.
Ateroatively, Us lation may be derived by observations This paper compares th traditional LOB or network
at a single OF site, if the observatons are extended to approach with the SSL approach, discussing the strengths
indude that of the elevation angle as well as the beaing and weaknesses of the two approaches. Genrally
of the incoming radio waves. Triangulation In the vertical speaking, there are some areas in which one approach is
plane containing the observed LOB, using a model of the dearly superior to the other, and some areas where there
propagation medium (the ionosphere), leads to an is not much to choose between the two. There is still
estimate of the position of the target transmitter. This some room for improvement in the LOB approach, using
approach is known as the Single Site Location (SSL) modern high-resolukon systems which can discririnate
method. The success of the LOB approach depends between the LOBs for different propagation modes,
heavily on two or more OF sites being able to hear and together with propagation simulation, to isolate subsets of
process the signals from th target transmitter, as well as the observations which are likely to yield the most
on having reasonably favorable geometries. When these accurate estimates of the position of the transmitter
condidons are not met, the LOB approach fails. The SSL (position estimates, or PE). In spite of recenr advances in
method, on the other hand, is applicable under almost all our understanding of the ionosphere and how it affects the
conditions. This paper therefore compares and contrasts measured angles of arrival (AOA; i.e., azimuth and
the two approaches to determining the location of an HF elevation) on different circuits, there is still much to be
transmitter. The melive advantages of the SSL approach learned about the SSL technique and how it may best be
are shown to be such that all HF-DF sites should lgica applied. It seems highly likely, however, that Us OF
be SSL sites. systems of the future will all be SSL systems, because of

the overwhelming advantages of the SSL approach.
2. INTRODUCTION
With a few little-known exceptions in the last three The five sets of simulation results presented here all
decades, but more in recent years, the location of an HF correspond to realistic situations, although the exact
transmitter has been determined by a process of locations of Ut networks are not given. The results do
triangulation, using measured Lines of Bearing (LOB) or depend, of course, on the actual locations because of the
azimuths of the signals received at two or more HF variations of the ionosphere with latitude and longitude.
Direction Finding (OF) sites. Ideally, at least three OF sites
should be able to observe the target transmitter. In an 3. METHODS OF POSITION ESTIMATION
alternative approach which is becoming more widely
adopted, the OF system also measures the elevation angle 3.1 IntroductIon
of the incoming radio waves. Given a knowledge of the Within the SSL approach, three different methods of
ionosphere along Ut path to the target It is then possible position estimation are used, depending on tU length of
to determine the point of origin of the signals, and hence the circuit, R, and the observid elevation angle, 5:
the location of the target, by simulating the propagation of
radio waves back along the observed direction. This Short Ranges p > 75& R < 100
procedure requires observations from only one OF site, Classical SSL with rilt Correction
and is accordingly known as the Single Site Location (SSL)
technique. For increased accuracy, the procedure also Medium Ranges 0 > 50r R > 150
requires real-time observations of the ionosphere, using an Classical SSL A < 75" R < 600
lonosonde at the SSL site.

Long Ranges I < 50" R > 600
SSL systems have been deployed operationay for at least SMART-SStw
30 years in situations for which the traditional LOB
approach is not possible, either because the circuits were The transition angles and ranges, 50', 75, 150 km and
so short that the measured LOet were completely 600 km, are all somewhat arbitrary. since they depend on
unrlable Indicators of the true beaing to the target, or the state of the ioncsphere at the time, and on the relative
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accuracies of the three methods of position estimat;on The extension to a curved Earth is straight forward. The
SMART-SSLTM is an acronym for the Synoptic Modelling Classical method ignores the Earth's magnetic field when
And Ray Tracing approach to SSL The Classical SSL calculating the equivalent vertical frequency, but takes it
method relies on some simple theorems of radio wave into account when the value of h'(f,) :s scaled from the
propagation, as described in Section 3.2. Reviews of the ionogram.
SSL technique have been given in references [11 and [2].

3.3 Short.Range Tilt Correct!on
The SSL approach is most accurate at medium ranges, In general, tilts play a much greater role on shorter
say 200 to 600 km, since the effects of tilts in the circuits The effects are olten so large, as seen in wildly
ionosphere at the reflection point are small, and the local varying azimuths, that Mne standard LOB approach is not
ionogram is a good indicator of what the ionosphere is like applicable. It is instructive to consider the % error in the
at the circuit reflection point Application of the SSL calculated range, D, due to a tilt e in the direction of
approach is more difficult at short ranges, for which the propagation on a short circuit with elevation angle P. We
calculated position estimates depend strongly on the tilts find
existing at the reflection point, and at long ranges, for
which observations of the ionosphere at the SSL site may 5D/D = -1.75e/sinp/cosp %,
be a poor indicator of the ionosphere at the remote
reflection point, where e is in degrees. Thus if A = 85', corresponding to

an F-mode ground range of around 50 km, the error is
3.2 The Classical SSL Method of Position Estimation 20% of range per degree of tit. The error drops to 5% for
The Classical SSL method is the most broadly applicable f = 70, corresponding to a range of about 200 km. The
and commonly used of the various methods of range transverse component 0, of the tilt deviates the ray path
estimation. Given a local vertical incidence (VI) ionogram, out of the great circle and produces a bearing error. If
it is simple and quick to apply, and can be ver/ accurate. reflection is attributed to a plane mirror at a height h above
The Classical SSL method assumes that the actual a plane earth, then the beanng error is approximately [4]
propagation may be modelled by assuming that reflection
takes place from a simple horizontal mirror at the 80 = (2 h J) / D.
appropriate height. If the Earth were flat, and if the radio
signals were reflected by a horizontal sporadic-E (EF) layer, Taking a refection height of 300 km yields bearing errors
for example, the ground range TR would be related to the of 12 and 3 times the transverse tlit angle for circuit
measured elevation angle, p, by lengths of 50 and 200 km respectively. The effects of any

tilts are thus most important when P is large, or D is small
TR = 2h / tan P. i.e. for short circuits.

The Classical SSL method is a generalization of this idea, In order to correct position estimates for the effects of tilts,
relying on the availability of a suitable VI ionogram to real-time AOA observations are needed from a known
provide the height h, and on the applicability of some transmitter in the same general area as the unknown
fundamental laws of radio propagation through the transmitter. These are used to derive estimates of the
ionosphere. ionospheric tilts at the circuit reflection point, assuming a

tilted mirror at the height h'(f,) The tilts so derived are then
The method is based on three simple fundamental used in conjunction with the unknown transmitter ADA
relations - the Secant Law, Breit and Tuve's Theorem and observations to find the range to thi-: transmitter, along a
Martyn's Equivalent Path Theorem [3]. If f, is the frequency corrected azimuth. Any other HF transmitter outside the
which is reflected at normal incidence from the same real range of the ground wave may be used as a remote check
height as the operating frequency, f, the Secant Law states target. An alternative approach is to use an appropriate
that ionosonde located at the SSL site to provide observations

of the tilts in the local ionosphere.
f = f, sec x,

The possibility of tilt correction arises only for an SSL
where X is the angle of incidence of the ray at the base of system working short-range targets. The technique cannot
the ionosphere. For a flat Earth, X is the complement of be applied when only the LOB is measured, since
the elevation angle. The frequency f, is called the elevation angles of the target and check target signals, as
'Equivalent Vertical Incidence Frequency". well as the virtual height h'(f,), are also required.

Application of the so-called Classical SSL Method of range 3.4 Long-Range Position Estimation
(or position) estimation proceeds as follows :- Long-range position estimation techniques are invoked at
1. The incoming signal at the frequency f is observed to ranges beyond the validity of the Classical SSL method of

have an elevation angle p. position estimation i.e. when the ionogram obtained at the
2. The secant law is used to calculate the equivalent SSL site is not expected to be a good indicator of what the

vertical frequency, f,. ionosphere is like at the midpoint of the long circuit. As a
3. The virtual height h'(f,) is obtained from a local VI general rule of thumb, the validity of the local !onograrn

ionogram, at the frequency f,. starts to deteriorate at a range equal to the height of the
4. The signal is assumed to have travelled a triangular reflecting layer - 100 km for the E and E, layers, and 300

path, with an elevation angle p, and with reflection km for the F layer. Beyond these distances, it is a question
occurring at an altitude equal to h'(f. of how the correlation decreases with the separation of the
5. The range to the transmitter, TR, is then simply 2h'/tan SSL site and the circuit midpoint Obviously the correlation
P. decreases more rapidly at sunrise and sunset, and in the

presence of other large-scale horizontal gradients.
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The technique adopted for long-range position estimation raytracing program is the method of choice.
is basically one of ray re-tracing through a model of the
ionosphere which has been updated in real time to match Some of the possible approaches ere:-
the characteristics scaled from the lonogram obtained at
the SSL site. R;.dio waves are traced in simulation through 1. Analytic two-dimensional raytracing through a multi-
the model, in tne opposite direction to that at which they segmented quasi-parabolic N(h) profile with no variation
were observed to arrive at the SSL site, snd the point at along the circuit, neglecting the Earth's magnetic field.
which the ray hits the ground is the calculated location of 2. Analytic two-dimensional raytracing through a multi-
the transmitter. segmented quasi-parabolic N(h) profile with the

ionospheric characteristicS being allowed to vary along the
The essential elements in this ray re-tracing procedure are circuit, neglecting the Earth's magnetic field.
1. A reliable synoptic model of the ionosphere which can 3. Numerical three-dimensional raytracing through an

be updated In real time using parameters derived from the arbitrary N(h) profile which varies along the circuit,
local ionogram Including the Earth's magnetic field.
2. A method of raytracing which has an accuracy well

exceeding the accuracy with which the ionosphere can be All three methods were used by McNamara [8], who found
specified along the whole circuit. that in general it is not possible to specify the ionosphere

along the circuit well enough to cause the more complex
3.41 Ionospheric Modelling Techniques methods (2 and 3) to be preferred over the simplest one
We refer hare only to techniqies which are valid for mid- (1).
latitude circuits, since the bulk of the AOA data currently
available for long-range circuits is from mid-latitude sites. The errors in position estimates are usually described in
The N(h) profile at mid latitudes can be fairly well defined terms of the *miss distances, which is the distance
in terms of 10 parameters - the criticalfrequency, height of between the calculated and correct locations of the
maximum electron density and parabolic semithickness for transmitter. For long-range transmitters, the miss distances
each layer, and the E-F valley width :- are made up of contributions from various sources [9], the

relative importance of which will depend on the particular
1. E layer - f.E, h.E and y,,E circums,ances
2. E-F valley - width
3. F, layer - f.F,, h.F, and yF, 1. A bearing error due to the lack of observations over
4. F, layer - f.F2, h.F. and y.F. the full period of any travelling ionospheric disturbance

(liD).
World maps or models exist for these parameters, or of 2. Biases in the peaks of the elevation angle distribution
parameters such as M(3000)F2 from which they may be for multi-moded propagation, due to fading and data
derived. The least well known seem to be y.F,, h.F, and filtering.
y.F,. Any convenient profile may be erected at a given 3. A bearing error due to a large-scale synoptic gradient
point along a circuit, provided it matches the modelled not accurately represented in the ionospheric model, or
values of the 10 parameters, since there are currenLy no not allowed for In the raytracing.
definitive models of the profile shape between the various 4. A range error due to differences between the model
anchor points, and actual N(h) profiles along the circuit.

5. Range and bearing errors due to errors in, or
Updating of the synoptic model is most simply performed limitations of, the raytracing algorithms.
via an ionospheric index, or effective sunspot number. 6. Use of the wrong order of the propagation mode. The
which forces the models of the various parameters to observed AOA do not seem to contain any infurmation
match the values observed by the ionosonde at the SSL which could be used to identify uniquely the number of
site. A different effective sunspot number may be used for hops that the signals have made on their way from the
each of the characteristics defining the N(h) profile. The transmitter.
index derived from fF. is called the T index, since the 7. Confusion caused by EF. As with (6), the observed AOA
maps of f.F, which are used are given in terms of this do "ot indicate whether or not E, has been involved in any
index [5]. In general, as much relevant information as way.
possible should be derived from the local VI ionogram,
since the ultimate accuracy r' the calculated transmitter In principle, the raytracing procedures may be developed
locations depends to a large extent on how well the local to any required level of accuracy, so the ma)or source of
ionogram can be used to characterize the ionosphere errors in the miss distances will be our inability to specify
along the whole circuit. the ionosphere accurately along the whole circuit. In a

strict SSL approach, the only ionospheric knowledge
3.4.2 Ray Re-Tracing Techniques available is that obtained at the SSL site itself, so it will not
Given a sufficiently accurate model of the ionosphere usually be possible to specify the ionosphere along the
along the circuit, the location of the unknown transmitter circuit with arbitrary precision.
can be deterrined by raytraong through that model back
along the direction of the incoming wavefront. The 4. THE PRODUCTIVITY OF AN HF-DF NETWORK
raytracing may be approached at various levels of
complexity, depending on the relative computation times 4.1 Introduction
and the accuracy with which the ionospheric model can be Several important questions arise when a network of HF-
specified. If the profile shapes are quasi-parabolic, DF sites is proposed:
solutions for the range are given in ciosed form in terms
of the profile charactenstics, the wave frequency and the 1. How many observing sites are needed to cover the
AOA. See, for example, reference (6]. For arbitrary profile area occupied by the target transmitters?
shapes, the Jones-Stephenson [7] three-dimensional 2. Where should each of the sites be located for optimum
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coverage of the targe transmitte? The IONCAP runs wem made for
3. What are the advantages to be gained by making each

site an SSL site, rather than just an LOB site? 1. Constant gain antennas
4. What are the advantages arising from the use of a 2. A ininimum elevation angle of 5"

system with a higher sensitavt? 3. 1 kW transmitter power
4. 1 Hz bandwidth

Questions 3 and 4 are addressed here by using HF 5. Rural-4evel man-made noise
propagation simulations, with special reference to a 6. Antenna gains of 10 dB.
physically large DF network (Network A) illustrated in
Figure 1. Ideally, questions 1 and 2 should be addressed There is no simple way to adjust the calculated values of
in the early planning stages, using techniques similar to S/N to after the restrictions 1 and 2. However it is a simple
those descnbed here. However, in some applications, the matter to reprocess the data to allow for different values
sites and their dispositions are dictated by external needs, for lines 3 to 6.
such as the availability of logistic support

Interrogation of the output files allows the calculation of the
- - f number of transmitters for which the calculated S/N ratio

eyceads a specified threshold. The ratio of this number to
the total possible number (18480) is called the
productivity of the DF network. Threshold values of-20 to
20 dB in steps of 5 dB have been considered. The
analysis can be petformed for different values for lines 3
to 6. The case considered here is for 100 watt transmitter
powers; a 3 kHz bandwidth; rural-level man-made noise;
0 dB transmitter antenna gain; -10 dB receiver antenna

gain. These are typical values for DF work.

4.3 Fesults for Network A

I Locatiom of the4 O 4DF ies l • Mnd rh, limits (O) Of fte d 4.3.1 Productivitles for N-slt. Fixes
of vinnuers considerd for Ne/work A The/,atude and Figure 2 shows the percentage of cases for which thekng lm are gh for @my to0. calculated S/N ratio for the 18480 effective transmitters

was above a specified threshold value at one or more DF
sites. The curve labelled *Any 1 site is the productivity of

It is important to be able to estimate both the probability the network when only one site has to be able to *hear'
that the network can determine the location of a given (i.e., monitor and process) each transmitter, as in the SSL
transmitter, and the accuracy of the calculated location, approach. The curve labelled 'Any 2 sites" is for the case
This section addresses the former question; the latter will when any two or more of the four sites can hear a
be addressed in the next section. At present, we will just transmitter; the curve labelled 'Any 3 sites" is for the case
note that any simulations which portray the accuracies that when any three or more of the four sites can hear a
can be expected from a DF network can by themselves be transmitter; the curve labelled "AJl 4 site" is for the cases
misleading, since the calculated accuracies can be realized in which all four of the DF sites can hear the one
in practice only if the propagation conditions and system transmitter.
sensitivities are such that all the necessary members of the
network can hear a given transmitter. I - -

4.2 M4thlod I I W
The ionosphere and its vanations are so complex that it is I I ,? Noi.e
virtually impossible to estimate a pnor just how often one R 1 - G - TO 0:,

or more sites can wnrk the same transmitter, and thus 3 IU aoe

how often the SSL approach would be required, or how so L_ , _ . -

often muiti-site fixes could be based on observations from o
more than two sites. This problem has therefore been PIOITIVITY I
simulated, using the standard HF propagation prediction -0 -AM I..t

program IONCAP [10]. The DF sies for Network A are I i I
very widely separated, covering 3000 km in latitude. 30 _ L L - L -

Propagation predictions have been made using IONCAP I I 2 I
(Method 17; Condensed System Performance) for circuits 20 . . .. . .

between the four sites and transmitters located at 7 x 5 -LO
gtidpoints (7 latitudes, 10* apart; 5 longitudes, 15" apart).
The area tobe monitored is illustrated in Figure 1. For ~- ~ I-
Network A, predions were made for 4 sites; 7 lattudes;
5 longitudes; 3 months; 2 sunspot numbers; 8 hours; 11
frequencies. Therewere7x5x3x2x8x11 = 18480 -30 .15 .- 4 0 s • of
calculations of the S/N ratio made for each site. Each SN TUsHOL
calculation is considered here as the calculation for an
effective transmitter, and there are 18480 of these for each 2. ProdudMy of Ne1WOtk A as a 1 of system
DF site. thmreod, for Oserations from dffefent nwunbe of DFOitas,

sstarirng yqa values tor fte Y0tow pram'ees.
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Suppose, for example, that the OF system installed at each transmitter (the SSL solution); that any two stations be
site can work at 0 dB S/N ratio. Then 34.5% of all the able to hear a transmitter (the LOB solution, but relying on
transmitters could be worked by at least one of the four a cut); and that (bottom curve) all three stations be able to
systems, if they were SSL systems. If any 2, any 3 or all 4 hear a transmitter (the LOB solution, demanding a fix,
sites in the network are required to be able to observe a rather than a cut). Taking a 0 dB threshold as typical, it
transmitter, the productivities are 15.0, 5.4 and 0 8%. can be seen that the productivity drops from 48.7% to

15.3% to 5.3%
If an extra 10 dB can be provided by higher-gain
antennas, or from 1000 watt transmitters, for example, the
chances of any one of the four SSL systems being able to NE TWORK 9
work a transmitter increases from 34.5% to 56.1%. An n
increase of power has a larger effect when any two sites
are used in the LOB approach, the productivity almost
trebling from 15.0 to 37.6%. This means that the LOB
approach relies more heavily on high S/N levets than does - -

the SSL approach. 1-4-%, OF 3

4.3.2 PrOduct Advantg, of Uh SSL Appreach
Consider again the results given in Figure 2, for a 0 dB 0 41
S/N threshold. Relative to the 1-site (SSL) value, the =0
productivities when 2, 3, or 4 LOBs are required are 1 : (L T O

0.43: 0.16: 0. In other words, f the 4 sites are equipped 201. 3 O• -
with SSL equipment, they can work 1/0.43 = 2.3 times as 4 ." "
many transmitters as four simple LOB sites if two LOBs
are required (yielding a 'cut'); or 10/0.16 - 6.25 times as -200 -'50 -10C -5: 0.0 So 00 0 20.0
many transmitters if three LOBs are required (yielding a S/N THRESHLD
'Wfx'). The probability of all 4 sites being able to hear the
given transmitters at a 0 dB S/N ratio is effectively zero.
Similar scenarios can be deduced for any other threshold 3 Producrvi/y of Net'work 8, as a tunction of system
value. threshold, for observations from dfferentiumbers of.DF

assuming #pical values for tMe various parameters The full
lines correspond to the vailalbiby of all three DF sites, whileIt is also interesting to consider how many of the 3 x 2 x ~the d lines cofrespond to the case in Which DF2 is not

8 x 11 = 508 nominal transmitters placed at each gridpoint avaiable.
may be hearo from one or more DF sdes. As expected,
the productivity is highest for those gndpoints contained
within the network, and closest to the four OF sntes. The The dashed curves in Figure 3 correspond to a two-station
value of the SSL approach is especially great for net, DF1 and DF3. The differences in productivity between
transmitter locations remote from the OF sites. For the two sets of curves graphically illustrate the decrease in
example, transmitters along a line at the extreme west of productivity caused by the removal of DF2 from the net
the area being monitored can never be heard To start with, it is no longer possible to obtain a fix, so the
simultaneously by three or four OF sites with a threshold only comparison which can be made is between the
of 0 dB, and only on 2% of occasions can they be heard productivites of the SSL and LOB approaches relying on
by two OF sites. However at a latitude close to tht ' ' , a cut. At 0 dB, the relative productivities are 39.0 and
southern-most OF site for example, 27% of tran'-- 5.3%, giving the SSL approach a seven-fold advantage in
could be heard from at least one SSL site. productivity. For the three-stabon net, the advantage was

48.7 / 15.3 = 3.2, so the loss of the third station has
4.3.3 Advantages of a Lower S/N Threshold doubled the advantage offered by the SSL approach.
Figure 2 may also be used to derive the advantages
offered by an SSL system which can work at a lower S/N
ratio than another. For example, curve 1 of Figure 2 shows
that SSL systems with a threshold of -5 dB can work 46 / -.

21 = 2.2 times as many transmitters as a system with a
threshold of +5 dB.

If SSL systems with a threshold of -5 dB were used at the
four sites, in place of LOB systems with a threshold of +5
dB, and at least two LOB measurements are required,
approximately 2.2 x 1.8 = 4 times as many 100 watt
transmitters distnbuted around Network A could be
worked.

4.4 Network B
The continuing closure of overseas sites has highlighted
the precarious nature of the current strategic OF networks.
The solid curves in Figure 3 are for the case of a three- 4. Locadons of the 3 Dl sites OQ and the Iklmit (0) of te grd
station net, monitoring transmitters at the 7 x 9 gridpoints of vansmtitters considered for Ne*ork B. The laudie and
at pseudo-latitudes 0-N(5)40aN and pseudo-longitudes longitde lines are given for every 10.
0"E(5)30E Figure 4). It is required that (top curve) any
one of the three stations be able to hear a given
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The productivity of an SSL network drops by only 20%
when DF2Is removed. The effect of removing DF2 from a OYTIME 3-7 MHz

three-station LOB net is to drop the productivity from 100

15.3% to 5.3%, which is a factor of three. Networks of SSL
stations are thus much more stable against the loss of one so
station than are LOB nets. >-

0-4The loss of DF2 as an LOB site has most effect on thoso > 60

gridpoints to the south of that site. For example, the 3
productivity at the pseudo-point (0'N, 20*E) drops tom 402

26% to 2%. Exactly how the productivity changes is a o
complicated function of the frequencies, times of day etc i.

which are considered. The productivity for that gridpoint 20 4
would have fallen only down to 39% (from 49%) if DF1 and
DF3 had been SSL sites. 01

4.5NetworkC 20.0 -*0 -C0.0 -. 0 0 so 0 1.o 26.o

This section considers the problem of determining the S/N

locations of HF transmitters operating atthe extreme edge
of the area being monitored, as illustrated in Figure 5. An 6 Producdties of Network C as a function of system S/N

threshold, for cdayime and for frequencies from 3 to 7 MHzarray of HF transmiters is placed (in simulaton) at There we4cases-I. .DF only;2 DF2 only, 3.DFI OR DF2,
gridpoints within a rectangle covering pseudo-latitudes of 4. DF1,AND DF2
0N to 7*N, and pseudo-longitudes of 0"E to 18*E. The
productivity results have been grouped into day (12 to 23
UT), and night (00 to 11 UT), and separate calculations NIOGTTIME 3-7 M1HZ
have been made for frequency ranges of 3 to 7 MHz and '0 .,-.
for 3 to 16 MHz, to cover two possible scenarios for the 3
assumed transmitters. The results for the lower 2
frequencies are given in Figures 6 (day) and 7 (night). 83 2

4•0T
,I-

* ___ _ 20T

I 0
-20.0 -S5.0 -100 -50 0.0 50 100 5.0 200

S/N

7. Productivies of Network C as a function of syam SIN
threshold, for nighttime and for frequencies from 3 to 7 MHz
There are 4 case.•I- DF1 only; 2 DF2 only; 3 DFI OR DF2;

5. Locations of tie 2 DF sites )Q and ie llmits (0) or, the grid 4. DFI AND DF2
of tninsmilttrs considered for Nefwuo* C The lAtitde and
longitide lines are glven for every 10.

As expected, these figures show that the highest The advantage offered by the use of SSL systems
productivities are obtained when two SSL sites are increases rapidly as the required S/N threshold increases.
available and only one is required to hear the transmitter. For example, during the day the advantage increases to
The lowest productivities are obtained when both sdes are 3.5 for a 5 dB threshold. During the night, the advantage
required to hear each transmitter. Of the two sites, DF2 increases to 2.4. In practice, all target locations would not
has the higher productivities, but this is only because of its be equally important. Examination of the variation of the
more central location. Taking a 0 dB S/N threshold as productivity over the region being monitored, for a
typical for a modem DF system, during the day the frequency range of 3 to 7 MHz, leads to the following
productivity of two SSL systems exceeds that of two LOB conclusions:
systems by an average factor of 2.4. In other words, giving
the systems at DF1 and DF2 a range capability as well as Daytme; 3-7 MHz.
the usual azimuth capability allows the working of twice as The productivities drop off with distance from the DF sites,
many transmitters. In fact, the productivity of a IWW SSL because of the increasing effect of absorption on the
system at either location well exceeds that of a 2-station longer circuits. The effect is worst for the DF1 and the OF1
LOB network. At night, the advantage is somewhat less, at AND 0F2 cases, since DF1 is at one comer of the gnd.
1.44. This is because HF absorption has disappeared, and
the main reason for different productivities is whether or The relative advantage of the SSL approach increases to
not the frequency is supported by the ionosphere on the a factor of 5 for the western half of the grid, since the bulk
circuit being considered. The higher frequencies would not of these transmitters can be heard only by DF2.
be supported on the shorter circuits.
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NightUrn.; 3-7 MHz.
The productivities reach 100% for the DF1 OR DF2 case.
HF absorption has disappeared, and the higher
frequencies not supported on a short circuit to one DF site
will be supported on the other.

The productivities for the western gridpoints are higher for
DF2 than for DFI, because the circuit lengths to DFi are
so long that the dominant propagation mode is a 2-hop,
mode, with an extra ground-reflection loss.

The productivities for the western gndpoints for the DFI
AND DF2 case are low, because they cannot be heard at
DF1.

5. SIMULATEDACCURACIES OFAN HF-DF NEI•WORK 8 Locaons of the 3 DF siltes (O) and fte limt (0) of the grid
of traiir,ts considered for Neftwrk D. The latade and

5.1 Introduction Ion gixde lines are g/en for every r.

This section considers by way of illustration the accuracies
obtainable with HF-DF networks in several locations, with The simulated LOBs and ranges were set up by a main
varying numbers of SSL and LOB systems. The accuracies program which then called in a standard fixing algorithm
are based on simulations, using representative bearing to determine the corresponding target location. The
errors, range errors and sample sizes. The previous parameters discussed in this paper are the area of the
section has drawn attention to the importance of the elliptical 90% confidence region, and the median
concept of the productivity of an HF-DF network, which is percentage miss distance for the 8 x 8 transmitters (the
a measure of the ability of a given OF network to work an distances between the correct locations and the Best
array of transmitters spread over the area of interest, and Position Estimates (BPEs)) returned by the fixing
operating on typical frequencies, with typical powers and agorithm. The effect of introducing a random error into the
antennas, throughout a full 24-hour period, throughout the correct location of a transmitter (such as would be caused
year, and throughout a full solar cycle. These analyses by site errors or tilts) is to increase the median miss
have illustrated the very large advantages to be gained by distances, and to prevent them from approaching zero.
the use of SSL systems, rathitr than just LOB systems. There is negligible effect on the area of the ellipse. This
The source of the advantage lies in the requirement for point will not be pursued further here.
only one SSL site to be able to hear a specified
transmitter, whereas the LOB approach relies on at least 5-3 Results for Network D
two, and preferably three, sites being able to hear each
transmitter. Table 1 presents the median values of the elliptical area

and miss distances for the 8 x 8 gridpoints, for difternt
The accuracy of a DF network is also an important, sample sizes. There are three different parameters or
althoughsecondary, consideration since position estimates situations for which we need to compare the two
with a high level of uncertainty would be counter- measures of error:-
productive. A very high theoretical accuracy, based on
simple geometrical considerations, is of course completely 1. Sample size
irrelevant if the required number of members of the 2. Number of stations
network cannot hear the same transmitter. An analogy 3. Inclusion of range estimates.
from physical optics which comes to mind is the intensity
pattern generated from two slis - there will be an. Note that the exact values of the entries In the table
interference pattern (accuracy) generated, but only at
those angles which do not correspond to minima in the
diffraction pattern (productivity) STATIONS RANGES? N-5 N-12 N-19 N=38

5.2. Method of Analysis AREA 3 YES 256 107 67 34
Three stations have been considered for Network D, as
illustrated in Figure 8. As with the productivity analyses, an 3 NO 318 132 83 42
array of transmitters is considered, covering the pseudo- 2 YES 497 201 127 63
latitude range 0N (2n 141N and the pseudo-longiude range
OrW(2')14W. Observed LOBs and calculated ranges have 2 NO 645 272 171 84
been simulated for each transmitter and DF site by a
random distribution about the correct values (known a MISS 3 YES 7.8 5.2 44 3.8
priori, since we know the locations of the transmitters and 3 NO 8.5 7.0 4.7 35
DF sies), with specified RMS errors and no mean error.
The RMS beanng errors were allowed to vary with range 2 YES 13.6 5.4 53.2 3.8
as suggested by the well-known Ross curve, while the
RMS range error was set at (2000/Range) percent, except 2 NO 11.7 8.8 7.0 58
that the error could not be less than 10% of range (in line
with expected values). Table I Medin values o te ellptical search areas and mss

distances for differt sample siUes, for Netrk 0. The
number of DF sites is eithw 2 or 3, and range estimates may
or mty not be Included.
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not Imiportaent 0F2 axis (the southi-east grldpoints). The later Increases
are particularly large when DF3 is -removed, typically a

U..1 Sample Sizn factor of three.
For an Infinite sample size, N, the area of the ellipse can
be expectad a priori to approach an asymptotic limit, and 5.4 Results for Network A
this trend can be seen in the table. The decreas in area Grid-point maps and associated contour plots of the area
with increasing sample size is in fact quite dramatic. For of the 90% search ellipse for Network A are given In
example, the top line in the table shows a halving of the Figures 9. 10 and 11. The sample size wqs set at five
area for each increase in sample size. The median miss observations of each transmitter by each station, and a
distance, on the other hand, should asymptote to zero, daytime Ross curve was used to estimate the variance of
provided the errors introd-aced into the simulated the bearing. Figure 9 gives the results for the situation in
observations are truly random. For example, for a3-station which all four stations can hear a transmitter, Figure 10
fbx including ranges (line 5), fth merlian miss distance gives the results for the three southiernmost stations
decreases from 7.8 km to 3.8 km. (excluding DF1). The contours enclose regions with search

areas of 500, 1000, 1500 and 2000 km2?.
The rapid increase in the area of the ellipse as the sample
size decreases (read the table from right to left) highlights .... *....... . .. ..... ...... .- ..x.. ,.......

the fact that a small sample size is not necessarily... ...... ~. ... ,* 94...,.

representative of the total population of observations, and
draws attention to the need for as marryobservations ofa ...' ...." '"'".4,

given trauisritter to be obtained as possible. ~ ~ 49.44~f4

5.324t *~ 44 * Numg. of4 Stall .,,,4 4W4.

The effect of the number of stations canl be determinied .,...,,, i,,, ,.,,.,.s.,,,-

from a fixed column in the table, taking the entries in pairs.,
according as range estimates have been included or not. ' " .4.U 44 49.L 4

For example, the N=38 column for the fis four rows .,.u.. ,.44 ~.4g 4.~~,i.a~.,,

shows that ignoring one station (DF3) leads to a doubling ,.i.. .. ,.. ,.,,..,4..,,.,.

of the area of the ellipse (from 34 km2 to 63 kin'; arid from ~ .. . , ,.......,

42 to 84 kin2 . ~ 44 4~.4f IM4l ~ 4 1. M44. 4.

5.3.3 Inclusion of Range Estimtates...94. 4449..44. ,. 4..,.**.,,.41.

The effects of including range estimates can be
determined from alternate lines of the table, corresponding 9 Calculated 90% offoocal search areas (in kin) lbr
to YES (ranges included) or NO. The table shows tha trninter oae at each of fth 16%xkigftLuf
there is about a 25% increase in the elliptical area when no gndpoints for Netwok A The gdponts are separated by 8".

The contour lines Include seawch areas lIns fthn 500, 103C,range estimates are available for a three-station network, 15 2000 W nW ' ke. l for sSS sftes hawe been Includo
and about a 33% increase for a two-station network
(without 0F3). As expected, the effect of not having range
estimates is greater for the network with the smaller .. ,....,..... ..... ..... ..... .... ..... .,...
number of stations. The median value of the miss distance
also increases on average when the range estimates are
excluded, but the effect is small and not consistent., ~ 4 ~4 ~* 4 4.44.~4 44 ..

The results show that the inclusion/exclusion of range .~..... .. .. .. .. i, .. 4.44 44

estimates does not have dramiatic effects, certainly not as ... ,,., ~.l4 4~4 4.~~14 .1

large as those of removing a station or decreasing the
sample size. This is presumably because the size of the -

OF net is commensurate with the size of the region being -. W414~ 4 * *. 11 i... 1.
monitored, and the geometry is favorable for the LOB .............-. . ........

approach. The relative effects of the different errors also ., .. ,~,~ 444.~414 ,a ,,

depend, of course, on the philosophy adopted in the fixing .,,,.,,..,.49,.1..4,,,.4,.44.

algorithm. q. l4 449 ,.Ia, 4l 41. 4.44.44.

In other situations, in which thie size of the OF network is .. ..... ..... ... ..... ..... ..... ... ... ..... *,. ,a. .. ...
much smaller than the region being monitored and the
geometry becomes very unfavorable (see Section 5.6, for
example), it is the accuracy of the range estimates which 10 Calculated 90% e1fiPtlCat1 search areas (In kWn) lbr

trnsnltes located at each of fth tatitudo-ongitutiecontrols the overall accuracy of the OF network. For th gript for Nehvet* A Tim grlplnts ae separtedbys5.
present case, it is only when the geometry becomes The contour lines Include search areas /ess thn 500, 1000,
extremely unfavorable that the use of range estimates 1soW and 2M0 AM4 The notthenimos SSL ass (OFI) ha*
becomes important. been. ayldd

The elliptical areas for each latiude/longitude gridpoint Figure 9 presents no surprises, with 35 gridpoints having
have been calculated for four cases -3 stations, with search areas less than 500 kin. When only the three
ranges; 3 stations withiout ranges; 2 stations with ranges; southernmost stations are used (Figure 10), the region
2 stations without ranges. The largest effects of excluding with search areas less than 500 kmt? decreases to 20
the range estimates occur for gridpoirits along the OFi- gridpoints. The search areas increase to ove 10W kin at
OF3 axis (the south-west gridpoints); and along the DFi- the extreme edges of the area being Considered.
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0 5.0 10.0 7 200 25.0 30.0 3S.0

SARIPLE SIZE
11. Cael' d 90% a4,iicul arch areas (in kn?) for
remoni b -2 at each of le hd/x"einlde

gld~tn for Netwuk A The gv4,ohfl am sepitabd by S 12 Moiani iokM of the eidcai sarch -r Wsa &CUMcn
The coN"fl line krciude search eas less h 504 1000O of 3W',* UsO. Th'•e are lowf cases - & DFI oW, b. MFt
1500 and 2000 kW The nonhanunonD Of hais lb ieen OWft c. BOOh DF? and DF2, with rngs esfllmeies; di Both DPI
tlrkeod. and range estLiales have not been icluded, and Mft with no tinge esnf&aea

Figure 11 presents the results for the same situation as position of the gridpoint, the main effect being an increase
Figure 10 (DF1 excluded), except that range estimates in the area with circui length. When range estimates are
have not been used, only the LOBs. Without DF1, the not available, the areas in the western half of the gnd
network collapses almost to a straight line, which is a very increase by a factor of 3. The calculations become
poor choice of geometry for a DF network. As would be unreliable for those gridpoints located near toe extension
expected, the search areas become very large for of the DF1-DF2 baseine, because of the unfavorable
transmitten; lying along the extension of the OF baseline, geometry.
to the north-aest and south-west. Some very targe errors
arise for transmitters lying between DF2 and DF4. The 5.6 Rsults for Network E
errors also increase rapidly in the north-east and south- The problem with Network E is to monitor a very large
west directions for transmitters 500 km or so from DF4 area, using several OF sdes with a small baseline. The
and DF2. This rapid increase is exemplified by the very assumed locations of the OF stations are illustrated in
closely-spaced contour lines. Figure 13, along with the area to be monitored. The

relatively short baseline brings with it very unfavorable
5.5 Rsults for Network C geometry for a network solution based on LOBs, except
There are two cases to consider here, the accuracy of for transmdters within about 500 km or so from the OF
each SSL site acting independently, and the accuracy of sites. The SSL approach to position estimation is therefore
the two acting together. Following the procedures mandatory for most transmitters.
described earlier. numbers of values of azimuths and
ranges have been generated, randomly distributed about -
the correct values, and passed to the fixdng algorithm. The
results are discussed here in terms of the median value of
the elliptical search areas for the 8 x 10 gridpoints. Figure
12 shows how the median value decreases with sample
size, for several cases - (a) DF1 only; (b) DF2 only; (c)
DF1 and OF2, with range estimates; (d) DF1 and DF2, with
no range estimates. Case (d) corresponds to the
traditional LOB approach.

It can be seen from Figure 12 that there are two ways to
educe the sme of to elliptical are firstly by nmcreasing -

toe sam* size, and secondly by using a second SSL site.
In fact toe two procedures may be considered Identical in
some respects, since adding a second SSL station 13 Locaions of doe 30$ sites On and the lims (0) of fre
doubles the sample size. For a given sample size, the god of Uransmltera considered for Noe* E. The attude

areas are significantly greater for DF1 than they are for and /gitde rines are g4n for every W0'.

DF2. This is because DF1 is at one corner of the grid. and
the areas increase with the length of the circuit. When both For this particular application, the relative productivities of
sites can hear the transmitter, the size of the areas drops the LOB and SSL approaches are not important, since the
significantly. The advantage of having range estimates is S/N ratios at each OF station would be almost the same
not as great as being able to hear to transmitter from for all target transmitters because of te relatively small
both sites. The size of the search area changes with the separation of the OF stations. This is in sharp contrast with
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other scenarios for which the productivity issue is and north-east portions of the area. The minimum errors

paramount. The accuracy Issue is more important than the occur for transmitters located close to the perpendicular
productivity issue, especially for those transmitter locations bisector of the DF baseline, i.e., roughly from norb-,west

for which the available DF network offers very poor to south-east.
geometry for a network solution. The productivity issue
would be more important for transmitters within about 600 6. ADVANTAGES & DISADVANTAGES OF THE LOB &
to 1000 km of the DF sites, but these are not our main SSL APPROACHES
concern here.

6.1 Introduction
Table 2 lists the median percentage miss distances for The previous sections have provided sufficient background
transrtterslocated at theintersections of pseudo-latitudes to allow a comparison to be made between the traditional

from 0,N to30N, and pseudo-longitudes from 0E to 30E. LOB technique of position estimation and the SSL

These results were derived using the techniques described technique. In fact. the two approaches are complementary.

in Section 5.2, but with one important modification. One
difficulty with using simulated observations derived by 6.2 Advantages of the SSL Approach

randomizing the correct values is that the errors tend to Most of the advantages of the SSL approach aise directly

average out. In an effort to overcome this effect, the from the ability of an SSL site to work by itself, and the

program was looped through the calculations of the miss ability to work short-range targets. The advantages include

distances a number of times (typically 5), and the largest
miss distance derived for each latitude/longitude gridpoint 1. Only one (self-contained) station is required.

selected. A 'worst case' scenano is thus built up, and this 1.1 This simplifies the logistics and personnel
is what is given in the table, requirements, decreases the support costs. and minimizes

the need for site defense and secunty.
1.2 There is no confusion as to which transmitter is being

I 3D 34 03 12 33 worked.
to 33 33 37 24 to 2 1.3 There is no need for a sophisticated system of
Ca ,V U I , 3 to 1 10 3 3011 network communications to coordinate simultaneous
t js , I' , .3 to omou measurements on target transmitters.
00 u It 13 to 34 2. With bit correction, it is possible to work short-range
S33 &1 to 0 3S ,7 13 transmitters.
16. 1" 4 IS I. =, 01 U 3. The elevation angles of the incoming waves are

00 25. D,. ,,, 4,2 0, M8 111 leasured and used, rather than simply ignored. The SSL

to '62 03 lot it, ,, , procedure therefore takes greater advantage of the
D.0 111 &4 4, 6. 07 303 NJ available information.

SA to 41 to I's1 2 t W1 010

CA ,4. 0%0 ODo I's 1 a 10 7.3 No000EI 6.3 "Diladvantages" of the SSL Approach
10. 310 o U 030 130to l05 M1 1. For best results, an ionosonde such as the Andrew
13 005 731 n Us 01 , sounder TILTSONDETM is required

*.A 0• 1,4. 0 04 5 30 79, 1.1 Although TILTSONDETM is an LPI instrument, it is still

&1 1, 1 0 i s. " I an active instrument. TILTSONDEv can thus potentially
00 1' 11) -3 0 ,14 2 " 29 interfere with other nearby sensitive receiving equipment,
"13 17 I I s 034 3 44 MMoAMsu and can potentially be located by an opposition SSL
VO 23 U 0? " 3D U4 1o system. 'In practice, the potential in both caes sems to
"1 33 ,0 3A 11 " be exceedingly low.]

3 4,0 1' D, u =, ,, 0 1.2 The requirement for an ionosonde brings with it extra
0A 1" 0 14., 2" 4 I :.:I costs (per site), the need for extra logistic support, extra

to I1 0- I 1 3,43 00 antennas and ionogram interpretation skills.
00 10 01 U 4 719 035 211 2. By itself, a SSL site cannot determine the order of the

" LI 11.9 17 00, 31 71 1 ,or propagation mode, i.e. the number of hops. This is the
.a 01 7. U I 14 to 1 000 0oA hop ambiguity.
U BIB 70 77 . 01 a" Il IL W 3. Even with a co-located ionosonde, it is possible for an

,110o. 7 7l7Itft,,,. fool" -My E, propagation mode to be wrongly identified as a normal
F mode, and vice versa, because of the low spatial

correlation distance of El. The presence of E., may also
Tale 2. Median parcantl mWs dftin. Jfor flt ax 8 lead to M and N modes, which cannot be idenrtiied simply
gridpoints of N~lo' E. The specng Is 5'. Th rntisbor f DlF
&WdIs l~ 2of~3,dwrk w ET de Ms• g mayor not b on the basis of the observed AOA. This is the E.

k~uled.ambiguity.

The table shows that the effects of incluIng range 6A Advantages of the LOB ApprOaCh
estimateIsto to ecres the ian miss distances•for the 1. There are no hop or E, ambiguities.

area coverd by a factor of 5. The inclusion of a third DF 2. Especially for long-range transmitters, when the

station (0F3) has Jlile effect. The largest errors occur uncertainty in range estimates can become quite large

generall, in the south-east avd north-west of the area compared to the effects of a typical bearing error, the

being monitored, with a local increase in error near the DF network approach is able to provide more accurate

stations themselves. The DF stations are located position estimates than the SSL approach. (However this

approximately at the middle of each section of the table. superior accuracy is predicated on a reasonable geometry
The accuracy advantage offered by the use of range and on more than one DF site being able to hear the

estimates mahes factor of 10 or more in the south-west transmitter.]
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6.5 Osadvantages of the LOB Approach 7. CONCLUSION - THE OPTIMUM SOLUTION
1. Increased costs. Although each site may be cheaper

than an SSL site, more sites are required. This bnngs with Generally speaking, the SSL approach is the only one
it all of the features arising from having to maintain more possible for short-range targets, or when only one DF site
than one site - assuming that conditions are such that can hear the transmitter; the SSL and LOB approaches
more than one suitable site is available in the first place. should be about equally accurate for medium-range
2. The need for network communications. An LOB site targets; and the LOB approach should be more accurate

cannot work alone, and all results rely on the exchange of for long-range targets, especially for multi-hop circuits
information around the network. This information will However in this last case, the low productivities become
include such things as the frequency and modulation of an important issue.
the target transmitter, any identfying information, and the
LOBs observed from each site which can hear the It does not take much thought to recognize that the
traismitter. optimum solution is to have all existing HF-DF networks
3. By themselves, LOBs are completely useless for short- upgraded to HF-SSL networks. Any new networks (of one

range targets, since they are so heavily affected by the or more sdes) should be made SSL networks
local ionospheric bits. automatically, with the appropriate number and locations
4. The productivity of a network can be very low, of the nodes being determined by simulation, in

especially when 3 or 4-site fixes are required. conjunction with extraneous constraints. The LOB and SSL
5. The approach needs favorable geometries, preferably approaches would then nicely complement each other.

with the LOBs cutting at right angles. When all available
LOBs are similar, such as when the available baseline is A network of SSL sites can not only perform all the
short compared to the area being monitored, very large standard functions of an LOB network, but also offers the
errors are likely [unless estimates of the ranges are also advantages of being able to work snort-range transmitters,
available]. of offering higher productivities, and of being able to

provide a solution when only one DF site can hear a
6.6 Some Remedies transmitter. Networks of SSL sites are also more stable
Provided a reasonable geometry is available, the main against loss of a member than are networks of LOB sdes.
problem with the LOB approach is that of productivity. Put In fact, one SSL site can in many situations work more
simply, the LOB approach requires that the frequency of targets than two or three LOB sdes.
the target transmitter lies between the LUF and MUF for
the circuits to all DF sites. If the frequency is too high on 8. REFERENCES
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DISCUSSION

P. GEORGE
I have a difficulty with your table of median values of setarch areas &ad distances for network D. I agree that operational
experience shows that SSL at each site increases the .oductiv. However, operational experience of mote than 30 yeas also
shows that inclusion of range estimates degrades the line of beurins position estimates by introducing greater variance. My question
is "what range accuracy have you assumed in calculating the tablet I agree with respect to productivity but have serious trouble
with accuracy. You need to look at this table.

AUTHOR'S REPLY
I agree that the inclusion of range estimates will degrade a fix for long-range targets. However, for the simulations, I used range
errors which did not exceed 10% of range. For medium-range circuits, for which a 109 range error is reasonable, an SSL fix is just
as accurate as a two-station LOB cut. The ellipses in this case are nearly circular.

C. GOUTELARD
La localisation par mesure d'azimut pr'sente un avantage sur Ia localisation SSL en guere: ilectronique. 11 est en effet plus difficile
pour un 6netteur ennemi de brouiller simultandnent plusieurs sites de r6ception. 11 rencontre en effet Is m&ne difficulti qu•e vous
en ce qui concerne In propagation ionosphdrique. Ne pensez-vous done pa que ceci sit un argument supidmentaire pour conserver
les deux systknes dans les projets stratigiques?
In electronic warfare, azimuth measurement has an advantage over SSL localization. It is in fact more difficuilt for an enemy
emitter to simultaneously jam several receiving s;os. Actually, the enemy emitter encounters the same problems with ionosphere
propagation as you do. Don's you think that this could be an additional point infavor of keeping both systems in strategic
projects?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
You are quite correct It is much harder for a transmitting site to avoid being intercepted by two sites than by one site, so two DF
sites are clearly better than one. A judicious choice of operating frequency can in fact make things hard for a single SSL system to
provide an acurate position estimate.

LEROUX
Comment, pour un site faible, discriminez-vous une onde de sol d'une onde ionosph~ que tri dloign6e?
For a low elevation angle, can you discriminate a ground wave from a sky wave? In one case D<70 km, in the ,,her DJ00 kAm.

AUTHOR'S REPLY
A skywave and groundwave can often he. differentiated by an operator because of the fading which exists on the skywave. It may
also be possible to distinguish between them using the quality factors ascribed to each angle of arrival measurement.

R. ROSE
I agree with your general comments about SSL and their shortcomings. However, on a global basis, my experience with
BULLSEYE shows that you need as many sites as possible. In limited area, such as designing a net to cover Australia, netted SSL
may be appropriate. On a global basis, netted azimuth-only systems with large wide aperature antennas are more appropriate.

AUTHOR'S REPLY
The point I make in my paper is that large wide-aperature systems ae becoming less available in the current era. I also find it hard
to believe that the world-wide nets do not suffer from low productivities.
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EZSGN R8OLUTION SaMLSD A]PNRURl AMiUY DIRU•CTION IDING AT NY

T.N.R. Corns
Defence Research Establishment Ottawa

Ottawa, Ontario, KIA 0Z4
CANADA

Sauity Sampled Aperture Receiving Array (SARA) was
developed near Ottawa. This was used in

A simple parametric target model fitting conjunction with a portable beacon trans-
algorithm, to give a least squares fit to sitter operated at various sites in Canada
the observed in-phase and quadrature data and the USA to study bearing errors on a
across a linear sampled aperture array, is wide range of propagation paths. A detailedoutlined. The perforsance of thi description of this instrumentation has

algorithm with various simulated signals been given by Rice and Winacott (Ref. 1).
and noise levels is presented. In
particular, it is shown that this approach The principal mode of experimental
is quite robust in the presence of noise operation and analysis was to transmit a
The algorithm was developed for the signal that would allow the separation of
analysis of data obtained on a large HF multiple ionospheric paths (if present).
sampled aperture receiving array operated Measurement of the direction of arrival of
near Ottawa. An example of this analysis individual paths could then be made by a
is given. In this instance a long range spatial Fourier analysis, or more commonly,
signal exhibiting typical ionospheric by a least squares straight line fitting to
fading (on individual array elements) is the observed phase variation across the
shown to be resolvable into three stable, array (Ref. 2). Path separation was
coherent components spread over a 2.51 arc, achieved by exploiting either range or

Doppler variations. In the former case by
LIST OF PRINCIPAL SNBOS using a swept frequency CW signal, and in

the latter, by a CW signal with dwell times
a suffix denoting array element, -wEsEw long enough to permit resolution.

t suffix denoting incident wave, lStSv A variety of algorithms giving angular (or
in a more general sense spectral)

A wavelength resolution superior to that achieved by
conventional Fourier-based analysis, have

d element spacing appeared in recent years. Perhaps the best
known of these is the MUSIC algorithm (Ref.

D element spacing in radians, i.e. 2ad/A 3). Several comparative performance
studies and reviews of these techniques

at incident wave amplitude have been published (see, for example, Ref.
4 and Ref. 5). Of the various algorithms

8t incident wave phase, at centre element the Parametric Target Model Fitting (PTMF)
approach appears well suited to HFDF

a, incident wave direction of arrival, requirements because of its ability to
measured from boresite handle correlated targets, a requirement if

ionospheric path separation is to be

Ps.t, q$.t in-phase and quadrature achieved on general signals when recourse
components of incident wave to other methods, such as mentioned
t at element a previously, cannot be made.

P., Q. observed in-phase and During the experimental lifetime of the
quadrature components at Canadian HPDF programme, very little effort
element s was directed toward the application and

evaluation of these "superresolution"
A5, B observed amplitude and phase techniques, as they were only attracting

at element a serious attention near the end of the
programme. Since that time, however, the

i,, initial point for Taylor's expansion development and testing of an analysis
algorithm based on the PTMF approach has
been carried out. This method, referred to

1. imooDUCTXO here as the Least Squares Fit (LSF)
algorithm, gives the set of incident plane

Between 1969 and 1980 the Communications waves that provides a match, in a least
Research Centre, sponsored by the Canadian squares sense, to a (single) set of in-
Department of National Defence, operated an phase and quadrature data across a sampled
extensive High Frequency Direction Fit4ing aperture array. Such a "snmp-shot" will be
(HFDF) research programme. The objectAve referred to as a frame of data. This type
of this programme was to investigate and of analysis is well suited to the important
evaluate the effects of the ionosphere on problem of direction finding on very short
DF accuracy. To this end, an advanced duration signals.
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2. L38 SQigii NIT aoaxGTM Substituting (2) and (3) into (1) gives a
second order error function that, around

Consider the linear array shown in Figure the starting point, approximates (1).
1. The in-phase and quadrature components Doing a standard least squares analysis
of incident wave t at element a are: (i.e. equating the partial differentials

- a. sin(At + aDin at) with respect to each of the delta wave
P,. a +variables to zero) on this approximate

error function, yields the set of equations

q,- " a. cos(Pt + aDsin at)

In general, there is no solution for the 3v NHM x - v (4)
wave variables that will provide a match to
the 2(2w+l) observed phase and quadrature where
components since: 3( ) .

212W+11 > 3vMr M. ).-W'.

Therefore a solution is sort that provides H-
a match in a least squares sense, i.e., one
that minimises the error:

E.R ~ P, - ~V.J , (. - ~qfJ(1)

This expression is not a simple second -
order function of the wave variables and a - E
direct least squares analysis cannot be -
performed. An iterative procedure, in [a V
which a starting point in the wave variable
space is chosen and progressively moved to X- V85 V- t-
the point of minimum error, must be
employed. For the exploratory work Oe
described in this paper, where performance v
not computational efficiency is at issue, Q E - (q,)
the procedure outlined below has been C-1
utilized.

At a chosen starting point, Taylor's
expansion is used to form a limited linear The Gauss-Seidel iterative procedure is
relationship between the wave variables and then applied. This procedure is convergent
their phase and quadrature components. for simultaneous equations having a

positive definite matrix form, such as (4),
and, most importantly, the parent error

s g.-)-.*.6-.J ., (2) function decreases monotonically with each
7 Niteration (see, for example, Ref. 6). The

iterative procedure is allowed to continue
until the current iterative solution
reaches a boundary set by the accuracy ofq.,-(•' a•) • h Taylor's expansions. These expansions

and equation (4) are then re-evaluated at
this point and the iterative procedure is
restarted. This continues until a point is

where a: - (a,) + 8a, reached where the solution varies less than
-" (Pe) o + some prescribed amount over a given number

©- ( +s) + 
8am of iterations, the required error minimum

is then considered to have been have been
reached.

In common with many problems of this type,
since the error function (1) is not a
simple second order function of the wave
variables it does not necessarily have a
single minimum. In general, a true minimum
"and a number of pseudo minima will exist.
"It is, therefore, necessary that the
starting point be chosen such that the

_W. .-- ---- - iterative solution path will not encounter
- "'-a pseudo minimum or it will hang up there.

To establish the starting point, a
conventional summed beam is forned from the
in-phase and quadrature data and swept over
the directions of interest. The amplitude
and phase of the summed beam, phased to

Fig. 1. Linear array of (2w+l) elements point in the direction a, are given by:
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signals. This is illustrated in Figure 3
for three pairs of incident waves of equal

-W. n .. A.&oin...v (5) amplitude, 12' directional separation and
0o, 90', and 180' phase differences. At

this angular separation the 0* waves are
unresolved, the 900 waves are just

S1 distinguishable as s.eparate peaks and the
P5635(a) - MAH IfA. Sin(B,.I) EA. Coh..J) (6) 180' waves are clearly resolved.

wheZe A, - *
B. - TAN-P,,9,1
y - -aDlln(a)

In practice a raised cosine weighting is ........
incorporated in (5) and (6), this has been
omitted here for clarity. Amplitude, phase 30
and direction of arrival starting points
are taken at directions where the swept
beam exhibits clear amplitude peaks.

As well as the starting point(s), the 0
number of waves, v, in the solution must be
determined. A lower limit to the value of
v is the number of clear peaks determined
by the swept beam algorithm. However, if
incident waves are sufficiently close in _0
their direction of arrival as to be
unresolved by the swept beam, v may be
larger than this. It is then necessary to _L_ _ L
progressively increase v above the lower - - -10 .0' 20 30
limit until the error function minimum does DIRECr1ON (&g)
not significantly decrease further. This
will be illustrated in the next section. 7 *' 0.'

6-I %

To demonstrate the characteristics and
performance of the LSF algorithm, a simple
linear array with 11 elements at a half-
wave spacing, is considered. This array
has an unweighted half-power beam width of
9.5' which increases to 12* when a raised .

cosine weighting is applied. These beam
patterns are shown in Figure 2. The
resolution capability of this array under
the conventional swept beam analysis, (5)
and (6), is a function of both the relative
amplitudes and phases of the incident 2

-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30
4- OMECTION (dig)

I I

Fig. 3. Amplitude (lower) and phase(upper) of the summed beam as a
function of direction for two
incident waves at +60 and -6',2 with equal amplitudes and phase
differences as shown.

/The question of the range of starting
points for the LSF algorithm is not easily

-0 _W 40 0 10 0 3 answered because the error, being a
DIEMCTId() function of the 3v wave variables, is not

easily studied. The behaviour of the error
Fig. 2. Unweighted (broken line) and function for the simplest case, a single

weighted (solid line) beam incident wave is shown in Figure 4. Here
patterns of a linear array of the root normalized error, i.e.:
eleven, half-wave spaced
elements.
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is plotted as a function of two of the function is wvll behaved (i.e. does not
three variables (the third being set to its exhibit pseudo minima) and the proper
correct value). It can be seen that over a convergence of the iterative procedure is
range greatly in excess of the resolution assured.
of the swept beam analysis, the error For two or more incident waves the error is

a complex function of many variables and
its study is beyond the scope of this
paper. It can be show however, that,
whether or rot the waves are resolved by
the swept beam analysis, the starting
points taken from it are well within the
range of variable space where the error
function is well behaved.

Like most deconvolution techniques the true
value of the algorithm lies in its
performance in the presence of noise. A
variety of evaluations involving the
simulating of both internal (receiver) and
external noise have been conducted. It is

,•-' outside the scope of this paper to document
these, however the simple simulations shown
in Figures 5 and 6 and Table 1 are judged
to be very typical. Here pairs of normally
distributed random numbers of the form:

Ri - Xcoa(2xJ) C*I-

R2 - Klsin(UMJ F/_-210g.U

where

I,J - uniform random numbers between 0 & 1

K - standard deviation

are added to each of the eleven in-phase
and quadrature pairs and the resultantSanayes haebencared outfo each ofthelvnn-hs

""•Op] frame of data analyzed. Fifteen such0,• • /• •/loci]/- analyses have been carried out for each of
a number of single and double incident wave
scenarios and nominai noise levels. (Actual
noise levels produced by the random number
generator are shown in the figures.)
The effect of noise on the deduced phase
and direction of a single incident wave is
shown in Figure 5. It can be seen that on
an individual frame basis, an accuracy of
about one tenth of a beam width can be
achieved at a 10 dB signal to noise ratio.
If averaging across frames is introduced
then much higher accuracy is achieved.

Two incident waves with directional
separations of 5* and 2* are shown in
Figure 6. These waves have a 90* phase
difference and would be unresolved with"conventional beam forming (compare Figure
3), Comparis, of Figures 5 (lower) and 6
(upper and mit .), which all have the same
noise level, shows a progressive decrease

Fig. 4. Root normalized error as a in the accuracy of the derived signals.
function of amplitude and phase This is attributable to the interaction of
(upper) and direction and phase the waves. As the incident waves come
(middle and lower) for a single closer, and become less well resolved, (4)
incident wave with:- becomes more ill-conditioned and so more

susceptible to noise. To achieve a tenth
a = 5.0 of a beam width resolution (on a single

= 75.0* frame basis) about a 30 dB signal to noise
a 15.0* ratio is required.

In each case the third variable As incident waves can be unresolved under
has been set to its correct the swept beam analysis used to determine
value. In the lower figure noise the starting point, the number of waves
has been added to the in-phase that should be used in the LSF algorithm
and quadrature data to give a solution is uncertain. The correct number
9.34 dB signal-to-noise ratio, of waves can be determined from the
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residual error, i.e. the minimum error The solution has too nany waves whien the
observed at the solution point. The addition of another wave does not
residual root nornalized error for the significantly reduce the residual error.
various simulatiens described abuve and The solution in this case is generally not
some additional ones for waves with a erroneous, one or more of the waves simple
directional separation of l* are shown in splits into two components with the same
Table 1. direction of arrival.

The first line of the of the table is the
ras in-phase and quadrature noise which is
equivalent to the residual error when no .IGO
waves are present (i.e. background noise). 1
The values in brackets are the residual 6Mi1B40
errors for single wave solutions to the two ......
wave simulations.

It can be seen that when the correct number
of waves is used in the solution the o o
residual error is about at the back ground 0
noise level (actually slightly lower as the ---

solution to some extent "accommodates" the • o
noise). When too few waves are used in the
solution, the residual error is - - - • 120
significantly higher. If the back ground
noise is sufficiently high as to mask this,
then in fact the noise is too high to allow
the waves to be resolved. For example, in
Table 1 the waves with 10 separation could
not be resolved for the 9.34 or 19.34 dB 'o I 2 3 4 5 a 7
signal-to-noise ratio cases.

SONM 19.34 dBO P.4

two

0

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 710

0 2 o4 5 6 7 70 ISO

Sa- 0 > 140

"0 "

0 0

09 30 - 120

34-.

1VY 2 3 4 5 6L 7"
DIRECTION4 (dog)

3.3 U. 3.5 3.6 &7 3.6DIRECTION (dog) Fig. 6. Variations in derived phase and
direction of arrival for two

Fig. 5. Variations in derived phase and waves of equal amplitude and a
direction of arrival for a single 90* phase difference. Directional
wave with a signal-to-noise ratio separations are 5* (upper) and 21
of 9.34 dB (upper), and 19.34 dB (middle and lower). Signal-to-
(lower). noise ratios are as shown.
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SIGNAL TO NOISE 9.34 dB 19.34 dB 29.34 dB 39.34 dB G

WAVES

1.206 0.381 0.121 0.038 0

3.50 1.130 0.358 0

1 \ 6- 0.328 0
(2.095) (2.084)

2.5 \ 4.5' 1.042 0.329 0.104 0
(1.32n) (0.911) (0.860) (0.860)

3 \ 4" 1.02C 0.330 0.105 0.035 0
(1.188) (0.544) (u.440) (0.431) (0.4332)

TABLE 1. Residual root normalized error for various simulations.

N
4. hI1LICATION TO BYD

The SARA facility, developed in the 1968 to
1972 time frame by the Communications
Research Centre, lies some 15 km SW of
Ottawa on very flat unobstructed terrain. -- ---------
The array consists of two orthogonal arms. .21 .0 4.0"
The long arm has 58 antenna element 2 -1s4l a
positions (foundation and cabling), a
central portion of 32 positions at a
spacing of 7.62 meters (25 ft), one
position Pt 13.81 meters (50 ft) off each
end of the :entral portion, and 12
positions at 38.10 meters (125 ft) outside
these. The short arm has 32 positions
similar to the central portion of the long
arm. For the reception of obliquely-
propagated signals elevated feed monopoles Fig. 7, Element layout of SARA facility.
are used, however these may be replaced by
loops for the reception of near vertical
incident signals. To minimise distortion
of the incident wave field all the Frames of in-phase and quadrature data from
instrumentation and support facilities are the 58 receivers were recorded approxi-
housed in an underground laboratory located mately every 78 msec and the analysis of
beneath the ground screen near the junction some 225 consecutive frames over about 18
of the two arms of the array. A complete sec is described here. The signal ampli-
description of the facility is contained in tude recorded on three individual elements
Ref. 1. of the array is shown in Figure 8. These

show typical fading patterns which are
For detailed analysis in this paper a short delayed relative to each other in the
section of 21.88 Mhz CW data was selected, manner of ionospheric "drift" data.
This was recorded during cooperative exper-
iments with the Naval ocean Systems Centre Application of the LSF algorithm, to data
(NOSC), when the beacon transmitter was from the long arm of the array, shows the
located near San Antonio, Texas, giving a incident signal can be clearly resolved
range of 2350 miles and a bearing of 6.70" into three components with amplitude, phase
off the long array bore site. For these variation and direction of arrival as shown
experiments only half the central antenna on Figure 9. In performing this analysis a
positions were populated, giving the 58 measure of automation was introduced, in so
element lay out shown in Figure 7. At far as the solution for one frame of data
21.88 MHz the spacing of the closest was used as the starting point for the
elements (central section) is just over one next. Only on the first frame of data was
wavelength and spurious side lobes (or the swept beam analysis used. It can be
directional ambiguities) exist. However seen that the three components or iono-
the closest of these are approximately 21" spheric paths are quite stable. The
off the main beam and are not a problem directions of arrival show little fluctu-
when data from a known source is under ation, the cumulative phase variations are
study. A more positive aspect of this approximately linear (corresponding to
large element spacing, is that mutual constant Doppler shifts), and the ampli-
coupling, ignored on this study, will be tudes show nothing of the deep interference
significantly reduced, fades that occur when the components are

not separated as in Figure 8.
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2- )t ELEMENT 5

15K

2- 5 1 1

TIME (sec)
Fig. 8. Amplitude variation observed on individual elements.

The variation on element 5 is delayed roughly 1 sec
relative to element -3 and 4 sec relative to element
-15.

The analysis of this data by wavefront
testing, when the components are first
separated by an FFT analysis of the Doppler
shifts, has also been carried out. The
analysis was over 20 sec (256 frames)giving a Doppler resolution of 0.05 Hz. tx ~i
Three large, and a number of smaller
Doppler peaks, were observed. The /1
characteristics of the three principal
peaks, which showed good phase front
linearity, are given in Table 2. The
agreement with the LSF algorithm is quite
good.

DOPPLER DOPPLER AMPLITUDE DIRECTION
PEAK SHIFT

(Hz) (uV) (Deg) 7.
1 -0.05 1.20 -7.1

2 0.15 0.47 -5.5
3 0.30 0.43 -4.5

TABLE 2. Amplitude and direction of
arrival of the three principal ,- -
Doppler peaks.

The LSF algorithm may 1,9 regarded as a
deconvolution procedure, providing a
direction of arrival resolution superior to
that of the basic instrument, as
represented by the swept beam analysis. A
good visual evaluation of the LSF algorithm
performance is obtained by comparing the
swept beam analysis on the observed in-
phase and quadrature data to that on the -.
in-phase and quadrature components 0;PO':C JaGý
calculated from the LSF algorithm solution.
This is shown for data frames 31 and 116 in Fig. 10. Summed beam amplitude and phase
Figure 10. The weighted beam width is as a function of direction from
about ý.95*, so that while component 1 is the observed in-phase and
alwayu clearly resolved under the swept quadrature data (solid lines) and
beam analysis, components 2 and 3 are that derived from the LSF
generally not (as in frame 31). They are, algorithm solutions (broken
however, clearly resolved under the LSF lines), for frames 31 (upper) and
algorithm. 136 (lower).
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2.0

COMPONENT I1. 2

COMPONENT 2

3

2

01 5L 10 1L5

-100

EdIOCOIONEWNT 1

~ COMPONENT2

COMPONENT 2

0 5 10s1
MME (8c)

Fig. 9. Variation in amplitude (upper), phase (middle) and
direction of arrival (lower) of the three components of
the incident signal.
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Detection of Active Emitters using Triangulation and Trilateration Techniques:

Theory and Practice
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1 SUMMARY 2 INTRODUCTION

Recent conflicts have highlighted the benefits of We shall not attempt to discuss Passive Detection
"soft-ki" electronic warfare (stand off, escort and compr.hensively in a single paper. Here we shall
self screening nmming), during inmtsion into areas consider only the special case of Passive Jammer
pmected by Air Defence (AD) radar networks. Thes Location relating to airborne jammers in the Air
conflicts have highlighted the need to protect and Defence radar bands. Underlying this is the need to
supplement the Recognised Air Picture (RAP) with maintain a reliable and up-tr-dat Recognised Air
the ability to locate and track the intruding jammers. Picture in order to commit defence resou•-es
Thi pa describes a demonstrator Passive Jammer efficintly. To allow sufficient response time. AD
Location (PIL) system, and some of the theory radar networks must have a mediumflotg range
behind it currently under development at the detection capability and must maintain surveillance
Marconi Rei CseahC entre. over large volumes of airspace containing manyairrf. TIbi 4W of capability is vulnerable to
The two basic geometrical techniques for locating ircraft
unknown arteM usualyedumad in~idation and jamn.f msmwell known to students of the
iae on, awe identified. Te mainproblems

asociated with triangulation techniques, those of in contrast to predominantly "one on one
target hosts and ghost resolution in denr scenarios, interactions between short range defence systems and
are discussed and trilateration processing using their targets, jamming in AD radar networks typically
correlation offered as a solution, involves many jammers. These will almost certaily

The main feature of an operatiorenal PL r is include distant but very powerful Stand-Off Jammers
s (OJs) attempting to dazzle the forward view of anynoted as being the need to positively resolve jammer AD radar within range. Groups of intruding hostile

positions, to sub-beam accuracy, in dense j?*miWing aircraft will carry soisticatd agile jamming
sceainosg 7es icluds te p-up targoett equipments which they will use when their on-boardAp e rn o ver th rada br. c izon and the a l Radar W arning Receiv ers 0RW ~s) , etect
sophisticated jammer. In addition anumber oada Wanng Rcivrhers dtcsofhistieaturesweidentified ditichwoud be n e in illumination by defence radars To maintain the RAP

an e identified which would be desirabl in the AD network must find, resolve and track such
y futueNATOPJL s .intrusions against the competing SOJ background.

Over a number of years fth UK MoD and Also, if the network can report individual S01J Vl
GEC-Marconi have undertaken a number of studies this opens the way to countering them by either
relating to PJ3L architectures and data p s physical or electronic means
techniques. In 1991 these studies led to the Air
Defen•e Emitter Location Equipment (ADELE) 3 TRIANGULATION USING JAMMING
Technology Demonstrator. The objectives of the STROBES
ADELE PrnIne an to o t we To be effective, jamming must be received at good

ureqments of a P1. system can be met at a pXice strength by its victim radars. AD radars are normally
ordable by AD system procurers. Additionally to fitted with means of determining the directions from

confirm that the new PJL data processing techniques, which strong jamming signals are being received and
developed during these previous studies, perform as these angular strobe repot, when combined from
predicted during live trials, radars at differnt sites in the defence network, can be

The pV• discusses the main hardware and software triangulated to find intersection points defining
modules making up the ADELE demonstrator jammer locations within the surveyed airspace
including: m! the multibm antenna, de resistive mix A widely-recognised problem, discussed in detail in
.beamormer, the PJ1 mul-channel signal sampling the Literatr (11, is that srb inersti

ar radar iterfaces and �i tio , signal ambiguous. If each of two separated radars reports,
and dat processing, display and recording and say, 10 different sobe headings these could define
simulation resources,
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up to 100 different inteeion points when radiate ifregular overlapping emissions which cannottriangulawd. At best. not more than 10 of these can be resolved by tuningt or by normal ESM techniques.be genuine (but which?); at worst, in a low-elevation in either the time or frequency domain.scearmo typical of medium-range AD surveillan'ce,
noae need be genuine since there could be 20 Five features am essential for effec-ive PJL in air
jammer none simultaneously visible to both radars. defence radar newots
Tis problem is shown pictorially in Figure I for 3 (i) Positive resolution of multiple jammingVinters. It can be seen that for n jammers, given sources and strobes.ideal mutual visibility, n*n witeections are producedof which n(n-l) we ghosts (ii) Positive matching of jamming strbes receivedat differet sitms

a (iii) Sub-beam plot accuracy for jamming sources.
(iv) *Sinle-shot" detection and plotting of

"fleetingly-observed jammers.
J /a\(v) Asensor architacture and management systemJ v able to "catch" brief, agile emissions

J 110 in-beam" at two sites.
Before presenting solutions to the problems we have
posed, we must consider what other attributes areneeded in a PJL system. While not all of these
attributes are individually essential, taken together
they exert a powerful influence in shaping PJLFli 1. JA R FSOUTO BY R architecture and management. Without attempting to

_be comprehensive we can list:
In practice, not all 100 intersections would be (vi) Automatic operation without skilled operators.
plausible and a number of logical and procedural tests (vii) Flexible compatibility with existing AD radarscan be applied to reduce the number of ghost in te NATO inventory.locations. Jammer tracks can be tested for plausible (viii) No compromise to the operating autonomy ofspeeds and manoeuvres and locations can be tested iii dual neto radars.for consistent heights and existence in real space. individual network radars.
Thes tests demand accurate strobe angle and angle (ix) PJL reporting compatible with existing radarrate reports both in azimuth and elevation, net reporting.Unforuuatel, in a typical low-level AD scenario all (x) PJL mobility at least matching that of thesources (=thSOJs and intruders) will normally bera rsbig up otdseen close to the horizon where elevation is not a radars being SUp e.useful discriminant and where angular measurements (xi) Dam links between sites to be simple, reliable,tendto be corrupted by multipalth. easily provided.
Angular accuracy is easily corrupted in other ways (xii) Covert deployment and operation; PJ'L supporttoo. Even the simplest type of angular interpolation. not discernible by intercept.where the receiving beam scans steadily through an (xiii) Total PJL system costs only a small fraction ofisolated source heading, relies on an assumption that the radar network costthe source strength remains steady. With agile,responsive jamnmers no such assumption can be made. And possibly,
In practice more advanced techniques, such as (xiv) A simultaneous Active-Bistatic radar supportsuper-resolution [2,3] may be applied but these also mute odepend on unsafe assumptions such as point sources,etc. ITes difficulties are magnified when groups of None of these attributes will be contentious exceptjammers are seen against an undiffeentiated Sol perhaps the last, which therefore requires somebackground: angular measurements are blurred and it comment. Active-bistatic radar, using a receiverbecomes difficult to separate or even count strobes, distant from the transmitter, has long been known but
Simple strobe triargulation is thus of limited value has been little used in recent times because it isagainst realistic jamming thre to AD networks. Its usually not a cost-effective alternative to a monosaticag .ainst icammbeex...ddbing thratsto ad vanedwerks. Its radar of comparable power and antenna size.performaue, can be extended by applying advanced However, bistatic reception by a distant receiver intechniques (some of which are relatively costly) bu~t, addition to normal monostatic operation can provideeven so, it is likely to fail in the cases where it is .mant te pormanc enanc n [6]vinneeded most. Where RAP maintenance is vital, •mpoltm system, perforac enhancements [6] instrMful scenarios. The point of interest here is that"triangulation is inadequate and a more powerful PJL PJL..suppor• whether by triangulation or otherwise,technique must be use xploits bistatic or multistatic dimensions within a
4 REQUIREMENTS FOR EFFECTIVE PJL = network. A PJ1 system which can exploit theseactively as well as passively has more to offer thanThe aBliWty to distinguish between jamming emissions one which cannot Where this is done simultaneouslyfrom different sources underlies all aspects of PJ1L using the same equipment, the additional cost can beperformance. Achieving this is difficult because very small.
jamming emissions re designed not to convey
informatiM but to deny it. Cooperating jammers may
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5 SOLUTIONS FOR EFFECTIVE PJL A problem is immediately apparent, since a narrow

To satify the main requirements, noted above, PSR beam cannot cover a generous sector of view in
special resolution techniques awe required, such as the way we have assumed. Different solutions to this
coss-orrelation 14,5] of signals received at different problem define alternative system architectures. Here
sites. Correlation can provide a high-resolution we can only discuss two of these, both of
hyperbolic range coordinate for each jamming source, considerable practical performance.
allowing- sub-beam plot accuracy by trilateration. The first solution is to scan the PSR beam rapidly
When this hyperbolic range is combined with the across a chosen sector of coverage during each dwell
angular data provided by trangulation p an pe'iod of the cooperating radar. [4] This solution
accurate jamer position is identified. In practice limits the maximum length of jamming samples
correlation must be suppoed by the fullest use of capmtred from a particular target location, and
conventional resources including narrow, requires a more dedicated degree of cooperative
hi~h-quality sensor beams and good antenna sidelobe linkage than would ideally be desired. However, the
rejection 141. Such requirements would make efficient scheme is entirely practical and can be engineered to
PIL unaffordable were it not for the fact that most give good results.
AD radars already have antennas with suitable
narrow-beam characteristics. Affordable radar-band An even more powerful solution is to divide a
PJL must therefore exploit the antennas of the radars generous PSR coverage sector into an appropriate
it supports. number of simultaneous narrow sub-beams by using a

modem beamforming technology of which we shall
Efficient PJL support within an AD radar network have more to say presently. When engineered to have
requires a Passive Support Receiver (PSR) in addition appropriate bandwidth and frequency agility, this
to the network radars themselves. A well designed solution imposes little or no restriction on capture
PSR can support several radars simultaneously, timing or on other aspects of cooperative linkage,
provided of course that each radar has some useful which makes it easier for the PSR to support different
field of view overlapping that of the PSR. A types of AD radar together on the same network.
multi-beam PSR supporting two AD mostazi Fuither, this type of PSR can more readily give
radars is shown in Figure 2. Within regions of simultaneous active-bistatic radar support since its
overlap PJL support can meet all essential synchronisation requirements for PJL and for
requirements and can have as many of the other active-bistatic support modes are essentially the
attributes we have listed as the designer sees fit to same.
provide.

6 THE ADELE UK DEMONSTRATOR

Although the principles behind efficient PJL are well
J ,J established, advances in technology allow theseJ J : J principles to be implemented in new ways, giving

49eo- better performance at reduced cost. As the form of

security, PJL support remains as vital as ever but it
must be more flexible. iffective support cannot be

R5AO limited to "xe major quasi-static radars of national
defence networks but must be free to follow current
and future radars wherever they may be called to

PA serve. Meanwhile, jammer technology continues to
evolve; PJL systems must have performance margins

FV 2 PASSvESUPoETOFTWOAD RADARS and growth potential to counter threat developments
_anwhich cannot yet be foreseen.

With considerations such as these in mind, theTo capture the matching jammer excerpts the PSR is Defence Research Agency, in cooperation with
managed so that it follows not the unknown Jammers GEC-Marconi and in consultation with NATO
but its cooperating radar partnes. The PSR turns its through SHAPE Technical Centre, have initiated the
relatively broad sector of coverage in the general ADELE PJL Technology Demonstiator Programme.
direction currently being illuminated by a radar
requiring support and controls its tuning and capture The aim of the ADELE programme is to demonstrate:
timing to coincide with that of the radar. What the That all features and requirements relevant to the
radr captp perhaps unexpectedly, the PSR ll assive support of AD radar networks can be
also have captured automatically, so the two can be combined into a compact PSR unit which can be
cross-matched. Provided only fairly short jamming deployed as required.
samples need to be captured by each parr.er, the
radar can maintain its autonomy in respect of scan o That new performance goals, based on advanced
patterns, operating modes and frequency schedules as types of processing, are achieved in practice
long as it can provide information so that the PSR can under realistic trials conditions.
follow it. For the same reason an agile PSR can 0 That effective passive support can be provided at
support more than one radar simultaneously by affordable cost.
interleaving capture timing.
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The ADELE Demonstrator is based on the BEARS
multibeam antenn develoe coeratively by
GEC-Marconi and UK MoD(PE). The BWAR
antenna, currently sited at the GEC-Marconi
Research Centre near Chelmsford, UK, has already C ., ew
been demonstrated giving active-bistatic support to 1 , ,1,,RmAnOW SYCAMNAT AM

the MoD BYSON experimental AD radar sited at the WTMAJA MA £ThC*WWT
Defence Research Agency, Great Malvern, some 200 CAM Fil

km distant. This work has been reported elsewhere W
[6,7]. The ADELE programme complements this by
demonstrating the same antenna performing a PJL
support role.

Initial local PJL trials using this antenna were
successfully completea in the late Summer of 1991 Pq 4. ADELE RADARINTERFACEUn:BLOCIK DAGRA
and the equipment is currently beinp prepared for
larger scale trials later this year ia which the antenna
will be linked to a radar sited about 10 km away. 7.1 Antenna Architecture
Substantive UK trials over long baselines are The antenna must form narrow radar-quality beams
scheduled to take place during 1993/94 and a 250 km but must be compact and covert. There is no
International Trials linkage spanning the North Sea is transmiter so an efficient receive-only antenna
provisionally planned for 1994. architecture can be used. The BEARS antenna is a

flat phased array composed of thin vertical "planks"
7THE KEY TECHNOLOGIES populated with Woloszczuk slot dipoles [8]. Each
In the remainder of the paper we will look briefly at plank carries its own triplate vertical •stribution and
some of the key modem technologies lying at the its own hybrid receiver front end module. The very
heart of the ADELE PJL demonstrator. Leaving aside modest front-to-back depth makes it easy to mount
one or two aspects which we cannot discuss. these the planar a= .'bly conformally in the side of a small
are: motor var • '-transport container.
0 The BEARS antenna architecture. The verti -.u distribution defines the elevation beam

pattern. r-or use in medium to long range AD
0 The simultaneous multiple beamformer. networks the elevation pattern peaks just above the
0 Multi-channel signal sample recording. horizon and tapers off at higher angles. The azimuth

pattern is determined by the number of planks used,
0 Interfaces with cooperating radars. and by the azimuth beamformer which is quite
0 Synchronisation between sites, separate. The BEARS antenna normally uses 32 of

the 36 planks installed. This gives about 2.5 sqm of
0 Signal and data processing. aperture, which is sufficient for reasonable
0 Display and recording. active-bistatic radar sensitivity, and allows 4-degree

azimuth beams to be formed in the 3 GHz radar band.
o Simulation resources. The number of planks installed and used could be
Figures 3 and 4 show block diagrams of the PSR varied to suit space and performance requirements.
Signal Capture and ADELE demonstrator Radar An operational version of the BEARS antenna might
Interface Units respectively. well have more than 36 planks installed.

20SRIF~W-h 7.2 Multiple Beamforming

[ .- ,7 .C ýSince the PSR has no transmiter, and since the
AG - .- 5 MUM receiver noise figure is determined by the front-end

W S mSYN A modules in each plank, there is no penalty for
CAM implementing beam forming at intermediate

frequency. Alternative analogue or digital
C= • .beamforming technologies can be used,

simultaneously if necessary. For example, PJL and
TO 1110" active-bistatic reception can be performed

S•.• D= simultaneously using different beam patterns. Hem
WM WWCAW "Ior"T"1 we shall d•,cribe only the multibeam arrangements

normally used for PJL operation, although other
options, including an adaptive beamformer, are in

F9g 3. ADELE PSR SIGNAL CAPTURE BLOCK DIAGRAM fact installed.

The BEARS PIL IF beamlormer, shov n in block
diagram form in Figure 5. operates at 60 MHz centre
frequency and consists of a fidm-technology resistive
matrix having 32 plank inputs and 20 simultaneous
beam outputs. The fan of 20 azimuth beams is
designed to cover a 90-degree sector at mid-band, but
any other number of beams, or pattern, could be
,enerated by adapting the resistive matrix
ppropriately.
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mT mterface unit fited to the cooperating radar uses interface between storage and processing thereforea Force CPU 33-ZB single-borad computer card " rges and reformats the stored data. These facilities

coupid to a Mourola Coe 3385 mdm imp totexperimental stusof teDmonstrator
Associated with ithe 68030=. h CPU are 4M of and will be absent in an operational version which
RAM, two serial 1/O channels, timers, and a real-time will process or discard all signals within a few
cock The modem communicates at up to 19.2 seconds of captum.
kbiud, which is sufficient to relay= jamming The suite of PJL deci cessing and plot
strobe samples but not for die -time relay of extraction algorithms is esig to run in any type of
signals received at all beam headings when recording general-purpose processing hardware. Durig the
for subsequent replay. Two operating modes are development phase, detection processing is
thefore provided. In "recording md al caped m on a general-purpose multiple-user
signals are stored in full for a limited On network of SUN IPX workstations installed at the

riod, and then relayed. In -real-time mode only GEC-Marconi Research Laboratories.".im mt aue signal saPies are z•.lay4 as hin sp~tfo h JLd~t•p~s
real life, but continuous operation can be maintained its present form the PJL detection processing suite
for extended periods. is generously equipped with subroutines which

A similar single-board computer and modem ar used provide diagnostic data outputs for analysing the
Aat th e -BoARS mutiream ode e performance of alternative algorithms and processe.
at ete BEARS multibeam site but hfacine For trials use these will be bypassed in order to
s lemented by a SUN 1PX workstation ., improve tde overall processing resnse time. Some
wt disk storage for captured signal data awaitng latency is inevitable in any multistaic system which
processing, and tape storage for longer-term retention adaptively processes selected jamming samples;
of trials "runs". The interface unit at the cooperating normally this latency would not exceed the antenna
radar site can be initialised and controlled remotely scan periods of the network radars being suppored.
from the SUN workstation via the modems and link.
Software for these systems is written in "C" language. 7.7 Display and Recording

The main software routines and data flows used Operational PJL systems must report jammer plots
during the trials phase are indicated in Figure 6 and externally using appropriate formats but the ADELE
described below. Demonstrator will have a local PPI display using an

industry-standard colour monitor. There will also be
.m"aSU A 2,"SAUU relay facilities for remote display, for example at the
,WM* -'-W COW P•P"•.•', ,site of a cooperating radar during trials. At the

£PI MPAP'•t BEARS site the display shares facilities already

PY installed for active-bistatic trials but with the*¶oA~~ ~ tc~owsupporting software revised to provide additional
features. These features include:

0 Hyperbolic trilateradon curves relating to
location by cross-correlation.

P ,c-"MaQ o Symbolic target representation indicating
auxiliary detection parameters.

AAYY

,W[' 0 Operator interaction to display additional data for

Fias. ADEL EXPEWReTAI.ý PoCEs.S c selected targets.

0 Zoom expansion for target groups.
During trials "runs" in which signal data is being Arnificial persistence to simulate raw target
recorded at high rates for later processing and tracks.
analysis it is desirable to have confirmation that the
recorded data is not corrupted in any way, that its The display facilities are equipped for recording the

area of coverage is adequate, and that it does include data inputs in full during trials runs. This enables runs
samples from all important jamming sources. This to be replayed at increased or reduced frame rates,
information is required very promptly so that, if and allows the operator to "freeze" individual frames
necessary, adjustments can be made while airbome and to call up and examine the full detection
test targets remain in view (Jhere are no "targets of parameters for targets of interest.
opportunity" for PJL in peacetime). The ADELE
Demonstrator therefore includes a special processing 7. PJL Simulation
function which previews captured signals as tey am A realistic PJL test scenario must include a
stored and repots their integrity and content, substantial number of different airborne jammers. It

Extended trials will generate large numbers of stored is practical to provide this only rarely, during major
data files. These are coordinated by a file air defence exercises. Occasional large-scale PJ'L
management program to ensure that stored data is trials are essential but they cannot adequately test the
identified unambiguously, remains linked to full range of latent performance, so "real" trials must
associated data such as the trials log, and can be be supplemented by simulations. Indeed, simulation
recovered at will for replay and processing. Where is so important in PJL work that we might claim that
full signal samples have been recorded in all beams it is the real" trials that are supplementary.
the processing load can be reduced by rejecting
samples of no interest. Many of th processing
algorithms, along with extensive simulation
resources, run in FORTRAN 77 which is the
preferred medium for non-real-time processing. The
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Capture of jamming signal samples from a
a-fIr.& PLP mh1MVW cooperatig radar can be implemented at RF, IF or

baseband video according to the beamforming and
receiving channel architecture used by the radar. For
the Demonstrator this is done at RE and IF, by

yyTyTyyyyyyyyyy providing a duplicate BEARS-type receiver front end
UN-_Tmodule coupled to an aprpit radar beam M

ZO r , ",FORM M YM•and by providing a duplicate IF signal capture A/iD
interface card within the interface unit. The unit also
receives 12-bit azimuth data from the radar which it

30•, • ,VXT o ,WU .MA K , W:Tn relays to the PSR, together with timing information.
7.5 Syncbronisatlon

FS.ig& 'ALPLE BEAM FORl 4 Provided jamming sipnaI ,'.epts captured at
different sites overlap n ti&," suaciently to allow

ttaneous signal them to be cross-proce-..ed, exactly simultaneousThe beamformer supports an stan igna capture is not essential. However, very accurate
bandwidth in excess of 20 MHz, which is more than knowledge of the relative timing is necessary in oder
sufficient to match the bandwidth of captured to extract accurate range information for any targets
jamming samples relayed from cooperating radars which may be found. This applies both to PJL and to
Adjustment of the receiver local oscillator (LO) active-bistatic radar detections.
frequency, which is common to all the receiver front
ends, tunes reception to any desired frequency within The requirement is met by having accurately
the design range of the aperture, without affecting synchronised clocks at each site. Recorded jamming
operation of the beamformer. The system is designed excerpts ae time-tagged at each site so that wh
so that agile control of the LO will allow the PSR to subsequently cross-processed their relative timing is
follow frequency-agile radars. known to the accuracy required for plot reports. The

compact atomic clocks need to be resynchronised
7.3 Multi-Channel Signal Capture only at infrequent intervals. The ADELE
Jamming samples received in the 20 BEARS beam Demonstrator uses Loran C equipment for this
must be captured together if all are to overlap in time p '
with a sample relayed from a cooperating radar. 7.6 Signal and Data Processing
Capture must, of course, be implemented in real time,
whereas temporary storage of signal samples and A multbeam PSR having good instantaneous
cross-processing are most economically implemented bandwidth can capture a great deal of signal data
by a digital system able to deal with beams serially which must be sifted and processed or discarded
rather than all together. In the Demonstrator the real while still fresh. The only economic approach is to
time/machine time gap has been bridged by providin use industry-standard digital processing hardware for
a special analogue/digital interface card for each all signal and data handling subsequent to the special
beam channel in which signal samples are to be A/D channel interface cards we have already
captured. mentioned. The exclusive use of standard digital

hardware distinguishes the ADELE P1L system fromThe inputs to these cards connect directly to te its predecessors and is one of the features which the
beamformer outputs of the BEARS antenna, at 60 Demonstrator programme seeks to assess.
MHz IF, and each card carries out all the signal
conditioning required to prepare digitised baseband An advantage of non-dedicated hardware is that it can
signals for capture. Operation is continuous but when support alternative and adaptive forms of processng.
gated by a synchronised signal capture command For the Demonstrator it means that alternative
pulse, eah card "freezes" a suitable length of signal processing strategies and algorithms can be tested and
exce-pt in its digital memory. These excerpts are then the results critically compared. This requirement is
downloaded serially into the digital processing reflected in the processing resources provided for the
system. ADELE Demonstrator.

The Demonstrator processing architecture is designed
7.4 Radar Interfaces so that all captured signal samples, in all beams, can
Signal excerpt samples, beam heading, timing be recorded and stored for repeated play through
information, and other data must be extracted from alternative processing. Although this would not be a
cooperating radars and relayed to the PSR. For feature of an operational PJL system, for an
experimental ADELE trials it is also necessary to experimental Demonstrator it has several advantage&
relay certain control and diagnostic data not needed Firstly, it enables the maximum possible value to be
in an operational system. A special interface unit is obtained from sigal samples captured during
provided in order to equip existing AD radars to multiple-jammer trials and Air Defence exercises
provide samples and data in the form required. This is which, for obvious reasons, cannot be repeated at will
coupled to a cooperating radar and to an intersite link. to suit processing experiments. Secondly, because it
For the Demonstrator trials this link will normally be is not essential to complete the processing sequence
national or international telephone lines, in real time, it allows existing shared processing

resources to be exploited. Finally, it permits
diagnostic intrusions into the processing sequence in
order to analyse the efficiency of algorithms in as
much detail as may prove necessary.
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It is obvious that comprehensive testing by simulation Digital memory can hold large arrays of captured
must embrace multi-source jamming strategies signal samples for long enough to identif those of
spanning realistic AD scenarios out to long ranges. real importance and to relay them via low- ndwidth
What is less obvious is the amount of fine detail links to distant sites. The very high processing
necessary to represent individual jammers and their capacity now available in compact low-cost machines
emissions, because real world jammers do not emit supports advanced adaptive processing which can
neat mathematicd waveforms. It is necessary to respond to future developments in the jammer threat.
model inteactions between multiple emissions and PJL pro g can share machine capacity with other

receiving channel characteristics, including system functions according to demand and priority.phase-sensitive phenomena in order to modeldetection ane resolution performance with good These technologies enable an architecture in which
one passive receiver can support several netted radars

quantitative accuracy, and which is easy to manage and synchronise. The
Simulation resources having these and other multibeam unit can be compact, covert and mobile
capabilities have been built up at the GEC-Marconi and can provide active-biutatic radar plots as well as
Research Centre. The simulations run in FORTRAN jammer location when linked to network radars by
77 on SUN IPX and VAX networks. The simulations telephone-quality links.
generate captured jamming signal samples in formats The need for effective pave SUpport n the AD
identical to those used by the real PSR and associated radar bands and the principles by which it is achieved
cooperating radars and ar designed for have been proved over 30 years; these are not matters
cotnection to the processing resources used for of doubt. That this support can now be given
detection processing during actual trials. throughout NATO at low cost and at a new level of

Comprehensive simulation resources of this class efficiency will be shown in forthcoming trials of the
constitute an essential working tool without which ADELE Demonstrator.
today's advanced adaptive PJL processing algorithms
could not have been developed and proved. It is 9 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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RADZOLOCA!ION OF A SATKILZ•T-UO3M LOW BEACON
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San Diego, CA, 92152-5000, USA

ABSTRACT challenge was to design an experiment that
would measure TEC, or something

A year long experimental program was equivalent, to test ICED model profiles.
conducted to measure refractive banding,
or how much the signal deviates from true The discovery of an orbiting

line of sight, at low VHF frequencies satellite system that carried a low VHF
(29.5 MHz), and to determine whether this (LoVHF) beacon operating at 29.5 MHz
deviation or error could be predicted suggested a novel approach to this
using large scale ionospheric models such problem. The remainder of this paper
as the Ionospheric Conductivity and describes an experimental program in which
Electron Density (ICED) program. An a ground based HF interferometer was used
experiment to directly measure the angle to locate and track the LoVHF beacon as it
of arrival of a 29.5 MHz signal from an passed overhead. The objective of this
orbiting satellite was successfully experiment was to (1) directly measure the
completed. The satellite was in a refractive error, or how much the signal
circular orbit at an altitude of 1000 km. deviates from true line of sight, on the
It was shown that refractive errors can be transionospheric signal; (2) determine the
directly related to the electron density magnitude and characteristics of this
along the measurement slant range. uncorrected error; and (3) develop an
Ionospheric oisturbances such as sporadic electron density data base against which
E and ionospheric storms produce large, the ICED model could be compared.
short term errors that can approach 10
degrees. In addition to day/night EXPERIMENTAL NETHOD
variations, seasonal and solar cycle
sensitivities were found. The refractive The signal source for this experiment
error varied so rapidly with respect to was a low orbiting satellite. It
time and space that its prediction with a contained several HF/LoVHF beacons and
median value ionospheric code is almost transponders which produced morse code
impossible. signals at 29.5 MHz. For this project,

the morse beacons were used as point
signal sources. Originally planned as two
individually orbiting platforms, the

INRODUCTION satellites were launched together on a
navigational satellite (NAVSAT). This was

Recent advances in the science of fortunate as the NAVSAT was maintained in
ionospheric measurement provide a detailed an accurate circular orbit at 1000
picture of how the ionosphere is kilometer altitude. This encompasses 98
structured with respect to time and space. percent of the ionosphere. The
What is seen is a much more turbulent satellite's orbital inclination of 83
plasma than previously recognized, one degrees provided two or three useful
that is very susceptible to changes in passes a day. Data were collected every
solar radiation patterns and the earth's 15 seconds as long as the 29.5 MHz beacon
magnetic field. This new knowledge raises signal strength was sufficient for
questions about the predictability of gathering data. A normal pass would last
ionospheric structure. The bulk of the 12-13 minutes from horizon to horizon.
models used to predict electron density
between 50 km and 1000 km are based on Conceptually, the experiment was
empirical measurements. Their outputs are simple. The "apparent" position of the
median values. The key concern is how satellite was measured and compared to the
well they typify the real-time ionosphere "real" position derived from predicted
as a function of time of day, season and ephemeris data specifying the orbital
geographical location, location of the satellite in space and

time. The difference, expressed in
Programs at this facility use a angular error in degrees, is the

variety of ionospheric models. Usually, refractive bending error caused by the
the first question asked is how well they ionosphere between the satellite and the
can replicate the dynamics of the real ground station. The electron density was
world ionosphere. Recently this question then derived using coefficients of
was posed about the Ionospheric refraction at the beacon frequency.
Conductivity and Electron Density (ICED)
model (Daniell. et al., 1986). The To measure the satellite-borne
application of interest required an beacons, a direction finder with fast
accurate prediction of the electron processing time was required. It had to
density between the ground and outer make high time-resolution measurements of
space. One output from ICED is a true angle of arrival (AOA) in azimuth and
height electron density profile between 50 elevation. At that time, the only system
and 1000 km. A predicted total electron capable of accomplishing this was a Single
content (TECI was derived from this. The Site Locating (SSL) Testbed at Southwest
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Research Institute (SwRI) in San Antonio, SWRX STELLITE STATISTICS
Texas. The system, described earlier DAY # 174 DATASET A
(Rose, 1992), is a 7 element TIME TRUE SLANT OBSERVED DELTA
interferometer which uses an '"L" shaped m:MN:ss.ss AZ EL RANGE AZ EL AZ EL
array. It can perform successive angle of ........... ............... .......... ..........
arrival measurements in 3.5 millisecond 0355,:46.00 47.2 42.4 1365 47.0 42 9 -0. 5

0 2:55:46.01 47.2 42.4 1365 47.7 42 6 -0.5
intervals. At this sampling rate errors 03: 5546.02 47.2 42.4 1260 47.2 42.9 0.0 5
due to satellite motion are effectively 03:05:46.03 47.2 42.4 1365 48.1 42.7 -0.9 -0.3
minimized. 03:55:46.04 47.2 42.4 1365 47.9 42.5 -0.7 1

03:,5:46.06 47.2 42.4 1365 47.2 42.7 -0.1 -0.3
03:55:46.06 47.2 42.4 1365 47.5 42.4 -0.2 0.0

In order to perform the desired 03:55:46.09 47.2 42.4 13365 40 42.7 :0: 030:5:46.0 47,2 42*4 13:55 47,6 42:8 _0, -0.4

comparisons with ionospheric models, the 03:55:46.10 47.2 42.4 1361 47.4 43.2 0.2 _0 a
refractive bending data had to be 03:55:46.12 47.2 42.4 1365 46.9 42.6 0.3 -0.2
expressed in terms of electron density. 03:55,:46.30 47.1 42.3 1366 47.0 42.9 0.1 0:6

02:55:46.21 47.1 42.2 1266 47.4 43.0 -0.3 -0.7
Before and after each pass, the peak 03:55:46.23 47.1 42.3 1366 47.2 42.7 -0.2

electron density was measured with a 03:55:46.34 47.1 42.3 1326 47.4 42.6 -0.3 -0.3
vertical incidence sounder. The measured 03:05546:30 47.1 42.3 1366 47.4 42.6 :0.: :0.

03t55:46 36 47.1 42:3 136S 47* 4 - 0 :5 0.

F-region critical frequency, the foF2, is 03:55:46.37 47.1 42:.3 166 47:6 42.7 -05 -0.4
directly related to peak electron density 03:55:46.38 47.1 42.3 1366 47.5 42 -0.4 -0.
(Ne ) by : 03: 5 :46 .34 47:1 42:3 1366 47:2 42 .6 :0 4 :-0 :

03:5$5.46(. 42 47. 1 42 .3 1,366 47,.0 42.6 0.1 -00.,

03:55:46.43 47.1 42.3 1366 47.6 42.8 0.5 -0.5

(1) Ne(el/cm3) - 1.24xlOE4 x foF2(MHz) 03:55:46:44 47:1 42:3 1366 47.2 42.: o.1 :0.2
03:55:6. 53 47 .1 42 .3 1367 470 42. 0 -05

02:15:46.54 47.1 42.3 1367 47.0 42.8 01 -0.0

03:55:46.55 47.1 42.3 2367 47.7 42.7 -0.6 -0.4

Becouse the interferometer produced 03:55:46.56 47.1 42.3 1367 47.6 42.9 -0.: -0.6
03:55"46.57 47.0 42.3 1267 47.7 42.5 -0.7 -0.2

large amounts of data very quickly, data 03:55:46.58 47.0 42.3 1367 47.3 42.8 -0.3 -0.5
collection periods were limited to windows 03:55:46.59 47.0 42.3 1367 47.2 42.8 -0.2 -0.5
that were four seconds in length. In this 03:55-46.60 47.0 42.3 1367 47.1 42 0 -0.1 0.3

03:55"46.61 47.0 42.3 1367 47.2 42.9 -0.2 _0.6time 1152 frames of data were collected. 00:55:46.63 47.0 42.3 1367 47.2 42.9 -0.2 -0.6
A frame is a 3.5 millisecond AOA 03:55:46.64 47.0 42.3 2367 47.7 43.0 -0.7 :0.7
measurement of the phase data from each of 03:55,46.65 47.0 42.3 1367 46.9 42.6 0.1 -0.1

03:55:46.66 47.0 42.3 1367 47.0 42.8 0.0 0.5
the seven interferomter elements. The 03:55:46.67 47.0 42.3 1367 47.4 42.8 -0.4 -0.5

satellite moved approximately 30 km during 03:55:46.73 47.0 42.3 1367 47.3 42.4 -0.3 -0.1
the 4 second window or about 26 metrs 03:55:4675 47.0 42.3 1367 47.5 42.6 -0.9 -0.2

0:3 1:46.77 47.0 42.3 1367 47.0 42.7 0.0 -0.4between frames. Each frame was time 03:05:46.78 47.0 42.3 1367 47.2 43.0 -0.2 -0.7
tagged and stored on magnetic media. In 03:55:46.80 47.0 42.3 1368 47.1 42.' -0.1 -0.4

addition, a vertical incidence sounder Figure 1 - Segment of phase linear data
ionogram was made prior to and after each
pass to determine ionospheric conditions, from a four second frame
Next, each frame underwent phase linearity
testing. This test determines whether the close the satellite passed overhead to the
array observed a plane-wave and made an receiver, the data mapped represented an
AOA observation based on one signal. The area about 600 km wide and several
frames that passed this test, typically thousand kilometers long. The predicted
100-500 of the 1152 collected in each ephemeris data were checked on each pass
window, were put into an analysis file for by carefully observing the times of
further processing. Figure 1 shows an acquisition of signal (AOS) and loss of
analysis file segment from one four second signal (LOS). This normally occurs as the
window. In a final step, the data are satellite comes over the horizon and is in
reduced into spreadsheet format for line of sight of the receiving station.
analysis. Any error in the predicted ephemeris data

showed up as a bias in the output data and
DISCUSSION OF THE DATA was easily spotted. AOS on a north to

south pass was the most reliable test with
The experimental program was the difference between predicted and

conducted between October 1988 and observed AOS times never exceeding several
December 1989. Over this period, 217 seconds. Prediction of LOS to the south
passes provided information that were was completely unreliable, with the
suitable for analysis. These included: differences between predicted and observed

being tens of seconds to minutes. This
28 Cases - Setup/Calibration - was because the 29.5 MHz signal would

(October - December 1988) become a skywave signal at low elevation
40 Cases - Winter- angles and could be heard half way around

(January - March 1989) the world.
40 Cases - Spring Most of the data were collected

(April - June 1989) between elevation angles of 20 and 82
50 Cases - Summer - degrees. Below 20 degrees, the slant

(July - September 1987) ranges exceed 2000 km, the signal to noise
52 Cases - Fall is very poor and the likelihood of an

(October - December 1989) undistorted plane wave signal was very
low. Directly overhead above 82 degrees,

This experiment performed above the arctangent calculation in the azimuth
expectations throughout the year. There calculation breaks down and answers are
was no period in which data could not be unreliable. Once these boundaries were
acquired. established, data collection became

A unique aspect of this experiment straight forward.
was the amount of the ionosphere that was Several trends appeared early in the
measured on each pass. Depending on how tests and it soon became easy for the
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analyst to discern whether the pass was Figure 2(b) shows a summer pre-sunset
north to south or via* versa. The large case. The refractive error is largely
patches of irregularities that effected by slant range, increasing as
characterize latitudes below 30 degrees ranges increase. The average overall AOA
north were evident. The ionosphere to the error is 3.5%. However, as range
north of the receiver site was less dense increases, the error exceeds 5%, similar
than to the south. Changes in signals to the accuracies of the SSL in locating
from the north were orderly and at terrestrial targets.
expected levels. Signals from the south
were always variable and unpredictable Figure 3 shows the effects of
with greater errors at long slant ranges. sea . al changes and how refractive error

cha jae with season. Figure 3(a) depicts
wit er night where error is minimal due to

Because of the satellite's orbit, the 1e ir electron density. Even at night
times signals could be received changed tr re is some evidence of the differences
daily. This allowed a measurement i" the ionosphere to the north and the
schedule that could probe the ionosphere .uth. Figure 3(b) shows what happens
at different times of day and night. The uuring the night in the summer when
periods at pre-sunrise (electron density electron density is greater. In both
minimum) and pre-sunset (electrOn density cases the data were collected during pre-
maximum) were always the most interesting, sunrise when electron density is lowest.
At pre-sunrise in the winter, the electron
density almost disappears allowing the RADIOLOCATION ERROR
scientist to determine the baseline
accuracy of the interferometer without . . .
interference from the ionosphere. 4Figure-----

Figure 2(a) shows a pass that --
occurred during the winter at pre-sunrise -- .......... .
(absolute minimum electron density). To
the north, there is little error in either r - - - " -

azimuth or elevation angles that are
measured. For this pass, the overall
miss-distance error between predicted and
observed AOA is 1.5%. Numerous other .,' . ....
passes that occurred during the pre-
sunrise period show about the same
accuracy. Therefore, this is close to the -4 _

minimum error of the SSL.

RADIOLOCATION ERROR . , *

2o5 ! • • - ,- - r - -- ,,

-Figre 2(a) S--

Firsho e 34b

. 'T ain W. a

J Figurer 4 show the efft o nt4 1/ o refractiv e is dayige ben

°°l -• • e I • ' The lrgciest diffeendce iros in relevaio

than one degree. In figure 4(b), the

• • .... summer day, there is a more pronounced
Co •'signal bending over the longer slant

ranges. For both examples the point of
L closest approach is nearly the sac e band at

, ,,that point the errors are nearly the same.
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RADIOLOCATION ERROR The deviation of the summer curve from the
-Mo*.ImW other three seasons is referred to as to

the "seasonal anomaly."

The curve in figure 6 indicates that
the relationship between transionospheric
angular error and electron density is

__nearly linear. They can be expressed with
two terms, one for winter, spring and
fall, and one for summer. The

, . measurements were made at solar cycle
maximum when electron densities are the
highest. Therefore, the relationships for
solar minimum are already accounted for

"- because it is already known that one of
the effects of solar decline is that foF2

V J values are less as depicted in the lower
I-s- y ,a• is.•niy half of figure 6. The data in figure 6

RU.Z" W represent the "slowly varying" component
a Amt* . no" for modeling transionospheric electron

density and the resultant refractive
aft,~ $ý M bending.

r19-re 4(b)

4RADIOLOCATION ERROR

i$
- 42 .= . .

Analysis of the individual ' . n * 57

spreadsheet data for each pass showed that A a[""

the errors in the elevation angle were the TRANSIONOSPHERIC EXPERIMENT 29.5 (MHZ)
primary contributor to Ihe overall error.
Elevation errors are caused by horizontal ANGULRL EROR BySEASON
electron density gradients which, in turn, m j 7iqsr., o,.n
are caused by cyclic changes in time of
day, season, and solar cycle. These • -

changes are smoother and less radical than
those caused by vertical gradients.

Vertical gradients cause errors in 0 1,

the azimuth angle of arrival. These tend .1
to be caused by short term phenomena such 1 __

as sporadic-E, traveling ionospheric _ _,

disturbances and ionospheric storm
effects. Figure 5 shows the effect of _
sporadic E on a summer morning pass. The _
positive shift in azimuth error when the < 0s4--.
satellite is nearest the receiver (1101 2 ,• 52 e2 ,22,22,0 2, 12 , 2 '2 -2
km) is due to the very intense overhead E ECTRNSIF32
region. As the signal source moves away, × 0
the effects diminish rapidly because thelayer is relatively thin. With data acquisition complete, the

next objective was to compare observed
After a year of making measurements, data with predicted data from ICED. For

there-was sufficient data to obqerve the the exact times measurements were made,
diurnal and seasonal ionospheric effects model ionospheres were derived fror ICED.
on AOA measurements. Each pass was The homing mode of a raytrace program was
reduced to a composite vector sum of the used to trace the signal ray path from the
elevation and azimuth errors as a function satellite to some ground point. Ephemeris
of for2. This was then plotted by season data on the satellite's location were used
(Figure 6). While the results shown in as a starting point. The output was the
figure 6 are not surprising, it does latitude and longitude of the ground
provide a quantitative relationship that intercept point. This was converted into
can be used to test computer simulations. azimuth and elevation error and then
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compared to the measured data. One method degrees., The mean azimuth error is 0.45
of displaying the comparisons is shown in degrees with a 1.0 degree standard
figure 7. The differences between deviation. In combination with the
observed and predicted azimuth and results for the nighttime case, these
elevation errors are used to generate a results point to the error being
differential azimuth/elevation scatter introduced by the ICED model rather than
plot. If the model predictions are close the raytrace. This is because the
to the actual measured data, then the interpolation scheme used in the raytrace
scatter plot provides a tight cluster is the same for both night and day.
about zero. The more the prediction
deviates from the observed data, the CONCLUSIONS
greater the spreading of the data. Figure
7 shows data comparisons for both day and A year long campaign successfully
night situations between elevation angles produced a unique data base on tn3
of 30 and 60 degrees, the optimum angles refractive bending of a LOVHF signil
for the interferomi*er array. caused by a variety of ionospharicconditions. A ground-based direction

finder used an orbiting beacon on 29.5 MHz
, .... • to map ionospheric electron density. Theeffects of day/night cycles and season

0- were observed. Short term variations,

such as those due to sporadic E and
____ ionospheric storms were measured.

During periods of electron densityL fjI:117minimum, the v'-tor sum of the azimuth and
elevation errors ranged near 1.5 percent

d(.,, 0 -of the slant range between the satellite

and receiver. This is likely the
instrumental accuracy of the 7 channel

5 - interferometer that was used.
.1 IDuring measurements when the electron

density was at maximum values, the-•® ... ... • , , ,, , transionospheric angular errors ranged
- between 5 and 10 percent of range. Short

rig~r.7(.) term gradients caused by sporadic E and
ionospheric storms pushed the errors to

~ ~ ' ~excessive levels.
A relationship was developed that

relates transionospheric angular error to
the peak electron density as measured from

_1__ i a ground-based vertical sounder. This was
then used to test various ionospheric

, models to see if they could firstSI I'.replicate the observed bending and then
,, ---. - correct for it. The results were not

j I satisfactory as the ICED model tends to
over-predict the electron density during
daylight hours. It is suspected that this
is due, in part, to a poorly modeled
topside ionosphere, from 350 km up to the
1000 kilometer altitude of the satellite.
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standard deviation of 1.15 degrees. The
mean azimuth difference was 0.25 degrees Daniell Jr., R.E., D.T. Decker, D.N.
with a standard deviation of 1.36 degrees. Anderson, J.R. Jaspr-.,, J.J. Sojka, R.W.
With the minimal night ionosphere the Schunk, "A Global Ionospheric Conductivity
predicted data set does track the observed and Electron Density (ICED) Model,"
data set, although with a tendency to Proceedinaq from the Ionospheric Effects
under-predict elevation. Symposium, Effect of the Ionosphere on

Radiowave signals and System Performance,
In figure 7(b), 269 daytime data I-3 May 1990

poi ts are shown. A fairly tight
distribution is seen but the center of the Rose, R.B.,"A Current Assessment of Single
elevation distribution has become Site Locating Technology,"Electrorgnetic
negative, indicative of over-prediction. Wave Propagation Panel NATO- '.4D 50th
The meas elevation difference is -1.54 Symposium on Radiolocation Techniques,
deqrees with a standard deviation of 1.12 London, UK, 1-5 June 1992.
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DISCUSSION

T. COYNE
I understood from your previous presentation (paper 10) that problems above 82. elevation were associated with ionospheric tilts - I
take it from your present paper this is not correct. The problem is an instrumental one - which surprises me as you are close to
line-of-site to the interferometer when it is equipped with loops.

AUTHOR'S REPLY
For an interferometer, azimuth calculat'ons become unstable at elevation angles of greater than 82-. This is systematic of the
system that we are using. A fairly complex solution was developed by Frank Polkinghom of NRL to circumvent the large azimuth
errors at overhead angles.

E. HAYDEN
For the interferometer system iv question, when the signal arrives from directly overhead it is true that the azimuth measurement
becomes indeterminate. However. in that same situation it is important to keep in mind that the elevation measurement is at its
most accurate because the wave direction is normal to the array plane.

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Concur.

L BERTEL
Calculation of angle errors requires knowledge of the electron density in the vicinity of the satellite, do you take that parameter into
account in your simulations? And, if the answer is 'yes', what ionospk.eric profile do you use?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Initially we used rather simplistic assumptions in structuring the experiment. The beacon transmitter was at 1000 km altitude. At
this altitude, the emitter is above 96-97% of the total electron content. Therefore, we initially assumed, the transmitter and receiver
were completely above and below the ionosphere and the bending oberved was due to the plasma in between. The ionospheric
profiles we used were from ICED for the midlatitude experiment. With the type of day time errors observed, the median
ionospheric electron content is too high already. To account for the residual 3-4% of electron content that exists between 1000 and
1500 km would only increase the error.

C. GOUTELARD
Pourquoi n'utilisez-vous pas le mo&le de Bent pour Ia modifisation de l'ionosphre au voisinage du satellite? (suite I Ia question
de Mr Bertel).
Why not use the Bent model for modeling the ionosphere in the vicinity of the sojellue? (Follow-up to Mr. Bertel's question).

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Our proj.ct was specifically tasked to investigate useability of electrs a density profiles from ICED. We could have used the same
process on any Ne profle from any model. It just wasn't our task on this projec'.

H. SOICHER
Transionospheric transmissions at 2ý.5 MHz are occasionally subjected to anomalous propastion conditions (e.g, reflections to
receivers from totally different directions). Have you noticed such? Under what circumstances?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Yes, myself and the scientists at SWRI. where the measurements w-ere made, were very aware of what happens when signals at 29.5
MHz go skywave. One time on a north-south pass, we observed the beacon until it was over Antarctica. To the south, in the
summer when the equatorial anomaly was the furthest north we saw many cases where large azimuth and elevation errors occurred.
Normally, measurements te the north were well behaved. We have confirme.1 cases from ionospheric storms. Eý, auroral
backscatter, and equatorial E However, because of the very extensive data base collected dunng normal conditions, anomalous
propagation amounted to a very small percentage of the data.
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SUMMARY Bearing errors of 2" to 3' resulting from the sunrise/sunset
gradients in the ionosphere have been observed by Tedd et al

Strong gradients in electron density associated with sunrise (Reference 1) for a number of one-hop paths in Western
and sunset are a well known feature of the ionosphere and will Europe. In this study, the transmission path is located in the
produce off great circle bearings, particularly if the North American sector.
propagation path is parallel to the dawn or dusk terminator.
Measureaments have been undertaken of the direction of arrival 2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
of signals :n the range 3 to 23 MHz radiated by a trasmuitter
located at Clyde River in the Canadian Arctic (70'N. 70'W). An HF transmitter has been located at Clyde River, North
The path from this transmitter to the receiving site at Boston. West Territories, Canada. and the bearings of the signals
USA. is parallel to the dawn dusk line and consequently measured at a site near Boston, Massachusetts. in the U.S.A.
systematic changes in bearings are expected to occur. The frequencies employed ranged from 3 MHz to 23 MHr and
Bearings measured during January 1989 indicate a positive the results reported here are for frequencies greater than 10
error of a few degrees at around sunrise. As the day MHz. The upper frequencies have been selected, since they
progressed the error decreased, becoming zero at local noon at were above the LUF and below the MUF during most of the
the path mid poinL As the dusk approaches, the tilts in the dawn/dusk periods. Bearing measurements were made using
ionosphere are reversed in gradient and there is a smaller a wide aperture goniomesric direction finder and the observed
negative swing in the mean bearing. The bearing earor at dusk azimuthal angle of arrival was recorded at 30 second intervals
is smaller than at sunrise since the ionospheric gradients at during each 2 minute transmission interval. The transmissions
this time are less steep. The diurnal swing in the bearing were repeated at half-hour intervals during the observing
occurs during the winter and equinox periods but is absent (or periods which covered 30 days during the summer, winter and
very small) during sunisner. This is because the ionospheric equinox periods.
gradients in anune- are smaller than those at other seasons
due to the relatively low values of the F-region critical The results obtained during January 1989 are reproduced in
frequency (foF2) which occur duiing the summer daytime. Figure I in which the average bearing for each hourly interval

for all frequencies above 10 MHz has been plotted. The
1. INTRODUCTION signals are first acquired at sunrise when the path opens due to

the increasing electron density caused by the solar
Errors in the angles of arrival of HF signals received after illumination. This results in a rapid increase in MUF to a
reflection from the ionosphere can occur because of gradients value well above 10 MHz. At this time, there is a positive
in the electron density height distribution. Such gradients error of about 2' in the bearing measurement. As the day
produce a tilted reflecting surface which allows the signals to progresses, the error decreases. becoming zero at local noon at
propagate from the transmitter to the receiver via off.great the path mid point (17:20 UT). At this time, the ionosphere
circle paths. Tilts and gradients are produced in the has fully formed and there are no large E-W gradients present.
ionosphere by a number of geophysical processes, eg. the As dusk approaches, the electron density decreases due to the
propagation of internal gravity waves which cause travelling increasing domination of recombination. The E-W tilt is.
ionospheric disturbances. This investigation is concerned therefore, in the opposite direction to that at sunrise. This can
with the influence of the large, slowly moving, tilts which are be seen as a small V negative error in the bearing
associated with the dawn/dusk terminators. These tits are measurements. The smaller error at dusk is to be expected
found to produce systematic errors in bearings, paricularly for since the gr-,Iients at this time are less steep than at sunri e.
paths whose direction is parallel to the line of the terminator. This can be seen from Figures 2(a) and (b), in which the
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contours of constant electron density (iso-ionic contours) are gradient is then orthogonal to the path direction. As the path
reproduced for summer and winter conditions respectively, direction moves away from N - S. the bearing error due to
At latitudes between 45' and 70*N. the sunrise gradient in these tilts becomes smaller and will become zero for E-W
winter is much steeper than at sunset. In summer, the propagation when this path direction is parallel to that of the
difference is not so marked because of the lower values of the tilt. The magnitude of these errors is not critically dependent
F-region critical frequency which occur in summer daytime, on path length provided the transmission is via a one-hop
The transition from night to day is. therefore, less marked mode.
during this season. This conclusion is confirmed
experimentally and the systematic bearing error during 4. CONCLUSIONS
summer is too small to measure.

The gradients in electron density which are produced in the
3. DISCUSSION ionosphere at sunrise and sunset can influence the angle of

arrival of HF signals. This is particularly true for paths which
The bearing earo due to a tilted ionosphere can be determined are perpendicular to the gradient since maximum deflection of
by ray tracing analysis. Ray tracing calculations for the the reflection point from its plane mirror position will occur
Clyde-Bo ton path have been undertaken by means of the when the tilt is at right angles to the path. The gradient, and
Jones (Re!erence 2) analysis. The model ionosphere assumed hence the bearing error. are greater at sunrise than at sunset
in these calculations have been based on the data contained in and have their greatest magnitude in winter. In summer, when
Figures 2(a) and (b). Positive bearing errors of about 2 or 3 the difference m the magnitude of the night-time and daytime
degrees are obtained from the winter model (Figure 2(a)) electron density is smaller, little change is observed in the
whereas very small errors (less than I degree) are produced by bearing. The systematic nature of these errors and their
the gradients present in. the summer model (Figure 2(b)). repeatability from day to day suggests that a correction
These calculations confirm the experimental evidence that procedure could be developed for their removal.
systematic bearing enors are associated with the
sunrise/sunset gradient particularly in winter. S. REFERENCES

The present results and those of Tedd (Reference 1) suggest I. Tedd B L, H J Strangeway and T B Jones. Systematic
that these bearing errors are a regular feature associated with ionospheric electron density tilts at mid lautudies and
sunrise and sunset. Thus, a simple correction (addition and their associated bearing errors. JATP. 47, 1085. 1985.
subtraction) could be applied to the measured bearings for this
type of propagation path. Note that the maximum error will 2. Jones R M. A 3.D Ray Tracing program. ESA
occur for North - South paths since the electron density Technical Report IER17. ITSAI7, 1966.
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Figure 1. DF measurements for the Clyde River - Boston path. January 1989. The upper frame shows
the average bearing error as a function of time of day for all frequencies above 10 MHz and the lower
frame the number of bearing measurements made.
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Figure 2(a). World maps of foF2 for winter. Note the steep East-West gradients, eapeclaly at sunrise.
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Large bearing errors observed at a high latitude DF site
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SUMMARY Since the polar cap ionosphere is known to be less disturbed
than that in the auroral oval and, moreover, there is no

It is well known that the auroral zone ionosphere contains obvious source of ionospherit. gradients within the polar cap
steep time varying gradients in electron density which can region, a more detailed investigation of these observations
produce large off-great circle bearings in the direction of was undertaken with a view to identifying the cause of the
arrival of HF radio signals reflected from this region of the bearing errors. A possible cause of these errors is identified
ionosphere. Recent DF measurements at a high latitude site and the geophysical parameters responsible for the
indicate that large bearing errors are also observed in signals disturbance discussed.
reflected from the polar cap ionosphere which is generally
regarded as being a much less disturbed region than the 2. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS
auroral zone. A feature of these measurements is a large (±
5W") quasi-periodic swing in the direction of arrival observed During the period 11-20 November 1990, measurements were
for both short and long propagation paths. These changes in made at Alert of the arrival angles of the signals received
angle of arrival are attributed to reflection from patches or from Thule (8.050 MHz) and Halifax (8.697 MHz). These
"blobs" of over-dense plasma which travel with d.ie transmitters are located at 676 and 4200 km from Alert
convection current flow across the polar cap region from respectively (see Figure 1).
dayside to nightside. The periods of large bearing swings are
well correlated with the onset of magnetic activity as Both the azimuth data collected by the goniometer system and
measured by the Kp index. the azimuth and elevation angles measured by the

interferometer indicate that large time varying changes in
1. INTRODUCTION these parameters are frequently observed. Typical examples

of the large azimuth changes recorded by the goniometer
The errors measured by HF direction finders on signals system on 18 November 1990, are reproduced in Figure 2 (a)
received over high latitude propagation paths are usually and (b). In Figure 2 (a) the bearings of the 8.050 MHz Thule
much greater than those of signals received via the mid and transmission are plotted as a function of the time of day (UT).
low latitude ionosphere. These errors have generally been Similar azimuth angle data measured by the same system for
attributed to the propagation path reflection points being in or the Halifax (8.697 MHz) signal are reproduced in Figure 2(b).
nea the auroral oval where large gradients in electron density Very large bearing swings, of more than 100 degrees, are
are known to occur. These gradients form tilted reflection evident on both paths during the period 08.00 to 12.00 UT (ie.
surfaces which allow off great circle propagation paths 04.00 to 08.00 local). Note that the swing is from a negative
between the transmitter and the DF site. In Novemnber 1990 a bearing error through the true great circle position to a
controlled series of experiments were undertaken in the high positive error in both cases. The true bearings for the Halifax
Arctic. at Alert, North West Territories, Canada, (82.5'N, and Thule transmitters are 182 and 194 degrees respectively
62.4'W) with a goniometer based and with an interferometer and these are marked on the figure. The period between 12.00
based DF system. An interesting feature of the data collected and 16.00 UT is relatively undisturbed but after 18.00 UT
during the te3ts was that on some days very large bearing (14.00 local), large bearing errors are again observed on the
swings (in excess of :50") were measured by both instruments Thule path. At this time, however, the bearing moves from a
and on two propagation paths. Furthermore, the large positive value, through the great circle position, to a
interferometer also indicated changes in the elevation angle of large negative value, time progresses. Note that the
arrival although these were not. in general, well correlated number of bearing swir . fewer in the post noon than in the
with the bearing changes. These large errors were measured pre noon r large bearing errors are observed
on the Thule-Alert path (676 kIn) which is always contained only on the ijnui. -. .: post noon period.
entirely within the polar cap and on the Halifax-Alert path
(4200 km) which has one of its reflection points within the The azimuth and elevation angle data measured by the
polar cap. interferometer during the 17 November are reproduced in
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Figure 3 (a and b) for the 8.050 MHz transmission from reflectors for HF radiowaves. It should be noted that the over-
Thule. High time resolution plots of these data indicate that dense plasm -t regions can extend laterally for several hundred
two or more bearing angles can occur simultaneously but the kilometres and extend in height throughout the F-region. The
dominant feature is the swing flom small to large bearings as features of individual blobs can vary considerably and their
time progresses. The changes in the elevation angle are less density will gradually decrease as recombination taken place.
well defined than those in azimuth and there is a considerable
(-15') spread in this parameter. The physical processes which produce the detached plasma

patches are not well understood but are known to be
3. INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA associated with the dayside cusp region of the magnetosphere,

with the level of geomagnetic activity and the magnitude and
3.1 Production mechanisms for large bearing errors direction of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF). In order
The large periodic swings in azimuth, for example on the 17 to account for the DF observations it now has to be
and 18 November. indicate that the the incoming wave established that time varying bearing errors can be produced
direction varies from approximately 50' on one side of the by the convecting blobs.
true bearing to 50" on the other side of true bearing within
about 30 mins. The azimuth change is accompanied by 3.2 Modelling of the bearing changes due to a plasma
changes in elevation angle which do not appear to be directly blob
correlated with the bearing change. Let the blob be of sufficiently high electron density to reflect

the radiowave transmitted from T and received at R - see
To produce off great circle path propagation, tilts and/or Figure 5. Assuming that the electron density gradients in the
gradients in electron density are required. If the bearing blob are such that they are capable of reflecting the signal, a
changes with time. then either the gradient must change or the propagation path from T to R via the blob will be established
reflection point must move relative to the transmintter-receiver as soon as the blob is illuminated by the transmitter (position
direction. Gradient changes associated with the auroral oval A). This will produce a bearing error 01. As the blob moves
or the high latitude trough can give rise to large bearing along the direction AB, the bearing error will decrease and the
errors, however, these gradients are slow moving and cannot elevation angle increases. The signal will be recetved along
produce the quasi periodicity which are a feature of the the great circle position when the blob is at point D. The
present observations. The most common disturbances in the beanng will then increase tn the opposite sense (02) as the
ionosphere. which gives rise to time vanations similar to those blob travels. The maximum elevation angle will be recorded
observed, are those associated with travelling ionospheric at the point of closest approach to the receiver, ie. at C. The
disturbances (TIDs). TIDs can occur at any latitude and at bearing angle error continues to increase as the blob moves to
any time of day or season. The period of these disturbances the radio horizon of the transmitter at B. This sequence
ranges from 20 min to more than I hour. However, the depends on the blob always presenting a suitable gradient for
electron density gradients associated with TIDs are relatively propagation to occur between the transmitter and receiver.
small and will typically produce off great circle bearings of This would require convex reflecting surfaces, as would be
about .5' for a one hop propagation path (Reference 1). Even the case in an over-dense blob.
assuming that TIDs in the auroral oval were larger than
normal, they could not produce the very large ±50' bearing Since the exact form of the blob is not known, and will, in any
errors observed, case, vary from blob to blob. a somewhat simplified approach

has been adopted in order to model the variation of the
Gradient features specifically related with the polar cap region azimuth and elevation angles with time during the transit of
are those associated with convecting plasma 'blobs or patches the blob. It has been assumed that the blob is a point specular
cf enhanced electron density. Recent observations reflector which moves along any arbitrary linear path. The
(Reference 2) of the polar cap ionosphere have established the height of the reflector can be vaned as can the path direction
existence of large blobs of over-dense plasma which convect and the velocity of transit. The computer simulation indicates
across the polar cap region carried along by the convection that changing the height of the reflector (100 and 300 kin)
current flows. These flows usually form a two-cell makes little difference to the form the variation in either
convection pattern with the flow over the pole being from the parameter. The magnitude of the changes are, however,
dayside to nightside, (see Figure 4). On the dayside, during greater when the higher (300 kin) reflection height is adopted.
moderate geomagnetic acti-vity, parts of the enhanced auroral
oval plasma can become detached. Due to the long As might be expected, the position of the reflector relative to
recombination time-constants in the F-region this detached the receiver at its point of closest approach, makes a
plasma will have a long life time (several hours) and so will considerable difference to the rate of change, particularly in
move across the polar cap embedded into the normal the bearing angle. Furthermore, if the reflector were to pass
convection flow. The feature will then appear as a patch or directly over the receiver, any azimuthal angle of arrival could
"blob' of over-dense plasma moving through the ambient polar be generated. The above modelling serves only to illustrate
cap ionosphere. the kind of changes that may be expected and such changes

have been observed in the measured data. For a real blob,
These features have been observed by high latitude incoherent neither the reflection height nor the reflection point on the
scatter radars such as Sonderstromfjord. Millstone Hill and blob would remain constant as the blob travels and these
EISCAT. The electron density within the blobs is changes would influence both the azimuth and elevation
considerably greater than that of the ambient ionosphere. angles measured at the receiver. The changes in reflection
Consequently, the blob boundaries correspond to regions of geometry between transmitter and receiver would also have to
steep gradients in electron density which act as good tilted be taken into account as would the size of the blob (several
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hundred kin). For example, the blob may not travel along a substantial increase in the F-region critical frequency while
straight line path and there may be more than one blob feature the blob is within the first Fresnel zone of the ionosonde. The
present at may given time. A more realistic model of this kind duration of the F-region critical frequencies enhancement
is now being developed, will, of course, depend on the velocity of the blob. The time

plot of foF2 should, therefore, contain quasi periodic

3.3 Dlurnalchanges enhancements during blob activity. Such plots are reproduced
One of the interesting features of the large bearing swings in Figure 7& and 7b from data produced by the Thule
observed on both 17 and 18 November on the Thule-Alert ionosonde (17 and 18 November 1990) (Reference 3). For
path is that the direction of rotation of the bearing error is contrast, the variation of foF2 for a quiet day (19 November
different in the pre sad post noon periods. Around local noon 1990) is presented in Figure 7c.
there is little change in bearing which is near to its great circle
value. Thus, the bearing changes from small to large values There is a very clear difference between the F-region
in the morning and from large to small values in the behaviour as measured by the ionosonde on the blob active
afternoon. This implies that the direction in which the and quiet days. The data presented in Figure 7 confirm that
reflecting blob crosses the great circle path between the large transient enhancements in electron density occurred on
transmitter and receiver must change between the two periods. 17 and 18 November whereas, in contrast, no such changes

were present on the quiet day (19 November). Comparison

A basic model of the polar cap convection flow is reproduced with the DF data indicates that large bearing errors are only
in Figure 4. The two-cell structure is clearly evident as is the present on those days when the ionosonde records large
anti-sunward flow over the magnetic pole. This pattern is transient fluctuations in foF2. Good bearing performance is
fixed in space (relative to the sun) and the earth rotates always obtained dunng quiet days when there are no
beneath these flows. For the Halfax and Thule to Alert paths, disturbances in the ionosonde records. Detailed comparison
local and magnetic times are quite similar, thus, in the between the measured foF2 and bearing fluctuations indicate
morning the flow is almost orthogonal to the path (T - R) as that there is not a high degree of correlation between
indicated in Figure 6 (a) Blobs detached from the dayside (- individual events. This may be due to the location of the
12.00 UT) will follow the direction of the convection flow ionosonde not being at the propagation path mid point or that
over the polar cap as indicated by the arrow. Reflections from the blobs might change their form as they propagate from the
the blob will thus be received first when it is in position (1). location of the ionosonde to that of the DF path reflection
ie. the measured bearing will be smaller than the great circle point.
value. As the blob moves with the flow, the bearing angle
will increase to its true great circle (zero error) position and The study of the ionosonde data revealed that the disturbances
continue to increase as the blob travels away to position (2). in critical frequency occurred only during periods of relatively

high geomagnetic activity. The 3 hour Kp values have been

Near noon, Figure 6 (b). the flow is approximately parallel to included in Figure 7 and it is evident that these are much
the propagation path, consequently the presence of blobs will higher for the active days compared with the quiet day. It
have little effect on the azimuthal angle of arrival although appears that an Ap value of 10 or greater can lead to the type
they will still produce changes in the elevation angle. of fluctuation of foF2 associated with propagating blobs. This

suggests that the magnetometer data might provide an
In the post noon period, the flow is again almost indication of blob activity and, hence, of the likely occurrence
perpendicular to the path but this time the earth has rotated so of large beating errors.
that the path is in the position shown in Figure 6 (c). When
reflections from the blob are first obtained, position (1), the (ii) Mainetometer measurements. It has already been
bearings will be larger than the great circle values. These established that days of moderate magnetic activity (Ap>10,
values will decrease as the blob moves with the convection Kp > 3) were likely to have blob-like features which could be
flow, the smallest bearing angles being recorded at position detected by the Thule ionosonde in foF2 and by the DF
(2), when the path from the blob finally disappears. systems at Alert as large bearing errors on the polar cap

propagation paths. To enable closer inspection of the
The change in position of the propagation path relative to the magnetic disturbances, magnetometer measurements were

Ionosphere/Magnetosphere convection flow as the earth obtained from four sites in Northern Canada (St Jolhs. Great
rotates, can account for the change in the direction of rotation Whale, Resolute and Alert) which covered a range of
of the measured bearing errors between the pre and post noon geomagnetic latitude from 60' to 86"N.
periods. The number of bearing swings will depend on the
number of blobs present that can provide reflection points The large bearing errors were observed on days 320 and 321
between the transmitter and receiver. The period of the (17 and 18 November) in the periods 8 to 12 and 18 to 24 UT.
bearing swing will depend on the velocity of the blob relative The 17 November (day 320) corresponds to the onset of
to the transmission path. This will depend on several factors magnetic activity at all four magnetometer sites and this is
including the velocity of the flow vectors which, in turn, particularly evident in the Great Whale data. At Resolute and
depend on the magnitude and direction of the IMF and the Alert these disturbances occur in the afternoon whereas the
cross-cap potential. bearing errors were present during both pre and post noon

periods. The disturbances at Great Whale, however, occur in

3.4 Correlation with other geophysical observations the morning period some 2 or 3 hours before the large bearing
(61 The Thule ionosonde. The presence of large blobs of errors were recorded at Alert. The Great Whale

over-dense plasma should register on a vertical incidence magnetometer is located under the auroral oval at this time

ionosonde located in the convection flow region as a and is, therefore, sensitive to current flows (conductivity
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changes) within the oval. Thes disturbances could, therefore direction of the bearing swings in the morning and afternoon
be associated with changes in the oval which lead to plasma periods. The presence of 'blobs' has been related to
break-up on the dayside and, hence, to blob production. disturbances on (a) the vertical incidence ionosonde at Thule
Further investigation is needed of the relationship between the and (b) a number of magnetometers located in Northern
magnetometer disturbances, the production of blobs and the Canada.
incidence of large bearing errors in DF measurements at Alert.
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18 November 1990.
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PLASMA CONVECTION PATTERN FOR Bz NEGATIVE
(FROM FRtUS-CHRISTENSEN E7 AL 1985)

Figure 4. Plasma convection flow over the polar cap showing the two cell pattern with dawn to dusk flow
over the rr ignetic pole.

T

Figure 5 Schematic diagram of plasma 'blob' movement relative to the great circle propagation path
(T to R). Note the change in the off great circle path as the 'blob convects.
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DISCUSSION

R.W. JENKINS
Commnents:
1. At the end of your presentation. you mentioned that on the east-west path. between Halifax and Ottawa, the observed bearing
swung to the north for severe] hours in local evening on the days when the large swings are observed at Alert. Ibis could be due to
a ieflection from the nortberr, edge of the ionospheric trough, coupled with 3 drop in the MUF for the great-circle path causing that
path to be absent for that tune. Such an effect was observed by us using the Ottawa HFDF wray, on signals from an aircraft flying
over the North Atlantic region near Newfoundland, and is reported in a previous AGARD-EPP conference ('Direction and Doppler

Characteristics of Medium and Long Path HF Signals Within the Night-Time Sub Auroral Region,* R.W. Jenkins, E.L. Hagg. and
L E. Montbriond. Paper 20. AGARD-CP-233. 1979).

2. We have looked at the same high-latitude data taken by interferometer. and also interpret the observed motions to be due to
con,.cting patches. However, we expect that there will be a great many reflecting points or scattering points within these patches
due to turbulences caused by the gradient-drift instability - which should cause the spreading in both bearing and elevation between
consecutive interferometer measurements. We were able to infer the locations of the convecting patches, as well as motions.
between 300 and 800 m/sec. and the directions of those motions to be in agreement with the Frits-Anderson 2-celI convection
patt-rns.

D. HAINES
Did you ever see a great circle bearing angle superimposed upln the deviated path or is the bearing angle usually dominated by the
off-great-circle path when plasma patches exist?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
In 10 days of data we observed no case in which an off-great-circle and great-circle-path were superimposed. When present, the
signels propagated % ia the plasma patches did dominate the bearing angle.
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SUMMARY sounder transmitters across the full range of propagating
frequencies.

The performance of high frequency (HF) direction finding
systems is related to the mode content of the received signal Prel;n inary tests of the system were undertaken in Ottawa
and to the signal frequency. In order to fully investigate this during August 1991 and at Cheltenham during January 1992
effect, a novel experiment has been devised to measure the with further measurements at Alert during April 1992.
direction of arrival of oblique ionospheric sounding signals Results of a preliminary nature from the January 1992 test ar
emitted by the worldwide network of BR Communications presented here. Further experiments and analysis are required
chirp sounders. These signals are radiated as a constant to fully understand the influence of the mode structure on the
sweep chirp signal from 2 to 16 or 30 MHz thus emabling the measured DF bearing accuracy.
DF performance to be measured over the full range of
frequencies propagating from the chosen transmitter. 2. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT
Simultaneous oblique ionograms are also recorded for the
paths of interest in order to determine the mode structure at 2.1 BR Communications chirp sounders
any frequency. The RCS5A is a sweeping HF receiver which tunes through

the HF spectrum in synchronism with a transmitter at the far
Preliminary test. of the system have been undertaken at end of the circuit under investigation. The transmitter emits a
Ottawa. Canada and Cheltesitarn. UK with the directions of CW signal which starts at 2 MHz and sweeps upward in
arrival measured by a wide sperture goniometric DF system, frequency at a constant rate of 50 or I00 .Hz per second for
Several interesting features have been identified in these 280 seconds finishing at either 16 or 30 MHz depending upon
measurements. A further measurement campaign has been the sweep rate. An internal clock in the RCSSA receiver
conducted during April 1992 at Alest, a very high latitude site starts its sweep synchronously with the transmitter and
in the Canadian Arctic where very large bearing errors and precisely tracks the sweeping transmitter signal.
systematic bearing swings, sometimes in excess of ±50., are
known to occur. The radio signal propagates by vaious modes (eg. I hop,

2 hop. etc.) which have different propagation delays. These
1. INTRODUCTION delays correspond to the time required for the signal to travel

from the transmitter to the ionosphere and back to the
The performance of high frequency direction finding systems receiver. Assuming that the transmit and receive sweeps are
is known to be related to die mode content of the incoming started at exactly the same time, the RCS5A receiver sweep
signal Ad to the frequenicy of operation. Furthermore, signals will have advanced to a slightly higher frequency by the time
propagating via the high latitude ionosphere are known to be that the transmitted signal arrives at the receiver. This
particularly disturbed with, for example, the signal often received frequency difference is converted to an audio
arriving at the receiver over paths well displaced from the baseband tone in the receiver. Tones of increasing frequency
great circle (see Reference I reproduced elsewhere in these indicate increasing time delay of the ionospherically
proceedings). Observations at Alert. locs--d high in the propagated signal. In practice, multiple tones are present in
Canadian Arctic. have indicated that large off great circle the sounder's baseband audio signal which represent the
bearings on fixed frequency signals are associated with various delays caused by the diffe-ent propagation modes.
definable features on oblique ionogramns taken over the paths These multiple tones are processed within the RCS5A into
of interest. In order to further investigate these phenomena, a discrete components which corrcsrond to the various
system has been developed which can measure the bearings of ionospheric modes present in the received signal. The
signals radiated by the worldwide network of BR chirp processed signal spectra are displayed as an oblique ionogram
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on the RCS5A front panel display. In addition, these data are measurements for the path from Oslo to Cheltenham are now
output on a serial RS232 link, thus enabling the ionograms to presented.
be collected and stored w th the aid of a computer system.

3.1 lonograms and bearing measurements
Further details of the BR chirp sounder system may be found Figures 2, 3 and 4 show examples of the oblique ionograms
in Reference 2. together with details of ROSE, an enhanced and associated bearing measurements (0.5 second integration
signal processing facility which is to be employed on future tine) for three sweeps received over the 1200 km path from
measurement campaigns. Oslo to Cheltenhan at 02:30 UT on 12 January 1992.

11:00UT on 9 January 1992 and at 12:00UT on
2.2 DF6 direction finding system 8 January 1992 respectively. The upper frame of these figures
The DF6 is an automatic HF direction finding system capable display the measured bearing of the chirpsounder signal with
of operation in the frequency range 3 - 30 MHz. The antenna a 0.5 second itegration time and in the lower frame are the
array is a Plessey PUSHER array comprising two concentric corresponding ionogram measurements. The y-axis scale
24 el~ment circular arrays with diameters of 75 m and 25 m. indicating the path delay has an arbitrary zero since it is not
The larger of the two arrays (the lowband array) operates at possible to perfectly synchronise the chirpsounder receiver
frequencies of between 3 MHz and (usually) 10 MHz, and the with the transmitter. Each of the ionogram traces is coded on
smaller of the arrays (the highband array) at frequencies a grey scale corresponding to the received signal amplitude
between (usually) 10 MHz and 30 MHz. At Ottawa and for each mode. The true bearing of the Oslo transmitter is
Alert, both of the arrays consist of single element vertical approximately 31*.
monopoles whereas at Cheltenham the low band array
comprises doublet antennas to give an improved beam pattern. The monogram of Figure 2 shows predominantly sporadic E

(Es) propagation over the full HF band. A spread F region
RF signals from the sum beam output of a PUSHER antenna trace is apparent up to a frequency of around 8 MHz. A large
are demodulated in the system receiver and cc"nbined with bearing spread of about 12* is evident from around 9 MHz to
goniometer positional information for initiAl processing. An 30 MHz with some evidence of a frequency dependence
average beam pattern from successive rotations of the corresponding to the sporadic E mode. Between 6 and 9 MHz
goniometer is then formed. These average patterns are known very few bearings are returned by the DF.
as composite scans. Bearings are then computed by applying
software algorithms to the digitised composite gonmometer Figure 3 illustrates a period of predominantly multiple hop
sum beam patterns. Fuither details of the signal processing F-region propagation with an MUF of about 26 MHz. Large
can be found elsewhere in these proceecrngs (Reference 3). bearing spreads of ±53 are apparent at frequencies up to

16 MHz. the maximum frequency propagated by the 2-hop F
2.3 Sweeping DF configuration mode. Between 16 and 26 MHz, the MUF, the bearings do
A block diagram of the configuration of the Sweeping DF not display large random fluctuations. Two interesting
system is presented as Figure 1. The BR sounder receiver is features occur in this frequency interval. (a) the sinusoidal
connected to an omni-directional antenna of the type like variations between 18 and 20 MHz. and (b) the sudden
employed for the elements of the DF array (elevated feed -1* change at about 23 MHz.
vertical monopole). "his type of antenna was chosen to
ensure that a close match is achieved between the elevation A similar period to the previous example, but on a different
angle sensitivity of the antenras from which the bearing of the day, is presented as Figure 4. In this case, a large systematic
received signal and the antenna employed for the mode swing in bearing of about +7* is evident between 10 and
content estimation. The oblique ionograms are output from 22 MHz.
the RCS5A in digital form and stored on a PC for subsequent
analysis. Future experiments will employ the ROSE signal 3.2 Diurnal effects
processing unit (Reference 2) to obtain higher resolution In order to examine the diurnal changes in both the ionograms
ionograms from the RCSSA. and the associated bearing measurements, three types of

graphical display have been developed. Examples of these are
The local oscillator signal from the chirp sounder receiver is presented in Figures 5, 6 and 7 for the measurements of
fed into a signal frequency converter unit which converts the 8 January 1992.
variable frequency chirp sounder signal being received on the
DF array into a constant frequency signal of 29 750 MHz The modal structure of the signals as a function of time of day
which is input to the DF system. A second PC is used to task and frequency is presented in Figure 5. In this diagram, each
the DF to provide composite scan information (0.5 second mode is represented by a different shade on a grey scale. The
averages) which arc returned to the PC for storage and black regions indicate the frequency range over which both
subsequent analysis. A signal is output from the RCS5A at high and low angle signals are received via F-region
the start of each sweep which is sensed by the DF tasking PC propagation. This corresponds to the F-region 'nose' near to
to provide synchronisation between the two pats of the the MUF on the ionogram of Figure 4. Below this highilow
system. angle region is the frequency range at which the signal is

propagated by a single F-region reflection, and below this the
3. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS region of multiple moded propagation, both by multiple

F-region hops and by E-region reflections (the dash indicates
At the time of writing, the Sweeping DF system has been the - ximum frequency supported by the E-region). Of
deployed at Ottawa. Canada and at Cheltenham, UK and particular note are the presence of sporadic E (Es) reflections
several days test of data collected. Examples of these betwce 1 about 03.00 UT and 09:00 UT which increase the
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MUF to frequencies well in excess of those supported by the high latitude site, during Aprl 1992. However, at the time of
F-region. writing, these additional measurements had not been analysed

Corresponding to the modal structure indicated in Figure 5, S. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
the signal strengths are presented in Figure 6. the darker
shades representing the stronger signals. Of particular note is The authors would like to thank the Canadian Department of
the low signal level of the sporadic E reflections, there being National Defence for the:i- r-ipport of this project. GCHQ for
no apparent difference from the background signal level, access to their DF facilities and the DRA, Aerospace Division

for the ROSE signal processing usL PH would also like to
The bearing spreads (standard deviations) corresponding to acknowledge the SERC and DRA. Aerospace Dsvisicn for a
the data presented in Figures 5 and 6 are given in Figure 7. CASE studentship
The most striking feature of these measurements is the high
correlation of the region of low bearing spread with the region 6. REFERENCES
of single moded propagation as indicated in Figure 5. Larger
bearing standard deviations are observed when the signal is I. Jones. T.B. and Warrington. E.M. "Large bearing errors
not single moded. Few good bearing measurements occur at observed at a high laWitude DF site", in "Radiolocation
frequencies less than about 6 MHz (the DF does not perform Techniques". AGARD Conference Proceedings, June
particularly well at these low frequencies). 1992. paper 18.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 2. Arthur. P.C.. Dickson, A.H. and Cannon. P.S. "ROSE -
a high resolution, amplitude coded, high frequency

A new technique has been developed to investigate the oblique ionosonde". in "Remote Sensing of the
performance of an HF DF system as a function of frequency Propagation Environment". AGARD Conference
and mode structure and also to investigate the very large Proceedings. September - October 1991. paper 10.
bearing errors which occur at high latitude sites. The system
has been deployed at two mid-latitude sites and several days Warrington. E.M and Jones, T.B. "Bearing
of data collected for paths to Ottawa and to Cheltenham. determination and bearing quality indication from a
Examples of these preliminary measurements have been goniometric HF DF system", in "Radiolocation
presented and several interesting features observed in the data Techniques". AGARD Conference Proceedings, June
identified. Further tests have been conducted at Alert, a very 1992 paper 20.
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Figure 1. Block diagram of the sweeping DF experimenlal oonfiguralion.
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DISCUSSION

L. BERTEL
Your system determines only one azimuth angle - so it is necessary to be careful when you are in a situation of multihops,
multimodes (o.x) or multipath: the azimuth angle calculated will vary with the doppler shift intermode as the elevation angle varies
but with less amplitude (ref paper 9).

AUTHOR'S REPLY
That is true when tsying to determine the bearings associated with the individual modes. Our system does, however, give the
bearings produced by the DF at each frequency with the prevalent modes. As such. it does give us an assessment of DF
performance as a function of mode content and frequency.

G. HAGN
1. Direction finding on the individual modes is an excellent idea, and you have shown sime very promising results. The MUSIC
algorithm, with the proper antenna (e.g., elements with a common phase center for the 3 orthogonal components of the arriving E
and H fields), and a dechirping algorithm could be used to obtain simultaneously the azimuth and elevation angles of the modes
which are resolved. This should work when several modes are present simultaneously - until the number of degrees of freedom
required is exceeded. Getting the angles of arrival of the several modes simultaneously, would seem to be the ncxt step in the
evolution of what you have presented.

2. I believe your explanation of the reason for seeing the "weaker" high ray near the MOF, namely the difference in elevation plane
patterns between your monopole and the Pusher with its wire ground plane. I have measured the elevation plane pattern of the 7.5
foot monopole with 16 ground radials 40 feet long and buried 7 inches, and the results agree well with computations made with the
numerical electromagnetics code (NEC-3) - see IEEE Trans Broadcasting, No. 34, Vol. 2, pp. 221-229, June 1988. I also have
made similar measurements on the Pusher (unpublished). Due to the extreme gradient of gain at low elevation angles for the
monopole. it is important (if you can) to use a Pusher element (with a receiving multicouplerj. Do you agree? Could your
comment on the groundplane of your monopole?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
1. We do hope to be able to develop our system along these lines in the future. However, at present, the only DF available to us is
the goniometric DFG system.

2. We agree entirely. To be able to fully compare the DF and ionogram traces it is essential that a Pusher element be used with the
sounder receiver since this will have the same vertical elevation angle sensitivity as the DF. Unfortunately. this was not available to
us during the January test. A Pusher element was employed during our main experiment at Alert.

W. SHERRILL
In an FMCW sounding, each mode appears in a different frequency bin of the spectrum-analyzed receiver passband. We have used
conventional interferometry to measure the azimuth and elevation of each mode, assigning a DF process to each frequency bin
(;ndependently) which contains a mode.

Have you assigned your CDAA DF processes to individual mode frequencies?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
No.
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Bearing determination and bearing quality indication from a goniometric HF
DF system

E.M. Warrlngtons
T.B. Jones5

'Department of Engineering
2Department of Physics and Astronomy

University of Leicester
University Road

Leicester, LEI 7RH
UK

SUMMARY Note: In this paper the term 'bearing' refers to a measurement
of the azimuthal angle of arrival of the target signal.

A computer based model of an automated wide aperture Ionospheric effects may be present which result in the
goniometric HF direction finder ttype DF6) has been measured bearing not being along the great circle path
developed to investigate the system performance under between the transmitter and receiver. A bearing which is
various simulated signal environments. Several test runs of referred to as accurate or of high reliability is intended to
the model indicated that abe original DF6 algorithm could be indicate that the measurement of the azimuthal angle of
modified to yield a significant improvement in the measured arrival is accurate or of high reliability. No consideration of
bearing accuracy and ini addition provide a meaningful ionospheric effLcts leading to off great circle angles of asrival
indication of the quality of the measured bearing. and hence to line of bearing errors has been made.

These modifications have been implemented and tested at two 2. THE DF6 SYSTEM
sites in Canada. A system located in Ottawa has been tasked
against known transmissions from Halifax, Nova Scotia The DF system employed in this investigation is a wide
(950 kin) and several hours of data collected. These aperture goniometr.c system with a dual band antenna array, a
measurements confirmed that the changes implemented as a single receiver and a computer based data collection and
result of the computer modelling produced improved bearing processing system. A brief descriptioru of the principal
measurements. Further tests were conducted at Alert, a very components and the method of operation is presented below.
high latitude site in the Canadian Arctic. At this site, the
bearings often varied rapidly by several tens of degrees. The antenna array (a PUSHER) consists of two concentric 24
These latter observations indicated that further changes to the element circular arrays with diameters of 75 in and 25 in. The
DF algorithm should be made for systems deployed at this larger of the two arrays (the lowband array) operates at
high latitude site, frequencies of between 3 MHz and (usually) 10 MHz, and the

smaller of the arsays (the highband array) at frequencies
1. INTRODUCTION between (usually) 10 MHz and 30 MHz. At Ottawa and

Alert, both of the arrays consist of single element vertical
The performance of HF direction finding systems is difficult monopoles.
to evaluate solely from measurements of real signals
propagated via the ionosphere due to several factors. RF signals from the sum beam output of the PUSHER antenmn
Principally, the true bearing may not be known since the are demodulated in the system receiver and combined with
signal may arrive at the DF over off-great circle paths due to goniometer positional information for initial processing. An
the presence of ionospheric tilts and, furthermore, the bearing average beam pattern, known as a composite scan, is then
may not remain constant due to changes in the ionospheric formed from successive rotations of the goniometer. Line
tilts, bearings are then computed by applying software algorithms

to the digitised composite goniometer sum beam patterns.
To overcome these difficulties, a computer model of a wide
aperture type DF6 direction finder has been developed. By In the original algorithm, 16 composite scans are input and the
means of the model, the performance of the DF system has following procedure adopted to calculate the bearing(s) of the
been assessed under well defined conditions and the affect of incident signal(s):
changes to the bearing calculation algorithm determined. In
addition to calculating the bearing, parameters of the received 1. For each composite scan, a snap bearing is determined
DF waveform can provide an indication of the bearing quality as the point of best symmetry of the DF waveform. This is
(likely accuracy). found by folding the DF waveform at the peak value and
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moving the fold point so as to minimise the area between the rotations are produced. These averaged beam patterns
original and folded curves (see Figure 1). If a minimum does (composite scans) are then input to a third procedure in which
not exist within +12o of the peak, the snap is flagged as the algorithms employed by the DF6 are applied to the data.
invalid.

As a result of the modelling exercise, the following
2. In order to separate snap bearings obtained from signals enhancemesus were made to the algoriirth which resulted in a
arriving from different azimuth angles, all valid snaps are then better performance (of the modelled system) when compared
allocated to a series of 10* wide overlapping bins (see to the original algorithm.
Figure 2). Overlapping bins are employed in this procedure to
prevent problems arising when points are aistributed around a 3.1 Windowing
bin boundary causing them to fall into adjacent bins. For the To calculate a bearing from the goniometer output pattern, the
situations where several signals are present the system relies point of best symmetry of the pattern is obtained by the
on the presence of modulation and fading to ensure that folding process described in section 2. The presence of
significant numbers of snaps are determined for each of the additional peaks or distortions in the goniometer output
constituent signals, pattern due to the presence of several modes of propagation or

interfering signals can severely affect the azimuthal angle for
3 For the bin containing the moot snaps, if four or more, a which the best point of symmetry is found. Computer
bearing is calculated as the wean of the points within that bin. simulation of this technique indicates that better (more
These snaps are then removed from that bin, and also from the accurate) results can be achieved by reducing the az'muthal
overlapping bins into which they were allocwted, range of the DF waveform included in the folding process (see

Figure 4). The optimum azimuthal range, referred to as the
4. A quality factor is then calculated as 20o

2
/(n-l), where folding window, is approximately the width of the main peak

Y is the standard deviation and n the number of points withitm in the goniometer output pattern for the case when a single
the bin. If the calculated value exceeds 99, then the quality signal is present. Note that in selecting the window width, a
factor is set to 99. High values are int-nded to indicate slightly narrow window (ie. narrever than the maui peak) has
bearings of poor reliability, and low values bearings of high a much worse performance than one slightly wide. For this
reliability. In this context, i- high reliability bearing refers to reason, the window width was selected to be 1.1 times the
an accurate measurement of the azimuthal angle of arrival of width of the main lobe for an elevation angle of 20'.
the signal. Ionospheric effects may mean, however, that this
is not the great circle direction. 3.2 Asymmetry

The quality of the folding process can be ascertained from the
5 The procedures outlined in (3) and (4) are then repeated area between the two curves defim I by the fold (see Figure 4)
until no bin contains four or more points. within the azimuthal window described above. For perfect

symmetry this area would be zero. Since the difference in
Experimental measurements indicate that the quality factor area is influenced by the signal amplitude, normalisation is
calculated by this method is not meaningful. An evaluation of achieved by dividing th. area between the curves by the total
this pprameter for the 8.697 MHz transmission from Halifax, area under the curve within the folding window.
Nova Scotia received at Ottawa is presented as Figure 3. In
this diagram, each bearing returned by the DF is shown as a Two typical modelled situations for a 10 MHz signal, bearing
point on a scatter plot where the x-axis is the measured 1800 with signal to noise ratios of -10 dB and +10 dB and the
bearing and the y-axis the quality factor. Most of the points presence of several interferers is presented as Figure 5. In this
for this example have quality factors less than 10, and diagram, snap bearings are shown as points on a scatter plot of
measured bearings in the range 850 - 930. No indication can asymmetry vs bearing. From this diagram it is apparent that
be obtained from the quality factor as tc which are the more snaps with lob asymmetry values have a lower azimuthal
accurate measurements, spread than those points at higher asymmetry values. The

width of the slpreading is approximately proportional to the
3. COMPUTER MODELLING width of the main lobe of the DF waveform.

By means of the computer model, the performance of the DF 4. OBSERVATIONS AT ALERT
system was evaluated for a range of realistic signal
environments. The model allows for several incident In addition to the computer modelling exercise outlined
wavefronts at specified directions of arrival (in elevation as above, bearing measurements were made at various sites,
well as azimuth) with various frequency differences including Alt :. located in the northern Arctic. At this
(analogous to Doppler shifts for different modes of the same northerly site, rapid fluctuations in bearing of several tens of
signal or differences in operating frequency for interfering degrees are observed, indicating that the 100 bin width
signals). Each of the components can be allowed to fade, the employed in the snap editing process to form a composite
variations in amplitude and phase being generated from the bearing is insufficient at this si:e.
model given by Gething (1). A specified level of random
noise can also be added. 5. NEW ALGORITHM

The model produces samples of the receiver output (either the The computer raodelling and the observations from Alert
sum or difference beam pattern) at 2- intervals in the suggest two improvements to the original DF6 algorithm
goniometer rotation. These samples then form the input to a which would reult in an improved performance. These are
model of the DF system. In the case of the original DF6 outlined below.
algorithm, averages of the model output for four goniometer
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5.1 Determinatlon of snap bearings range 960 kin) on frequencies of 6A30 MHz and 8.697 MHz.
Snap bearings arm calculated for each composite scan by the Examples of these measurements are now presented.
folding process described above with the addition of the
azimuthal window suggested by the computer based 6.1.1 Wuidowing
modelling. The width of this window is selected to be 1.1 The affect of applying a window in the folding process for the
times the width of the main peak in the DF waveform as determination of snap bearings is illustrated in Figure 7(a) and
calculated for an elevation angle of 200. This increased (b) In this diagram, the time variation of maps bearings is
window width allows for the slight broadening of the peak at presented over two 30 second periods for window widths of
higher elevation angles. The asymmety value discussed in 360* (no window) and 60*. The variation in the snap bearings
section 3(c) is also calculated for each snap bearing. with time is much less when the folding window is applied

than for the case when all of the goniometer output is
5.2 Calculation of bearings and quality factor included. Note, however, that the true bearing may not be
The procedure adopted for calculating the composite bearings constant due to ionospheric effects.
to be returned by the system is similar to that employed in the
original algorithm, with the following differences: Figure 8 is a scatter plot of snap bearing vs asynnetry with a

600 folding window applied for the CFH transmission for the
1. The asymmetry values associated with each snap 30 second period commencing at 22'29 UT. The scatter of the
bearing are used to allocate weighting factors to each of the data points agrees moderately well with that expected from
snaps. These weights are approximately equal to the the computer modelling. At other tunes the agreement is not
reciprocal of the square of the expected error of snaps with the always good. In general, however, it would appear that
specified asymmetry value as derived from the computer improved bearings are obtained by applying the azimuthal
modelling. Since the spread in the snap bearing distribution is window in the folding process, and by giving more weight to
dependent upon the width of the main lobe in the DF snaps with low asymmeuy values.
waveform, the weights assigned are dependent upon :he
frequency of the signal and account is taken of this variation. 6.1.2 Composite bearings

Figure 9 represents a scatter plot of bearings and associated
2. The snaps are allocated to bins as in the original quality factors obtained with the new algorithm for the
algorithm and the same procedure followed except that the 8.697 MHz CFH transmission. The bearings awe spread over a
returned bearings are calculated as the weighted mean of the range of approximately 8' with quality factors in excess of 30.
snaps within the bin. indicative of poor quality bearings. The peak of the bearing

distribution occurs at 87.50. approximately 2.70 less than the
3. The quality factor is calculated as 100014S. where S is great circle bearing to this transmitter. These data correspond
the sum of the snap weights. Since the weights are related to to those presented in Figure 3 for the original algorithm. The
the expected errors of snaps with that weighting factor, the distribution of bearings obtained from the original algorithm
quality factor should be a measure of the likely error is spread over some 10*. with an ill defined peak at around
associated with the returned bearing. This quality indicator is 86.50.
normally allowed to take a maximum value of 99.

6.2 Alert
4. Optionally, the quality factor may be returned on a Tests of the new algorithm have also been undertaken at
logarithmic scale as lOlog(lO00/S). Alert, located high in the Canadian Arctic. At this site, rapid

fluctuations in bearing of several tens of degrees are observed
5. The width of the bins employed in the snap editing due to propagation effects. In this case more accurate
process can be changed from the default value of 100 to allow composite bearings are determined by not weighting the snap
for the large, rapid bearing fluctuations observed at Alert. bearing measurements in the editing process.

Illustrated in Figure 6 are scatter plots of composite bearing 7. CONCLUDING REMARKS
and logarithnic quality factor for the data of Figure 5. For the
case of a low signal to noise ratio (10 dB), moderately spread Two modifications to the DF6 algorithm have been suggested
bearings are calculated with quality factors between 20 and as the result of computer simulations. The first of these. the
30. indicative of poor quality measurements. For the higher introduction of an azimuthal window into the folding process
signal to noise ratio case (+10 dB). some of the bearings are to determine snap bearings, resulted in less random
much less spread and these have been allocated lower quality fluctuations of the measured bearings and consequently lead
factors indicative of good quality measurements. to improvements in the composite bearings. The second

modification, the use of the beam asymmetry as an indication
6. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS of snap bearing quality, resulted in the generation of a

meaningful indication of the overall bearing quality. It should
In order to test the new algorithm, several hours of data were however be noted that this latter parameter requires the
collected at .wc sites in Canada. The first, Ottawa. is a mid- antenna / goniometer system to generate a perfect beam
latitude site and the second, Alert, is located at a very high pattern when illuminated by a planar wavefield otherwise the
latitude (82.5? N) in the North West Territories. distortions introduced by the system adversely affect the

quality factor.
6.1 Ottawa
At this site, measurements were made of the CFH CW Morse
code trausmissions from Halifax. Nova Scotia (bearing 90.2.
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Figure 1. Illustration of the folding process employed to determine the snap bearing as the point of
best symmetry. The fold point is moved such that the area between the original and folded curve is
minimised.
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Figure 2. Allocation of the snap bearings to overlapping bins. The use of overlapping bins prevents
problems arising when the true bearing is near to a bin boundary causing snaps to fall into adjacent
bins.
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Figure 3. Scatter plot of bearings and associated quality factors obtained using the original DF6
algorithm for the 8.697 MHz CFH transmission from Halifax. Nova Scotia (true bearing 90.20)
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Figure 4. Illustration of the azimuthal window introduced into the folding process. In this case, only
those parts of the original and folded curves within the azimuthal window are taken into account when
determining the snap bearing.
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Figure 5. Modelled situation for a 10 MHz signal using the high band antenna with a 480 folding
window applied. The signal has a bearing of 1800 together with interfering signals of iower amplitude
welt separated in azimuth. The upper frame is for a signal to noise ratio of -10 dB and the lower frame
for a signal to noise ratio of +10 QB
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Figure 6. Scatter plots of the quality factor (logarithmic version) vs composite bearing for the data
show in Figure 5. 8 seconds integration time employed. The upper frame is for a signal to noise ratio
of -10 dO and the lower frame for a signal to noise ratio of +10 dB
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Figure 7. Plots of snap bearing -is time for two 30 sacond periods for the 8.697 MHz CFH
transmission. No windowing has been applied in the snap bearing determinations indicated by the
dashed lines, wheras a 600 window has been applied for the bearings indicated by the solid lines.
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Figure S. Plot of snap asymmetry vs be"rn for the 8.697 MHz CFH transmission. Data are for the 30
second period starting at 2229 UT. 21 March 1989
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Figure 9 Scatter plot of bearings and associated quality factors obtained using the new algorithm for
the 8.697 MHz GFH transmission. These data correspond to the data presented in Figure 3 for the
original DF6 algrihm.
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DISCUSSION

I. BENGER
How did you define signal-to-noise ratio and how did you measure it? In similar trials in Germany, we had problems in measuring
SIN because of its variability.

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Signal to noise ratio was not measured during the system trials, but was one of the parameters used by our computer model. A
random vector wa added to the signal vectors in the model and its average power was determined by the specified SNR.
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ANGLE OF ARRIVAL CHARACTERISTICS OF IONOSPHERIC SKYWAVE SIGNALS
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SUMMARY DESRITON OF THE DIGISONDE POMTFILE
SOUNDER

Skywave signals in the HF band experience a plethora of
effects which distort ti'sm in the time, space and spectral Physical
domains. The ability of a pacular meurment to resolve
discrete components which faithfully represent a single The Digisonde Portable Sounder (DPS) is for the most pan a
signal source (i.e. useful for angle-of-anrival estimation) is a miniaturized implementation of the well proven meAsurerent
somewhat random occurrence given any one fixed techniques used by the Digisonde 256 sounder /5,6/
integration time. However, the fact that the signal produced for the past 10 years by the University of Lowell
r.;,nponents can be resolved in the spectral domain by our Center for Atmospheric Research (ULCAR) (noW through
Doppler technique much of the time seems to indicate that change of name only, the University of Massachusetts
there are indeed a finite number of discrete components in Lowell) Center for Atmospheric Research. The addition of
any skywave signal and that the Doppler shift for each digital pulse compression makes the use of low power
component varies independently such that they may be feasible and the high level language control software and
resolvable in the spectral domain. standard PC-DOS (i.e. IBM/PC) data file formats provide a

new level of flexibility.

Figure I shows the DPS system. The upper chassis
Observation of the ionosphere with ground based sensors contains the system computer. signal generation. reception
relies on the accurate measurement of observable features of and processing hardware and over 200 Mbytes of data
an electromagnetic wave transmitted through the ionospheric storage capacity, the lower unit contains a 500 Watt solid
medium. These observables are: state amplifier. The two 19" rack mountable chassis at

istalled in a lightweight fiberglass transport case which
1. frequency includes a shock mounted 19" rack. The components in the
2. height or range (i.e. time delay) fiberglass case are, by themselves (with the addition of a 24
3. amplitude volt battery and antennas) capable of making and storing
4. phase preprogrammed automatic measurements. The pteipherals
5. Doppler shift or spread (frequency dispersion) (keyboard, monitor, printers and modem) are only required
6. wave polarization (left or right hand circular) for human interface.
7. angle of arrival

Given the ability to measure all of these parameters one can

describe the vertical electron density profile, the existence The DPS is able to be miniaturized by lengthening the
direction and velocity of wave structures (like the traveling transmitted pulse of a small low voltage solid state
ionospheric disturbances associated with acoustic gravity transmitter we can transmit an amount of energy equal so
waves) /l/ and plasma irregularities carried by ionospheric that we transmit by a high power pulse transmitter without
drifts and polar cap convections /2.3,4/. The accurate having to provide components to handle the very high
measurement of all of the above parameters, except voltages required for 10's of kilowatt power levels. The
frequency, depends heavily on the signal to noise ratio of the time resolution of the short pulse is provided by intrapulse
received signal. 'Therefore vercal incidence ionospheric phase modulation using one of three programmable phase
sounders capable of acquiring high quality scientific data codes. The use of a Complementary code /7,8/ pulse
have historically utilized powerful pulse transmitters in the 2 compression technique is described in our previous paper
to 30kWatt range. /13/, which shows that the expected measurement quality is

the same as a conventional sounder of 1MWatt peak pulse
The necessity for extremely good signal to noise ratio is power.
demanded by the sensitivity of the measurements to
variations in the signal level. 1For instance, to measure phase Muilexing
to 1 degree accuracy requires a signal to noise ratio better
than 40dB (assumung a Gauisian noise distribution which is The Digisonde Portable Sounder allows multiplexed Doppler
actually a best case), and measurement of amplitude to 10% integration of up to 64 separate combinations of frequencies,
accuracy requires over 20dB signal to noise ratio. Of antennas (the system includes 4 phase matched antennas
course, we also would like these measurements to be switched into I receiver, while the newer DPS-4 contains 4
immune to degradation from noise and interference and to receivers to allow "true" simultaneous reception On the 4
maintain their high quality over a large frequency band antennas), and polarizations (i.e. Ordinary or Extraordinary
which requires that at the lower end of the HF band we have circular polarization). This multiplexing is implemented by
to overcome absorption, noise and interference and still switching hardware parameters between pulses, and is
provide at least a 20 to 40 dB signal to noise ratio. useful for making high Doppler resolution ionograms,
Therefore the goal of making an inexpensive low-power making precision group height measurements and accurately
portable sounder would at first seem vnattainable. determining 0 or X polarizattion as described in /13/. The

angle of arrival measurement of the DPS.l (the system
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which produced all the data presented here) is made possible Application of interferometry principles to signals received
because the multiplexing allows the signals on me four on three or more physically separated antennas can
antennas to be integrated simultaneously, therefore providing accurately determine the signal's angle of arrval, IF AND
phase differences in accordance with the received signal's ONLY IF only one source (i.e. one direction of arrival) is
angle of arrival. This essentially simultaneous (actually involved in creating the received signal whose phase is
interlaced or multiplexed) reception is accomplished by measured. Unfortunately the mechanisms which create
synchronizing the computer's control, data acquisition And multiple source locations in the skywave signal result in
signal processing software functions to the transmitted multiple superposed signals at the receiver. The phase of
waveform through a hardware interrupt. Two systems such a signal is the geometric vector sum of all of the
working in a bistatic mode can be synchronized by locking separate source components and is not characteristic of any
that hardware interrupt to the I PPS (pulse/sec. signal from a one direcion of arrival. If a means of separating these signal
GPS satellite receiver mounted in the DPS system. At the components (e.g. resolution in range or Doppler) can be
end of a multiplexed Doppler integra' m the system will implemented, such that only one source exists in a given
contain an entire Doppler spectrum ror each receiving range/Doppler cell then the phase of that component on each
antenna, each frequency and each polarization measured, at of several (or at least three) antennas can be used to
each resolvable range. For instance a 40 second coherent determine its angle of arrival.
integration could contain up to 8192 128-pt Doppler spectra
any or all of which may be stored on a 150MByte tape Angle of Arrival Spreading for VerticalNear Vertical
cartridge. If muluple sources exist at the same range (height Incidence
for vertical measurements) they am usually resolved in the
Doppler spectrum computed for that height. Since the four ULCAR's Digisonde sounders (the DPS and previous
antenna signals were integrated simultaneously, the phase of Digisonde versions) use a processing program we call
each of these complex Doppler lines will now yield the true ODDA (Online Digisonde Drift Analysis) to compute and
angle of arrival by simple interferometry (triangulation) display these angles of arrival along with the 3-dimensional
techniques. The fourth antenna provides a consistency position and velocity (speed and direction of motion) of
check to detect any Doppler lines which still contain multiple plasma features creating the echoes. The DPS can
signal sources, simultaneously measure up to 16 frequencies using each of

the four receive antennas while recording echoes from 128
Automatic S uencing heights (with 5km height sample spacing this covers 640kmaof range).
Table I shows the DPS measurement menu. In our previous

paper /13/, the function of each item in the menu is Figure 2 shows the screen display for a four frequency
explained, but a summary of its use follows. Parameters 1, measurement. The first four vertical height profiles show
2 and 3 specify the frequency range step size over which the echoes for the four different frequencies coming from 330,
range and step size measurement is made. The next 4 335, 340, and 345km (referenced to the axis in km on the
parameters set up the multiplexing of freqiencies, transtmitter left side. The next four vertical strips show the contents of
phase codes, antennas and polarization. The next 3 the 128-point Doppler spectrum at the height of maximum
parameters determine the pulse repetition rate, number of echo amplitude (referenced to the axis in Hz on the right
pulses to be integrated and sample spacing (in km). The last side), which in this case is the only echo height (270, 225,
5 parameters determine the format in which data will be 280 and 285km). This 20 second integration can be repeated
output to hard disk, 150MByte tape cartridges or printers, an indefinite number of times to allow observations as a
Since there are up to 8192 Doppler spectra to store and function of time; 8 repetitions are shown in this example.
typically less than 1% of this is useful data, much of the The entire Doppler spectrum at each of the echo heights is
science in making various measurements is affected by this stored as input for the ODDA program.
choice of data format. The trade-off depends on the physical
phenomena being studied and on the allowable frequency of fhe ODDA program /12/, after screening the data with
changing the data recording media, but recording all data IS several quality and consistency checks, uses the 4 recorded
one option. phases (one for each antenna) at each of the Doppler lines to

computea 2-Dimensional angle-of-arrival map (a "skymap")Table 1. Program Editing Screen for each height recorded. Doppler integr,.:,n times of 10 to
40 seconds are usually sufficient to ensure that each Doppler

(L) Lower Freq (kH7) 2000 (H) Height Res (km) 5 line contains only a single source component, but a
consistency check using the fourth antenna can detect and

(C) Coarse Step 100 (M) # of Hgts 128 exclude points resulting from a non-planar wavefront. Echo
(U) Upper Freq 4kFIz) 12000 (D) Delay (1=501LS) 0 locations can be accumulated on the plot for a selectable

period of time, but too long a time may obscure some of the
(F) Fine Freq Step (kHz) 5 (G) Gain (0 to 15) 9 short term phenomena being observed as happens in Figure
(S) # Small Steps 2 (1) Freq Search (0,1) 1 3 taken in March 1992 by the DPS system in Jicamarca,

Peru (at the magnetic equator). The top frame shows a 5-
(X) Xmtr Waveform 1 (0) # Output Hts 8 minute collection of echoes from 4 heights and 4 frequencies
(A) Antennas (0=Beam) 0 (P1) Disk (0,A,M,DFP) A all plotted together. While the 6 frames below it show the

skymap from the maximum amplitude echo height after each
(N) FFT Size (Power of 2) 5 (P2) Printer (BW, Color) 0 coherent integration (20 seconds). The east-west separation
(R) Rate (PPS) 200 (B) Bottom Ht 210 of echo locations with positive Doppler in the west and

negative Doppler i- the east suggests eastwzrd propagation
(E) First Ieight (kn) 90 (T) Top Ht 500 of north-south aligned corrugations. This motion continues

for several hours. The north-south alignment of the
EXPERIMENTALDATASHOWINGOAOA structure suggests that we are seeing field-aligned
CHARACTERISTICS OF SKYWAVE SIGNALS irregularities which are experiencing a uniform electric field

driven (vertical E) drift,
There are many propagation phenomena involved in
ionospheric skywave propagation which result in the Angle of Arrival Srmlihne for Oblique
appearance of several sources at the receiver from a single Incidence
transmitter location. For instance, for oblique propagation
characterized by a parabolic electron density profile there is The IONMOD project /14/, an experiment to detect heating
the splitting into two rays, a high angle and a low angle ray effects caused by oblique transmission of high powered HF
/10/. Then there are multihop paths, 0 and X polarization radio signals provided an opportunity for us to apply
modes, and ionospheric roughness (irregularity structures) Doppler resolution to the task of separating skywave
which provide multiple propagation paths between components. A "probe" circuit, a 500 Watt transmitter
transmitter and receiver, separated by 2200km from a system of multiple coherent
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receiver, was established in the southwestern U.S. If 4. Buchau, J., Weber, E.J.. Anderson, D.N., Carlson,
operated at a frequency close to the heater frequency the Jr., H.C., Moore, J.G., Reinisch, B.W. and
skywave signal would penetrate the same volume of the E Livingston, R.C.. "Ionospheric Structures in the Polar
and F-layers that would Ne modified by the powerful heater Cap: Their Origin and Relation to 250 MHz
signal. Integration periods from 5 to 30 seconds were used Scintillation," Radio Science, 2& No. 3, pp. 325-338,
and it was found that the elevation angles of arrival of May-June 1985.
discrete components of nearly equal strength can be
determined accurately if the components are resolved in the 5. Kelly, M. 'Me Earh's Ionosphere," Chapte 4,1989.
frequency domain by the Doppler processing. However,
when the two components fall in the same Doppler bin the 6. Reinisch, B.W., "New Techniques in Ground-Based
computed angle of arrival is ambiguous. Ionospheric Sounding and Studies," Radio Science.

Figure 4 illustrates the sensitivity of the angle of arrival 21. No.3. May-June 1989.
measurement to the effectiveness of the Doppler resolution 7. Bibl, K., Reinisch, B.W. and Kitrosser, D.F.,
technique. The left side of the figure is a "waterfall" display "General Description of the Compact Digital
of the middle 400 lines of a 4096 line Doppler spectrum Ionospheric Sounder. Digisonde 256," University of
showing the carrier of the received signal. The Doppler Lowell Center for Atmosp Research, 1981.
range is -6Hz to +6Hz, and the elapsed time between these
spectra is 15 seconds. The color of the Doppler bins 8. Golay, M.S., "Complementary Codes," IRE
represents the amplitude of the signal it. 4dB steps and a Transactions on Information Theory, April 1961.
threshold selected by the analyst is applied to eliminate the
noise floor. If the amplitude of a Doppler component 9. Schmidt. G. Ruster, R. and Czechowskv, P.,
exceeds this threshold then its phase on the three receivers is "Complementary Code and Digital Filtering for
used to compute its angle of arrival. The angle of arrival is Detection of Weak VHF Radar Signals from the
then plotted on the right side of the display in a color which Mesosphere," IEEE Transactions on Geoscience
identifies which part of the Doppler spectrum it came from Electronics, May 1979.
(ideally we would have 400 colors to uniquely identify each
Doppler line in the spectrum). The most prevalent feature 10. Haines. D.M., "Digisonde Portable Sounder (DPS)
observed on this magnetically west-to-east path (and the one System Technical Manual," University of
shown in Figure 4) was the splitting into high and low rays Massachusetts Lowell Center for Atmospheric
which would at times provide as much as a few hertz of Research, Versiot. !.2, April 1992.
separation in their Doppler shift. Over the 15 minute period
represented in Figure 4 the spectra show the high ray 11. Davies, K., "lonc..hernc Radio," IEEE Series 31,
alternately merging and then separating from the low ray 1989.
such that the plot on the right shows a precise determination
of angle of arrival only when the two modes are separated in 12. Scali, J.L., "Online Digisonde Doppler Analysis,"
frequency by more that about 0.1Hz. User's Manual, University of Massachusetts Lowell

There were two major weaknesses to this CW measurement Center for Atmospheric Research, 1992.
technique which predate the existence of the bistatic oblique 13. Reinisch, B.W., Haines, D.M. and Kuklinski. W.S.,
propagation mode of the DPS system: "The New Portable Digisonde for Vertical and Oblique

I. With no range resolution, the high and low rays were Sounding," AGARD-CP-502, February 1992.
often overlaying each other when they could have 14. Sales, G.S., Platt, 1.G., Huang, Y., Haines, D.M.
easily been resolved with a modest bandwidth pulsed, and Heckiher, J.L., "The Investigation of Changes in
chirped or phascodedsignal. the Ionosphere Caused by High Power HF

Transmitters," URSI International Conference on2. The amplitude fading due to Faraday rotation, effects Ionospheric Modification, September 1991.
was so deep and often so fast that the Doppler spectra
showed a typical amplitude modulation spectrum, even
though the transmission was an unmodulated CW
carrier. A spread spectrum signal would not
experience such deep nulls.

CONCLUSIONS

Resolution of source components by range resolution and
spectral analysis combined with interferometer principles is a
powerful technique in determining the angle of arrival of
superimposed multpath signals.
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Figure I The Digisondc Portable Sounder (DPS) vith Display Pcnpheralb and One of its Four Receive Antennas
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DISCUSSION

M. PITTEWAY
You measure phase as a function of frequency in order to get an accurate group range, so why not measure phase as a function of
time in order to get accurate Doppler information, rather than your 128 point FFT to get a Doppler spectrum? (Having heard your
verba answer, to use spectrum to resolve signals with differing Doppler shifts, my (written only) supplementay question is: surely.
group range. too. should be invalid to separate different effects; also polarization (implicit in your crossed dipole switching, but what
about linear polarization at the equator?) and differing angles of arrival?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Getting back to the basic question; we should consider that the FFT process begins by sampling phase (actually complex amphtudes)
vs. tune. Then rather than trying to measure the phase of the time domain samples we perform a complex FFT which not only
separates multiple signal components but provides 21 dB of signal processing gain (improved SNR) making the computed phase of a
complex Doppler line significantly more accurate than the original complex amplitude would have been.

Now for the second part. The strength of our technique is that all these discriminating features (group delay, polarization, spatially
separated antennas and Doppler shifts) are exploited to ensure that any complex amplitude represents only one sky wave component
(i.e.. angle of arrival). Perhaps you didn't understand that we build up independent time domain records for ech polarization, each
antenna, and each frequency (when frequency multiplexing is selected). Then a separate FFT on each record results in a unique
Doppler spectrum for each range. polarization, antenna, and frequency; as many as 8192 Doppler spoctia (I million complex
Doppler lines) may be computed at the end of one 40 second coherent integration. Such a computation requires about 15 seconds.
So the input samples for a DPS Doppler spectrum have already been separated by range, polarization, frequency and antenna before
the FFT is performed.

Yes. we used both linear and circular polarization at Jicamarca. Peru (1-5- North magnetic latitude) and found that switching
between North-South and East-West magnetic dipole elements (linear polarization) discriminated the 0 and X waves significantly
better than did the circular polarizations.

C. GOUTELARD
Commentaire:
Vous dites ne pas pouvoir smpaer les modes ordinaires et extraordmaires avec une analyse de Fourier. Le rapport signalibruit que
vous obtenez apr•s traitement vous pernettrait d'utiliser des mithodes haute rdsolution telles que MUSIC. Nous appliquons cette
mithode et nous mettons clairement en 6vidence les modes ordinaires ct extraordinaires.

Question:
Quelles sont les dimensions minimales des itrigulantis que vous pouvez observer et avez-vous tenti d'en constuure des modeles?
Comment:
You say that you cannot separate the ordinary modes from the extraordinary modes using a Fourier analysis. With the signal to
noise ratios )ou obtain after pt xcessing you could use high resohlton methods such as MUSIC. We apply this method and are able
to clearl) distinguish ordinary from extraordinary modes.

Question:
What are the minimum si:es of the irregularities which you are able to observe and have you attempted to construct models?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
After a 20 second integration of 4 frequencies, 4 antennas and 2 polarizations at each of 256 sampled heights (range bins) we have
8192 FFTs to perform before the next measurement can be made. A 10 MIP 16-bit fixed point signal processor can accomplish this
in about 5 seconds, while a MUSIC implementation would require a floating point processor and would take much longer to analyze
the 8192 spectral points. The data shown was a received CW transmission (no range resolution). If the experiment is done again
using the DPS system which provides 10 km range resolution. the o and x components would be resolved most of the time. The
skymap resolution. or accuracy is about 1° which translates to 3 km of F-region heights. We find a continuum of scatterer sources
over these distance but it is uncertain whether this spreading is apparent, due to imperfect signal-to-noise ratio, or is a real
geophysical phenomenon. Structures separated by tens of kilometers are easily seen and the polar convection plasma patches are
typically separated by hundreds of kilometers as they pass overhead.

G. HAGN
Autoscaling is still somewhat of an art, so ARTIST is an appropriate acronym. You showed a beautiful example of a mid-latitude
ionogram which was autoscaled. You also showed a rather complicated ionogram from a high latitude (with 3 different electron
densities), and it seemed that the autoscaler had difficulty with this ionogram. Can you comment on this and on the state-of-the-art
of autoscaling?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
This ionogram had at least three different F-layer traces due to plasma patches overhead which had different electron density
profiles. The automatically scaled F-layer trace jumped off the correct t14- e and continued on one of the obliquely received traces.
This highlighted the need to distinguish between overhead (e.g. 1 22. zenith angle) echoes and oblique which we are now adding
to the software using a simple digital beamforming algorithm. The older Digisonde 256 successfully used analog beamforming to
accomplish this discrimination. and the ARTIST uses this information.
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UTILISATION DU RESEAU DE RECEPTION DU SONDEUR A RETRODIFFUSION DE

V'ILE LOSQUET EN RADIOGONIOMETRIE

J.Y. LE SAOUT, F. GAUTHIER. N. RUELLE. R. FLEURY

Centre National d'Etudes des T6l6communications
LAB/PTI/G ER, Route de tr6gastel

B.P. 40. 22301 Lannion Cedex. France

RESUME r~sultats concement i la fois la d~iermination de
*'azimut et de I'6l6vation des ondes reques.

On dicrit ]a m6thode de radiogoniomitrie i station
unique mise en oeuvre A partir du sondeur Ai Apris qiioi on compare ces angles determines
r~trodiffusion de I'ile Losquet. Des r6sultats; expirirnentalement. i cciii issus d'un mod~le de

xperietu dedt*iaindelaiu td previsions ainsi qu'aux an~gles calcul~s par
e'levation d'ondes ayant transit~es par transposition en oblique dioriogrammecs verticaux.

l'ionosphire. obtenus 'a partir d'emetteurs bien
localises, sont priserit6s. Les angles mesur~s sont Enfin on discute des limitations do la m~thode.
compares, A des risultats issus d'un modile de
propagation ct AL des directions d'arrivie calculics A

dat d'une transposition en oblique 2 PRESENTATION DE LA MIETHODE
dý'iotnogrammits verticaux. On montre que:

- i l'zmt dans lequel se trouve 1P6metteur peut Etre 2.1 IA systeme d'aerlens
d6terminE avec une pricision qui est celle dui pas de
mesiire. L~e sondeur a retrodiffusion dii CNET decrit par
- en 616vation. la m~thode permet la mesiire des ailleurs 15] est implant6 en Breiagne (France), sur
angles associ~s atix trajets dominants bien que ses I'ile Losquet (48.80 N .3.60 W). Cc systime utilise
performances soicrit limitces en pr~sence: de multi- pour l'analyse de l'ionosphire Its frequences
trajets. radioilectriqdes comprises entre 6 et 30 M Hz. Son

systime d'airiens est coristitue de deux r6seaiix
circulaires ca)ncentriques d'antcnnes : in pour

I INTRODUCTION l'Emission, l'autre pour la r~ceptiori.

Ces demi~res ann~es de nombreuses m6thodes de La m~thode de radiogoniom~trie prisenitie dans cot
radiogoniom~trie ont Wi publi~cs [1]. 121, 13]1 Ces article met uniquement en oeuvre Ie reseaii de
difT~rentes techniques peuvent Cire class~es en trois riceptioii dii sondeur.

granes atigric -ýCe riseau est constitu6 (Figure 1):
Itls m6thodes interffrom6triqiies.
leIs mathodes A balayage Doppler. de 64 antennes actives, A polarisation Verticale,
Itls m~thodes A balayage d'antenne riparties sur in cercle de 68.8 metres de rayon,

La radiolocalisation est I'un des objectifs de ces - dt 64 d6phasciirs A commande num~rique associ~s
Eludes [41. individuellement A chaqu'unc des antennes. Ces

demniers permettent un contr6le continu dii
Dans Ie cadre d'itudes de propagation HF en ondes d~phasage des signaux requs de 00 A 360%.
de ciel, la radiogoniome'trie reprcsente in moycri
d'investigation dii milieu ionosph~rique. Lorsque Ia -d'iin ricepteir do mesure,
position de l'Emetteur est connue la d6termination

dangles d'arriv~e d'ondes ayant trarisities par -d'un calculateur qui permet la commande et la
l'ionosphire noiis renseigne sur l'altitiide virtuelle gestion informatique du ricepteiir et des
dui point de refiexion de ces ondes. Ces dtphaseurs ainsi que l'acquisiuion ct
informnations sont complimentaires de celles l'enregistrement des mesures.
obtenucs par sondage oblique.

L'objectif de cot article est de prisenter des 2.2 Principe de la mithode
resultats de radiogoniomttrie A station unique par
uric technique de balayage d'aritenne, obtenus A Dans in riseaii de N antennes, It signal Sj
l'aide dii rtseaii de rc'ceptiori dii ondcur A disponible A la sortie d'ure antenne i est pondtre
ritrodiffiision dii Centre Nationial d'Etudes des par in coefficient complexe: W,. Les signaux Wi x S
Ttltcommiinications (CN ET). sont alors sommts avant l'eritrce dui rtcepteur.

On dtcrit Ia mithode employ'teCt on presente des
resultats de mesures realiests a ditftrciites N
freiquences et pour plusieiirs distances, A partir ST X , . S'
d'imetteiirs de radiodiffusion bien localists. Ces
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La conrormation du diagramme de directiviti (modulation d'amplitude et 6vanouissement
consiste i d6terminer les coefficients Wi de maniere associes i la psencc de multi-trajets) dix
a maximiser l'6nergie dans la direction de visee. lxs balayages success'r6itsont Wt moyennis [7]. La duree
ponderations W1 utilis~es sont des termecs de phase d'un balayage depend:
appliqu6s aux signaux Si par les dephaseurs A
commande num6rique. Its s expriment de la faqon (i) du temps nicessaire i I'adressage des
suivante :dephaseurs et i l~i rialisation de la mesure

d'amplitude par le ricepteur (environ 0.45
Wj (AZ0 ,ED)- .Xp {-JL o;.cs9 1 -z seconde).

cosE .os (p, AzO(ii) du pas angulaire de mesurefqui est choisi
par l'experimentateur en fnction des
conditions de propagation ct de la firiquence

0u: de Nicmtteur observe.

Az0 et Eq sont respectivement les angles de La figure 3 pr~sentc un exemple de
pointage du lobe principal en azimut et radiogoniomEtrielreffctue a partir de 1*6metteur de
en 6l6vation (its d~finissent la direction Lenk (46*27 N. 7*27 E) A la frEquence de 13.685
de visee). MHz. Le diagramme azimutal (figure 3a) a Wt

obtenu en faisant varier IVangle de pointage du lobe
* est la longueur d'onde principal en azimut par pas de deux degres. ce qui

correspond A une duree d'acquisition totale
*t est le rayon d'implantation des d'environ 14 minutes. La diagramme en 6levation

antennes (figure 3b) a Wt obtenu en faisant varier I'angle en
site par pas de 2 degres et conduit A une durce

v, est l'angle au centre du reseau de d'acquisition decnviron 3 minutes. Les figures; 3a et
I'antenne i par rapport au nord 3b montrent clairement une direction pnivilgi~e
geographique, compte positivement darrivic des signaux, traduisant Ia presenceldun
versl P St. trajet dominant de propagation. Par ailleurs.

IPazimut dans lequel sont observ~s les signaux (103*
± V) est Ie m~me que celui calcul6

La figure 2a pr~sente un exemple de simulation du geographiquement (10Y0 ).
diagramme de directivite du r~seau de reception
obtenue A Ia frequence de 20 MHz et pour des La friguree 4 est un autre exemple representatif d'un
angles de visee de 900 en azimut et de 300 en site. La modeo de propagation dominant. qui a et6 obtenu
mesure de ce diagramme effectu~e A l'aide d'une sur l*6metteur de Wertachtal (4807 N. I115 E) Ai ]a
technique decrite par ailleurs 161 est presentEe figure frequence de 17.R45 MHz. Las durees d'acquisition
2b. La bon accord entre Ia simulation et Ia mesure en azimut et en elevation sont eniviron de 13 et 7
confirme l'aptitude des dephaseurs A conformer Ie minutes respectivement. La comparaison des
diagrammec de directivit6 dans la direction choisie. figures 3a et 4a (obtenues par pas de 2 degres)

montre que l'ouverture du lobe principal en azimut
Le ricepteur realise une mesure du module de ST decroit avec Ia longueur d'onde. Lincertitude
pour chaque direction de visic et Ia representation associEe A Ia mesure des directions d'arrivfe des
de I ST I en foniction de Ia direction de visee est signaux en azimut varie dans le m~me senis. Par
appelEe diagramme de ricep: ion. ailleurs, l'azimut dans lequel sont observes les

signaux (89* ± V) est le m~me que celui calculE
Dans l'hypothise d'une onde plane incidente Ie geograpbiquemient (890). Ce r~sultat est
diagramme de riccption presente un maximum reprisentatif de 1'ensemble des mesures que nous
dans Ia direction d'arrivee de l'onde et des lobes avons effectuecs - le tableau I priesente les angles de
secondaires d'amplitude moindre (environ -8 dB) gisement mesures et calcul~s a partir des positions
dans d'autres directions. geo raphiques des 6mectteurs. La comparaison des

angles indique que pour les gEometries prEsenitees.
La technique de radiogoniometrie que nous Ia dispersion azimutale introduite par l'ionosphire
appelons balayage de lobe est un balayage de est in eneure au pas de mesure.
Plespace par le diagramme de directiviti du reseau
de r~ception. La comparaison des figures 3a et 4a avec les figures

3b et 4b montre que Ie secteur angulaire des
En pratique les deux angles d'arrivee de l'onde sont directions d'arriv~e observees est plus important en
g~niralement inconnus. Experimentalemenrt on ilivatior, qu'en azimut. Ce resultat peut Etre
ditermine dans un premier tempt l'azimut en se expliquC:
donnant one elevation 'a priori. L'azimut etant alors
connu. on effectue un balayage en site. (i) par Ia valeur de l'ouverture du lobe principal

plus importante en elevation qu'en azimut. La
tableau 2 indique Ia valeur des ouvertures A 3

3 RESULTATS dB calculies A l'aide de simulations p our des
frquences comprises entre 6 et 30 M Hz et des

3.1 Risultats expirimentaux El~vations de visee de 20%. 30* et 40*.
(ii) par la presence des deux modes de

Nous avons experimentei la methode presentee ci- polarisation ordinaire et extraordinaire par
dessus sur des 6metteurs de radiodifrusion car Ia traj.et de propagation.
connaissance de leur coordonnEes giographiques (iiipar une dispersion angulaire d'origine
est une aide A Ia validation de nos mesures. La ionospheri u lseee nst ue
distance entre ces 6metteurs et I'ile Losquet est gisement. eIle-ci est d'autant plus importante
comprise entre 500 et 1500 km environ. qu'iI existe des g:~&dients.

Las r~sultats que nous presentons ont RtE obtenus 11 est important de remarquer que les mesures ýque
en utilisant Ia technique du balayage de lobe, en nous presentons sont Ie resultat de convolutions
azimut de 0' A 360' et en elevation de 0* A 90*. Pour entre les diagrammes de directivite et des "plans
tenir compte des variations d'amplitude observees d'ondes" incidents. La s~paration entre les effets de
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!a ladrgeurpdu lob~e ci de Iatidispersion angulaire Les trois prermieres colonnes du tableau 3 resument
inrdieprPoopee su le msures en site lea principaleb caractenstiques (lieu de l'metteur.

nest donc pas immediate. frequence utilis~c. date. heure) des mesures
effectuies au cours du mois d'Octobre 1991 et du

Si lea figures 3b et 4b soot recpresentatives de [a mois de Janvier 1992. a partir d'emetteurs de
pr6sence d'un mode de propagation dominant. radiodiffusion dans la bande 12-22 MHz. Les angles
dans le cas general la stratification verticale de de site d6termin6s et Ic pas de mesure utilis6 sont
l'onosphere eat a P~ongine dc trajets multiples I a represent~s dans les colonnes 4 et 5. Lea valeurs
figure 5 eat un re~sultat de mesure mettant en soulignies correspondent au maximum d'amplitude
6vidence cc type de situation. Le diagramme de observi. Dans lea quatres dernifres colonnes du
reception en site posside deux lobes princapaux tableau 3 figurent lea angles d'incidences obtenus a
indiquant a priori la pr~sence de deux trajets I'aide du mod~le ASAPS (m6thode 1) ct les
distinets en ilevalion. directions d'arrivee issues des transpositions

vertical-oblique (meit-bode 2). ainsi que les
11 eat a noter que comparee al]a mesure d'un scul differenccs respcctives dcecesangles par rapport aux
trajet Ia pr~sence de plusieurs cliemins de mesures.
propagation se traduit par une diformation du
diagrainme de riception qui ivolue au cours du On constate que:
temps en foniction des relations de phase entre lea - Iorsque une ou deux directions d~arrivce sont
airiens. Suivant P'instant de la mesure. ]a position ct mesureca. I'angle associe au maximum d'amplitude
le nombre des lobes principaux peut varier ct rendre observC correspond a un des trajets prevus par lea
ainsi necessaire le naoyennage de plusicurs methodes I et 2 : l'cart entre lea angles calcules et
balayages conaicutifa. mesuris est de l'ordre de grandeur du pas de

mesure.
Dana Ic cas de Ia figure 5 l'Ecart angulaire entre lea
deux trajets eat supincur a lPouverture du lobe - lorsque le nombre de trajeta mesures eat suptirieur
principal. La figire 6 presente un risultat de a dc.ý. lea ecarts entre lea angles mesures ct ceux

baliay age obtenu en presence de multi-trajets pour issus du calcul sont plus importants. Ce rEsultat
lequel Ia diff~rcnce d 616vation entre lea chemins dc semble indiquer que lPincertitude sur la mcsure
propagation eat comparable i l'ouverture du lobe augmente avec le nombre: de trajets mesur~s.
principal. La discrimination devient alors difficile. crsutsdcaionomrcobnsdn ]
Lea re~sultats que nous avons presentes dans cc bande des friquenices 6-12 MHz (Tableau 4)
p aragraphe montrent que Ia dttermination de indiquent que les diff~rences entre lea meaures et les
lazimut pose pcu de dilliculte Par contre. en site Ia previsions sont plus elevees que celles observees
presence de multi-trajets peut engendrer des dana Ia bande 12-22 MI-z. Uouverture du lobe
probl~mes d'interpr~tation Nous nous proposons principal du diagramme de directivit6, plus
d'aborder leur analyse dana le paragraphe suivant. important aux basses frEquences qu'aux frequences

ilevfcs eat probablement i l'originc de ce resultat.
3.2 InterpretatIon des mesures en site. Cepe~ndant. un nombre plus important dc mesures

eat ncessaire pour confiriner cette explication.
L:6valuation des performances de Ia technique de
radiogonnom~trie. repose sur deux approches: 4LSLMTSD AMEHD
-La prermire consiste A comparer les angles dc sitc
mesuris aux directions d'amrvee calculties A P'aide Lea limites de Ia technique du balayage dc lobe ont
du inodile de previsiona de propagation ASAPS 18). eti evaluies en ayant recount a des simulations
Ce modele permet la caractensation des modea de utilisant un modcle de signal diveloppE par Bertel
propagation et le calcul des angles d~incidcnce qui et al 1101. (Ill. Cc modile prend en compte lea
leur sont associks. pour une frequence. une liaison trajets multiples. la polarisation des modes
ct une date donnees. 11 eat A noter que cc modele ne propagEs et le dicalage Doppler dilfirentiel exiatant
fournit des informations que sur 1*6tat moyen de entre ces demniers. On tresete ici des reaultass
N~onosphire. relatifs A l'itude de deux trajieta.

-La seconde methode eat une comparaison de ces
mimes mesures aux angles issus de Ia transpoiton 4.1 L'ouverture du lobe principal.
en oblique des ionogrammea verticaux ob~te~nsus A
Lannion Cette trainsformation, effectuie A I .aide de Nous avons effectui des simulations en utilisant
Ia loi de Ia sEcante [91. permet Ie calcul des angles deux trajets separia d'un icart angulaire infirieur a
d~Incidcncc pour une frequence ct une distance de Ia largeur a 3 dB du lobe principal du diagramme de
prpaaion doonncs. Rappelons que cette directivitC. La figure 7 montre quc dana :Zc cas Ic

mtocne s'applique qu'aux modes ordinaires et diagrammec de riception prsente un clargissement
ne prcnd pas en compte d'ivcntuels gradients du lobe principal. Lavaleur de ]'angle
horizontaux de densitE Olctironique. correspondant au maximum du diagramme (28*) eat

Ia meme que I el6vation d'un des trajeta introduits.
Par ces deux m~thodes, Ia qualite des mesures a Eti 11 cat- a 00cr que de maniire gen~rale l'anglc
approch~e en comparant Ia diffirence entre lea associc au maximum eat interm~diaire entre lea
angles mesuris et calculis avec le pas de mesure. deux 6l6vations d'arriv6e.
Pour simplifier l'analysc des risultats seul lea angles LrqePcnaglieC 'uetr Bd
associes au maximum du diagrammec de riception LrqeIEatagliee 'uetr Bd
001 itC utilis~a. Nous avona par ailleurs separc lea lobe principal sont dans un rapport 2. Ie diagramme
mesures en deux catigories correspondant aux de riception permet une discnimination correcte des
bandes de friqucnces 6.12 MHz et 12.22 MHz; cc directions d arrivic.
qui permet de prendre en compte dans l'analysc des
risultats. le fait que Ie diagramme de directiviti La limitation introduite par Ia largeur du lobe

poqsside un lobe principal plus large aux basses principal diminue avec la longucur d'onde pour un
frequences. memec icart angulaire. puiaque P'ouverture dicroit

lorsquc la friqucnce augmente.
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4.2 Le rapport des amplitudes. Les risultats de cette etude pr~liminairc montrent
que l'on peut envisager l'emploi de la technique du

L~e niveau des lobes principaux du diagramme de balayage de lobe pour des etudes de
reception est fonction de l'amplitude relative des radiogoniometrie HF telles que la radiolocalisation
signaux a la sortie dc l'ionosphere et du diagramme a station unique ou Ia mesure en temps reel des
de rayonnement des antennes. Dans ces conditions. conditions de propagation.
les trajets de faible amplitude peuvent Etre masques
par les lobes secouidaires associ~s au mode
dominant. REMERCIEMENTS

Nous avons simul6 ce phinomine en faisant varier Les auteurs remercient 1'ensemble de l'equipe
les; amplitudes associ~es ai deux trajets d'incidences " sondeur a ritrodifl'usion". pour leur contribution
15* et 35?. La figurt *8 montre qu'avec des eflicace i la pantic exp~rimentale dc cette itude.
amplitudes introduites identiques. la m~thode
permet de retrouverices angles d'arrivce. Par contre.

Iorsue les inergies sont dans un rapport 0.5. Il REEENE
trjtde plus faible amplitude peut 6tre confondu

avec un des lobes secondaires du diagramme de ~ ehn. PJD. "ai ieto
r~cetio: cci st llusrC ar a fgur 9.Finding", IEE Electromagnetic waves series

4. Published by Peter Peregrinus Ltd, 1978.
4.3 La durie delIsmesure. 2. Multedo. G., "Les techniques
Rappelons qu'un balayage en site de 0 i 90 * par d'interf~romEtrie utilis~es dans les

radiogoniometres i THOMSON.CSF'.pas de 2"* dure environ 20 secondes. La non rRevue technique Thomson-CSF, juin 1987.
stationnarite du milieu pendant cette duree. lors de Vl1.N2Ia presence de multi-trajets, est aussi i l'origine vl1.N2
d'une d~formation du diagramme de reception. 3 caaa .. "oopei oeigi
Celle-ci est d'autant plus importante que Ia periode 3 caaa .. oopei oeigi
des variations temporelles des Doppler diff~rentiels support of single-station-location of long
est de l'ordre de grandeur de la duric du balayage. range transmittersJ. Atmos. Terr. Phys. 50.
Dans ces conditions le diagramme de receptio 1988. pp781.795.
presente un "fcuilletage" illustrE par la figure . 4.~ Fombonne. P.. "Radionavigation

De maniere genirale. les resultats de simulations Radiolocalisation". Masson 1983.
mon.'rent que diverses influences interviennent dans 5. ILe Saout. .l.Y. Bertel. L.. " Antenna arrays of
]a diformation du diagramme de reception. the C. N. E.T. backscatter HF radar". FourthCependant les maximums observes permettent une International Conference on HF radiointerpretation correcte de la simulation avec deux systems and techniques. april 1988. IEEtrajets. ýonference Publication N*284. pp 280.284.

5 CONCLUSION 6. ILe Saout. .J.Y.. Bertrand, P.. Poitevin, R.."Les caracteristiques cxp~rimentales des
Les r~sultats de l'interpretation des; mesures de systimes d'airicns du radar HF 4t

radigonom~ricque ousavos p~scn~s anscetr~trodiflfusion". Journces Internationales de
aradiclgpvniom trie q~ue nos avons rsunisdnsct Nice sur les Antennes. novembre 1990, ppartile euvet Cre rsums come uit572-575

En azimtzt. Ia comparaison des directions d'arrivec
mesurees avec celles calcul~cs &i partir des positions 7. Bertel. L... Gourvez. P.. Le Saout, J.Y.,

ra hiA emter ote aiut Ruelle, N.. "HF Receving antenna array
daon's Pluese troue16etu qeut e dtribehaviour". Sixth International Conference

avec une prcson uve s 'e llett du paut dte m1eterme on Antennas and Propagation 1989,
preisonqui du meur Conference Publication N*0.Part1,p

En site, la comparaison des angles mesurts avec 8. ASAPS. Advanced Stand Alone Prediction
ceux issus du mod~le de privision ASAPS ainsi queSytm UsrgieIP RaoanSpe
ceux qui ont Wt calcules par transposition oblique Syservic se. A ustaiae. 1989. i ndSpc
d'ionogrammes verticaux montre que ,Iorsque unSevcAsrla19.
ou deux trajets sont observes. la difference entre 9 ais . InshrcRdo EI'.angle associ6 au maximum du diagramme de EleDavi ages, c K.. e Insperics Radio Pulsedreception et ceux qui ont et6 calcules est de l'ordre lcrmgei aessre 1 ulse
de ugrandeur du pas de mesure. Cette diffirence es by Peter Peregrinus Ltd. 1990.
plus importante aux basses frequences. 10. Bertcl, L.,. Gourvez. P.. Leclerc. P.,* La
Par ailleurs. les result'ats de Ia simulation des Saout, J.Y.. Rojas Valera, J.,* "Etude du
mesures en site indiquent uc les performances de comportement d'un r~seau d'antennes HF en

la9toedpnetl obed rjt reception". Journ~es Internationales de Nice
presents au moment de ]a mesure : la ditcrmination srIsAtnenvmr 96
dc l'angle d'incidence associ6 i un seul trajet peut
etre eFfectuce sans difficult6. Par contre. Ia 11. Bertel, L... La Ray. B.. Baltazart. V., La

diciiato emulti-trajets nest possible quc si Saout. J.Y., "Analysis of behaviour of small
les amplitudes relatives qui [eur sont associces sontbai dognmersungntfrmty
dans un rapport au momns de 0.5 et si l'ecart technique". Conference on solar terrestrial
angulaire cntre les directions d'arrivee est supErieur and space physics and workshop on

i l'uvetur it3 d dulob prncial u dagrmmeionospheric modelling an radio wave
del'ouvertur 3d d oe rncpldudagam propagation, Melbourne, february 1990.
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d~phaseurs 6 R~seau de reception constituO
commnande de 64 antennes actives

sommatf Wý R 68.8m ff
onnaeur
de2

puissance

B3US IEEE

Recepteur Calculateur
64 inde HP

~ mesure

Figure I Snpqedur~seau de reception du sondeur a ritrodiffusion du CNET
losd snuiisation en radiogoniomEtrie.

CNEI 33 0 N 30

KSW Ot WEM~j 00 60 1 -nm CtlI 4

.3-fl C ~2U
0-4 r SC2U

a- diagramme thitorique b- diagramme exp~rimental

Figure 2: Diagrammes de directivit~ thiorique et mesuri du riscaude rEception la
fr~quence de 20 MHz.
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92041CR MISEII 0I.9-1IN1 :81 PAS: 2 r1CHIER flllTM3 CLCV.l21I*4I 9- MO
TYPE VC VISU :LI1N. 021.MRXI :360' 999,c:-29.66 dR. TYPE DC VMT UQN. CLCV MAX]1 9W. 9400-27.07 di.
DATE .21 Oct 1991 f9COLCmcc 22 13B504z 20ov. cRLcLLEc DATE 21 Oct 1992 FREO2JENCC 223.68520, 220Y. C&LCLLCE
I(LPOEC M , 909 .22. ELEVATTION :26. 20.2 20 PcI,,., 09.22.20 T.U. 0212202 .299. SUR~ 18Pc..

COORDONNECS POLA1RIS EN ELECVATION

a- diagramme azimutal b- diagramme en site

Figure 3 :Diagrainmes dle r6ception obtenus a partir dle 1'6mettur de radiodiffusion
dle Leaik (Suisse)

TYPE DE 02220 MIN. 022 920X2 -Ur9 92022,-29.87 dD. TYPE DE 1Y122 !LIN4 OLCV.PAX2 Sir. MRXI-41.34 do.

ME1 ;I Oct 1991 FDCOLCCC :17.045M%2 9201. C99,CLLCE DA~TE 21 Oct 1991 rPEOLU0cC -17.945M, 9901. C.CA.CME
ýCLJR 13.59.90 7.0. ELLEVATIN0.2 :26 .2 2UP cIs ., HCC 24.90 921 T2 U 22193 .9w* SUR0 to VFh,-,

* C0C#OOc1ONME POLAIRES EN9 ELEVATION

a- dliagramme azimutal b- diagramme en site

Figure 4: Diagrammes de reception obtenus apartir de I'enetteur de radiodiffusion
de Wcrtachtal (Alleniagne).
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1UUQU3UM DATU NULUATIONi 1311W
TZ (C0t MiS) m193 DR vIot LOSQOUr PRO GUOmI"I=QUv

08/10/91
6.155 10:04 50" 83- 5- 86"

09/10/91
WIEN 15.45 09:25 15" 86° 2" 86"

21/10/91
21.49 14:26 16" 86* 2" 86"

22/10/91
LERK 9.535 15:35 23' 103" 2" 103"

21/10/91
13.685 09:05 28" 104" 2" 103"

08/10/91
ALLO 6.17 10:14 50" 112' 5" 114"

22/10/92
SKEL 9.76 14:25 35" 4" 3" 5"

09/10/91
ARGA 11.79 08:46 25' 178" 3 176"

-- 08/10/91 -
JUNG 6.09 09:32 20" 76' 5. 79*

WERT 17.845 21/105/91 26 [ 89" 2 89"

Tableau I : Comparaison des angles azimutaux mesur~s, avec ceux calculus i partir
des positions geographiques des imetteurs de:

WIEN (48*00 N, 16*28 E)
LENK (46°27N. 07027E)
ALLOUIS (47000 N, 02*00 E)
SKELTON (54' 44 N. 02-54 W)
ARGANDA (400 18N. 03o 31 W)
JUNGLINSTER (49-40 N, 06-19E)
WERTACHTAL (48-05N. )0-41E)

nrlumncz oUVu ouIzuitz o1 UVmtu OUVIRTURI
OMn NMs) ZI 1319: 31o=3o" IN SITS: 2t=20- 33 SITU: Z2=30" 33 8XTU: 2o=4O-

(an 4og.) (Cn dog.) (on dog.) (on dog.)

6 17.3 28.2 33.6 25.3
10 10.4 23.6 19.7 14.3
14 7.4 20.0 13.4 10.1
18 5.7 16.5 10.3 7.8
22 4.7 13.1 8.3 6.4
26 4.0 10.8 7.0 5.4
30 3.4 9.2 6.0 4.6

Tableau2: Ouverture th~orique A 3 dB du lobe principal du diagramme de
directivitE.
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ricHIER MSITE6 CLCV.tINZ :a* PAS :2
TPLt DE VISU :LINL CL.CVd.tXI :Sir MAXI-3I.74 dIM

DAE f 1;-~ 1992 LRW*,cCN t9.7Gt4z HOY. CALCULE
HUC V ý27 .U. AZIIIJI ý5 SUR 10 F.h.

COOSDONNECS POLSICCO EN ELEVATION

Figure 5: Diagramme de riception en site obtenus a partir de l'6mcttcur de
radiodiffusion de Skelton .

FICHZCR MITTIOCI CLEV.MNI9 :r PAS Z

TYPE DE VISO LIN. ELEV iPXI -9r MRXZ:-41.14 dR.

DATE Is Oct 1991 rREOLMNCC *23.729,z MOY. CIHCLCEE
HER 9.37:43 T Ui AZIPT 06- SLA toL~,.

COORDONNECS POLAIRES Eft ELEVATION

Figure 6: Diagrarmne de riception en site obtenu a partir de I'imetteur de
radiodiffusion de Lenk.
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"•U•8U=C DAs•I3 VIU AS SfT28 3•TC. SIT31 ICIAT
TX (on US) in 1,282UT on MSUDt 1 on XITODS 2 an

(T.U.) on dog. dog. an dog. dog. on dog. d8g.
18/10/91 5 49 7 (1Z) 8.0 (1E) 48.2 (3F2)

13.73 09:37 11 2 18 (1F) -1 14.0 (MF1) -5
137 (2P) 33.2 (2F2)

18/10/91 Z 17 (1F) 15.5 (1F2)
WIEN 15.45 09:23 31 1 38 (2F) 10 34.4 (2M2) 8.5

47
17/01/92

15.45 09:35 11 2 16 (1F) -1 13.7 (1M2) -1.3
47 35 (2F) 34.9 (2F2)

21/10/91 5.1 (1E6)
21.49 10:00 In 1 16 (1F) 1 16.2 (1F2) -0.8

17/01/92

21.49 09:50 it 2 16 (1F) 0 16.0 (IF2) 0
40

18/10/91 13.2 (lES)
13.685 10:05 U 2 30 (1P) 2 27.4 (1F2) -0.6

45 53 (2F) 53.4 (2F2)

21/10/91 U 29 (1F) 113.9 (IEs) 67.8 (3M2)
LENK 13.685 09:11 44 2 1 28.0 (1F2) 0

57 52 (2F) 54.0 (272)
17/01/92

13.685 09:30 is 2 28 (1F) 0 27.8 (172) -0.2
50 (2F)

09/10/91
ARGA 11.79 08:40 at 3 26 (1F) 0 28.1 (1F2) 2.1

47 49 (2F)
17/01/92

11.79 09:25 2A 2 25 (1F) 1 23.2 (172) -0.8
45 46 (2F) 46.3 (2F2)

21/10/91
WERT 17.845 13:48 U 2 29 (IF) 3 26.7 (172) 0.7

17/01/92
17.845 09:40 21 2 24 (1F) 3 23.7 (IF2) 2.7

Tableau 3: Comparaison des angles de site mesur6s avec les directions d'arrivie
calcul~es, r l'aide du module de propagation ASAPS (m6thode I) et des
transpositions en oblique des ionogrammes venicaux de ]a station
ionosph•rique de Lannion (mithode 2). Les frEquences des 6metteurs
sont comprises entre 12 et 22 MHz.

1RNQUUMCU DATM3 gins PAn Sins ICAST SITSS UCART
TX (on US) UR.B WugUUT on 32TOD9 1R on i V3TOD93 2 en

(T.U.) on dog. 4og. an dog. dog. on dog. dog.
08/10/91 21 4.4 (iE) 29.1 (3Eh)

WIEN 6.155 09:43 50 3 14 (2E) 4 14.9 (2E) 44.5 (372) 4.9
77 23.9 (3Eb)

22/10/91 13 (1E) 12.1 (lEb) 49.8 (272)
LENK 9.535 13:54 24 3 33 (IF) -1 16.0 (1Eh) -1.2

JU 52 (2F) 25.6 (171)

08/10/91 U3 28 (1E) 25.7 (16) 75.3 (372)
ALLO 6.17 14:48 45 5 52 (17) 6 44.4 (171) 3.7

75 6;.9 (272)
22/10/91 28.4 (172)

SKEL 9.76 14:50 33 3 40 (1F) 7 53.8 (272) -4.6
60 (2F) 65.5 (3F2)

17/01/92 31 37 (IF) 28.2 (172)
9.76 09:25 5 2 58 (2F) -1 50.6 (272) -3.6

62.6 (372)
08/10/91 J3. 15 (16) 11.0 (16)

JUNG 6.09 09:22 5 28 (1F) 3 47.2 (1F2)' -1
51 57 (2F) 59.9 (272)

Tableau 4: Comparaison des angles de site mesur6s avec les directions d'arrivie
calculees, i I'aide du modile de propagation ASAPS (mithode 1) et des
transposition en oblique des ionogrammes verticaux de ]a station
ionosph~rique de Lannion (mthode 2). Les frrquences des 6metteurs
sont comprises entre 6 et 12 MHz.
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90 90

/ 0 60

000 025 050 075 100 000 025 050 075 100

Figure 7 :Diagramme de r~ception en site simuiC Figure 8 :Diagramme de r6ception en site simuiC
Friquence - 15,45 MHz Fr~quence = 15.45 MHz
Azimut de vis~e - 86* Azimut de vis~c = 86V
Trajet n*l El6vation introduite -28* Trajet n'l El6vation introduite = IS'
Trajet n'2: Elevation introduite -350 Amplitude -

Trajet n*2: Elevation introduite - 35'
Amplitude 1

000 025 050 0.75 100 000 025 050 075 1.00

Figure 9: Diagramme de r~ception en site simuiC Figure 10 : Diagramme de reception en site simulC
Frtcquence - 15.45 MHz Frequence - 15.45 MHz
Azimut de viste - 86' Azimut de vis~e - 86'
Trajet n*1l El6vation introduite - 15' Trajet n'l : El~vation introduite - 7'

Amplitude - I Amplitude - 0.7
Trajet n*2: El6vation introduite - 35S Trajet n*2: El~vation introduite - 16'

Amplitude =0.5 Amplitude - I
Trajet n*3 : EIC ration introduite - 36'

Amplitude - I
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DISCUSSION

E. SCHWEICHER
Avez-vous employd une apodisation pour rdduire les lobes secondaires de votre rtseau d'antennes?
Have you used apodization to reduce the side loes of your array?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Urn fois Ic lobe fonnE, I l'aide de Is technique que nous avons prisentie, nous ne mettons ps en oeuvre d'autres mitbades.
Once the lobee has beens formed, .ssing the technique we have descri bed. we do not use my other methods.

J. BELROSE
When you compared measured with predicted elevation angle of arrival of short wave broadcast signals, have you included in your
analysis the vertical plane patterns of the transmitting antennas?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Nous ne tenons compte que do diagramme des antennes do rise=o de r~ception et nows conaid~rons qu'un mode de propagation est
dominant lorsqu'il eat mesuri comme tel.
We only take itwo account the receiver array antenna pattern and we consider that a propagation mode is dominant when it is
measured as such.

D. CHOA
I recall your measurement showing - S* beamnwidth at 20 MHz. Fundamentally, an aray is limited in beamwidth by ND in radians
where D =size of the aperture and X is the wavelength. At 20Nf )4JD=l15/68 and the best beamwidth is -121. Can you
comment on this?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
The radius of the antenna arry is 68.8 m but the diameter is about 140 m which gives the shown bearnswidth.

E. SCHWEICHER
Sur votre second transparent, j'ai noti Ia prisence (I pawti do calcolateur) de 2 bus: on boa GPIB (car je croyais que GPlO Etait one
faote de frappe) et on bus MME que je croyais identiques. Quelle eat Is diffirence entre esa deox bus? Si GPIO eat r~ellement
GPIO et non GPIB. que signtifie (3PI0?
On your second viewgraph. I noted that there were 2 buses (st art ing from the computer), a GPIB bus (as I think GPIO was a typing
error) and a IEEE bus, which I thought were identical. What is the difference between these 2 buses? If GPIO is really GPIO and
not GPIB what does GPIO stand for?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Le bus GPIO comnme Ie bus EEEE cat on bus parallkle mais contrairement so bus IEEE il n'y a aucon Echange de protacole d'ou on
gain de rapidit6 au niveao do transfert des donn~es.
Like the IEEE bus, the GPIO bus is a parallel bus, but unlike the IEEE bus there is no exchange ofprotocol, which makes for more
rapid data transfer.

C. GOUTELARD
Commentaire:
le voodrais faire remarqoer, suite A Is question do Dr Belrose, qu'il n'y a pas I se pr6occoper do diagramme de rayonnement de
l'imetteur. En effet, celui-ci pradoit des trajets divers en function de son diagramnme. Si, par exemple, B en supixime on, ce nWeat
pas important: le rdcepteur ne traitera que lea trajeta par lesquela lea ondes se scrant propag~es. et le traitement sera plus simple. Le
r~le do rdcepteur ici eat de diterminer lea trajets qui se sont propagis et non ceux qoi aursient pu se prapagex,
Following Dr. Belrose's question. I would like to point out that we don't need to concern ourselves with the emitter's radiationr
pattern. In effect, the emitter produces different paths depending on its pattern. If it cancels one, for etample, this is not
imkportant; the receiver will only process those paths along which waves are propagated, and the processing will be simpler. In this
case, the role of the receiver is to determine the paths which have been propagated and not those which might have been
propagated.
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S RESULTS OF THE ADVANCED TRANSLATOR PROCESSING SYSTEM

Alisom . Brown
NAVSYS Corporation

14954U Woodcarver Road
Colorado Spings, CO 80921

USA
William Sward, NAVSYS Corporation
Peter Brown, NAVSYS Corporation

1. SUMMARY The reduction in size and cost of the system was achieved
The Advanced Translator Processing System was through the use of off4he-shelf componm= where
developed to provide a low cost alternative to tracking possible. The key element of the ATPS is the
translated GPS signals. It is backwards compatible with Presmplif•er/Downconvertor (P/DC) subsymm. The
the Translator Proceming System (TWS) currently used to P/DC tracks tho Pilot Carrier from the GPS Translator
track Ballistic Missile Translators (BMT) by the US and uses this signal to control downconversion of the
Ranges. NAVSYS has also developed a BMT compatible received S-bend signal back to the L-band signal received
Translator. by the Translator. This signsl is then passed to aconvadiona (3PS receiver for processing.
A key element of the ATPS is the Presmpliferl/

Downcovertor (P/DC) module which was developed by The performance of the ATPS is limited only by the
NAVSYS to condition the received Translator signal so it tracking performance of the GPS receiver. Testing has
can be tracked with a conventional C/A code receiver, been performed using a number of GPS receivers
This significantly reduces the cost of the henrware by including the Mini-Rogue SNR 8A, the Aslaech XHI, and
allowing the ATPS to be constructed mostly from off4he- the Navstar XR3-P receiver.
shelf components. The ATPS and Translator were tested
against the RAJPO Ballistic Missile and Translator 3. NAVSYS GPS TRANSLATOR
Processing System Specifications. nis aper presents the The NAVSYS GPS Translator was designed to be

otests demoomtrating the performance of the backwards compatible with the Ballistic Missile Translator
ATPS and Translator under different operating conditions. (BM1) Type A, with the following additional capabilities:

NAVSYS has also developed a Post Test Processing While the BMT is designed to operate at one of 89
System 0P`PS), incorporating the same componemts, possible frequencies, the frequency of the NAVSYS
which records the Translator data during the tests. When Translator is field selectable to any of the 89 channels
this data is played back, high- .xuracy Time and Space through an internal switch. The NAVSYS Translator is
Position Information (TSPI) data can be computed on the also designed to allow BPSK data to be modulated on the
vehicle even under extreme dynamics. Pilot Carrier (PC) signal. This enables the Translator to

be used as a telemetry link as well as a tracking system.
2. INTRODUCTION The Translator will also allow the S-band GPS signal to

be modulated with a pseudo-noise M-code. This feature
2.1 Current Translator Systems can be used to allow the CDMA operation of muiple
OPS Translator tracking systems have been developed by tralator sharing the same frequency band.
the US Navy and by the tri-service Range Applications
Joint Program Office (RAIPO). These are designed to The Translator specification is summarized in Table 1.
provide real-time Time Space Position Information (TSPI)
data for high dynamic flight test and tracking applications. 4. PREAMPLIFIER/DOWNCONVERTOR

The P/DC is designed to operate with signals from either
The GPS Translator concept is illustrated in Figure 1. The the BMT or the NAVSYS Translator at any of the 89
Translator installed on-board the missile converts the S-band frequency channels. The P/DC converts the
received L-band GPS signals to S-band and rebroadcasts received Translator signals from S-baud for subsequent
them to a ground.based Translator Processing System processing by a GPS receiver. The P/DC specifications
(MTS) where the location of the vehicle is determined, are summarized in Table 2.
The RAWPO BMT Translator signal spectrum is illustrated
in Figure 2. To limit the S-band signal bandwidth, only The P/DC follows an S-band preamplifier, normally a
the C/A code GPS signals am translated and broadcast to range preamplifie providing 25 ±5 dB of gain with 2 dB
the TPS. noise figure. The S-band signal from the preamplifier is

mixed to an IF frequency and AGC amplified. The
2.2 NAVSYS Advanced Translator Processing System leveled signal is divided, one path being bandlimited to
For many of the potential applications for UPS the C/A-code spectrum, translated to L-band and output
Translators, the size and cost of the Translator Processing to the UPS reeiver, the other being translated to
System currnly in use in the United States is ohibitiv. aseband and output to the P/DC Controller.
NAVSYS hes developed a smaller, low cost Advanced
Translator Processing System (ATPS) suitable for use in The P/DC Controller provides control voltages to set the
the" applications. AGC gain and the synthesizer reference frequency
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Table I Translator Specification Table 2 P/DC Specification

Input Signal: OPS LI C/A Code S-Band Sinal Input
Frequency 1575.42 MHz ±50 kHz Composite of Translator output signals
Signal level -145 dBm to -110 dBm Center Frequency: 2201.92 MHz to 2390.92 MHz

(selctable in I MHz steps)
Output SignsLh Channel Field Selectable N I 1 to 89 PC Frequency: Center Frequency + PC Offset

Center Frequency 2201.92 + N MHz RF Level: -97 dBm to -21 dBm
PC Frequency 2200 + N MHz PC Level: 10 ±2 dB below RF level
RF Power Level +35 ±2 dBm (3 watts) Preamp Noise Levcl:-147 ±5 dBmIHz
Test Option +30 ±2 dBm (1 watt) PC Offse: -1.92 MHz + M MHz
PC Level RF Power Level - (10 ± 2 dB) M = 1to 56

Modulation Options: Signal Encoding
M-Code (CDMA) DC to I MBPS M-Code DC to I MBPS
PC-Data (Telemetry) DC to 62.5 KBPS

L-Band Signal Output
Performance Requirements: Translator L-Band input, Translator input noise, and

Phase Stability amplifier thermal noise
Condition itouiremn Center Frequency: 1575.42 MHz
10 second period <30* RF Level: -94.5 dBm to -77.5 dBm
10 dB input change <5"
-145 to -110 dBm input range i520" Performance Requirements

Fregucnv Accurac ±+I0 PPM Attenuator Control Power: 0 to 70 dB
Frouenev Drft 0.1 see Allan Variance < 10'0 Distance 1:2000
Pilot Carrir Phase litter Freouency Control ± 10 ppm

Double Sided Noise Bandwidth RMS Phase Jitter - 20 kHz at S-Band
I to 10 Hz <8* Fregucncv Accuracy 0 01 PPM after 3 minute
I to 1500 Hz 510* warm-up
1 to 15,000 Hz <15* FreAuencv Drift 0.1 scc Allan Variance < 1010

Output Phase Jitter Pilot Carrier Channel Phase Jitter
Double Sided Noise Bandwidth RMS Phase Jitter Double Sided Noise Bandwidth RMS Phase Jitt.
I to 10 Hz S7* 1 to 10 Hz 40
1 to 1500 Hz 515" 1 to 1500 Hz 5o

1 Hzto 'I KHz 80
Physical Requirements: Signal Channel Phase Jitter

Immersed Volume 25 cubic inches Double Sided Noise Bandwidth RMS Phase Jitter
Mkh 1.8 pounds (excluding antennas, I to 10 Hz 40

cabling, connectors, and primary I to 1500 Hz 80
power source)

Power 20 to 32 VDC, 22 watts Physical Requirements
Immersed Volume (46 cubic inches)

All dimensions exclusive of

(provided from a voltage controlled crystal oscillator connectors and mountings.
( )iht 3.3 pounds MAX, excluding(VCXO)). antennas, cabling, connectors, and

primary power source.
The P/DC Controller is a DSP computer card embedded Power 20 to 32 VDC (23 watts)
in a host IBM Personal Computer. The P/DC Controller
digitally samples the Pilot Carrier signal at 200 kHz and
processes this data to provide the A-C and VCXu control
signals. The AGC control is required to adjust the Initial measurements were made between two XR3-P
received signal level of the translated UPS signal to the receivers directly tracking the GPS satellite signals
nominal level expected by the UPS receiver. The VCXO (Figure 4). The double difference delta-ranges (DDR)
control is required to remove the frequency offset on the between two satellites and two receivers operating from a
S-band carrier from the Translator clock. This function common antenna was used to characterize the phase-noise
realigns the L-band code and carrier Doppler shifts so that on the tracking loops. The variance of this phase-noise is
the receiver can function without any modification. The equivalent to twice the individual phase-noise variance on
L-band signal then appears to the UPS receiver as though a single satellite.
it were received along the path translator-satellite-ground.

A second set of results were made between a reference
5. TEST RESULTS receiver and a receiver tracking the signals from the UPS
The Translator and ATPS system test results are described Translator (Figure 5). The results showed a slight
in the following sections. Component level tests were degradation in signal to noise ratio in the translator signal.
performed to verify that the Translator and P/DC met There was no noticeable increase in the carsier phase
their individual specifications, the system tests were then noise observed from the DDR measurements. In both
used to verify the performance of the systems under cases the DDR I-sigma was around 5m m, indicating that
laboratory conditions, the receiver tracking loop noise of roughly 2.5 mm is

dominating any phase noise introduced by the Translator
$.1 Navigation Performance Tests and P/DC.
The test configuration shown in Figure 3 was used to
verify the operation of the Translator and P/DC under The relative position and velocity accuracy was also very
static conditions and to comper the navigation similar between the Translator and dual-receiver test
performance to that with a reference UPS receiver.
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caes. The velocity accuracy was 0.01-0.02 m/s 1-sigma A second test was performed with the Translators
in both case for PDOPs of 2.S or better. separated in frequency by 20 MHz and the relative power

level adjusted to determine the minimum and maximm
5.2 Power Level Tests tracking power level for the P/DC. The P/DC was able
The purpose of the power test was to demonstrate the to track both Translators and provide DDR and velocity
ability of the AGC loop to track the translated signals accuracies comparable to the tests described in 5.2 (34
throughout the full range of operation of the P/DC. To mm and 2 cm/s) over a 49 dB operating range. When the
perform this teat, variable attenuation was introduced into signal power for the low power Translator was dropped
the path from the Translator to the P/DC to vary the fither, the P/DC receiver had trouble maintaining lock
received S-band RF power from -116 dBm to -56 dBm, on the signal.
equivalent to tracking a Translator over a 1:1000 change
in range. 6. FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS

NAVSYS is currently developing a Post-teOt Procesing
Throughout the tests, the SNR through the Translator was System (PTPS) based on the ATPS design.

degraded by 0 to 3 dB. The DDR measurements provided
a 1-sigma variance of around S mm, except wher steps The PTPS is illustrated in Figure 7 and consists of a
were observed due to a timing error problem in the single rack of equipment and a host SUN computer that is
XR3-P data. The observed velocity in the high dynamic designed to record and post-est process Translator data.
mode was between 1-2 cm/s 1-sigma. The relative
position error between the two GPS receivers was In record mode, the PTPS records data from two tracki
generally within 3 meters. antennae (typically one Left Hand Circularly Polarized

(LHCP) the other RHCP Translator signals from the same
5.3 Simulated Dynamics Tests vehicle) and oae static reference UPS antims to a high
Since the ATPS testing was performed in the laboratory, speed Very Large Data Store (VLDS) recorder.
it was obviously not possible to demonstrate the
performance under actual vehicle dynamics. Instead, In post-test mode, the PTPS permits playback of the
simulated Doppler shifts (or oscillator frequency shifts) recorded data and recovery of the GPS data. The
were introduced on the Translator signal output by specification of the Post Test Processing System is listed
varying the frequency of the Translator oscillator. By in Table 3.
heating and cooling the Translator oscillator, it was
possible to cause the frequency to vary by over 10 ppm. 6.1 Data Recording
This is equivalent to a frequency shift at S-band of 20 The configuration of the PTPS recording system is shown
kHz or a Doppler velocity shift of 3000 m/s. This test in Figure 7.
verified the ability of the P/DC Controller to remove this
frequency shift without disrupting the operation of the The PTPS system uses two P/IDC units and controllers, as
ATPS receiver, described for the ATPS system, to AUC the incoming

Translator signals and convert the signal back to L.band.
The change in frequency inserted an apparent acceleration The resulting L-band GPS signals are fed, along with a
into the translated GPS signal of up to 10 m/s/s (1 g) reference channel signal 'rom a static
(Figure 6). If this were not corrected for in the P/DC, the antenna/preamplifier, to three Predete, tion GPS Receivers
frequency offset would cause an error in the DDR (PGR). The PGR is a NAVSYS des gned GPS rec'iver
measurements and the velocity computed by the XR3-P that outputs In-Phase and Quadrati re samples of the
receiver. In addition, the XR3-P receiver would have incoming signal at 2 MSps.
difficulty maintaining code lock due to the difference in
the apparent code and carrier Doppler shift-. The P/DC The resulting data st reams are packed into an 8-bit word
correction removed the Translator clock offset frequency along with digitized Pilot Carrier data from the two
so the L-hand signal into the XR3-P receiver was P/DCs and passed to a Metrum VLDS Data recorder
unaffected by the apparent Doppler shift, recording at 2 MBytes/sec.

During this test, the Translator SNR was within 2 dB of Timing of the entire system comes from a highly stable
the reference receiver, the variance of the DDR ovenised 10 MHz oscillator.
measurements was less than 6 mm, and the velocity
provided by the receiver was accurate to 4 cm/s. The The two P/DC controller DSP cards are embedded in a
velocity accuracy was the only noticeable change in this SUN Sparcstation2 host computer that also controla the
test. Under "static" conditions the velocity accuracy was tape recorder.
better than 2 cin/s, while under the 'dynamic' conditions
the accuracy degraded to 4 cm/s, with the receiver in 6.2 Post-Test Proceing
high-dynamic mode. However, this performance is The configuration of the PTPS post-tes system is shown
excellent when tracking a signal that varies by 10 mns/s, in Figure 8. The recorded data is retrieved from tape into
and it demonstrates the precision of the P/DC tracking an interface card. The interface card buffers I second of
loops in removing the S-band Doppler frequency offset, data and routes the desired GPS channel to two arrays of

up to 10 accelerator chips. Each accelerator chip is
S.4 Interference Tests instructed by the host to track one of the ,visible satellites.
These tests demonstrated the ability of the P/DC to track The accelerator chip performs code correlation and
individual Translator signals when more than one tracking under control of one of two DSP cards. Aiding
Translator is operating, and to switch between the data, if available, is passed from the host to the DSP to
Translators. In the first test, two Translators were control the tracking aigorithnms. Acquisition over a wide
connected to the input of the P/DC with their frequencies range of Dopplers can be achieved using search bins of
offset by 4 MHz (2206.5 MHz and 2210.5 MHz). The 500 Hz and repeatedly processing the data in the 1-second
two Translators were set with a relative power level of 6 data buffer. Once signal lock has been acquired, the tape
dB. The P/DC was able to track both signals accurately will start streaming and processing can be achieved in
throughout the test. real-time. Loop logic permits real-time aiding between
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Table 3 PTPS System Specificati Table 4 Summary of ATPS System Tea Resulsa

Input LHCP and RHCP Translator signals at S-band Navigation Performance
-76 dBum to -16 dBm SNR Degradation 1 dB
LI refcrence signal per ICD-GPS-200 DDR-Observed Phase Noise 4 num (1-sigma)

Position Error <3 meters
Output to tape Composite words of 1-bit digitized Velocity Error 2 cams (1-sigma)

(I&Q) 2 MSps GPS signals (3 e) and
5-bit digitized 400 kHz Pilot Carrier P/DC Power Level Thresholds
signals (2 a) Maximum -56 dBm

Minimum -116 dBm
Tape Recorder Metrum VLDS

Transfer rate 2 MByte/sec sustainer tranmsfer rate Frequency Tests
Tape medium T-120 video cassette Full Range J:*10 ppm (±3000 m/s)
Record time 84 minutes

Simulated Dynamics 0 to 10 ppm (10 m/s/s
Host computer SUN Sparcstation 2 with two C-30 acceleration)

DSP cards.
Interference Tests

Physical characteristics (without host computer) Translators separated by 4 MHz and 6 dB - Passed
Weight 160 lbs Translators separated by 20 MHz and 49 dB - Passed
Dimensions 26' x 17" x 24"

Maximum Dynamics for PTPS Tracking Loops GPS signals to this precision over a 60 dB range of
Velocity 6000 g power, providing a range of operation of 1:1000 in
Acceleration 50 g distance.Jerk 50 g/s

Maximum Doppler ±92 kHz The P/DC has also been integrated into a Post-Teat

PTPS Tracking Loop Performance Processing system that is capable of recording the
Signal Ll CIA code Translator signals during a mission. The PTPS is

Performance 40 dB-Hz (SNR) designed to replay this data and make high accuracy
PR @1 Hz = 6 to (1-sigma) measurements throughout the vehicle's trajectory even
DR @1 Hz = 1 cm (I-sigma) under high dynamics.

Acquisition Threshold 32 dB-Hz (SNR) 8. REFERENCES
Trackin Threshold 1. J.B. McConnell, R.H.Greenberg, R.B.Pickett, P.C.

AFC Tracking 21 dB-Hz @10 g @10 g/s Wildhagen, A.K.Brown, *Advances in GPS Translator
Phase Tracking 22 dB-Hz @5 g @5 8/s Technology," ION Satellite Division Conference
(data aided) Proceedings, September 1989.

2. 'Miaturized UPS Translator and Translator
Processing System Development, Phase U Final Report,"

channels to assist reacquisition if lock is lost. In this way, NAVSYS Docmntw TPS-91-05, August 1991.
the LHCP can aid the RHCP channel (and vice versa)
during signal fades. Host control permits tape rewind and
reacquisition if lock is lost on both channels during
streaming.

A prehminasy processing pass using the static reference
receiver data provides navigation data, which can also be
used to navigation data-aid the tracking loops. This
results in roughly a 6 dB improvement in the tracking
loop threshold.

7. CONCLUSIONS
The result of the ATPS system tests are summarized in
Table 4. The developnent of both the Translator and the
P/DC proved to be highly successful and all of the design
objectives were met.

The Translator demonstrated its backward compatibility
with the BMT, and its capability of field-selectable
operation, at all 89 of the BMT frquencies.

The Advanced Translator Processing System passed all of
the system tests and demonstrated that the P/DC is
capable of tracking CPS signals with no noticeable
performance degadation over a conventional UPS
receiver. Carrier phase measurements were provided to an
accuracy of 3 mm and velocity was determined to I cm/s
(1-sigma) with the receiver in high-dynamics mode of
operation. The P/DC was capable of tracking translated
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Communication Interference/Jamming and Propagation Analysis Syitem
and its Application to Radio Location

H. Kauen
Communications Division
SHAPE Technical Centre

P.O. Box 174
2501 CD The Hague

The NWethrands

SUMMARY sources considered. The effect of the propagation-induced
errors on the rnms bearing and position fixing is considered

Modem defence systems dcpend on comprehensive surveil- only in the sense of signal power attenuation. rms bearing
lance capability. The ability to detect and locate the radio errors are calculated " a function of the signal-to-noise ratio
signals is amajorelementofa surveillancesystem. Withthe (SNR) as given for phase interferometer DF systems.
increasing need for more mobile surveillance systems in Stsnsfiel algorithm has been taken as the basis for the
conjunction with the rapid deployment of forces and the der.vation of the radio location parameters.
advent of technology allowing more enhanced use of small
aperture systems, tactical direction finding (DF) and radio 2. ARCHITECTURE OF STC CIPAS
location system will have to be operated in diverse oper-
ational conditions. A quick assesment of the error levels The foundation of STC CIPAS is the scenario development
expected and the evaluation of the reliability of the fixes on application. The scenario development application is used to
the targeted areas bears crucial importance to the effective- construct communication scenarios that contain units
ness of the missions relying on DF data. This paper presents (deployed assets) with specific equipments, on a background
a sophisticated, graphics workstation based computer tool map. The background map is constructed using the DTED
developed for the system level analysis of radio comrnmnica- of the relvant area. Te equipm includes communiation
tion systems and describes its use in radio location applica- devices and jammcrs. Perfonmance parameters are entered
tions for realizing such accuratc and realistic assessments by the user to define the capabilities of each type of equip-
with substantial money and time savings. ment and these can be saved in a database of equipment

types. The site-depcn&mat parameters relating to the equip-
1. INTRODUCTION ments are specified within relevant unit definitions. Selected

sets of units can then be grouped to ether to partition a
Radio direction finding and location capability is a key complex scenario and be saved as laydown files. Network
componentrfacomprehensivesurveili systemy whichcan fiks define the links between various participants. In the
be used in amultud of pplatios such as communication final phase of the scenario development, the map, laydown
intelligence (COMINT), electronic support measures (ESM), and network fils arc aggregated together to form the desired
force strength assesments, emitter homing and targeting, scenario. Scenario files can be saved and added to a data-
interference and friendly source location. The requirement base. The user can easily retrieve an available scenario file
for more mobile surveillance systain conjunction with the for using or editing purposes. Additionally, the scenario
rapid deployment of forces and the advent of technology development application includes a number of map and
allowing more enhanced use of small aperture systems forces display utilities and preferences feature& to help the user
tactical direction finding (DF) and radio location systems to examine and tailor the created scenarios. Detailed depcrip-
operate in diverse operational conditions. The effect of uion of all the utilities and features is given in Ref. 1.
varying terrain structure on the propagation path losses and
the noise introduced by jamming significantly affect the The STC CIPAS has also an application component which
performance of DF stations rid the siting requirments. allowstheusertoconductdetailedcommunicationanalysison
Therefore for the effectiveness of the missions using DF data the constructed scenario. This component comprises three
it is important to have an accurate assessment of the bearing main utilities. These are site-to-site propagation analysis,
error (BE) levels expected and a realistic evaluation of the interference analysis and communications coverage. With all
reliability of the fixes on the targeted areas. SHAPE Techni- three utilities, STC CIPAS gives the user the option of
cal Centre's Communication Interference/Jamming and selecting from three propagation models. These models are
Prop.agtion Analysis System (STC CIPAS) is a very user- TIREM of the US Department of Defense Eectro•ma
frindly computer-based tool for conducting such realistic Compatibility Analysis Centre (ECAC), free space patho
assessmentsina very fast and cost-effective manner. This is model, and radio line-of-sight (LOS) model. LOS model like
accomplished by allowing the user to easily control all the TIREM uses the terrain profiks derived from DTED.
relevant scenaro parameters down to a very high level of TIREM operates in the 40 MHz to 20 GHz frequency band.
detail through a multiple pull-down menu style interface. It includes LOS, diffraction, atmospheric absorption, and
Different puameter combinations, system/equipment options tropospheric scatter loss algorithms. Ionospheric refraction
and deployment schemes can be quickly evaluated and has been excluded. For each modeofpropagationthe model
compared. accommodates several sub-modules. Besides, various gsp-

filling interpolative sub-moduls have also been provided in
The propagation model TIREM (Terrain Integrated Rough order to avoid wide swings and discrepancies at the transi-
Earth Model) Integrated into STC CIPAS uses digitized tions from one mode to another one. More detailed informs-
terrain elevation data (DTED) to calculate accurate path tion on TIREM is given in Ref. 2.
lose across the real terrain profiles. The realism and
accuracy thus achieved may be regarded as the stage prior to The STC CIPAS allows for communication devices and
actual d measurements which would be much more jammers being able to operate using multiple carrier fre-
expensive and take longer. quencies with variable passbands7, and thus allows simulation

of the effects of frequey hopping. Users can create
Analysis has been confined to tactical communications in complex antenna beam patens and define pasbanda of
VHPandUHFbands. Uncorrelstednoinejamming,propaga, communication devices and jammers in different ways.
tion-induced errors and the thermal noise are the only error Relative antenna di•ectivities, pasaband overlaps and receiver
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front-end noise ame automatically taken into account in all The errors introduced by antenna sattering and coupling arc
calculations. deterministic; thcefore thes errors can be defined by site

calibration and negated by the DF algorithm. Multichannel
The following sections will describe each of the three phase mismatch and n iistraekng errors am deterministic;
analytical tools mentioned above in conjunction with their however, these errors are a function of time, temperature,
applcation to DF and radio location examples. ignal conditions and operational effects such u maintenance.

TIfom periodic test signal insertion is required. Computa-
3. SITE-TO-SITE PROPAGATION ANALYSIS tional errors arise from the use of algorithms which approxi-

mate certain functions. Generally, algorithm errors are small
The site-to-site propagation analysis utility allows evaluation if correction procedures are used and may be ignored if the
of path-los between units defined in a scenario for which correction schmes are robust. We will concentrate on the
communication networks have been established. In addition thermal noise and the uncorrelatcd noise jamming. The
to path loss, it calculates the received power lcvels, power primary effcct of these is to introduce random errors into the
and noise margins and jamming power if jamming is opera- phase measurement process. Assuming a relatively high
five. SNR, Figure 6 gives a plot of the root mean square (rms)

bearing error versus SNR for a phase intrcfrometer which
The sample scenario prepared for the demonstration of the has a baseline length to wavelength ratio of 0.5 (Ref. 3). In
sitc-to-site capability has been superimposed on a section of all the following calculations, zero mean rms bearing rors
Germany as shown in Fgure 1. Figure 2 shows the same with Gaustuian distribution have been assumed. Zero mean
section in full zoom. For the purpose of clarity, the simplest value allows to interchange the error variance with the squar.
possible scenario involving all of the functionally necessary of the rms error. Where possible, the DF baselines are
participants has been used. This consists of a mobile DF allgned with the coordinate axes such that the DOA is at 0
ground site (marked with BNFDC -Battalion Fire Distribution .egree azimuthal and 90 degree elevation angls.
Centre), a mobile ground transmitter (marked with BDEFDC
- Brigade Fire Distribution Centre) which the DF site aims to If we now apply the SNR value of 64.4 dB to the curve of
locate and an airborne jammer which jams the DF site. Figure 6, the rms bearing error is found to converge to 0.

The accuracy introduced through the usc of TIREM is
Th DF site BNFDC and BDEFDC are 52.5 km apart from strikingly illustrated when the analysis is repeated with the
cach other. The airbomejammer cruiss along a jice track same settings but using TIREM instead of free s=pac loU.
course at an altitude of 1000 m and sims to jam the DF Thc second line of Figure 5 gives the TIREM rneults. The
receiver, path loss prediction is 25.1 dB more than the free space value

and the received power drops to -75.7 dBm. The SNR falls
In the first example of the satc-to-site analysis, the VHF to 39.3 dB. Although significantly lower than the first value,
transmitter on BDEFDC is tuned to 70 MHz with a this figure still yields a very low mis bcainm error. The
bandwidth of 50 kHz as shown in Figure 3. It has an omni- terrain profile between the DF site and the mitter is shown
directional antenna and an effective radiated power (ERP) of in Figure 7.
200W. For the sake ofperfo ncetesting, the DF receiver
has been set to the same carrier with a minimum discenible The next example further emphasizes the importance of
signal(MDS) level of-115 dBm. A current technology phase realistic and accurate calculations by demonstrating the
interferometer DF station used for tactical i significant performance difference imposed by only a alight
collection would cover from 20 to 500 MHz with coordinatechangeon the emitterside ofthe link. Dcspiethe
ecxt•dabilky to 1200 MHz. Th IF bandwidth has baen set coordinate change. the link length is almost the same. The
to 50 kHz. The jammer parameters ae set as shown in new emitter coordinsacs and the new path profile is given in
Figure 4. Jammer antenna is directed tuwards the DF station Figure8. Comparison with Figure 7 indicates that the path
and hs 0 dB gpin. is now obstructed with two knife edges rather than one and

the first Frenel zone covers more terrain. Consequently the
With the values as given above, the sit4-o-site analysis is received signal drops by more than 16 dB and the SNR is
first carried out under an jam conditions using free 23 dO. This is shown in the third line of Figure S. That
loss. The result i6 displayed in the first line of Figure S. means that the rms bearing error would now be about
Free space los is calculated as 103.6 dB. Since the thresh- 2 degres.
old value of SNR for the DF is aet to 0 dB (see Fig. 3) and
jammer has not been tumned on, the noise margin 

1
f 64.4 dB If we now revert back to the original emitter coordinates but

is the signa ko-noise (SNR) ratio calculated from the received increse the frequency to 160 MHz, the SNR drops from
signal (-50.6 dBm) and the receiver noise. The problem now 39.1 dB to 33.1 dB. This worsens the bearing error by 0.5
is to trnslate the SNR into the mns bearing crror of the DF degrees.
station. In the following analysis, the observational errors
and the environmental errors such as scattering, reradiation Let us now turn the jamming on (swe Fig. 4). The effect of
and prosgtfion path deviations have not been considered. this is illustrated comparatively in Figure 9. The second line
Effect o pmpagation induced errors has been accounted for in the figure indicates a received jamming power of -103.8
only in terms of signal power attenuation. dBm. When compared with the unjammed value in the first

line, this indicates a drop of 11.5 dB in the SNR. The
As was mentioned earlier, the DF system used has been bearing error riscs to 1.2 degrees. The third line gives the
assumed to be a direct phase comparison interferometer. result when the IF bandwidth of the DF receiver is increased
These systems are well suited for tactical intelligence cllkc- from 50 kHz to 100 kHz. Both the receiver noise and the
uon and ESM applications. Both requir near instanteos jamming noise double up reducing the SNR by half to 24.8
DF over a broad range with precise angle-of-arrival (AOA) dB. This translates into an rns bearing error of 2 degrecs.
measuremetaccuracy. Further the signals ofintercst include
a variety of modulation formats. The direct phase DF is Site-to-site analysis can also be applied to frcquency hopping
ratively toleanot of signal modulation including short- radios. In this mode, it gives an output averaged over the
duration and spread spectrum transmissions. Phase interfer- mukltip frequcncies in addition to the results for each
ometers are subject to four major instrumental errors as individual frequency. The following is an example for the
discussed below (Ref. 3): direction finding of a hopping emitter under full and partial

n sjamming ofthc DF rccpivgr. The multiple frequencies of the•.Antenna scattering and coupling; VHF emitter ame chosen as shown in Figure 10. In the first

Thermal Noise; run of the site-to-site analysis, 57 dim jammer power
3. Multichannel phase mismatch and tracking; directed at the DF site is split over five partial bands each of
4. Computational approximations. which is 100 kHz and centres one of the five emitter fre-

quencies. Therefore each of th emitter frequencies received
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at the DF ite has jamming noise superimposed on it. The each DF di-ps to about 18 dB. This means an mrs bearing
firt six lins of Figure 11 gives the outcome for this case. error of 4 degrees. The PR are increases to a value of 104
The sixth line is the result averaged over the previous five km squares. A slight move of the emitter may introduce
individual values and corresponds to an rms bearing of significant terrain obstruntion into the DF path and may be as
2 degrees. In the second run, -ammer frequencies ar offset deleterious as jamming in terms of inflicting location
such that only the first carr;cr fireuency is jammed. The unccetinties.
resultisgiveninthesecondsetofsixlisesinFigurell. As
can be seen, the average jamming power input the DF 4. COMMUNICATION COVERAGE
receiver is 7 dB lower than before and also lower than that
captuing the first carrier frequency which is the only one The communication coverage utility allows swift evaluation
jammed this time. This improves the rmis bearing error to 1 of the propagation coverage provided by a communication
degree. transmitter, with the aid of high-resolution graphics. Output

from the utility is superimposed on the relevant terrain map
So farwe haveconsideredthe ausessmcntofthe expeetedrms as radhals (radal coverage) emanating from the transmitter.
bearing errors as a function of the scenario variables. Itnow or as cells filling a selected area (region coverage). Both arc
remains to ace what implications these constraints place on coloured according to a legend defined for the received
the problem of locating a radio emitter, power or SNR bands at the points of evaluation. The evalu-

ation takes into account communication device parameters,
The most basic fonn of horizontal emitter location is to use site-dependant attributes, electromagnetic fectors, and the
the triangulation of the line-of-bearings (LOB) from three effecth of surrounding terrain elevation data on propagation
sites at known locations In the presence of random errors, path-loss. The effect ofjammiig from any jammer platforms
geometric estimation of position based on the error triangle that may be targeting the probing receiver can also be
contains deficiencies. Stansfield has developed a statistical evaluated. The user can choose between fixed-frcquency and
method (Ref. 4) ofposition esimation which places emphasis frequency-hoppinganalysis. Inthecase of frequency-hopping
on the random errors. Assuming a Gaussian distribution of analysis, coverage at each point is calculated on the basis of
the bearing errors char,,cterized by the standard deviation or an average power or SNR value obtained over the frequencies
rms error, the positional uncertainty is designated by elliptical defined for the communication device. Users can control
probability regions (PR) which also provide a measure of many options to tailor coverage analysis to needs.
confidence of the posttional fix.

The sample Accnario used for communication coverage has
In an active operational scenario, tactical DF information been superimposed on the section of Denmark shown in
could be expected to cover a wide area of interest across the Figure 1. Figure 15 shows the selected section in full zoom.
whole front ofth friendly positions to an operationally useful The participants of the scenario are a fixed ground site
depth in enemy-held ground. The size of the target area is (marked with CRC - Control and Report Centre), and an
related to the level of confidence that the target lies within it airboome jammer The aircraft flying over the land is an
For military purposes a confidence level of about 75% would airborne DF station trying to locate the ground site. It has an
be necessary if action were being taken on the information altitude of 300 m AGL at 37 6 km from the CRC. It flies
(Ref. 5). Therefore for a target area it is important to know across a 100 km racetrack course with a cross-range to range
the size ofthe uncertainty area and the reliability of the fixes (CR-R) ratio of 2.7. Sparagna et al (Ref. 6) state that with
acquired from a DF system under various operational minimum perpendicular error estimation algorithm of
conditions. Stansfield accuracy is reduced at CR-R ratios above about 3

whereas a CR-R ratio below unity provides relatively large
As was shown previously, CIPAS provides an efficient means rms range errors Therefore the optimum CR-R range is
of incorporating the effects of jamming, receiver noise and from about 1 to 3. The CRC has a UHF radio the coverage
propagation path losses into the rms bearing errors under of which will be examined. The airbome jammer cruiscs
diverse tactical scenarios. The following examples extend along a race track course at an altitude of 1000 m over the
these ideas to illustrate the effect ofjamming and propagation sea and aims to jam the communication in an angular sector
path losses on the position estimation, centring the DF aircraft. The distance of the jammer to the

DF aircraft at the location shown in Figure 15 is 87.2 km.
The scenario layout is shown in Figure 12. Three mobile
ground DF stations evenly spaced on a 50 kmn baseline For the example demonstrating the application of communica-
provide a best position estimation (BPE) for an unknown tion coverage to DF and radio location, the UHF emitter is
target at 60 km away. Stansfield method has been used. As tuned to 300 MHz. The antenna has a main beamwidth of 32
before, the oDF stations ar assumed to be phase interferome- degrees, no side and back lobes. The ERP is 200W. For
ters having the SNR versus rms bearing error relation testing purposes, the airborne DF receiver pashband is set to
describedbyFigure 6. A stand-off airbomejammer tries to 2 MHz centred around 300 MHz. As for the jammer, it has
disrupt the DF stations. The DF stations have zero mean an ERP of 60 dBm which is spread over 2 Mhz in 3 partial-
Gaussian distributed rms bearing errors. Figure 13 give, * bands. A band of 1 MHz centred around 299 MHz is the
site-to-site output with and without jamming As can bt r. only one overlapping the passband of the airborne radio.
from the first three lines, when the jammer is r" %, This means that only 1/4 th of the total jammer power affects
expected SNR from each DF is about 26 dB. This gi in the DF receiver. Jammer antenna has been directed towards
ms bearing error of 2 degrees. Following the metho, the DF aircraft with a main beamwidth of 20 degrees. The
Stantsfield, the area of the elliptical PR is found to be 26 km jammed sector is marked with the dashed lines in Figure 15.
squares for a 75% probability. This is designated by the
small ellipse in Figure 12. When the jammer is turned on the With the values as given above, the coverage has firm been
SNR values of the DF stations drop to about 16.5 dB yielding done under jamming. Radial coverage has been used with
a bearing error of 5 for each station. This raises the area of TIREM at an angular resolution of 4 degrees. Probing DF
PR to 162 km squares. This is marked by the larger outer receiver is airborne at an altitude of 300 m AGL. The cut-
crcl in Figure 12. Therefore for a BPE at this certain point off value of the signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio is set to 5 dB in
on the terrain, jammer causes the uncertainty area to increase the colour le.end. This means that the radish will be broken
more than 6 times. at points which have an SNR below 5 dB. This coverage

diagram is shown in Figure 15. As can be seen, communica-
In order to illustrate the accuracy provided by TIREM, let us tion is partially denied in the jammed area and the average
now slightly change the position of the emiter keeping the attainable communication range in the jammed sector id 28.5
distances the same as before. Jammer is tumed off. km which falls short of the location of the DF receiver. That
Figure 14 gives the SNR values for the original and the new means that the SNR available at the airbore DF site is lower
emitter positions. As can be se from the second set of than 5 dB. This implies the bearings taken in the jammed
three lines for the new emitter position, the SNR value at sector will have very large mis errors and will be practically
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useles in locating the ground emitter. The communication tionsl speed, accuracy provided by TIREM, user-friendliness,
is resumed outside the jammed sector and stretches up to 110 high resolution graphics caj~abilities and wide frequency
km. Starting immediately from outside the jammed sector up range makes STC CIPAS suitable for realistic and cost-
to about 75 km, the SNR values stay between 20 and 40 dB effective bearing error predictions, reliability assessments of
allowing bearings to be taken with rms efrrors varying positional fixes end radio location success rate evaluations in
between 0.2 and 3.8 degrees. In order to asses the disrup- diverse tactical communication scenarios and radio location
tive effect of the jammer, the analysis is repeated with the applications.
jammer disabled. This time the whole area up to 110 km is
covered without any gaps. Besides the SNR values inside the 7. REFERENCES
jammed sector enhance significantly making the whole area
up to 75 km suitable for reasonable beating measurements. 1. Kuzucu H.. 'SHAPE Technical Centre Communica-

tions Interference/Jamming and Propagation Analysis
S. INTERFERENCE ANALYSIS System User's Manual', STC TN-408, October 1991

(NATO Unclassified).
The interference analysis application allows users to choose
victim sites and communication devices and then select 2. SciandraR., *TIREMISEM Programmer's Rcference
jammers or unintentional interferers that could disrupt the Manual*, ECAC-CR-90-039, July 1990.
communications at the site. The application then calculates
the i ar power received from each inteferer and the 3. Jenkins, H.H., "Small-Aperture Radio Direction
probabilkty of interfrence in case of frequency-hopping Finding, Norwood MA: Artech House', 1985,
devices. Evaluations can be performed for all four posibl pp. 143-147.
combinations of fixed frequency or frequency hopping
intepfera-vitim Pirs. Output information is both graphic 4. Stansfield, R.G., "Statistical Theory of DF Fixing%,
and textual. In the context of DF applications interference J.IEE (London). Vol.94, Part 111A, No.15, March
snalysia can be used for spectrum monitoring and interference 1947, pp. 762-770.
source location as shown in the example below.

5. Mansfield N.P., "Somec Aspec~ts of the Deployment
The sample scenario used for interference analysis has been and Performance of tactical VHF direction finding",
superimposed on a section of Italy. The participants of the STC TM-748, November 1984 (NATO Restricted).
scenario are, a fixed ground site (CRC), a mobile ground site
DF station (BNFDC) and an airborne jammer. Thescenario 6. Sparagna J., Och G., Huber A. and Bullock G.,
window is shown in Figure 16. The distance between CRC 'Passive ECM : Emitter Locasion Techniques*,
and BNFDC is 25 km. The CRC is a friendly UHF radio Microwave J., May 1971.
site. The airborne jammer cruises along a short race track
course at an altitude of 300 m and aims to jam the CRC
radio. The distance of the jammer to the DF site is appmxi-
mately 100 km.

The DF site aims to locate the position of the airborne
jammer. Since the aircraft is flying relatively low, the
depression angle is shallow. Therefore azimuthal DF may be
applied. For the sake of demonstrating the interference
analysis, the DF radio is tuned to 300 MHz with a fictitious
psasband of 4 MHz. The jammer is a partial-band jammer
with an ERP of 60 dBm. The way the partial-bands are
arranged is as follows: 500 kHz around 298, 305 and 310
MHz, 750 kHz around 299 MHz, 1000 kHz around 301 MHz
and 1750 kHz around 302.475 MlIz all totalling to 5 MHz.
With these values, the total signal coming from the jammer
is found to be - 65.08 dBm. The receiver noise floor is -100
dBm due to the large passband. Therefore the SNR (the
signal in this case is the jamming waveform) is 35 dB
enabling bearing measurements at 0.5 degrees nms error.
Figure 17 displays the textual output of the analysis. The
figure of 416 shown under the Ratio column indicates that 4
out of the 6 partial-bands of the jammer hits the passband of
the DF receiver. On the other hand, despite a distance of
only 25 km the signal coming from the CRC radio is much
smaller relative to the jamming signal. This is due to the
high attenuation introduced by the terrain profile. In addition
to the textual output, a spectral breakdown of the jamming
signal power is provided in the frequency spectrum plot
shown in Figure 18. Besides, colour coded arrows (see Fig.
16) are superimposed on the scenario which indicate the
sources and the direction of the signals reaching the DF site.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Development of the STC CIPAS started in 1988. The aim
was toproduce a speedy and flexible tool to support the study
of UHF electronic counter-countermcasures (ECCM) deploy-
ment (HavcQuick), system-level analysis and investigation of
electromagnetic compatibility (EMC)/ECCM trade-offs.
Staffing from selected modules of the US command, control,
communications and intelligence simulation (C31SIM)
software STC has developed a highly versatile radio propaga-
tion analysis tool, or CIPAS which can be effectively applied
to DF and radio location applications. Theextremecomputa-
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Figure I Scenario LAcations
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Figure 2 Ske~to.ite Analysis Scenarioi Window
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DISCUSSION

J. RICHTER
You stated that TIREM gives "acrte" propagation data over variable terrain and showed signal-to-noise and jamming diagrams.
Since TIREM does not consider propagation anomalies and does not handle propagation over variable terrain other than diffraction,
this conclusion is clearly not true. A scenario which is subject to ducting may encounmer propagaon conditions completely
different from those predicted by TIREM. The user of your system should be aware of these limitations.

AUTHOR'S REPLY
As I discussed in my presentation, TIREM covers LOS, diffraction and troposcatter modes of propagation. There are also 3
different LOS models depending on the minimum ray clearance above the twrain and the diameter of the first Fresnel zone. CIPAS
as a whole used TEREM only as a sub-module. If inder certain conditions, other propation effects are to be taken into account
that can easily be done inserting another module into CIPAS without changing any of the presented capabilities of CIPAS as a
system level radio commtuication analysis tooL If you are aware of a better model than TIREM. I would certainly appreciate your
contribution in the respect.

G. HAGN
TIREM computes basic transmission loss, and the user must supply the internal power gain in the direction of the path. Currently
available models for antenna gain (e.g., the Numerical Electromagnetic Code, NEC) assumes flat ground, but actual gains of
antennas in irregularterrain can be different by 15 to 20 dB at low elevation angles (e.g., 0 to 5 degrees). It has only recently
become possible to extend NEC to the case of irregular terrain on which the antenna is deployed. The strategy is to assume that the
ground is flat within several wavelengths (i.e, locally flat) and use NEC to determine the currents on the antenna. These currents
(and related fields) are then used as inputs to the NEC basic scattering code (NECBSC) developed at Ohio State University. The
terrain is modeled as a lossy dielectric plate, and as many plates are used as are required to reduce the RMS difference between
actual and modeled terrain to an acceptable value. This method was used to compute the perturbations in patterns (at 27.7 MHz) of
16 foot monopoles and k.12 d:ioles at 15 feet above ground when located on the top of a hill behiad the hill and in front of the hill.
Measured ground constants were necessary for the vertically polarized monopole, but perfectly conductive plates were adequate for
the horizontally polarized dipole. The model work was performed by Professor J.K. Breakall, Mr. f.S. Young, and Professor DI.
Werner of Penn State University. This work is summarized in the proceedings of the Tactical Commumcations Conference (TCC-
92), Fort Wayne, IN, April 1992: GIL Hagn, JX. Breakall, D.H. Werner, D.L. Faust. and R.W. Adler, "Measurement and
Modeling of HF Monopoles and Dipoles in Irregular Terrain." It would be possible to generate a look-up table of gain changes for
categories of antenna siting in irregular terrain. Such an addition could improve the realism of you simulations.

AUTHOR'S REPLY
In CIPAS basic antenna patterns and antenna pair values can be simulated. If this information can be provided off-line, it is a
mast of the user incorporating that data into the proper antenna elements. CIPAS capabilities would in that case be no different
than that discussed in the presentation. In that respect I appreciate your comments on modeling the antenar gains and I will
certainly consider the contribution of the work you are refening to.

A. VAN DEN ENDE
What do you think about adding an estimate of the increase in rmis bearing error in C"' .. a case cfiregular terrain? Ifmultipath
effects are included, the presented rms bearing error is expected to be more realistic for a given terrain profile.

AUTHOR'S REPLY
TIREM is only a sub-module of CIPAS. Any model if it exists, which can give more accurate results than TIREM can be
embedded into CIPAS without restraining any of its capabilities as discussed in the presentation. If you are aware of a better
propagation model, I would certainly be interested in considering it. Your contribution in that respect would be highly appreciated.
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AIRBORNE SYSTEM FOR DETECTION AND LOCATION OF RADIO INTERFERENCE SOURCES

Bruno AUDONE - Alberto PASTORE

ALENIA - Settore Sistemi Difesa
Stabilimento di Caselle

Caselle Torinese
10072 ITALY

SUMMARY rally due to a b,,d design, manufacturing or maintenance

Therapidexpansion of telecommunication has practically of the transmitting station; this is particularly true for pri.

saturated every band of Radio Frequency Spectrum; a si- vate radio and T.V. stations with high power and in proxi-

milarepasionofelectrcaluneletonicdvicshasaf- mity of victim frequency
fected aU radio communications which are, in some way, - emissions generated by unauthorized transmitting sta-
influencedbyalargeamountofinterferenceseitherinten- tions (radio amateurs, citizen band, radiomobile services,
tionally or tuintentionally produced. etc.)
Operational consequences ofthese interferences, particu- - emissions generated by scientific, industrial, medical,
larlyinthe frequencychannelsusedforaeronauticalservi- office equipment, domestic apphances (the microwave
ces, can be extremely dangerous, making mandatory a ovens are a good example) winch do not comply with the
tight control of Electromagnetic Spectrum. interference suppression regulations
The present paper analyzes the requirements and the pro- The operational consequence of all interference can vary
blems related to the surveillance, for civil application, of by a very large amount, from simple just annoying, flicke-
the Electromagnetic Spectrum between 20 and 1000 Mhz, ring or wtue spots on T.V. receivers, to extremely dange-
withparticularattentionto the detection and location ofra- rous, as the alteration or cancellation of communication,
dio interference sources; after a brief introduction and the navigation or landing aids signals forcivil and military air-
indication of the advantages of an airborne versus ground craft, or disruption of military communication channels.
installation, the airborne system designed by Alenia in As an example, a particularly dangerous situation occur-
cooperation with Italian Ministry of Post andTelecommu- red in Italy, at Rome Airport, when, some years ago, as re-
nication, itspractical implementation and the protntypei- ported by the press, a signal of unusual hugh power made
stallation on board of a small twin turboprops aircraft for completely useless six Air Traffic Control air-to-ground
experimentation purposes is presented. communication channels for over two hours; as a conse-
The results of the flight tests are also analysed and discus- quence, aincraft landings and take-offs were severely af-
sod. fected with very long delays.

A further recent enty in the already crowdeo Z.F. spec-
1. OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS trum is the Cellular Telephone service. F'-.'en ifthis service

The rapid expansion oftelecommunication haspractically operae ,apan of the spectrum %,enie: spiad be relative-
saturated every available radio frequency spectrum, ma- a n 9 t2 te a zan d frequen oferecpa l inter-
kring mandatory a tight control of it. and 952 M&z) a potential hazard exi st of reciprocal inter-

kingmanatoy atigh cotro of~t*ference with other services.
Ali radio communication transmissions are, in some way, The i otheo andvlca l n

affectedby alarge amount ofinterferences, eitherintenuo- The identific dator ion of all these interferente

nally or unintentionally produced. sources is mandatory in order to pursest anto re enforce the

While the firsts are generated with the precise aim to di- originators to stop the emissions or to renter whithin pre-

sturb and to disrupt the communication channels and can scribed limis and comply whith internationally agreed re-

be classified in the intentionally jamming category, either gulations.
military for strategic purposes, or civil for criminal purpo- 2. SEARCH FOR INTERFERENCE
ses, the second ones can be broadly subdivided in:

-spurial emissions and higher orderharmonics originated The search for electromagnetic interference source shall

by signals truismitted with not well conrlled spectral be performed by means ofthe following activities:
bandwidth and freuency stability, atbands sometimesve- - monitoring of the interested electromagnetic band
ry arfrom victim frequency; these interferences are gene- - analysis of the electromagnetic information
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- location of the interference source 3.1 .1. Direction Finder receiver
- evaluation and comparisoj with applicable regulations The antenna is the key element of any Direction Finder.

The success of any action aimed to reduce or suppress the Because no antenna has a truly isotropic radiation pattern,
unwanted emissions rely primarily in the exact location of any antenna has directional properties which can, in prm-
the emission source; the basis of the location techniques ciple, be exploited as a direction finder.
are: In practice, however, there are some configurations -nd

- the identification ofthe direction of arrival of the signal, some techniques that are more suitable than others fer di-

which, apart from propagation and measurements errors, rection finding purposes; to name just a few (the de tailed

is coincident with the direction of the transmitter explanation of which can be found in the text books) we
can mention the simple vertical loop, the crossed loop, the

- the accurate knowledge of the position from where the Adcock, the interpherometer technique, the Doppler, the
measurement of the direction is taken phase comparison technique.
To perform this task a radio direction finder shall be used, The Doppleris the technique utilized on Rohde & Schwarz
capable ofoperating overa wide frequency band, with any PA-555, which was the r;rection Finder used for Alenia
type of modulation and polarization. over full 3600 in azi- experimental installation. A simplified block diagram is
muth and 900 in elevation, giving accurate and reliable shown in Figure 2.
bearing even with low signal/noise ratio and short tran- The receiving antenna is formed by a set of 16 vertical di-
smission period. This, ofcourse, would be the ideal direc- poles located on a circular pattcm and electronically con.
tion finder a practical one will be a compromise among trolled in order to simulate two simultaneous clockwise
the abovesaid ideal requirements. and counterclockwise mechanical rotations. As a result,
In Italy the Civil Authority designated for the control of the simulated rotation of the dipoles within the electroma-
the electro. agnetic spectrum is the Ministry of Post and gnetic field generates, due to Doppler effect, a sinusoidal
Telecommunication. variation ofreceived frequency, increasing when the recei-
This control is presently performed with fixed istalla- vingantennamovestowardthe incident wave anddecrea-

tions and with mobile ground installations, the last used to sing when it moves away.

survey the spectrum from several different positions and The azimuth angle ofthe transmitteris obtainedby compa-

using direction finder equipment installed inside a van. rison of the phase of the modulated signal with the phase

To increase the response time of the mobile installation, of the signal that drives the antenna rotation.

whichisparticularly critical when the duraton ofthe inter. The Doppler Direction Finder is particularly suitable for
ference is short, and to increase the radio horizon beyond mobile applications because any Doppler effect produced

the line of sight of a ground installation, Alenia, under the by the spced of the velhcle where the antenna is mounted

sponsorship ofltahan Ministry of Post and Telecommum- is automatically compensated.
cation, undertook the studies, developments, installanon There are three bearing outputs from the processing sec-
and tests ofa Directon Finder in the band from 20 to I000 tion of the Direction Finder:
MHz on board of an airborne platform. - a digital output for a three digits indicator
The main purpose of this experimental installation and of - a digital output (IEEE 488 or RS 232) for connection to
the subsequent tests was not really an e valuation of the Di- a data processing system
rection Finder but a technical and operational evaluation
ot the whole system to gain an understanding of the pro- - atn analog output for a CRT display: the analog presenta-
blems connected with the airborne operation of a Radio taon gives to the operator an indicatcon of signal quaity
Location System and to verify its suitability for a rapid lo- and an estimate of bearing accuracy.
cation and identification of interference sources. The main charactenstics of the PA-555 Direction Finder

are the followings:
3. AIRBORNE RADIO LOCATION SYSTEM - Frequency Range 20-1000 MHz

The airborne installation is composed of two main ele- - Tuiiing : * continuous with a knob
ments: * discrete with a keyboard
- the Airborne Radio Location System * automat.c with external

- the Aircraft Platform computer

They are presented in details in the following points. - Frequency accuracy: : 1x104

- Minimum signal
3.1. Airborne Padio Location System duration to enable D.F. : > 10 ms

The implementation used on the Alenia solution for the - D.F. Accurmcy ,: +/- 20 with the folio-
Airborne Radio Location System is formed by three r- in wing minimum field
elements (Figure 1): strenght:

- the Direction Finder receiver * 10 tV/m @ 20 Mi"z
- the Aircraft Positioning System * 3 ILV/m @ 30 - 300 M z

- the Processing System * 5 PV/m @ 300-1000MHz
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TwodifrentDFAntennas were used, covering respecti- - Maximum Take Off Weight 1990 Kg
vely the frequecy sub-bands 20 to 5-X0 MHz and 500 to - Maximum Payload 690 Kg
1000 MHz. - Cruising speed 240 Kmah

3.1.2. Aircraft Positioning System - Stall speed 140 Kmn

In order to establish the zone from where the R.F signal is The modification intrduced on the basic aircraft to acco-

coming and, through triangulation from different subse- modat io iocedion te were:

quent positions, the location from where it is emitted, the modate the Radio Location System were:

bearings from Direction Finder mustbcorrelated withthe - Installation of a radome on the upper pan of the aircraft
aircraft latitude, longitude and heading information. center fuselage at a distance of about 30 centimeters from
To this purpose in the experimental installation a Loran-C the metalhc skin; the Direction Finder antenna is located
receiver and a Gyroscopic magnetic compass was used. inside the radome
The accuracy of the position in geographic coordinates -InstallationofaLoran-Cantennaontheupperpartofthe
was in the order of 400 meters and the accuracy ofmagne- fuselage
ticheadingintheorderof 10; these accuracies were consi- - Installation in the passenger cabin of the following
dered sufficient for the initial operational assesment. The equipment:
LORAN-C receiver caused many problems as in certain * Direction Finder Antenna Scaunnig Unit
areas of the Country the coverage by Mediterraneal 011111 * Direction Finder Junction Box
was marginal and the position data were often affected by
unacceptable errors. A higher order of accuracy could be * Direction Finder Receiver and D.FUmt
obtained, ifrequired, using aGPS andaninertialnavigator * Loran-C Receiver Unit
which imply, of course, an associated higher system cost. * Data Acquisition Unit

* Interface Unit (to convert the analog output ofgyrocom-
3.13. Processing System pass to digital format of Data Acquisition Unit)
With aircraft latitude, longitude and magnetic heading Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the details of the installation
available at the time when the hearing ofthe emitting sour- on the aircraft.
ce is taken from a minimum of two different points, suffi-
ciently spaced apart, a simple trigonometric tculation 4. TEST RESULTS
can allow to identify the zone where the source ib located The tests of the Airborne Radio Location System have be-
(see Figure 3). en divided in three different series:
The uncertainty on the location of source is a function of - gund t
the quantity ofdifferent bearings taken and ofthe errors on
the data: for example, a 20 bearing error corresponds to - airborne tests
700 meters of across error in the position at a distance of - airborne Radio Location tests
20 kilometers. The frequencies used for tests were selected in order to
Clearly the accuracy is increased as more bearings are ta- avoid interference: a transmitter at known location with
ken and when the different bearings are spaced between the capability to vary the frequency was used, instead of
600 and 1200 apart. Radio and TV broadcast station.
For the experimental installation the calculations were
performed at ground, either mathematically and graphi- 4.1. Ground tests
cally on a geographic map of We zone. A series of tests were carried out at ground with engine
Adataacquisitionequipment wasusedwhich foreveryfix nmning to give a first assessment of`D.F behaviour.
has stored and printed the following parameters: During these tests, conducted over full frequeny range
- time from 20 to 1000 MHz and for complete 3600 of azimuth,
- frequency the average errors were contained whithin feiv degrees,
- latitude even if for certain frequency below 100 MHz some points

were in e-'or on the order of about I0G.
- longitude
- magnetic heading 4.2. Airborne tests

- bearing A first series of tests was carried out in order to establish
An sample of the printout is shown i Figure 4. the Direction Finder accuracy in operational conditions

and at different frequencies over the full frequency range.

3.2. Aircra The iesults are reported in table 1.
The errors were determined by the difference between the

For the experimental installation an Alenia Panenavia magneticbearng, Bmg, definedastheanglebh'tweenMa-
P-68C-TC, two propellers, light aircraft was used gnetic North and the source measured clockwise from the
(Figure 5). receiver location, and the measured bearing, Bme, at va-
The most significant characteristics for the specific mis- rious aircraft headings (Figure 8).
sion are: All measurements reported on table 1 were made at a di-
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stance of about 50 km and at two different beights of 2500 Wih the first technique all the sources used for tests were
and 5000 feet. clearly identified, the only problem beeing the necessity to
The aircraft headings were selected in accordance with fly at low altitude to reduce the lenght of confusion cone
paths permitted by Air Traffic Control authority, over the source.
A second series of tests was performed at different distan- With the second technique the bearing data were plotted at
ce fiom the source; the maximum bearing errors are sum- ground, a sample of these plotting is shown in Figure 9.
marized i table 2. The bearings, taken at a distance from 6 to 10 Ion, gave the
Even if the errors found were larger than the results of la- position of the source with an uncertainty in the order of
boratory tests in controlled conditions, they are however 100 meters.
still suitable for the intended application.
An analisys of flight tests shows that: 5. CONCLUSIONS
- inproximity ofthe source the bearing indication change An airborne radio location and monitoring system offers
rapidly, probably due to diffractions produced by the air. large possibilities for efficient and quick location of radio
craft metallic surfaces interference sources and for inspection of radio frequency
- the bearings taken with source aligned with airctaft spectrum.
wings and tail are affected by the largest errors Free Ine-of-sight andpossibility to perform direction fin-

ding measurements from farplaces in a limited time shows
4.3. Emiter location tests that an airborne station can be efficiently integrated with

The main purpose of the evaluation of the system was to ground fixed or mobile stations.
verify its capability to locate the emitting source. The experience made is considered positive and the possi-
To this purpose several flight tests were conducted using bility to carry out spectrum surveillance and to locate the
two different flight techniques: emissionsources overlarge areas ina very short time is not

comparable with the capabilities of ground means used so
-homing, where it issufficient to mantain the aircraft hea- far.
ding aligned with the bearing until the bearing indication Geographical obstacles and difficulties in large urban
reverts to 1800, indicating the overflow of the source; this areas due to reflections, usually encountered by ground
is the simplest and quickest method, but has some draw- means, are not present with an aircraft.
backs, specially in presence of crosswind which forces to The use of an aircraft is also precious for rapid location of
fly a logaritnic spiral path instead of a straight one sources interferring with aeronautical communication and
- triangulation, where the bearing of the source is taken radionavigation services, not always possible with a
from different positions, possibly separated in such a way ground mobile station which is limited to two dimensions
to give bearings spaced between 600 and 1200 only.
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Figure I AIRBORNE RADIO LOCATION SYSTEM - BLOCK DIAGRAM
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Zone of location
of emitting source

N

N'

a2 a3

Figure 3 EMITTER SOURCE IDENTIFICATION

LATa=41.59.07 LONG&+12.34.27 FREQ.837.7 MHz
LATp LONGp RU.MAT RPLair SCARTO

42134 125167 223 224 -1
42135 125171 223 227 -4
42137 125175 223 227 -4
42138 125180 223 227 -4
42139 125184 223 227 -4
421310 125188 223 227 -4
421311 125192 223 227 -4
421311 125196 223 227 -4
421312 12520 222 227 -5
421313 12524 222 227 -5
421313 12528 222 227 -5
421314 125213 223 227 -4
421315 125217 223 227 -4
421315 125221 223 227 -4
421316 125225 223 227 -4
42 13 17 125229 223 228 -5
421318 125234 223 228 -5

Figure 4 SAMPLE OF THE PRINT-OUT
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Figure 5 P 68 AIRCRAFT - THREE VIEW
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Figure 6 AIRCRAFT INSTALLATION - EXTERNAL VIEW

Fr ALV

aw crc a-

Figure 7 AIRCRAFT INSTALLATION - INTERNAL VIEW
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True position

N of emitter

''=Aicraft Magnetic Heading
8mg = Magnetic Bearing
Dine = Measured Bearing

= =Error

Figure 8 DETERMINATION OF ERRORS

40

'tJ I.S 2 C .6 1 4 1.11 127J' 1itudin
Figur 9 BEAINSLPOTIN
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REQ. AIRR.,AFT BEARING AIRCRAFT FREQ. AIRCAFT BEARING AIRCRAFT'

HEADING ERROR HEIGHT HEADING ERROR HEIGHT

(MHz) (deg) (de) (feet) (MHz) (deg) (deg) (feet)

28,5 0 0 5000 132 0 0 5000

25 +5 30 -1

90 +1 90 +8

115 0 115 +3

180 +4 180 -7
205 +2 205 0
205 +2 270 -5
270 +4 295 +5
295 +5 210 0 -,4 2500

50 0 -4 5000 30 +5
25 +1 90 -5

90 -3 115 +2

115 +3 180 +1
180 -3 205 +1

205 0 270 0
270 +3 295 -1
295 +5 212 25 +5 5000

132 0 +3 2500 115 +2
30 +3 205 +1

90 +9 295 +3
115 -3 600 25 -3 2500

180 -6 115 +1

205 +2 205 +5

270 +5 295 +5

295 +7 900 115 +2 2500
295 0

TABLE 1

FREQ. DISTANCE MAXIMUM BEARING
ERROR

(MHz) Km) (deg)

525 20 -5
615 160 +7
733 10 +8
805 80 -4
837 50 +7

TABLE 2
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DISCUSSION

Y. TANIK
A simulated rotating antenna is used for direction finding, based on Doppler shift. This method has the disadvantage of being
sensitive to modulation and multipath. Why did you prefer this method?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
The Doppler effect produced by two different patterns roting in opposite directions was preferred being more suitable for mobile
application, particularly when the speed is high as in an aircraft, because Doppler effect caused by vehicle speed is automatically
compensated.

J. BENGER
Did you consider calibrating your DF-system as it is very sensitive to reflections from the platform?

AUTHOR'S "EPLY
The tests conducted so far were principally aimed to verify the operational implications more than the DF accuracy of the system.
The possibility to incorporate in the processing unit a calibration curve for each frequency is presently under evaluation.
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LOCALIZATION SYSTEM BASED ON DATA MERGING OF IMAGES AND INERTIA.

LY. Cartoux, G. Sells. L. Agranier, T. P&houx and G. Grenier.

Airospaeiale Missiles.

DFEM

1 Rue Pablo Picasso,

78114 Magny-Les-Hameaux, France.

reference frame, and their derivatives. The guidance
Summary operation implies the knowledge of the relative motion

between the vehicle and the targets. Furthermore, the
The accuracy which is now required in the target approach of quantities involved are different according io the chosenthe modem missiles, requires the use of several sensors. guidance law.
Inertial systems. GPS when available, and imaging sensors
are combined to improved the overall accuracy by the mean The classical optimal approach involves a Kalman filter
of filtering and data merging technics. Severall tasks can be which is based on a modelling approach:
realized by the imaging system: targets detection and
identification, missile position and motion estimation - a modelling of the state evolution whi,.h in this case
The resulting informations will be used as command corresponds to the vehicle aerodynamic equations and to
parameters under certain conditions of robustness and the kinematic behavior of a ponctual target in the guidance
accuracy. Our goal is not only to compute these parameters case;
but to specify their domain of usability. Our approach is
based on the development of a global simulator. The - a modelling of the way by which the sensors
models of the inertial systems, the informations computed measurements are linked to the state.
by the imaging sensors are combined in a global Kalman
filter scheme. The goal is to provide the user with the The mathematical formalism of the Kaoman filter provides a
ability of studying the sensibility of the vision algorithms theoretical optimality in the case of linear systems driven
to some system parameters and external conditions in order by Gaussian noises of null average and described by their
to get the best overall accuracy. covariance matrix. In fact, the real performances are

strongly dependent on the modelling assumptions in the
In the first part of this paper, we present the Kalman filter sense that the adequacy of the models to the real behaviors
scheme and the issues involved. In the second chapter, the will induce the filter performance. Building such models
data that can be obtained from imaging technics and the implies a complete knowledge about the state evolution.
associated treatments are presented. We specify what are the the input forcing functions and the noise statistics but leads
constraints and the conditions under which these data can to very complex models which can be unusable in real-time
be obtained and study their sensibility to some system application, with computer constraints. The solution is
parameters. then to form simplified models. The development of a

simulation tool will allow to examine the validity of the
simplified models.

1. Simulation scheme The structure of the global Kalman filter whose formalism
Our interest is in the development of vision process which can be found in [Bar89J, is pre•=nted figure one next page.
will be coupled to data coming from other different sensors The building of the state vector is made during the
in order to localize the vehicle or the objects seen by the initialization stage (figure 2) according to the available
imaging sensor with a better accuracy. The experimental sensors. The state vector is defined by combination of
conditions, the mission charcteristics, the performances elementary state vectors The state, observation and
on an accuracy point of view, all of this will generate covariance matrices are also built during this stage.
constraints on the choice of the sensors and on the vision
algorithms. The purpose of the simulator we are working The sensors, when they are available, pros ide their
on, is to give to the user a global analysis tool for measurements to the update part of the filter. Among them,
parametric studies in a development stage and for the imaging system can provide several informations
algorithms comparison and validation, usable at different levels and for different tasks. Three

different tasks can be realized: motion computation, scene
The simulation scheme is based on the Kalman filter str,.lcture reconstruction and target detection and
concept. The filter seen as a merging filter has to estimate localization. We will see in the next chapter what are the
the parameters needed by the navigation process, by the issues involved in these processes.
guidance process or the target detection process. This
implies to built the vehicle state and the relative target. The control module is in charge of controling the filter
missile state from all the informattons coming from all the accuracy through the evoltiton of the covariance matrix.
available sensors. This matrix is a good description of the errors only if the

models are good enough. If not, a high covariance will
For the navigation problem, the vehicle state is defined by show the divergence of the filter, but the Covariance can
the motion of the vehicle mass center and Euler angles become very small. In that case, the gain is too small too,
between the inertial reference frame and the vehicle the filter considers that the estimation is correct and does

not take into account much of the data. This can lead to the
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situation where the estimates do not correspond to the r,.*l
behavior even if the covariance matrix is very small. This - impulsive perturbations can also be taken into
can be avoided by controlling the parameters and the account as inputs in the state equation whose unknown
models. Different technics are available to deal with non aniplitLt.' and time origine are estimated on line from
stationary models: innovati, -quence according to a generalized likelihood

criteriun Bas861;
-non modelized perturbations can be introduced in

noise termns: noise state and observation noise covariances - rturbaiions can be considered as modifications of
are estimated on line from state update and innovation tome I ameters in the model which can also be adaptively
sequence (Mog891; estitlr d [Bar891.

OPERATOR MDEL AND STATE iNrAZTO

MODE SWMTCIING

NAVIGATION MODEL AND STATE CONSTRUCTIO

AUOAI OESUPDATE FROM AVAILABLESNOR

(Simplification levelATTE
Paramnetera estimation) P

.0 INERTIAL SYSTEM
(Missile saise and/or
Target state)

IMAGIN SYSTEM
(Mobon Computation
30 Reconstruc~on

(RESULTS ASIALYSIS Target Deteeron)

Figure 1.

INITIALIZATION OF MODELS AND STATE VECTORS

-1. MODEL.CHOICE

S* RIfsr. Model

-2- CHOICE OF AVAILABLE PENSORS

IrmwliaI sysut~r
* ,.g~ig .yslsm

.3. NAVIGGATIONd STATE VECTOR AND ASSOCIATED
COVARIANCE MATRIX

* Pealon

:Atitkted

.4.TAROEr STATE VEC.,)R

*Distair..e

Figure 2.
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2.2 Scene Structure Reconstruction.
2. Image algorithms and data The goal of the reconstructior process is to estimate the

2. Moion, position of ground points in ,ne camera reference system.
The knowledge of these informations allows either to

Computing motion and structure from motion is a quite compute a nwvigation information if the positions of the
similar problem, the quantities and the methods involved in points in a geographic reference system is known, either to
each process being quite identical. In both cases, td,, basic help the target detection and localization process, either to
idea is to match characteristic points between images in guide the missile towards the target. Among the methods
order to compute either the motion of these points either, available in the liucrature. we choose a Kalman filter based
knowing the motion, their 3D position. Theses approaches one [Jezg0]. The points positions are estimated along time
are discret approaches in the sense that the computation is by the filter. The motion is supposed given with a
made at regular time samples. They all made two basic covariance matrix associated and can either result from the
assumptions: the environment is static and rigid, the other sensors or be computed by the method described
observed terrain is flat. Three different types of above. The observation equation links the points
approaches are mainly described in the litterature: the coordinates in the 3D space to the image coordinates
technics based on the optical flow or velocity field through perspective projection according to a classical pin-
computation, the technics involving the essential hole camera model. This equation is not linear and is
parameters computation based on the epipolar constraint, linearized around the state estimate. The initial value of the
and the technics based on the Focus of Expansion state vector is computed from the informations given by
computation. the other sensors. The accuracy of these sensors allows the

initialization of the covariance matrix.In the optical flow computation based approach

([Zin86],Hag].[Ver89]), the estimation of the spatio. At the current state of our studies, the goal is to measure the
temporal derivatives of the intensity function li,.ds to the influence of some parameters on the accuracy of the
velocity parameters estimation. The optical flow estimation. The input of the algorithm is a sequence of
determination is not a simple problem and is generally matched points which are artificially generated data, the
quite expensive in terms of computer power. parameters being chosen for each test by the user. The

points we are working on are:
The second approach is based on the computation of a

particular point: the Focus of Expansion - the compromise between the sampling time and the
(IRob9l].[Bha89]), which is the intersection of the distance observability
velocity vector with the image plane. The knowledge of
this point leads to the determination of the motion • the influence of the precision of some system
parameters. The problem is that if the computation of this parameters like motion and velocity on the final
point for a translational motion is quite easy, the estimations.
computation is not obvious for a translational and
rotational motion and no methods have proved to be 2,3 Taret- detection

efficient. A target detection process is based on two steps which are
The third approach is based on a simple equation extraction and filtering. The goal of the extraction process

which relies two points in the camera coordinate system at is to extract of the images, points or regions which are
the two instants through the essential parameters matrix as supposed to belong to targets The criteria generally
they were called by Tsai [Tsa84J. This constraint simply involved physical characteristics which are seen by the
express the fact that the two points, their projection in the image sensor as specific gray level values like hot points
image plane and the optical center positions are in the same for infra red sensors or polyhedra for radar sensors which
plane, the epipolar plane. Several technics (IMai90]) have both lead to high gray level values in the image. Due to the
been used to minimize this constraint through a set of image formation process, noise is generated which produce
matched points. Generally, an inertial system is available false alarms in the detected targets list. The second stage
onboard and can give a first estimation to the motion consists then in filtering this list according to criteria
parameters: translation vector and rotation angles. This is specific of the targets like position, size, temperature even
one of the reasons for which we have chosen to iteratively the ground repartion for targets formations. The knowledge
estimate through a Kalman filter concept these parameters on the observed scene of a distance informaion combineo
Given the nature of the constraint, the quality of the to these characteristics, will increase the selectivity of the
estimate is strongly dependent of the stereoscopic basis, filter. For an image sensor onboard of an air vehicle and
The accuracy will be acceptable when the displacement looking toward the ground, this distance information is
between the two images will be sufficient. The inertial theoretically given by the ratio of the altitude of the
sensors having a slow drift, the estimated values will then vehicle by the tangent of the sensor inclinaison angle.
be used to correct the inertial system parameters or as input These two parameters are known with a poor accuracy which
to the 3D structure computation algorithm presented below, makes the straightforward application of this simple
One of the main issues for the validation of the process is formulae impossible, the targets filtering criteria becoming
to quantify the quality of the results in terms of the then unreliable.
minimum number of points which is necessary and thesensibility to the terrain unflatness The reliability of the filtering stage can be improved by the

3D reconstruction process described above. The tracking

over time of the alarms and their position estimation by the
Kalman filter provides a better accuracy for the distance
estimation.
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3. Conclusion [Ver89I A Verri and T. Poggio. Motion Field and Optical
Flow. IEEE Transactions on Pattein Analysis and

A simulation scheme for the localization of an air vehicle Machine IntelhigenLe, 11:490-498, 1989.
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DISCUSSION

E. SCHWEICHER
1. Votre systame est-il spl•cfiqiue pour les ..entrales inertelles h composants lids (strapdown) ou peut-il Etre utihss pour tous
les types de centrales inertielles?

2. Avez-vous utilisi les fractales pour la cr•ation de vos images synthitiques?
1. Is your system specific to inertial reference units with strapdown components or can it be used for all types of inrertial
units?

2 Have you used fractals for creation of you synthetic images?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
1. Actuellement, !e systeme est sp~ctfique des centrales I composants hls.

2. Non.
1. At present the system is specific to strapdown type inertial reference units.

2. No.

G. HAGN
You mentioned image stabilization. Vehicles, such as helicopters hovering near the ground or land vehicles traversing irregular
terrain, can cause relatively large amounts of platform motion. For how much motion can you st" 'chieve unage stabilization?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
The electronic stabilization system is a complement to a mechanical system. Therefore, it will correct for small angles and small
amounts of vibration. This provides for very sensitive stabilization.
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1. - INTODUCTION - par des processus totalemetit alitatoires qui donnent
des modales fractals al~atoires.

LA complexitiS des riseaux est directement li&e au
nombre darnens qui les composent. 11. - GENERAL ITES -

Lea lois de rayonnement en champ lointain sont T.I.. Rappels sur les lois de rayonnement It
bien connues et se d6duisent de !a loi d';lumidnauion Vinfini.
de l'antenne. Le souci du concepteur est, en
permanence, de diatenriner pour un nombre d'a~riens Bien que la th~orie d~velopp&e ici soit applicable
disponibles, leur rdpartition spatiale qui assure la loi JAns un espace de dimension 3, on sa- limitera dans cot
de rayonnement la plus avantageuse. L'orientation expobsd k un espace de dimension 2.
dlectronique du lobe d'antenne et le fonctionnement
en large bande rendent le problme plus complexe. Le Si on consid~re une antenne dans; lespace h deux
soubait d'obtenir un lobe de rayonnement principal dimensions difini par les deux axes ox, oy (figure 1)
6troit et de limiter lamplitude des lobes secondaires et une surface 616mentaire dxdy pour laquelle la loi
i-st toujours contradictoire. d'illumination eat donn&e par

Lea structures r~gulikes utilisdes fixent les l(x,y) = a(x,y) ej[u~t + 4'(,Y)J (1)
caractdristiques; des diagrammes do rayonnement dans
leaquels les variations qui obAeissent It des lois connues le champ produit en un point M situd 4 une distance
sont peu favorables k l'optimisation des diagraitrmes. 6loignde, de 1'6metteur et repird par ses coordonndes

sph~rique.% R, 4), e), eat donn6 par
Des structures aleatoires peuvent Wre utilisdes, mais

leas r~suluats corisct3 ne son' obtenus qu'arr~s des 13(e,4),) = frtentatives multiplet,, sans qu'il soil possible d'assurer f(r J
que I& solution retenue soit la meilleure. a(x,y) e -jj 2w (ux +vy) + *D(x,Y) a x dy (2)

Les structures fractales donnent des rdsu~tats dont ott u = sin 0 coq (b
on sait determiner, I priori, lea caract6tistiques.N
Certaines stmuiures se praten: particulirement bien IL Ct V = sinl 0 sin 4'
la confection d'antennes et permettent d'ajuater auN
mizux la finesse du lobe principal et leb remont6es des sont les fr&qucnces sp *. iales.
lobes secondaires.

On impose un rayonnemnkt maximum dana une
Des motifs fra-tals particuliers permettent de r6gler direction Oo, 4$o, par le choix do 4'(xy) et le champ

lea probllmes des r~seaux dana des espaces 1 1, 2, ou rayonn6 s'exprimc par
3 dimensions. Lea structures firactales peuvent Eire (3)
obtenues par des procesaus d6terxninistes nmzis aussi E(0,4),r) f ~(r) JJ a(x,y) , -j2?(Au x +,vY) dx dy
par !'introduction de fluctuations aladatoires autour du
mockle ddterministe. qui donnent des structures ott du = v - Uo et Av~ = V - vo
fractales pseudo-al6atoires ou des modees construits
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11 doit Wte remarqu6 que
avec uo = sin0o cosb 'O = sin()o sif$o

X X - La largeur du lobe principal I MdB eat
Ce rdsultat connu exprime que le champ lointain est inversement proportionnelle It la dimension du

li6 A la transform6e de Fourier de la lo1 r~seau MDy.
d'illumination.

On ddflnit le gain d'antenne G par le rapport - - L'affatiblissement apport6 sur les lobes
gdn~ralement exprim6 en dB - de I& densit6 de secondaires varie au voisinage du lobe

puissance rayonni~e clans tin angle solide ildnientaire principal en (l/tAv)2 pour tin r~seau lindaire (et
dQ It celle qui serait rayonn~e par tine antenne en (I/ AV AUt)2 pour tin rdseau de surface), si
isotrope qui produirait en M le champ Eo(O,40) = Eo bien que lea lobes, secondaires deviennent

inutilement faibles.

G(8 ) - ELQ. 12 (4) -L oedmiut u paatrsled
I Eo 2la structure p-6riodique du rdseau qui rdtablit la

Si Po eat la puissance rayonn&e par chaque antenne; coh~rence du rayonnement clans cette direction
pour laquelle DyAv =0 mod :!,r.

Po -f I 12)ý)I r2 dO -f IEO 12 2 OdO Le structures rdgulires prdsentent donc, pour tin
41 zo 41 ZO nombre d'antennea fixi, deux inconvinients majeurs :

ot Zo eat l'impddance d'onde du milieu, etaln - La forme du diagramme de rayonnement
impos~e nWest pas Wdale.

f G(G,gb) dO = 4w(5) - Lea lobes d'arrbigditd limitent l'espacement
4w dea antennes et, par suite, la finesse du lobe

relation qui montre que Ie volume limit6 par la principal.

surface du gain clans l'eapace 01 eat constante I a 11.3. M~eauax dtmantennes A structure fractale.
r~duction du gain en tin lieu entrainera son
augmentation ailleurs. La notion de g~omn~trie fractale a &t6 ddveloppde par

11.2 Anenns e rdeau r~ulirs.Mandelbrot clans lea anndes 1970, Ai Ia suite de
11.2 Antnne en ~seax rguuirs.traviux fondamentaux de r~ombreux math~maticiens,

Si on con'uidere lea rdseaux d'antennes, Ia loi parim lesquels on peout citer L.F. Richardson, G.
d'ilumnaton st iscntiueet '6cantlloý-;- dit Cantor, G. Peano, F. Hausdorff, A.S. Besicovitch,

respecter Ia ragle de Shannon pour dviter l'appanition H ikwkBuiad

des lobes d'ambiguit6. Cette notion, qui rdintroduit ]a rectifiabilit6 des

Dansle as d r~eau de urfce rgulers objets non rectifiables; par ]a meaure de Lebesgue,

Dana le cas d e . rtseaux dipses surfaceo rcdgule conduit I d~finir, pour tin objet reprdset6d cans tin

ceolatitures de gNaintenes disosn e sa l elaton IcschEm eapace de dimension enti~re n, tine dimension fractale
de I fiure , l gan ea dond pr I reatio conue r~elle D infdrietire I n.

G(E,,j) = g(O),,t) (MN)2 sin2wNDxts La mesure eat effectu~e alors, comme pour la
(N sinxDx~au)2  mesure de Lebeague, par recouvrements de l'objet I

l'aide de boules, mais leurs normes; sont

sin 2 -TMD 4v- 6 fractionnaires. Les boules sont de dian;-tres diffdrerits
(M sin irDyAV)2 (6 cans Is IiIC5WC introduite par Hausdorff-Beaicovitch,

de diam~te identique clans cello introduite par

'~8o ,$ eat Ie gain propre de chaque adrien. Minkowski-Bouligand. La plupart du temps ces deux
meaurea coincident.

La figure 3 montre lea rdsultats obtenus pour un Si on introduit tine g~omgtric fractale clans Ie motif
rdseati liniaire constitu6 de 25 antennes (N= 1, rayonnant d'un rdseat d'antennea, Ia loi de
M=25) clans le cas ob lea distances entre antennes rayonnement eat toujours foumnie par Ia relation (1)
sont convenablement choisies et doans le cia ott eles qui fait apparaittre I& transform~e de Fourier de la loi
ne Ie sont pas. d'illumination.
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11 est facile de montrer que le rayonnement varie, en modoles; montrent, par comparaison avoc les rdscaux
moyenne, solon I& loi classiques, P'avantage qu'on peut titer de ces

G(Au, Av) = 1(7) cnetos

(Au, Av) D 111.1I. Un exemple simple :Le modle triadlique
de Cantor.

Bien qu'il s'agisse d'une loi statistique valable
uniquement sous certaines conditions, cite montre quo Les ensembles triadiques de Cantor, dont la figure 4
le choix de la dimension firactale fixe le nivoau moyen rappelle le motif I diffdrentes &tapes, sont bien
des lobes secondaires, donc: offre I& possibilit6 do connus. On peut remarquer qu'il est possible de los
modifier la forme du diagramme de rayonnement. reprdsenter par l'union des intervalles dafinis par la

relation
Si P'antenno est construite dans un espace de

dimension n, Ia finesse du lobe principal et le niveau Pi, P + I
dos lobes secondairos Seront d'autant plus importants Cn = U- [ 8
queMarxt A= n -Dsera grand. J

Pourlosr~saux ~guier A 0. intratdes ott Uj reprdsente l'union des intervalles et

structures fractalos appara!: par le choix que V'on peut
faire do A qui devient alors un paranktre n-I
suppl~mentaire. i=0E a, 3

Cependsnt, c-.rtaines structures fractslos peuvent
laisser apparattre des lobes d'ambigulitt. Le choix des pour toutes los combinaisons possibles des
modoles est donc important. Des deux classes a ijE 1 0,2)}.
fractsles habituellement considilr~s, auto-affines ou
auto-similaires, soules los demi~res sont considfrdes Cet exemple bien connu do motif fractal auto-
dans cette pr~sentation, car oells apportent des similairo a pour dimension
solutions plus avantagouses.

Ldlimination des lobes d'ambiguitd peut atre Dc3 = 0 63 l

obtenue par des fluctuations al~atoires I l'int~rieur des
structures d~ternsiiistes. Elles peuvent atre appliqu~es 111.2. G~nkralisation du modole do Cantor.
aux structures fractales. On obtient alors des
structures fractales pseudo-al~atoires. 11 ost possible do gdndraliscr Is pr~sentation do

Cantor en d~finissant los ensembles
Une demiire mithode do gin~ration do structure

fractale est possible par un processus totalement Pj. Pj +I
al~atoire. Ces structures seront appeldos fractales Kin = U [j j (9)
aldatoires. Copendant, des lois g~n~rales peuvent atre
ddsir~es pour obtenir des propri~t6s statistiques des iBesre t
diagrammes do rayonnement. On pout alors utiliser otBesrelt
une structure aldatoire pond~r~e par uno loi do
distribution d~terministe do Ia g~omndtric ddsirde. n-i

.=E a-Bi
111. - LES RESEAUX DANTENNES Pj i=0

FRACTALS AUTO-SIMILAIRES -

Les iodOles fractals auto-similaires sont vcaif1,aI 2..4 11(0

caractirisds par le fait que toutes los parties de oih a, est r~el inf~rieur I B - I (ai et B no sont plus
1Pensemble sont semblables k lui-mamre (similitude). n~cossairement des entiers), I :!r B.

Ces modols offrent des propridids intdressantes L'objet a alors pour dimension fractale:
dans les probl~mes do rayonnement. On a chercb6 I
utiliser ces propri~tts pour I& conception do rdseux DK LaiII
lacunaires. Ln B

Apris une prisenitation simple do tels ensembles,
uno relation gintrale est propos~e et des oxemples do
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ce qui perniet d'sjuster la dimension ens vaelurs
soubsit6es. M1.3.1.14o gkndrsile du rayonnement.

La figure 5 donne tin exemple de motif pour B = Pour les sysfties auto-similaires, ii est plus
11 et intdressant d'exprimer cette lot en remarquaflt, I

ai E { 0,3,5,7,10 }.partir du modele Kn que la loi d'illuminatton I Ydtape
n, An(x~y) =an(x,y) e i 4'10 Y) est obtenue I partir

Enfin, on peout gintraliser plus compl~tement do I& loi A,4.1(x,y) par une auto-similarit6 ddfinie
encore la reprdsenitation en ddfinissant le motif fractal par (figure 7):
par : (14)

Pj- +c(aqj) Ana(x,Y) = An.i(x,y) * b(x-xi) * 5(yin)

On obtient slots un motif non symdtrique dont la o4 6(x) eat la fonction de Dirac, * denote le produiti
figure 6 donne tin exeinple. Except6 le cas ob C(,Oj) do convolution et qui donne le champ rayonn6
sont irrationnels, il eat simple de voir qu'on petit (15)
obtenir tous lea motifs en prenet C(,,j) w I par tin t j21rAuxin j21rhvyi,
choix convenable do B et 1. Enj(eA4') EnB. e(,~ e

Tous ces motifs sont auto-similaires et posswdent
des dimensions fractales infdrieures 11I. et si E30 (O,4$) eat Ie champ rayonn4 A l'6tape 0

(16)
Si on difinit le motif K. d6duit do K~n par

P~affiittd B": E,,(OA) = 130(9,4-)

Kn = Uj[Pi -Pi+ 1 (12) 7r e j*(A uk+Avyki)

on d&Tit alors tin motif dont 1'6tendue est Bn ot k=1trm

composde do In segments. L em

Ia densitd des segments, do longuetir unitaire, k la Tn(O,4't) = Rn(AuiAv)

dimension total du motif eat slots n ]~ou Ayi

n k=1

est Ie facteur do rdseau de Yantenne dans lequel

Si on assimile lea segments It dea adriens, l/d S = Xki = Y-
reprdsente la distance moyenne entre 2 adrens. Le X~k-)i Y~-Ii'
rdseau devient donc d'autant plus lacunaire quo n eat
616V6. eat Ie rapport do similitude, dgal, dans le cas du

modolOK.nIB.
M.3. Rdseaux d'antermes firactals auto-

sitnilaires. Le fecteur do rdseau s'exprime alors par la relation:
(17)

Les rdseeux d'antennes fractals auto-simailaires
prdsentent dea carectiristiquea do rayonnement Tn(OA'ý) = Rn(&ii,Av)
tntiressantes. n I j21rSk(IAuxoi +Avy 0j)

On supposera quo le nombre d'atennes du rdseat N 7r1 I E

est fix46 I priori.k= =

Les lois gdnrales du rayonnement sont dtAblies et il ce qui donne

est wnay96 lea niveaux des lobes secondaires et Ia
largetir du lobe pnincipal dont los relations evec la
dimension fractele D sont &tuidea.
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IT,(e,4ý) 12 I (,dual) 12=(18) 111.3.3. Lareur du lobe principal d'anterne.
1A largeur du lobe principal d'un rdaeau d'antennes,

n dans une direction doonne, eat inversement
7 - [ - cos2ir Sk [Au(xih) +Av(Yih)] proportionnelle hs litendue du r~seau dana cette

k=1i1=i hoi-ij direction.
Le nombre d'antenmes du r~seau est 6gal It N = I

avec xih = xi- xo t In d.atance moyenne, pour un rdseau lin~aire de

Yih = Yoi - Yoh type Kn eat A Old o4z '6 est In distance sninimale entre
deux antennes.

Le. facteur de riseau; aexprime de faqon it~rative par
la relation LA dimension du r~aeau vaut alors

(19)
I n(AU.AV)12 -LF=N AO = Ao B n
iRn-1(AuAv)12 d

I I Pour un ris~edu rigulier, la dimension vaut
I + E 1;cos [2,r Sn [,&u(xjh) -l-Iv(yih)]]

imlh V LR =450. N = AOIln

qui montre que Ia relation eat multiplicative et que La rapport des largeurs des lobes principaux du
le rapport eat une foniction de aimilitude appliqu~e aur r6meu fractal BF au r6seau r~gulier BR eat done
lea arcs.

2F. = BLR_= D n
LA figure 8 donne, pour l'exemple de Ia figure 5, BR LF

lea fonction IR( Aft U, AV) 1 2 qui a'expriment par Ia
relation ot) B eat un coefficient sup~neur mais Voisin de 1,

prenant en compte leffet lacunaire du r~sesu fractal.

R,(A&u) = 7r[4cos (7Bk-z~u) cos (3Bl'rLu) + 1]2 La figure 9, qui reprdsente lea variations des
k=1 parani-trea d~finisaant le lobe principal et lea lobes

secondaires, montre que le choix de ]a dimension
Ces figures font ressortir l'aapect ftactal du fractale ne peut rdsulter que d'un coinpromis entre Ia

rayonnemnent exprim6 en foniction de Ii u ainsi que In finesse du lobe principal et lea niveaux des lobes
r~luction dea lobes secondaires en foniction de a~u et secondaires.
de l'ordre n du motif.

En effet, pour un ordre n doonn, il apparait
111.3.2. Protection aur lea lobes secondaires.

- Que le rapport BF/BR est une foniction
Dans Ie cas de la atructure Kn Vexpression (18) ddcroissante de D.

montre que: Que Ia protection a aur lea lobes secondaires
eat une foniction croissante de D.

-Dana Ia direction do lobe principal
L'utilisateur, en foniction de sea applications, doit

IT,((e0 ..00) I I = %(O,O) 12 = I 2n1 donc choisir Ia protection aur lea lobes secondaires et
I& finesse du lobe principal. 11 en d~loat alora la

-Dana lea autres directions dimension fractale et l'ordre du motif.

IT.(e0, 0.)j 2 = IRn(Au,AV)j 2 = In IV. -EXEMPLE DE RESEAUX -

La protection aur lea lobes secondaires, dana Ie cas La rdaisation de riseaox d'antennes fractala peot
du mod~sle Kn, eat donc donn6e par atre entreprise avec: lea fornmes de rkse-aux lea plus

diverses.
Ci n - = B-nD (20)

On prdsente dana cette partie qoclques exemples
On retrouve donc Is ddpendance de In protection en pennettant d'illustrer lea ddveloppements pr6cidents

fonction de Iadimension fractale. en utilisant, dana; lea figures 10, 11, 12 un rdaeau
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lintaire reciligne pour permattre ume comparaison LA figure 12 montre linfluence de la dimension
simple avec un rdseau r~gulier. fractale sur la largeur du lobe principal. Les rdsultats

prisentds ici sont lea parties des diagrammes de
Quatre rtdseaux ont &t6 utilisds pour cet exemple rayonnement de la figure 10 reprdsentant lea angles de

(figure 10). Lea donndea communes, ndcessaires pour rayonnement de 160 It 200 degr~s. Pour un maine
lit comparaison, sont: nombre d'antennes on constate que la largeur du lobe

principal diminue avec la dimension fractale. On a
- Le nombre d'airiens par r~seau N, dgal selon reportiS lea valeurs de la largeur th~orique de BF
lea cas k 5, 25, 125 ou 625. calcul~e A partir de BR par la relation
- L~a direction du lobe principal -to = 90, 00
= 180 degr6s (qui donne 6videmnment un lobe BF = BR Dii
arri~e 1 0 degr6).
- La fr~quence d'dmission F = I5MHz, pour On peoit constater que cette relation eat tr~s bien
laquelle J\ = 20m. vdrifi~e.
- La distance minimale entre antenne cat
Dymin / 2. La figure 13 enfin, met en ividence l'effet de

lFordre du motif ni qui vane de I k 4. Le nombre
R~seau A d'antennes prend done lea valeurs respectives N = 5,

25, 125, 625.
Rd6seau lun~aire rectiligne compos6 d'antennes

espacties de A12 = 10 m, correspondant & un On constate le bon accord entre la theone et les
espacement Dy maximum pour 6viter des lobes r~sultats puisque V'on remarque
cl'ambiguitd.

Pour ce r.iseau - Une diminution des lobes secondaires lorsque
B=5 ni augmente.
ai E{ 0 - I - 2 -3 - 4 }-Une r&Iuction de la largeur du lobe principal

Dimension fractale D = 1. lorsque n augmente.

R~eau B Lea rdseaux ks deux dimensions traitas dains le cas
gdnfral pr~senteit 6videmment des propnat66s

Rilseati lintaire fractal avec: semblables. La figure 14 reprtisente des diagramnies
B = 5,7 de rayonnement pour des risscaux fractals compos&~s de
si E ( 0 - 1,37 - 2,41 - 3,43 - 4,59 }125 antennes dana lesquels la disposition des antennes

Dimension fractale D = 0,877. eat A l'intufrieur d'un cercle.

Rkseau C La figure 14a repr~sente le diagramme- de
rayonnenlent d'un rc~seau lini~aire circulaire ri~gulier

Ri6seau luniaire fractal avec tel que Ia distance entre deux antennes soit X /2. La
B = 6,27 lot duillumination connue montre tine remontde des
ai E (0 - 1,47 - 2,65 - 3,77 - 5,37 lobes secondaires importante.

Dimension fractale D = 0,797.
Lea figures 14b et 14c montrent lea diagrammes

Rkseati D obtenus de deux ri~seaux fractals dont lea dimensions
sont voisines de D = 1,6. Ils ri~v~lent l'avantage que

Rdseau lindaire fractal avec V'on petit trouver dans lea ri~seaux de surface A
B = 7,87 structure fractale, tant sur la ri~duction du lobe
ai E { 0 - 2,07 - 3,53 - 4,86 - 6,83 }principal que stir )a protection des lobes secondaires.

Dimension fractale D = 0,635.
LP figure 15 donne lea diagrammes de rayonnement

La figure 11 montre I'influence de la dimension d, ,eaux de surface fractal's inscrits dans des
fractale sur lea lobes secondaires. On doit noter que ri.. -ngles. Ces rdseaux, dont lea dimensions sont
du rdseati riigulier pour lequel D = I ati rdseau fractal voisines de D = 1,6, ont 6tit obtenus en combinant
de dimension tuinmiale D = 0,635 tine loi fractale et one loi aldatoire. On petit constater

encore Ia bonne qualit6 des diagrammes de
- Las remontdes des lobes secondaires rayonnement obtenus avec 125 antennes, mais
augmentent. I introduction de la loi aldatoire ne permet pas de
- La largeur du lobe principal dimiunue. contr6ler, ii priori, lea nuveaux des lobes secondaires.
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Dans le premier cas, la protection stir le lobe arri~re
est assur6e, alors qu~elle ne 1'est pas dans le ens du
rd-seau r~gulier.

V. - CONCLUSION -

La conception de r~seaux d'antennes lacunaires de
grande dimension a &6d abordde k travers une thorie
fractale, par la constriction de motifs autosimilaires
6tendus bien adapt~s au problme.

La formulation propos~e conduit k des resultats en
bon accord avec la thiorie, accord que confirment les
exemples donn~s.

Le compromis entre la largeur du lobe principal et
la protection k assurer sur les lobes secondaires fixe Ia
dimension fractale.

La Wnthode propos~e consiste A 6tablir le n~seau A
pantir d'un (ri~seaux lint~aires) ou deux (rilseaux de
surface) syst'emes de numeration lacunaires dont les
bases et les chiffres sont fractionnaires.

Las motifs dt~pendent du choix que I'on peut alocs
faire et il convient de choisir les chiffres; du syst~me
de iaurnmrtion de faqon A ne pas introduire. contrainte
facile I respecter. des rdgularit~s dans leur
progression.

L'introduction des variations ali~ataoires, ou de
motifs fractals totalement al~atoires, ou toute
combinaison de ces Wmthodes, peut Eire utilis&e. Les
resultats constat~s nont pas mis en 6vidence
d'amillioration des diagrammes.

Les diagrammews obtenus peuvent. comme pour les
r~seux r~guliers, Etre am~liords en utilisant des lois
de pondtfration sur l'amplitude complexe des signaux
de chaque antenne.

La structure purement firactale parait donc
pc~fdrable puisqu'ellc conserve un aspect totalement
d~lerministe en organisant, de faqon ngoureuse, le
d~sordre.

__________________ BIBLIOGRAPHIE

[1) A. Besicowitch - Almost periodic functions.
Cambridge U. press. 1932.

121 B.B. Mandelbrot - Fractals, form and
dimension.
Sans Francisco. 1977.
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Direction de rayonnmment FIGURE 3: Exemple de diagranme d'un roibeaut Iika~ire
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D1SCUSSIOI'

L. LEWANDOWSKI
In the '-ase of random arrays, one cans use Ruzc's statistical method of estimating probability of side-lobe-levcl exteedazsce. Is there
a comparable way to "guesstimate" the side-lobe-level peak exceedance for arrays detennaine.1 using the fractal design approach?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
La diffirence entro l'approche purement allatoire et l'approchc fractale vient du fait qua la diterminatio~i fractale eat diterministe el
que par consiquent le diagramme de rayonnemcnt peut &re expximi de fagon analytnque. Ons peut donc parfaitement contr~lar les
lobes secondaires (et tout le diagramme de rayonnement) du r~seau. Dana lea riseaux altatoires on ne peut avoir qu'une approcisa
statistique. ce qui ne persnet pas de garszstir lea reniont~es locales.
The difference between the purely random approach and the fractal approach is explained by the fact that fractal determination is
deterministic and that as a resuft the antenna pattern can be expressed in analytkdafashiom~ This means that the side lobes (and
the whole of the antenna pattern) of the array can be completely checked. With rtasdomn arrays we can only adopt a ,statistical
approach whuich does not e,.awle us to allow fior local variations.

C. BOND
Durant votre expos6. vous avcz fait rWh¶ence I un grand nombre d'Eldments & l'int~riau de votre antanne. Csoyez-vous que catte
m~thode peut itre utile I la bande HP oib I'on utilise. en gin&&l. de sept i onze antennzse (Eltments)?
t'-rig your talk, you referred to a large nu Aber of elements inside your ane i . Do you think that this method could be useful
for the HF band, where su'ne 7 to))1 antennas (elements) are commonly usd

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Cette mithode a &AE itudiie pour des riseaux de grande dimension. Elle paul etre appliqukc approximativement pour des riseaux
dipassant 25 antc-.wi. En MF elle peut itre utflis~e pour ces risesux sachant que l'on utilise des r~seaux de grande dimension.
s..3t5Xtsnnt en radar ttznshorizon.
This method was designed for large scale arrays It can be applied approximately to arrays with over 25 antenna litcan beused
for HF arrays, given that large scale Mi arrays are used, in particular for over-the-horizon radar.
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LOCALISATION D'EMISSIONS A EVASION DE FREQUENCE ET RAFALES
PAR CAPTEUR A ANALYSE SEQUENTIELLE EN BALAYAGE RAPIDE

D. JOSSET
THOMSON-CSF Division FIGS

66, rue du Fosse Blanc
92 231 GENNEVILLIERS

FRANCE

Les nouvelles generations d'intercepteur
Rdsum&d goniomn~trique permettent l'interception des

Omissions A Evasion de frilquence. Ces
L'utillsatlon do techniques do transmisslor intercepteurs poss~dent des vitesses de balayage

pa 6vason do friquonco oti fafales on VUHF afin d~passant 1 6Hz par secondi. Ces intercepteurs
do kaflhr contra Wts systimos ECM classiquos so utilisent le principe de d~tection d'dnergie af in de
ripand do plus on plus. Usppafitlon do captour n'effectuer une mesure ganiomittrique que lorsque
gonlonidtrlquus rapidos rand possible flntercoptlon le canal radiodlectrique est actif.
at to gonlorn6trlo do cos signauic. L'intercepteur moddlis6 dans le cadre de

cette etude est le TRC 612 de THOMSON-CSF.
La localseton do cris signaux par un Les principes du syst~me de localisation propose

systiine classique n~cesslte uno midso on attonto peuvent s'appliquer A tous les types de goniom~tre
stir I'dimsslon. Afin d'divtor ce problnime. on utilisant les memes principes de mesure (mesure
propose do disposer tin systime d'extracton dos goniomdtrique sur activitd d'un canal).
dmlsslons & Iwaslon do fr~quonce 6, rafalos avoc Le fonictionnement de ces intercepteurs
los gonlomniros: avant [a localisation. cello-c sont de par leur conception asynchrones; le temps
s'offoctuant sur dos dmlssions " synthiltiquos ' de scrutation d'une bande depend fortement oe la
calculiles; & partir dos ditections #,onlormdtriquos. densite de I'environnement.

Le calcul do cos E1missions "synthdtiques"
nlcessito uno algorithms pormottant Is b) environnement
reconnaissance ot Ilidontiflcation des typos L'envirannement cible est un
ddnilsslons. A partir des roconnaissances environnement champs de bataille. Sur une zone
offoctudos sur pluslours gonlorltros. on recherche donn~e (50 km * 50 kin), on dispose d'un
les imottours oyont losmlmos caactilristiquos sue ensemble de 100 rdseaux de 10 emetteurs. La
los difftronts captowrs avant doan effoctuor Is dotation en dmetteur A Evasion de, frdquence est
locallsation par uno mdtliodo dos moindiros carnis variable. De meme, pour les 6metteurs du type
cart islens. raf ales. La rEpartition gdographique de ces

dmetteurs suit une loi aldatoire uniforme A 2
dimensions dans la zone considdrde.

I - MODELISATION DE L'ENVIRONNENIENT c) communications
Les modeles de communications pris en

At in de mesurer les; performances d'un compte pour les communications en mode
systgme de localisation d'Emissions A Evasion de frdquence I ixe ( FF ) et en mode evasion de
frilquence ut rafales a partir de capteur A analyse frdquence ( EVF I sont des communications
s~quentielle, il a MI n~cessaire de developper une parlees. La moddlisation des alternats est d~crite
simulation de r'environnement radiodlectrique ainsi en annexe 2.
quo du goniometre.

Les emissions EVF sont moddlisees par un
a) intercepieur gorniometrique tirage aldatoire uniforme des paliers de frequence
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sur domaine frdquentiel d~tstmind. Dans En goniomdtrie s~iquentielle. on ne dispose
r'application presentee ci-apres, le domaine pas de la mesure de l'ensemble de ces parametres
frdquentiel est rOduit b une seule bandle discriminants. La goniomdtfie limite le nombre de
d'dtalement. L'utilisation d'une distribution El/F parambtres mesures Il 4 qui sont:
r~partie sur plusieurs sous-bandes d'dtalement ne frdquence
modifiera pas Iralgorithme de localisation. -azimut

-instant de mesure
Les rafales seront assimildes A des -niveau.

transmissions de donnides ponctuelles. Elles
dmettent en modei frdquonce fixe. La durte des Le cnitbre niveau depend fortement des
emissions rafales est comprise entre 100 ms et 1 conditions de propagation et des modulations; sa
seconde avec repetition possible. valour n'aura qu'une -'sleur subalterne. Ainsi il no

sera pris en compte dans la discrimination quo sur
des dcarts importants larsquo les autres
param~tros seront semblables.

d) propagation L'identification d'une emission IFF se fera
Le mod~le de propagation piris en compte essentiellymei.t sur le cnitere fr~quentiel. Les

est un mod~le de propagation en espace libre. critbres d'azimut ot de duree serviront a
L'objectif do cette etude Otant la validation d'une carai'thriser l'emission; ces param~tres seront
m~thode face a un environnement donne, los utilists en correlation de lor-alisation.
perturbations lides A la propagation par onde de sal Pour une Omission El/F, ce parambtre ne
ne seront pas pris en compte (effets: de rdE'%ction pourra plus etre utilisE comme discriminant
de I'environnemnent reellement visible au niveau de (notamnment dans le cas des goniorritres
chaque capteur). sdquentiels). Le paramritre discriminant essentiel

sera Is mesure azimutale do l'Emission. A partir de
ce critere discriminant, on d~terminera les zones
fr~quentiell6s d'Etalement des El/F (ce critbro
deviendra discriminant en correlation do

2 - RECONNAISSANCE DES EMISSIONS FF1I EVIF localisation).
I RAFALES

ci) reconnaissance des Emissions
a) mode do fonctionnemnern du ganiometre A partir des darnndes acquises par le

Vintercepteur ganiamn~trique effectue un goniombtre, id existe do multiples m~thodes do
ba!ayage sur Ie damaine frdquentiel determine classification des donn~es pour rdsoudre le
Cf mmn, f -max], A chaque detection dl'Energie, il problv no posE. La m~thode presentee ci...prts est
effoctue une mesuro goniomdtnique sur l'dmission Elaborde af in de tenir campte du caracttre temps
radio~ectrique. La d~tectio'i d'Energie dans un reel des op rateurs et limiter le coot en puissance
canal radiadlectrique s'effoctue dans un temps trhs do calcul.
bref (typique :10 ps). Par contro. la mesuro
gonioramtrique n~cessite une presence du s~gnal La wesure goniomdtrique est constitu~e
sur environ 500 ps. par le vecteur

Pendant une Jurde d'observatian T, Ile azimut.
ganiombire aura effectue plusieurs balayages frdquence,
successits do Ia bande jf~min, f maxi considdrde. 4ate,

niveau.

b) discrimination des emissions Le classement des mesures sur une
Chaq-ie Omission radioelectrique possbde pdridde d'extrmcian est effectuee suivant I'ordre

un vectour de paramOtres discriminants; ce vecteur suivant:
est caractdristique do l'dmission. 1) fr~quence
Pour uno emission FF, la caractdrisation pout etre 2) azimut
reprdsentde par le vecteur suivant: 3) date.

( frequence centrale, largeur d'emission,
modulation It/pes. ...I, azimut, instants d'Emission Le niveau ne permet quo dans quelques

occasions limitdes da separer 2 emissions.
It en sera do memo pour une Emission EVF Le nombre do mesures affectudes sur une

I(bandes do frdquencos, loi do distribution Emission depend do la donsit(E Xenvironnement et
des paliers, modulation (type, ..j.az-mut, do Ia bandle balayde. La dur~t do scrutation d'une
instants d~mission I.bandle dtant tr~s infErieure A la duree d'ext'actian,

le goniometre offectuera n inesures sur une memo
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emission FF. La construction d'un histogramme en 3 - PRINCIPES DE LOCALISATION
fr~quence permet par seuillage den extraire les
emissions do typo FF. La distinction des alternats
do communications FF est dtablie par un a) technique de localisation
histogramme en azimut; chaque alternat do La m~thode de localisation utilisde est uno
communication est identif id par une datation au methodo de localisation n6cessitant Ilemploi de
soin do la pdriodo d'extraction. plusieurs observateurs. La technique de localisation

En effectuant un rogroupement de toutes est une localisation par les moindres carres
los mesures relatives b une meme emission FF, on cartesions: (1). Nous rappelons bri~vement los
dtablit un plot 'synthdtique' representatif do principes do la m~thode en 3nnexo 1.
l'emission. 11 ost caractdris6 par les parambtres
swivants :

I typo FF b) techniques do correlation ontre capteur
fr6quence contrale Chaque captour goniometnique effectue un
azimut moyen ensemble do relevd de mesures sur les emissions
dcart _typo on azimut radioelectriques interceptables. Chaque mesure est
date do debut decrite par un vecteur associd
date do fin I.I captour

azimut
frequonce

Le discriminant frequentiol no pouvant etro niveau
employe pour reconnaTtre los EVF, on offoctuera date
uno discrimination azimutale. Cotte operation est
effectude apres elimination des emissions FF, La Dans los syst~mes do localisation actuels,
detection des emissions EVF so fait par souillage la correlation entre captour d'une emission est
sur un histogrammo en azimut des detections. essentielloment basde sur l0 critero frequontiol.

Sur un maem azimut, plusieurs emissions L'utilisation do ce critere commo
EVF peuvont coexistor lalignemont dans los visdes discriminant dans los syst~mes do localisation des
goniomdtriquos). Aussi on identifie chaque emissions a evasion do frdquonco nesSito uriti
emission EVF par la (ou los) zone(s) frequentiolle(s) parfaite synchronisation des balayagos des
occupde(s). Chaque plot EVF est alors caracterisd stations (interception des memos paliers au memos
par un domaino d'dtalement frequentiel instants). Ce prokiltme doviondra d'autant plus
(f~minj-max). insoluble quo los durde do paliers seront courtes.

Les detections relatives A chaque emission
EVF sont alors regroupdes dans: un plot Pour reduire l'influence du probl~mo do
synthetiquo* representatif do 1'emission: synchronisation, on va effoctuer avant la

I typo EVF. localisation une reconnaissance des emissions
frequence min, appelee extraction; chaque emission sera identif ide
frequence max, par un ensemble do parametres
azimut moyen, I capteur
ecart-type azimutal, typo (FF,EVFRAF)
date do debut, azimut moyen
date do fin ).sigma azimut

La datation des emissions so fait en frequonce centrale
calculant la date inf~rieure et supdriouro dos largeur do bande
detections relatives 8 un plot, date de debut

date do fin

La reconnaissance des emissions do type A partir des ensembles do plots
rafale est faite sur le memo principe quo la representatits des emissions ddtectdes, [a premiere
reconnaissance FF. On Ctablit [a reconnaissance dtapo do la locc'isation est deffectuer la
rafalo sur 1Ponsemble des detections n'ayant pas correlation des emissions entro los differents
senvi aux reconnaissances prdcddentes. Cette capteurs.
operation nest off ectude quo sur los emissions Les crit~ros do correlation seront classes
rafalos Cmettant en frequence fixe. dans un ordre decroissant

On effectue l'identification do I'dmission I typo
rafalo au memo titre quo los emissions FF par un frequence
plot 'synthetiquo* ayant los mmems date
caractdristiques. azimut

On dispose au niveau de la station do
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localisation de n ensembles de mesures des localisation par cycle d'extraction reprdsentant le
A-missions rolatit's aux onvironnemonts peri~us: par nombro de localisations; correctes par rapport aux
chaque station de localisation. Nous appliquerons nombro d'dmetteurs actif s. La performance globale
la correlation entre emissions en respectant l'ordre du systftme sera mesurde par le nombro
de discrimination presentee ci-dessus. d'dmetteurs localisds sur N cycles d'extraction.

Les emissions reconnuos de meme type
au niveati extraction seront corrdldes entre elles. Avec 177 reseaux de 10 dmetteurs ayant
Ensuito sera pris en compte le critbre froquentiel. tin taux d'activitd de 50% et los mod~les do

La correlation des emissions de type FF communications d~crits precedemnment 180 % FF,
est faite essentielloment stir la frdquence, onsuite 10% EVF et 10 % rafalos] r~partis sur [a bande
stir los dates. La datatian permottra de discriminor 130 MHz, 88 MI-z). on obtient statisquement par
los altornats de communications FF. La nature cycle d'extraction ( cycle d'extraction do 2
asynchrone des goniomn~tres no permet pas d'avoir secondos). dos taux de localisation de -
los memos dates de debut et fin des emissions . 72 % pour les dmetteurs FF actifs
entre goniomfttros. Aussi la correlation des dates durant ce cycle
d'Emission entre los differents captours; sera faite soit 51 Emetteurs sur 71 ~outes
avec tin degrd d'incertitude. Ce degre d'incortitude los 2 secondos,
prend en compto los off ets des balayages non .33 % pour los dmettours EVF actifs
synchronos des diff~rents goniomn~tres, ainsi quo durant ce cycle
los orreurs do datation. salt 6 dmetteurs stir 18 toutes

L'azimtit nWest pas tin crittre A propromont los 2 secondes,
dit do correlation; it permot soulemont do lover los . 41 % pour los emotteurs rafales actit
ambiguitds do localisation, en partictilier lors do tirs durant ce cycle
goniomritriquos parall~les. soit 7 emotteurs stir 18 toutits

los 2 socondos.
Pour los emissions do type EVF. on L'application d'un suivi do loc~alisation stir

reprondra les memos discriminants. Etant donne plusietirs cycles d'extraction succossifs pormet do
quo los caracteristiques des EVF mesurdes aui soin localisor tous los rdseaux. Statistiquoment stir tine
des divers goniorn~tres sont dif-fdrentos p~riode do 1 minute I 30 cycles d'extraction do 2
(asynchronisme des balayages), on of foctuera tine secondos), tous los Emettetirs actif s auront Wt
correlation on imposant tine marge d'incortittido localisds.
stir Ia correlation. 1e dogrE d'incortittide stir le Le syst~mo do localisation apres
domaine commun froquentiol depend dos modes extraction est con~ti pour permettro tin suivi temps
do fonctionnemont ( durde d'extraction. donisitE reel des emissions. Aussi on potirra d~velopper aui
d'environnomont ....j. Ce degrE d'incertittido ost sein do la station do localisation, tin syst~mo do
Etabli oxpdrimontalement. suivi temps reel dos emottotirs; coci permettra

La correlation stir los dates ost effocttiee l'analyso temps reel do l'environnomont
avec la memo m~thodo quo cello employee on FF. radiodlectrique.

Los emissions rafalos extraites sont
analysdes en respectant los principes d~crits en
frequenco fixo.

5 - CONCLUSION

Co syst~me do localisation a Wt
developpd pour sadapter A l'intorceptetir

4 - PERFORMANCES goniomdtrique TRC 612 do THOMSON-CSF af in do
r~pondro aux notivelles menaces EVF et raf ales. La

Los performances do Ia localisation rdalisation do ce syst~mo ost en cours
dependent du temps d'obsorvation du syst~mo et d'impidmentation.
du nombre d'Emetteurs actifs pendant cetto
p~riode. On definit ainsi plusiours pararritres do
localisation qui sont: BiblbographN.

. 1e tatix do localisation ropresentant 1e
nomnbro do localisations; par c-ycle V)1 STATISTICAL THEORY OF D.F. FIXING.
d'oxtraction stir le nombre d~mottours R.G. STANSFIELD - PIEE 1947 Vol 94.
actifs, (21 CLASSIFICATION AUTOMATIQUE DES
. le tatix do localisation rdussie DONNEES, Environnement statistique et
roprdsentant l0 nombro d'Emettetirs informatique. CELEUX, DIDAY,
correctoment localisds. GOVAERT, LECHEVALLIER,
On mesuro tine performance do RALAMBONDRAINY - DUNOD.
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ANNEXE I : PRINCIPES DE LA LOCALISATION

Un goniomritre G de coordonees ((gYg) 11(p
dans un rep~re( O~x.y) mesure Iangle sous lequel
ii intercepte une cible radioelectrique C de
coordornndes (Xc,Yc). L'angle thdorique (theta) est
donne par

O=arctg;l( (YS -Yg) 1.1 )
(Xs-Xg)

La mesure est affectde d'un bruit inherent
au capteur employe. Nous prendrons comme ______

hypath~se que I'erreur de mesure sur I'angle suit J1. O
tine loi normale de moyenne nulue. La probabilitd
d'effectuer une mesure avec une erreur phi autour
theta s'tcrit -

00 cart-type de mesure du goniom~tre ANNEXE 2: MODELES DE COMMUNICATION
Solt P Ia projection orthogonale de la cible

sur le tir. On a Le mod6le de communication employe
reprdsente des communications parldes. Les

P,-=PCa,D1g(4) communications sont point A point. A
I'initialisation. le positionnement temporel des

avec Dj Ia distance cible gonio communications est suppose aldatoire dants un
Pour N ganiomntres. les erreurs de mesure domaine T.

W'angle sont inddpendantes. En consequence, la ILe ddroulement d'une communication
probabilith resultante sera le produit des rdpond A une distribution des alternats suivant le
probabilitts El6mentaires :schema suivant:

. 4 alternats de procedure de debut de
.*,)~ 1 ..4~acommunication

*N alternats utiles
*2 alternats de procedure de fin de

I A dcommunication.
a 2j-i o* ji.. J Les alternats de procedure sont de duree

Do. Il
J.1 #J(1 +x) seconides, x tire suivant une Ioi de rayleigh

d'ecart-type donne. Les blancs d'alternats sont
tires suivant une loi de rayleigh d'ecart-type 1

En se referant au calcul effectue par R.G. seconde.
STANFIELD (111. Ia solution la plus probable est Les alternats utiles sont tires suivant une
donnede par les equations: loi de rayleigh d'dcart-type 4 secondes (60% des

I a cse-sn cas) ou 8 secondes 1 40% des cas).
1. MP. I I__ Statistiquement Ia duree d'une communication

0"P variera de 50 secondles (alternats courts) a 70
(~-v~i~tsecondes lalternats longs).

Entre 2 communications, on d~finit un
X008 -V3netat de veille deini par un temps T rdsultat de Ia

Y. E-....P J ~vIfO somme d'une durde minimale ITo = 20 secondes
~' a,, ) et d'un tirage suivant une Ioi de rayleigh d'Ecart-

type 24 secondes. Ceci correspond A un taux
d'activMt des r~seaux de 50 %.

avec
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DISCUSSION

R. ROSE
This system is truly impressive being able to prosecute so many targets in such a small battlefield area. How do you define
location? Do you mean just the existence of energy or do you produce an actual location, which is the real end product in
battlefield radiolocation?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Une mesure gomomftrique eat cffectu6e I chaque ditection d'Energie. La localisation ttant effectuie sur lea Emissions reconnues,
nous produisons tine image de l'activttd sue le champs de bataille; cette image eat renouvell~e en temps r~el pour sutvre lts activit~s
des imetteurs. A chaque localisation. nous avons tine eatimation de I& position des 6metteura actifs.
The direction finding mewasurement is made each time energy is detected. As location is perfornedon recognized emissions, we
produce an image of battlefield activity, this image is refreshed in in real time so as to monitor emitter activity. Each time we make
a location we have an estimate of the position of active emitters.

D. YAVUZ
If you have more than one net frequency hopper how do you (or do you attenmpt to) differentiate between different hop-sets?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Le systbme ne permet pas de meaurer I& dur~e de palier FH. Aussi nous ne pourrons pas distinguer lea riseaux.
The system does not allow measurement of the duration of the frequency-hopper step. Neither can we dastinguish the networks.

E. KOELULE
When your system is fast scanning over the frequency band, how great is the fAlse alarm probability for energy detection as a
function of the sweep rate and for the signal to noise ratio?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
La simulation ne prend pas en compte lea problkins li~s aux fausses slssines. Un seuil du rapport signalilxuit 6 6db a Eti imposE
I Ia ditection pour limiter le nombre de fausses ditections.
The simulation does not take false alarn related problems into account. A signal to noise ratio of6 dB has been imposed on
detection in order to limit the amount of false detections.

F.. LISEC
What hop-rate of true VHF emitters did you assume? Is it related the PR4.G radio?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Las Esnetteurs considdrds sont lea tmetteuta typques de I& bande VHF, c'est I dire entie 100 et 300 sauts per seconde. Lea
simulations Irennent en compte tin mod&le du TRC 950 de THOMSON-CSF; totis les modes de distribution des Emissions EVF
n'ont pas E&6 simuLis (systhmes I multi-sous-bandes prisenits dan Ie PR4G)
The emitters considered are typical VHF band emitters, i.e.. between 100 and 300 hops per second. The simulations assume a
THOMSON CSF TRC 950 emitter, all the EVF emission distribution modes were not simulated (muhti-sub-band systems in the PR4-
G).
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RADIO LOCATION THROUGH HIGH RESOLUTION EIGENSTRUCTURE
PROCESSING TECHNIQUES THAT YIELD ACCURATE MULTIPATH

AOA AND DIFFERENTIAL TIME DELAY ESTIMATES

Leon M. Lewandowski, and
Keith A. Struckman

Lockheed Sanders, Inc.
P.O. Box 868, Nashua, NH 03061

ASTR=C
An eignestructure based, doubly adaptive
array processing algorithm is described.
This algorithm resolves the differential
time of arrival (DTOA) between the direct
signal and a delayed replica that arrives
over a different ray path. Simulations,
using theoretical responses of a circular
eight element dipole array, illustrate the
resolving characteristics of the

I. IW2RODUCTION
HF communication signals often arrive at
the receiving antenna over multiple paths. > I
A classic multipath situation of this type
is a direct surface wave received in
combination with an ionospherically
propagated skywave. Resolution of these
two components along with an estimate of
their differential time delay can be
exploited to determine location of the CIRCUARM DIMEARRAY Rol.
transmitter. This paper describes an
eigenstructure based, doubly adaptive
processing algorithm which yields an
optimum estimate of the differential time
of arrival. Angle of arrival (AOA) values
for the two ray paths can be calculated by
applying superresolution processing
algorithms to the array correlation A(OO) = Sin(0).{exp(Rnp5 (a•c)Cos(0.qJf (2)
matrix. Digitally beamformed data streams
are generated by linearly weighting and
additively combining two eigenbeam data
streams. The weights are adaptively where (pal 7T/2,01) are the spherical
adjusted to sort the data streams into an coordinates of the center of the ith
interferernce free copy of the direct path dipole. The total array response can be
signal and a similarly interference free written in compact vector notation as:
copy of the delayed path signal. A doubly
adaptive algorithm is applied to achieve [V(t)] - [AIS(t)] + [N(t)] (3)
this sorted signal conditions. Adaptive where:
weights are calculated to maximize a
normalizel correlation function [S(t)] _ [Srt), SdtAT
[Rcor (C) i (the ratio of two quadratic
formsi as a function of the advance added [A] - [Aj(k.0).Aj~dw, ¢•
to the delayed signal. The advance that 05-EO3
maximized the normalized correlation
function yields an optimum estimate of the
differential delay between the two signal and Ac((e, 1) is an eight element colurm
propagation paths. (steering) vector, each element as

described by (2). The array correlation
11. TE3ORRTICAL ?MTIPATH PRO' EM matrix [R), experimentally developed by
To demonstrate doubly adapted gnal time domain integration over all
resolution, a problem is established by Vi(t)Vj(t) products, is given by
theoretically propagating an incident
direct path signal and it's delayed path
replica onto an idealized eight element [R] - [A][S][Aj'+ o[1] (4)
dipole array as shown in Figure 1. The
voltaqe recorded at the ith feedpoint of 0-EG4
this eight element circular array, as it
intercepts these vertically polarized where t denotes the congugat2 transpose
narrowband planewave signals, is expressed and [S) - E([S(t))[S(t)]t.oG (I]
analytically as: represents integrated noise voltage

contribution to the array correlation
VAt) - A40jeýt)SJ(t) + A(e9,•W)So(t) + N,(t) (1) matrix. The noise voltages are assumed to

be uncorrelated with the signals and
6-2EO1 uncorrelated among themselves and to have

identical variances. A randomly modulated
dhere,Sdr(t) is the signal associated signal, that arrives at the array with
with the oirect planewave, Sd'. (t) is the different time delays and separate
signal associated with the delayed directions, will generate an array
planewave. Ni(t) is the additive noise at correlation matrix that exhibits two
the itt dipole and A (0, 0) is the signal eigenvectors, i.e., eigenvectors
response of this dipole in the direction associated with eigenvalues having Xj>02-
(e, 9). Electrically short omni dipole To identify the structure of these signal
patterns are assumed with responses eigenvectors, the eigenvector equation:
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IE(5))Ud' .(t ( r))12

R 042.E( R E{Udt)UJE(Ud.dt r)OUL(t + r))

is recast as: 0"62.E013(1 3 )

[led- [AA[SAIeJ) (6) as the delayed data stream is numerically
advanced. The value of tau that maximizes

"s-CS this function is exactly equal the true
Each signal eigenvector is therefore given multipath delay if the signal-to-noise
by the linear combination of two steering ratio (SNR) is equal tOWc.
vectors in the form: DTOA equation (13) is a maximization

function that depends on precomputed
[e18J - Ck(dir)[A.(0, Cd,)] + Ck(del)[A.(86, O)d (7) weights to sort the signals prior to time

delay scanning. An alternative to this
where: difficult precomputation task is to

include weight computation within the
C0(dir) {E{S(*)S'*(()}[Ac(e*ý*)]t(eo] correlation maximization process. Sets of

-e new correlation maximization weights are
computed at each Ttest step in the

+ (E(S.t)S'dt)}[A.(e. J]t[QJ correlation scanning process. At any
general it t point, these optimized

C,.(duI). = -- {E{S'at))S•(t)}[lA d0 *•)Js] weights will maximize the correlation but
in general do not sort the signals.

However, when lt,, Tt-ue, the signals
+ (E(Sd,(Q)S'st)}[A.(e9,. )]t[ekD will be sorted since only this condition

will ensure, at S N R -o, a maximized
0642.E07 correlation function. The resolution

process described herein is based on the
III. DTOA 3XQTIO AiND WRIGHT ability to calculate, in closed form,
OPTIMIZATION TECMNIQU weights that maximize the correlation
The two signal eigenvectors described by function. The resolution process
(7) span the total steering vector space described herein is based on the ability
and are the key components in the to calculate, in closed form, weights that
resolution solution, the resolution maximize the correlation function. Weight
process proceeds by using these two optimization is described as a two step
vectors to generate two eigenvector based process, direct signal weights are
data streams: optimized followed by delayed signal

S.4o -t) - Cedt[V J (8) weight optimization.
First, it is assumed that accurate delayed"054E signal weights have been precomputed. The
correlation function is then given by an

S,(2. t) - [e]t[V(t)J (9) equation that is the ratio of two
quadratic forms:

In the absence of noise, these data R~fr) 1-2
streams span a signal energy space defined [W,1) WI2)oM~(.1) Md12[W(1)]
as: [W'I W*()AIJ)K.2[ jIjas:[ M 1.1) 4 (Z2)JL W ,W•k2)J

E{S.41.t)S74 1.t)+ S,(2.t) S •. (2.t))= ,+l0.) (10) DT, J{[W *1) W *,2 DD1(1.1) D 1(1.2)j[ W"i)D2 I
"1010OI 11 D,*(11) Dd(2.2)lI W&2)J

A simple analysis, based on (7), (8) and where: (14)
(9), shows that these two data streams car.
be weighted and summed to eliminate either DO(1.1) - E(S41.t)S'*.(1. 0)
direct path or delayed path signals. D,(1.2) = S.4I. 4S4ý2. 01
Assume that these weights have been D,(2.2) - EIS42. OSr42. 0)
calculated by some scheme and result in a
direct signal data stream: M/(1.1) _IEJS4 11.0LtUA. r+ Oi}l2

U,(t) - W,(1)S.0(1. t) + W*(2)S.4(2. 1) (11) PA(1.2) - ElS,4(1.O*V&A1. t + ,)}E(S',,(2.0U,1.t + 0)
"0-52EQ11 M,(2.2) -1IEIS4~2.QoA41. I ~ 2

that contains the direct signal and D, - Ee.4.f + Od. +"4
weighted noise voltages but zero delayed
signal components. Similarly a delayed The object is to maximize equation (14)
signal data stream: over the direct signal weights. This

apparently difficult problem, is instead
Ud(t).W(l)S41.t)+Wd(2)S.0(2.t) (12) extremely simple, since the maximization

"055-EQ12 ratio of quadratic forms is easily
computed(21. The maximum value over the
weights is given by largest root of the

is assumed that does not contain direct determinant:
signal components.

Differential time delay between these two [M 1 i.1) A( 1 ,2 • D!(1,1) D,(t.2)1I, 0  (15)

signals can be computed by observing the I[iA(1.2) M1(2.2) o";(1.2) D,(2.2)Ji
correlation function: ".C-015
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divided by the function DT, ( ). DTOA is processing i.e., correlation maximized
calculated by scanning the ratio of the over time delay, which is then used for
two functions X(t)/DT1 (I) and searching delayed signal weight calculations
for a maximum. This maximum value can followed by direct signal weight
then be inserted into equation (14) and calcuations. It should be noted that the
solved to yield the direct signal weights, maximization function is a ratio,
Specific direct signal weight values need therefore either set of weights can be
not be calculated if DTOA resolution is multiplied by an arbitrary nonzrc= cc-plex
the single requirement. At this stage in scalar without changing the value, this
the DTOA computational process, a indeterminant problem does not, however,
significant problem still exists, that of prevent unique signai resolution.
precomputing the delayed signal weights.

IV. SIMOIKTION1 MESUUS
Step two solves the delayed signal weight A set of simulations are presented to
computation problem by an algebraic illustrate the performance of the doubly
expansion of the only nonzero root of adaptive resolution technique. A simple
equation (15), which is: pulse modulated CW analystic signal is

uniformly sampled at 40 pts. per cycle to
-gD)(generate an incident signal. The in phase

X. D 1(2(1) component of , 's pulse is shown on
T2 D+the upper trace, f'igure 2.

[D,(1.2)'Mj(1.2) + D3(1.2)M1 (1,2)'j) (16) 5.

05-92-EQ16

This root is a function of the precomputed
delayed signal weights. When these
weights are included as algebraic terms
instead of numerical values and the result
divided by the DT, (also a function of
delayed signal weights, an interesting sW.
ratio is observed. This new function is
also a ratio of quadratic forms given by:

1R.0 (r)ll (17 S___________________
0 4 80 '200 1;00(W,f,.,l) Wd.(2)I[MI(11) tA0(12) [W.•I nu w•"

LA4 -1,2) MA (2,21•) W ,2• S) PATTERNIS (d44, 40) Flg 2

DTJ = [W dt..(1) W . (21D2(1 .1) D,(1.2) •/d•1jj '0-

=I 1D;( .2) D2 (2,2)iL W0 A2•J
05•92•E017 08

None of the M2... or D2 (,)...terms
presented in equation (17) involve , os
weights, therefore this second adaptive
equation is maximized over delayed signal
weights by calculating the maximum 04-
eigenvalue of a second determinant which
has a form similar to equation (15). The
terms requimed for this calculation will (Q.
not be included sirnce they are readily
derived. D0(i,)) terms have the same
functional aependancy as D 1(i,f) with t 02
replaced by t + T For reference purposes, 0 00 100 M3000 250 3(0 3)0 40o 400
M2 (1,2) is given by: tsvtad.0e)

COONLATMO CURVE (""s . 440) PIE 3

M21,2).Z(1,1)Z(1,2)D(2,2) + Z(2,2)D(1,1) The first example is based on an equal
amplitude, significantly delayed signal

"-[(1,2)42.1)D(1.2) - 1,1)Z'(2,2)D(1.2)] (three times the pusle width), as shown on
where the middle trace. Incident angles in the

first quadrant, (E,)r 0dr) - 90.,45.),
2(1,1)-E[S.',1. t)S41. t++ (edel~del) - 30., 45.5 are assumed. A

21,2)- ES'.,9(1, t)S42, t+.} covariance matrix having a ratio of
eigenvalues X2/)I - .170 was generated by

2(2,1) - E{S'•,(2. 0S42, t + 4) approximating the expectation function by
2(2.2) - EIS'(2. QS42. t+ 4} time domain integration over the window422).ESl,2.(18),shown. Eigenvector data stream Se(1, t)

05-92-E018 () associated with the largest eigenv ues is
normalized and displayed on the lower

Determinant number two generally exhibits trace of the figure. computations based
two nonzero eigenvalues which are on the doubly adaptive correlation
functions of time delay. DTOA solutions function (17) exhibits (Figure 3), two
are obtained by scanning the ratio, correlation values equal to 1.0, the first
maximum eigenvalue divided by DT2 . This a false peak at time step 0 and a second
simple calcudlation is all that is triangular peak, at the correct time step
necessary for determining DTOA values. If - 400. This simple pulse problem could
signal sorting is desired, the two sets of have been solved by a simple clip and scan
weights can be calculated by reverse technique, but it's use in correlation

function processing clearly demonstrates
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the doubly adaptive concept. It should be These beamformers were based on weighted
noted that a unity magnitude peak at zero and summed signal eigenvectors, using
time is always generated by the weights calculated to satisfy equations 17
correlation maximization process described and 14.
herein.

V. DISCUSION
The second example, is based on parameters The doubly adaptive concept provides a
equal to tne first example except for straightforward solution to the twopath
amount of signal delay, which was set to DTOA resolution problem. Expanded
equal the pulse width divided by two as eigenstructure techniques that yield
shown in Figure 4. Here, the eigenvector solutions to a larger class of problems
data stream Sei(1,t) exhibits the are being investigated. Experiements
interaction betieeit the direct and delayed using the doubly adaptive concept
signals, 1pwevez, the correlation peak described herein, but minus the" 'r(19)I1 - l.0@ttest - 100, is well eigenstructure processing was used to sort
defined and at the correct delay as shown direct path signals and ionospherically
in Figure 5. The eigenvalue ratio for refracted signale. Differential time
this delay equals 0.206. this ratio is delays of approximately 1.9 Milliseconds
reduced to 0.061 at a delay equal to 1/10 were observed for both pulse and phase
the pulse width. At zero delay, the modulated rf signals.
second eigenvalue is equal to the noise
variance.

BEAMFONIED POWER PAT"EmS
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The time delay resolution of the signals
described in the above examples is based
on an internal process that spatially
notches each signal. Direct signal
resolution, requires a null at (30.,45.),
resolution of the delayed signal required Copyeed fn Fig.6(b)
a null at (40.,45.). Example 2 parameters
are used to demonstrate the adaptive
beamformed patterns. Figure 6(a) shows
the beamformer output power as a function
of signal arrival angle, within the first V1. EZIxEECES
quadrant, using weights designed to reject (1) T.J. Shan, M. Wax and T. Kailath, "On
the delayed signal. Figure 6(b) shows the spatial smoothing for direction-of-arrival
power pattern associated with the estimation of coherent signals," IEEE
beamformer designed to receive the delayed Trans. Acoust., Speech, Signal Processing,
signal and reject the direct signal. Vol. ASSP-33, pp. 806-811, Aug. 1985.
Obviously, the beamformed patterns exhibit [2) F. R. Gantmacher, The Theory Of
the correct response, peaks in desired Matrices, Vol. 1, New York: Chelsea
direction and nulls in the desired Publishing Co., 1977, Ch. 10.
cancellation direction. The process
drivers are the nulls, not the peaks.
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DISCUSSION

C. GOUTELARD
Quelles sont vos possibihtis de discrimination sur les trajets multiples: nombre, slparation temporelle?
What are your discrimination capabilities on multiple paths: number, temporal separation?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
The number of combinations grow combinatorially. e.g., 3 modes lead to 3 interpath delays. 4 modes to 6 interpath dehlys. etc The
issue is even if the higher order multipath modes could be resolved in terms of multipath delays, would it be possible to infer origin
of the source depending, of course, on how well ionospheric propagation phenomenology (in real time) can be known atn used to
invert the geomety to locate the source.

J. BELROSE
I suggest that you should include propagation parameters to make your computer simulation more realistic. You spoke about
distances of 300 and 800 km. Dependent on frequency and distance, the ground wave could be relatively weak, compared with the
skywave, even for propagation over sea water.

AUTHOR'S REPLY
This is true: the lower frequencies (say < 10 MHz) will tend to propagate relatively long distances over sea water (a=5
mhoslmeter, dielectric constant 80). But at these frequencies (well below tht oblique incidence MUF) we'll see multiple skywave
paths. This underlines Professor Goutelard's question regarding the potential of our processing techniques' ability to resolve
multiple paths (i.e., more than two). The method is generalizable to more than two paths, but just as my presentation showed there
are limits to resolvability that depend on arry size and especially on the spectral aperture of the signal, and here I mean specifically
the root mean square landwidth of the signal specttum. As is well known from parameter estimation theory, the resolvability
(actually more correctly the accuracy of the estimate) is inversely proportional to the RMS bandwidth. The cases would need to be
evaluated for their potential depending on SIN, signal bandwidth. and propagation geometry, on a case by case basis.
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Multiple Emitter Direction Finding
from a Circular Array

by Single Snapshot Processing

Y.Tanik A.('Ttsncay) Kog
Middle East Technical University

Electrical and Electronic Engineering Department
inbnii Bulvari, 06531 Ankara

Turkey

1. SUMMARY applications.
In this work, a new algorithm for multiple emitter
direction finding for circular arrays is proposed. The On the other hand, multiple snapshot methods are

algorithm uses a single snapshot for processing. The based on the averaging of the observations. During

observation is first transformed into frequency do- the relatively long observation time, the only param-

main. Then, by using the Fourier series coeficients eters that remain unchanged are the DOAs of the

of pattern of the sensors, it is transformed into a signals, while the other parameters can change sig-

suitable sequence. The linear prediction method is nificantly. Therefore, a kind of separation between

applied to the resulting sequence to determine the DOAs and other parameters of the signals becomes

direction of arrivals from the zeros of correspond- possible due to the time averaging.

ing linear prediction filter. An iterative correction Among the algorithms that can use a single snap-
scheme is used to improve the accuracy of the esti- shot, the maximum likelihood (ML) technique,
mates. Computer simulations have been performed Burg's maximum entropy (ME) method, and linear
to evaluate the performance of the algorithm. It has prediction (LP) modeling techniques can be men-
been observed that the algorithm operates success- tioned.
fully if the array circumference is comparable to the
wavelength. The ML technique is known to be an optimal tech-

nique and its application to the DOA estimation
2. INTRODUCTION problem has been extensively studied. It has the
High-resolution direction-of-arrival (DOA) estima- advantage that it can be applied to the case of co-
tion is important in many sensor systems such as herent signals and there is no restriction on the ar-
radar, sonar, electronic surveillance, and seismic ex- ray geometry. The application of ML estimation
ploration. In the simplest case, the signals received requires a highly nonlinear optimization procedure
by the sensors consist of scaled and delayed replicas over a multidimensional parameter space. Several
of the waveform radiated by a single source. In a optimization techniques have been proposed all suf-
more realistic and complicated scenario, there may fering from high computational cost and there is no
be multiple sources and multiple propagation paths guarantee for global convergence. Recently, two al-
from the sources to the sensors. gorithms have been proposed to overcome the as-

soziated nulmerical difficulties, namely, the method
The DOA estimation problem has received consid- of alternating projections [1], and the expectation-
erable attention in the last 40 years, and a variety maximization (EM) algorithm [2], however, global
of techniques for its solution have been proposed, convergence is not guaranteed in these algorithms
The number of snapshots (observation vectors at the either.
outputs of array sensors) required for processing can
be used for classifying these techniques. The algo- The ME method, [3], is often successful and widely
rithms that can use only one observation vector may used, but has certain limitations, especially bias anid
be termed as single snapshot methods while those sensitivity in parameter estimates. The parameter
that require many observations may be called ml- estimates of the ME method are significantly bi-
tiple snapshot methods. ased even in the presence of nearly perfect obser-

Single snapshot methods can be seen to be of advan- vation, [4].

tage where the observation time should be small as The LP modeling techniques, [5], were also adopted
compared to the incoherency time of the incoming for the array problem and stirred much interest
signals. Furthermore, the complications that arise in the so-called high-resolution estimation proce-
in data acquisition, storage and computation due to dures, [6]. Model-based approaches have the distinct
increased number of snapshots, favor the selection advantage of producing high-resolution estimates
of single snapshot methods, especially in real-time under extremely small data sample sizes. These
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approaches are largely restricted to uniform linear resdlts in reduction of the resolving power
array geometry, [7], but it is known that in most In this work, we propose an algorithm for multi-
cases full peripheral coverage in directic., finding ple emitter DF employing a uniform circular array
(DF) is required, and circular arrays rather than lin- which uses a single snapshot of data from the array.
ear arrays are desirable because of their more com- This is an advantage since most of the single snap-
pact structures and the inherent symmetry for 3600 shot algorithms that have been proposed are either
coverage. restricted in the array structure or they have con-

The eigenstructure based methods are multiple vergence problems. For example, LP methods have
snapshot methods since they requie a large num- only been applied to uniform linear arrays and ML
ber of snapshots for DOA estimation, and their per- method requires an optimization over a highly non-

formances degrade for small number of snapshots. linear surface.
Most of the eigenstructure based methods first form The proposed algorithm provides estimates for the
an estimate of the covariance matrix by using many DOAs and complex envelopes of the incoming plane
observation vectors, then decompose the observed waves in an iterative fashion First a transforma-
covariance matrix into two orthogonal spaces, com- tion is applied on the obserted data and then a
monly referred to as the signal and noise subspaces, model-based approach is used to obtain initial DOA
and estimate the DOAs from one of these spaces estimates, which are used to estimate complex en-
The more frequently referenced techniques are velopes which are in turn used for improving the
MUSIC [8], MIN-NORM [9]. [10], and ESPRIT [11] DOA estimates Since the algorithm is based on
The conventional MUSIC does not have any restric- single snapshot proce-sing, it has no restriction on
tion on array geometry, and its performance ad- the coherency of the sources.
vantages are substantial, but they are achieved at
a considerable cost in computation (searching over The paper is organized as follows. -.a Section 3, we
parameter space) and storage (of array calibration formulate the problem and present the proposed al-
data). ESPRiT was introduced to reduce these gorithm. Computer simulations that demonstrate
computation and storage costs, but the reductions the performance of the alg'rithm are presented in
are achieved by requiring that the sensor array pos- Section 4. Our concluding remarks are given in
sess a displacement invariance, i.e., sensors occur in Section 5.
matched pairs with identical displacement vectors 3. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Although generally applicable, MIN-NORM was de- The array under consideration is a uniform circular
veloped for arrays of linear equispaced matched om- array upd onsidention sensor m thatnidiectinalsensrsarray composed of M identical sensors. Assume that
nidirectional sensors. L(L < M) narrow-land plane waves, at a known

The eigenstructure based methods are known to wavelength A, impinge on the array from directions
yield high resolution and asymptotically unbiased 0 1, 02, . , OL with respect to the line of reference of
estimates, even in the case that the sources are par- the array. Let r represent the array radius and let 'Lk

tially correlated. Theoretically, these methods en- be the angular position of the kth sensor measured
counter difficulties only when the signals are per- from the array reference. The kth sensor is located
fectly correlated. In practice however, these algo- at
rithms fail even when the signals are highly corre-
lated, as happens, for example, in multipath propa- 27rk f 0 .(

gation or in military scenarios involving smart jam- O -k k, for t:0, .. ,M -M1. (1)
mers.

The snapshot at the kth sensor is

As a solution to this problem, the idea of spatial

smoothing, has been suggested by Evans et al. [12] Yk = sk + Wk, for k :0,.. , M - 1, (2)
and further developed by Shan et al [13], and was
extensively studied by Williams et al. [14], and Pil- where sk and wk are the signal and noise samples at
lai and Kwon [15]. The spatial smoothing technique
is based on a preprocessing scheme that partitions the kth sensor, respectively.
the total array of sensors into subarrays and then The following assumptions are made on the de-
generates the average of the subarray output covari- scribed model and art. considered valid throughout
ance matrices, and therefore is restricted to arrays the paper:
containing translational equivalent subarrays such as
uniform linear arrays, [16]. The averaging process * The sensor array is located at the far field such
essentially decorrelates the signals and thus coher- that planar wave expressions can be used for
ent signals can be resolved by the application of any incident waves.
of the eigenstructure based algorithms. A disadvan-
tage of the spatial smoothing algorithm is that it sig- * The array senscr noise is zero-mean Gaussian.
nificantly reduces the effective array aperture which In addition, the noise samples are uncorrelated
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between themselves, and have identical vari- L

ances, a2 '
2=1

a All incident waves are assumed to impinge upon
the array at 00 elevation. Therefore, all signal and
processing algorithms are constrained to esti-
mate the DOA parameters in azimuth only. &.(k) • rne-i~ nt. (10)

Taking the center of the circle as the reference point Thus, (8) can be reexpressed as

ofphase, and u.sing superposition, the signal received
by the/kth sensor can be expressed as E ( for k:0,. M-. (11)

L 2=a
St = •,natP(O8 - 2r --

M Since the array structure is known, 13,(k) are known
.r .2 values and the unknown parameters of concern are

exp Vj X cos(9, - LM7k)•, (3) included in an,. Obviously, only the noisy data, {u&},
given in (2) is available. For the moment we will

for k : 0,...,M - 1, where at is the complex en- omit the noise; it will be taken into account in the
velope of the ith plane wave, and P(.) denotes the sequel.
common pattern of the antennas. When the sensors Equation (9) is in a well-known form and estima-
are omnidirectional, P(-) will be a constant. tion of {01) and {at) from {a.1) has been extensively

Defining studied in the literature. Several methods have been
used and a detailed survey can be found in [17] and

R(O) S P(O)exp {j/3cos(6)}, (4) [18]. One of the most popular techniques that have
been used is the LP method. Ideally, the LP filter

where which filters {a.1 will have zeros at DOAs. How-
ever, a,, are unknown and estimation of an from

A 2%r the observed data is necessary.= 6 T (5)
The sequence {a.) should be determined from (11).
Apparently, this equation contains an infinite num-

(3) can be rewritten as her of unknowns whereas only M equations are avail-
able. Therefore, {an) cannot be determined in aL

L 2w straightforward fashion. In order to overcome this
sk =ZEaiR( - vk), for k 0...,M - 1.(6) problem to an extent, we decompose the infinite

21z summation in (11) into blocks of length M as

Since R(8) is periodic with period 21, it can be ex-
panded into a Fourier series (FS) as S = E _ CtM+nqM+,(k),

9=-Coon-+

n=-oo E & (k) Z r ,M+., (12)

where r, are the FS coefficients. for k 0,...,M - 1, where we have made use of the

Substituting (7) in (6), following fact:

L C0o M
sk = EG2 6 r,.(u,-•k) L,M+.(k) = n(k). (13)E rn

1=1 n=-oo
SL Defining

= rne-i•nkEaie3he', (8)
n=--oo A 00--1 0 n

for :k 0..., M- 1. U= (14)

By expressing the received signals in this form,
the terms possessing the information concerning the for n : (-M/2) + 1_., (M/2), (12) becomes
DOAs, 0e, and the complex envelopes, at, of the inci-
dent plane waves are separated from the terms that
contain the information on the array structure. To sk = E Unn(k), for k :0,...,M - I.(15)
simplify the notat;on, let us define
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From the definition of U., it can be seen that these i.e., E{z.) = 0 and E{zz,,) = [o 2 /(Mrr,)]6,,m.
terms are related to an by Here E{) is the expectation operator and 6 is the

Kronecker delta.
U. r+m+n ,,+,, (16) Since the estimated values 0. contain distortions

rn, on aen in addition to noise terms, it is necessary to
$O find good estimates for d4 in order to estiniate an

accurately.
for n : (-M/2) + 1, .... (M/2), and defining the sec-
ond term in the right hand side of (16) as the dis- Fortunately, the distortion terms, 4., will not be too
tortion term, large since the FS coefficients form a rapidly decreas-

ing sequence for smooth functions. Therefore, the
0 infinite sum over q in (17) can be truncated at some

d. A r+_..n ac+n, (17) Q which can be very small. The distortion terms
rn include arM+n, hence 01 and ah, and therefore, an

q$o iterative estimation algorithm becomes inevitable.

for n : (-M/2)+1,.... , (M/2), (16) can be rewritten The proposed algorithm can be summarized as fol-

as lows:

M M The Algorithm:
U.ne=n+dn, for n:- -+l ..... . (18)

Find U- using (20).

It would be desirable if the ratios of the FS coef-

ficients appearing in (17), r.M+nl/r, were neghgi- This corresponds to finding the DFT of the
bly small for q i 0 so that dn ; 0, or equivalently snapshot and then weighting it suitably.
U. -& an, since (15) would directly yield an in this 2. Set &n = -,, as initial estimates.
case.

In practice, the observations will inevitably be noisy 3. Apply a standard, forward or forward-backward
and the estimation of {U.) is required. We use the LP method to {&,n) in order to obtain the pre-
minimum mean square error criterion for this esti- dictor coefficients.
mation. Defining Construct the polynomial corresp.inding to the

z-transform of the LP filter and find the roots
M-i 2 of this polynomial.

J := Il -A U./ft. (k) , (19) The angles of these ro,. s are the estimates for
k=O I +, e1.

and minimizing the mean square error, J, with re- 4. Find the estimates for at, at, which minimize
spect to Un, for n : (-M/2) +..... (M/2), it can
be shown that E E - (22)

-n Y(-n) M M k0 =3

M(= n, for n :-+ 1_...,--, (20)
This procedure can be shown to be equivalent

where Y(n) is the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) to the ML estimation. It can be seen that a1 are
of the observation sequence, {yk), and the required obtained by solving a system of linear equations.
values of Y(-n), for n ,: (-M/2) + 1,...,(M/2), 5. Using the estimates 0a and at in (9) and (17),
can be found by using the periodicity of the discrete obtain estimates for 4. d,. The infinite sum in
Fourier series. (17) can be truncated as mentioned previously.

Note that the solution will be finite and unique ifIr.I # 0 for n : (-M/2) + 1,... (M/2). 6. Improve &n by subtracting d4 from O"n, (see
equation (18)). Go to step 3 if convergence is

The estimates for U., O,, given by (20) will differ not achieved.
from the exact values by additive noise terms as

U.= , + Z., The following points related to the algorithm should
n a,+ d. + z., (21) be mentioned:

for n : (-M/2) + 1,...,(M/2), where zn are the i. The number of emitters is a parameter
transformed form of the sequence of wt and they that should also be determined. Ideally,
are zero-mean, uncorrelated with unequal variances, the order of the LP filter, K, should be
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equal to the number of emitters, how- J.(#) > Jy(#) if y > z when x > 8,
ever, the number of emitters is not known.
Therefore, the highest possible order ( N/2 it can be shown that the ratios of the FS
for forward linear predictor (FLP), and coefficients in (17) become negligibly small
2N/3 for forward-backward linear predic- for sufficiently large values of q, and the

tor (FBLP), where N is the data length, truncation of the infinite sum is justified.
[18]) for the LP filter can be chosen. At the Considering (17), it can be easily seen that
end of the algorithm the number of emit- for q = -1 the ratio of the FS coefficients
ters can be estimated by inspecting {6d, which satisfy the property given by (23),
i.e., if ld-z 0 for some 1,1 : 1,...,K, the becomes unity for n = M/2, resulting in
corresponding signals should be eliminated, significant distortion.

ii. In general, the FBLP method is preferred Due to this fact, in the application of the
to the FLP method, because the FBLP LP techniques we prefer to use the sequence
method applies both forward and backward of &,, for n : (-M/2) + 1._ ,1(M/2) - 1,
predictions to the same data set and in excluding the information corresponding to
this manner some extra data points are ob- n = M/2
tained over which to average the prediction v. The estimates of 01 and at are obtained
errors. Therefore, the FBLP method yields in different steps. This parameter separa-
improved estimates of predictor coefficients tion simplifies the nonlinear optimization
as compared to the FLP method, (17], [18]. problem by reducing the dimension of the
Furthermore, in our case the data used for parameter space over which optimization
prediction has no direction dependency, so should be performed.
the FBLP method is very convenient.

vi. Simulation results have shown that the al-
iii. The LP method is based on the minieiza- gorithm described above performs well in

tion of the sum of the square of linear pre- most cases. However, in some instances an
diction errors. Actually, a minimization of oscillatory behavior was observed. In or-
the weighted sum of these errors is also p. der to prevent this undesirable behavior the
sible, following modification was made in step 6:

One such method was proposed by Nikiasand Scott, [19], in which the weights rep- 'i= . -7. (25)

resent the energy of the data used to form
the prediction errors, where - is chosen to be close to but less

The linear predictor input noise power is than unity.

inversely proportional to Ir.I 2, and if the
FS coefficients become small for some n, 4. SIMULATION RESULTS
n : (-M/2) + I_.., (M/2), then the cor- In order to demonstrate the performance of the pro-
responding noise power will be too high. posed algorithm under various situations, several
Therefore, mr.12 can be used as weighting computer simulations have been conducted. In all
coefficients so that the terms that have the simulations, eight isotropic sensors, Al = 8, and
more noise will have less effect on the re- two narrow-band emitters, L = 2, were considered.
suit. To observe the effect of the array size on the per-

iv. The truncation of the infinite sum in step 5 formance of the algorithm, six different values of f,
of the algorithm should be considered. For namely, P = 0 5,1,1.5,2,2.5,3 were considered. For
symmetric antenna patterns the FS coeffi- all these values of #, two different signal-to-noise ra-
cients have the property that tios (SNR), 100 dB and 80 dB were studied. The

SNR is defined as SNR = 10log(SP/c 2 ), where SP
r = r. (23) is the maximum signal power, i.e.,

As a special case, for omnidirectional an- SP 4- max(lam ),
tennas the FS coefficients are found to be

P= j4 J(8) (24) and or2 is the average noise power.

In all these cases the two emitters were located at
satisfying the property given by (23), where 00 and 100, and the incoming signals were assumed
J.(#) is the Bessel function of the first kind to arrive with the same phase, 0*, and their magni-
of order n, and # is as defined by (5). tudes being 1 and 0.5, respectively. In these simu-

If M > 6, due to the following property of lations 100 runs were performed and the root-mean-
Bessel functions square (RMS) error of the estimates for each DOA
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were computed. These results are compared to the ample, the CRB for 02 will be 5.27 for SNR = 60 dB
Cramdr-Rao lower bound (CRB), [20], for each case. and 6 = 1. This shows that at least 70-80 dB SNR

e3rd step of the algorithm, the weighted FBLP is required for acceptable resolution in this specific
In the r problem. If the DOAs are more separated, operation
method with [rnl2 as weighting coefficients, was down to about 40 dB is possible.
used. The order of the LP filter was chosen to be
equal to the number of emitters, i.e., K = L. In the Observations on the results:
5 1h step of the algorithm, the infinite sum was trun-
cated at Q = 1, since the results were not improved e The CRB decreases as 6 increases, approxi-
by choosing a higher value of Q. In finding &., given mately by 11,2. This behavior is expected since
by (25), -1 was chosen to be 0.9999. a larger array dimension provides better resolu-

The simulation results are summarized in Table I tion.
and Table 2 for SNR = 100 dB, and SNR = 80 dB, * For moderate or small values of 1, the ratio of
respectively. The tables include the reselting RMS the RMS error to the CRB, for each DOA, is be-
errors (in degrees) of the estimates of both DOAs tween 2 and 6. This deviation is explained by
along with the number of iterations required for con-
vergence. The CRBs (in degrees) are also given for the fact that the CRBs are obtained by consid-
comparison. The convergence criterion is mainly ering all the parameters at the same time, i.e.,
based on the cost function, given by (22), and the assuming a joint estimation. However, the pro-
convergence threshold is chosen to be 5Mo

2
, where posed algorithm is based on parameter separa-

Mo' 2 is the average array noise power. However, mi- tion which is inherent in the LP method. There-

nor modifications have also been included to deal fore, the estimates of DOAs and complex en-
with special cases. velopes cannot be obtained simultaneously. The

estimates of complex envelopes are only used to

estimate the distortion and to improve the re-
sults. The reason why CRB is considered is that

Table h: Comparison of CR8 and RMS errors obtained it provides a frame of reference, i.e., the best res-
from 100 trials for SNR = 100 dB, with 8 sensors. olution theoretically achievable. However, all

01= 0*,a = IL00 ,02 = 10*,a2 = 0.5L0. suboptimal (and practical) methods can only
attain errors which can be considerably higher

03 deg) 8(de) I Nmber o than ORB.0 - ,M H M iteration.

O.S 01064 05674 02127 1.2445 34 * The ratio of the RMS error to the CRB is
1.0 0.0263 0.o8i2 11 00527 0.aSS i 2 generally smaller for SNR = 80 dB than that
1.5 I0.0115 0.05 o.023i 01084 If 3 for SNR = 100 dB, for a given 6 and for each
2.0110.0064 001971 o 00127 003-4 I DOA. It is conjectured that for SNR-= 100 dB

3.0 0.0020 0.0951911000790I 0317S4 the distortion term dominates, whereas for
3.0 00027 I0.0951 08.0054 0.1854 100 SNR = 80 dB the noise term ts dominant.

o For large values of 3, the ratio of the RMS er-
ror to the CRB, for each DOA, becomes larger.

Table 2: Comparison of CRB and RMS errors obtained This is due to the increase in the distortion.
from 100 trials for SNR = 80 dB. with 8 sensors. Therefore, the algorithm in its current form

01= 00,a, = IL0O,0 2 = 100,(2 O.SLO0 . seems to be suitable for the cases in which the
array sizes should be relatively small such as in
HF and VHF DF systems on mobile platforms.

0 1 9(deg-) 02( CO. Number of

0o.5 10635 - U 2.1270 - servations have been made for the estimates of
1.0 02634 08230 0.5269 2.0933 1-3 complex envelopes.1.5 0.1153 0.2239 jj 0.2307 0.4374 2-3

20 0.0636 0.1525 01271 02730 S-7 * Forsmallor moderate valiesof6, the algorithm
2.5 00397 0.1597 0.07593 0.2899 25-45 converges in a few iterations. However, the av-

3erage number of iterations required for conver-

gence increases significantly as 8 increases. Ac-

The "-" entries in Table 2 indicate that the corre- tually, an oscillatory behavior is observed for
sponding results are not reliable, since the algorithm such cases. For example, for 8 3 most of the

did not work satisfactorily for that case. Therefore, iterations were stopped without satisfying the

these results are not included. aforementioned criterion since the maximum it-
eration limit was exceeded. This is thought to

The SNRs below 80 dB were not considered, since be due to the fact that the distortion term gets
the CRBs for lower SNR become excessive. For ex- larger as 1 grows.
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5. CONCLUSIONS Waves", IEEE Trans Aerosp. Electron. Syst.,
A new algorithm for estimating the directions of 19, 1, Jan. 1983, pp 134-139.
multiple emitters by employing a circular array
whi-h uses a single snapshot is proposed. The algo- [10] Reddi, S.S., "Multiple Source Location - A Dig-

rithm is inherently insensitive to correlation among ital Approach", IEEE Trans. Aerosp. Electron.
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the performance of the algorithm is quite satisfac- niques", Ph.D. dissertation. Stanford Univ.,
tory when the array circumference is in the order of Stanford, CA, 1987.
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able for, for Lxample, mobile platforms in HF-VHF [12] Evans, J.E., Johnson, J.R., tnd Sun, D.F.,

bands. "High Resolution Angular Spectrum Estima-
tion Techniques for Terrain Scattering Analysis

Currently, .he problem of obtaining convergence for and Angle of Arrival Estimation", in Proc. 1 st
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DISCUSSION

G. MULTEDO
This method is an extension of the linear prediction for linear arrays to circular arrays. Have you taken the effect of correlation in
the multipaft into account?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
The method is insensitive to correlation in the paths.

R. JENKINS
At HFE the cahhration of antennas can be a problem. Have you considered the effect of enrors or uncertainties in the gains of the
individual element antennas on your results?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
This problem has not been considered yet.
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Automatic Feature Extraction and Localization
using Data Fusion of Radar and Infrared images

Stephane HOUZELLE Gerard GIRAUDON
AEROSPATIALE, Service E/ETRI INRIA

I Rue Pablo Picasso BP 93
F-78114 Magny-les-Hameaux F-06902 Sophia Antipolis Cedex

Abstract But to best use complementarity and redundancy of
This paper presents two examples of low level strate- sensors, we need to know exactly the nature of each

gies using mulitsensor data fusion, one for bridge ex- sensor, its geometry, and the way images are acquired
traction, and one for urban area extraction. These and computed.
extractions are made from a couple of coregstred In this paper, we will focus on data fusion of coreg-
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) and SPOT images. istred Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images with
These feature.s are very dtfferent by their dimensions, images obtained in the optical band or the near in-
their shape, and their radtometry Thus we can prove frared with the French satellite SPOT.
the reliability of our approach on various types of fea- Satellite SAR is an active syrtem. It emploieb co-
tares. Our method uses the notion of complementar- herent microwaves to generate images ofttrrain. Each
ity of each sensor, and the notion of context in the pixel of the image is the result of the estimation of the
observed scene. For bridge detection, we first segment reflectivity distribution of the terrain at a given wave-
water in the SPOT image, to spatially constrain the length, polarization and viewing angle. Because SAR
bridge resear-h in the SAR image. This research is provides its own source to illuminate the target, it
achieved using a correlation method. To detect an ur. can be operated independently of weather influenced
ban area, we first use the knowledge that it produces solar illumination, and hence has a great advantage
very bright texture in SAR imagery. Thus, the main over optical sensors. However, the usefulness of SAR
part of urban backscatters is extracted using an adap- data for automatic extraction is limited by geometric
tative thresholding which keeps the upper band of the distortion, speckle noise due to coherent acquisition,
gray level histogram of the SAR image. This mask is number of effective grey levels available to represent
then used for classification as a traming mask of ur. terrain feature, and influence of illumination parame-
ban area texture in SPOT image. We determine the ters (polarization, viewing angle .) over backscatters.
non urban zone tramnig set using a distance map of Our objective is to make a system of scene analysis
the urban training zone boundaries. Classification is with improved performances and reliability, compared
performed with a mulltvariate Gaussian classifier. The to an architecture using a single sensor In this paper,
results we obtained are very encouraging , especially we focus on bridge detection, and urban area extrac-
if we consider the robustness of the bridge detection tion. This two types of features are very different by
method. their dimensions, their shape, or their radiometry, so

we can prove the reliability ofour approach on various
1 INTRODUCTION types of features.

After a brief review of previous works in multisensor
For many years, remotely sensed images with high data fusion (section 2). we will describe in detail, in
resolution (10-20m) have proven their usefulness for section 3, the two low-level strategies %%e chose to illu.-
land description and scene analysis. Nevertheless, trate our fusion methodology. Then different results
high resolution implies high complexity in images, are presented in section 4 and a short presentation of
making the analysis more difficult. Further more, high our future works will end this article.
resolution forward the detection of objects which are
more and more complex and/or small. For those kinds 2 PREVIOUS WORK
of objects, sensor description reliability can be very
poor and low-level techniques, commonly employed to Luo et al [14] make a distinction bet ween two different
extract those objects, suffer from this restricted de- types of studies in multisensor fusion. The first one,
scription. called dria fusion refers to each step of any process

So it becomes a necessity to use multisensor systems that expioit multisensor data for a given purpose since
to have different pointh of view from the scene. In this this steF combines informations coming trom different
way, you can use the best of each sensor to complete sources. The second called data integration is defined
the deficiency of the others, or use the redundancy as the entire structure that nianage-s each data fusion
between the sensors to increase the reliability of each. step.
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Data Fusion fusion of the information is made at a mid-level of in-
One part of multisensor or multispectral data ex- terpretation. Nevertheless, extracted features are not

ploitation has been made to improve manual human combined, but are used to detect other features. Like
interpretation of scenes. Commonly used approaches this, we fully exploit the complementarity of our sen-
merge data from different sensors using the specificity sors.
of each. For example, Chavez, in [1], merges spatial
information of a sensor with spectral information of 3 EXAMPLES OF LOW-LEVEL STRATE-
an other while Welch et al [17] use the Intensity Hue GIES
Saturation (I.H.S.) color transform described in [8]
to extract cartographic feature from Shuttle Imaging Now we focus on two interesting examples of feature
Radar-B (SIR-B) images and Landsat Thematic Map- extraction using data fusion. The aim is to extract
per images. bridges and urban areas. These features are inter-

On the other hand, work on machine oriented data esting for their spatial differ-nces : a bridge is a mi-
ane.lysis using multisensor fusion can be divided into croscopic object in the image while urban area is a
two parts. The first one deals with probabilistic ap- macroscopic object. In our hork, we assume that SAR
proa.,hes. One method, the simplest, consists in form- images are exactly superimposed to SPOT images. So
in" a vector of data per pixel, each component of the images are registred.
vector referring to one source. These vectors are then
treated by a classifier as attribute vectors of a single 3.1 Bridge extraction
source [18]. Lee et al [11] suggest a more general
scheme employing a global membership function, (si- The bridge detection problem is ýery hard to sche
milar to a joint posterior probab-lity) derived from using only one sensor . in multispectral SPOT im-
every source However, the problem of this approach ages, information about bridges is absent (in SPOT
is that it requires similarity among sources and prob- XS3) or very weak (in SPOT XS1 and XS2). In SAR
abilistic modeling which are not suitable, for instance, images backscatters of bridges can be very high but
to mix spectral data and elevation data [11]. shapely not very characteristic. Thus the multisen-

Thus, a second approach has been studied. sor approach becomes a necesity to make an effective
This one, called the evidential approach, uses the and reliable detection. Moreover, bridge dimensions
Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence. This method are near the resolution limit of the sensors we use to
takes advantage on probabilistic one by representing detect them, and we have to use the context in which
ignorance. Supporting evidence, plausible evidence, we find bridges This context is mainly represented
uncertainty of decision and conflict between sources by two kinds of features : roads and rivers. We are
are deduced from a mass function (that represents ev- now going to present the bridge detection strategy in
idence) and Dempster rules In [6], the formal method the context of rivers. Watpi happens to be very eas)
is introduced, and two computationally efficient ap- to detect in near infrared images ii which it appears
proaches to the theory are presented in [11] and [12]. very dark, and we know that the most reliable sensor

Data Integration to detect bridges is the radar So our method proceeds
In [15], an architecture using a whiteboard (black- in two step-,

board which supports parallelism in the knowledge
source modules) is used. In this architecture, each * First we detect the river in the SPOT XS3 image.
low level specialist pocesses naturally one sensor set * Then we use this segientatmon as a resoarch mask
of data. Then the results of those specialists are com-
bined for im.terpretation. In general, guidance of the
system is as much top-down as possible, and so, ex- The detection of bridges in SAR image is then spa-
ploits complementarity of sensors rather than com- tially constrained and becomes easier. As we can see,
petitivity between them. This architecture is tested the base of our method is the complementarity of the
in the context of a robot vehicle called NAVLAB. sensors we use.

In [7], the fusion of the information is made at
a mid-level of interpretation. Features of different
types called globally "tokens" are combined using a 3.1.1 River segmentation
constraint-based approach Application uses region We use a region growing algorithm. The principle of
and line tokens for texture measure. regiom-growing is, from a seed point, to spread tinder

At last, [10] presents a complete neural architecture constraint the initial region (pixel) to boundary pixels
which contains Autonomous Agent whose functions of the region (neighbours). The constraint we set, uses
are to use explicit description of context to classify a modeling of the energy reparlition in the grey-level
situations and objects, and to perform some action in cooccurrence matrices (joint histogram) of the region
response to it. being grown [9]. Because we take pixels with darkest

Methods we are now going to present are Data in- gr,.y levels as seed points, this methods segments dark
tegration method.- (as previously called). As in [7], regions of the image.
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Then we have a pattern recognition step to perform. direction of the bridge with regard to the illumination
To do that, we use the skeleton of objects previously direction. The result of this dependence is a possible
detected. Assuming that rivers are quite long and disappearance of the bridge backscatter.
thin, the recognition attribute is defined as: To manage this difficulty, we use a correlation

method with the following correlation vector
A = pixel lenaith of the skeleton

number of branches of the skeleton (-2 - 1 2 2 2 - I - 2)

For river, this ratio may he high while for compact which is a ridge detector adapted to bridge gray
objects, which have many small branches, it may be level section.
quite small. The method consists in computing the correlation
The last step is a merging step. A river could have in every pixel of the skeleton's perpendicular, and to
been partially detected, and be formed by more than sum all these results. At every pixel, the correlation
one object. To group these objects, we dse their skele- vw&tor i, positioned in the skeleton tirection. We thus
toi again, checking if two ends of skeletons might not obtair. one measure per pixel of the skeleton (Fig 2).
have the same direction, an opposite sense, and the
same alignment. If this case, we join the two ends
of skeletons with a line and pixels of this new line
are considered as seed points for a new region growing correlati0o tangent
process, spatially constrained inside the englobing box directon ..

of the line
We thus obtain a research mask for bridges in the - skeleton
SAR image. Results are presented in section 4.1 and
on figure 3.

river
3.1.2 Bridge detectioin

For bridge detection, a skeleton of the research mask is summation

very useful, because the skeleton's perpendicular gives drection
an approximative position and direction of a possible
bridge. If a bridge happens not to be perpendicular to
the river, its backscatter shape, which widens at the Figure 2: Correlation of bridge backscatters : the di-
bank of the river, may allow the skeleton's perpendic- rection of the correlation vector at each point of the
ular to overlap the main part of the backscatter. An skeleton's perpendicular is shown. All correlation re-
example of bridge gray level distribution in a radar suits on the perpendicular are summed
image is presented on figure 1.

To minimize the quantificat on problem of -onvolu-
o o 0 95 91 85 82 80 78 77 tion direction, we locally rotate a subimage containing

o o 0 91 86 81 80 80 79 79 the neighborhood of the skeleton point, so that the
0 0 0 88 83 78 77 79 79 79 tangent of the skeleton becomes parallel to the image
0 0 95 92 87 81 78 78 78 79 raws A planar interpolation is performed during this
0 0 104 103 98 93 86 82 80 82 step. Like this, each skeleton's perpendicular becomes
0 107 107 109 108 104 98 92 88 90 parallel to the rotated image columns, and correlation

108 106 107 110 113 114 113 109 106 105 becomes easier to process
105 103 103 107 112 119 123 120 118 0 The advantage of this method is to give a sort of
92 92 95 101 110 120 126 0 0 0 bridge position probability and not to reject bridges
85 83 86 95 107 120 0 0 0 0 which backscatter is partial. Results are presented on
78 78 82 93 106 121 0 0 0 0 Figure 4 in section 4.1.
74 76 84 95 105 0 0 0 0 0
76 80 88 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
80 84 92 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.2 Urban Area detection
85 91 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 NVe set the urban area detection as a texture discrim-

Figure 1: Example of spatial gray level distribution of ination problem. Texture discrimination is a very dif-
a bridge in a SA R image. 0 value represents pixels out ficult problem, and extensive research has been made
of the river mask. in this field. Approaches are commonly characterized

by two features : the texture measures, a•ir the al-
gorithm of classification. For supervised method, a

Hlowever, the main problem encountered in the third feature is added : the training zone determina-
bridge detection is the backscatter dependence from tion. Supervised methods are generally more robust
the incidence angle of the radar beam, and from the since we introduce in the process our knowledge of
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the scene. Nevertheless, training zone determination further pixels of potential urban areas, and thus repre-
make the method becoming semi-automatic. sent the must probable sites of non-urban areas. Thus,

The main contribution of multisensor data fusion in we consider these local maxima as centers of training
supervised methods is to automate the training zone zones of non-urban areas. Every pixel of these zones
determination. are then determined assuming they are circular with

In the most general form of supervised classification, a given surface value The advantage of this method

training set determination has to be made so that : over the first one is that we control the number of
zones and their surfaces. So, we can easily check their

"* Information from one training zone is character- reliability for classification.
istic of one class, As we have already said, classification is achieved

by using a multivariate Gaussian Bayesian classifier.
"* Information from each zone follows the statistical The criterion we use to evaluate the reliability of non-

modeling you made (if any), urban training zones is the likelyhood of each attribute
distribution to the Gaussian model. A zone is kept"• All classes are represented in the training set dsrbto oteGusa oe.Azn skp
for training only if all attributes distribution follow a

However, the problem addressed here is slightly dif- Gaussian model.

ferent from the general one, since only one class is So we make the training step of the classification

important : the urban class. Thus, the first recom- totally automatic. Thus we can use a robust but semi-

mendation is not very important except for the urban automatic supervised method as an automatic unsu-

class. We are now going to see how our method takes pervised method

into account the other recommendations to determine After experiments, we have selected four attributes

automatically training zones for classification. We use for classification The first two were introduced by

a multivanate Gaussian Bayesian classification. How- Lowitz [13], and use local histograms of an image

ever, any other supervised method using a statistic They are called state (or phase), and module of a lo-

modeling of attributes distribution could replace our cal histogram The state is the dominant radiometry

Bayesian classification process index of the local histogranm, while the module is the

We know that urban areas produce very brilliant sum of the square differences between noriialized his-

texture in SAR imagery. So, assuming that gray level togram values and flat histogram value Let N be the

distribution of the SAR image has a mean m and stan- surface of a local window W, and h, the normalized

dard deviation a, we extract the main part of urban histogram value for radiometry index i "

backscatter by thresholding the image with a thresh- F h, I
old value m + k * a, where k is a constant. In the mod(hw) _(__ - -)

Gaussian assumption, this threshold gives a probabil-
ity of rejection (false alarm) which is independent of

m ad a bu oily deenentAftr rnloingsnill The third attribute w~e use for classification is aSand , but only k dependent After removing small aplacan a.sure, ad te fourth is a gradent o-
regions and filling small holes of remaining regions, we entation measure This last is calculate, gdng the

obtain a partial mask of the urban area which is used mean gradient vector on a local window G oy~, amid is
as a training mask of urban area texture in a SPOT deagrie n as:image, defined as:
image.

However, some problems still remain to determine Grad.Orientw = El[1 G - G,,no Li']
the non-urban zone training set. Three solutions can
be considered : the first one consists in taking the 4 RESULTS
darkest part of the SAR image and making the as-
sumption that these pixels are not urban area tpe. The coherence needed to produce SAlt images intro-
Zones defined in this way are very easy to obtain, by duces a speckle noise increasing the difficulty of image
thresholding the image as previously, with a thresh- processing In all our studies we lha~e filtered the SAR
old value set to m - k * or Nevertheless, it is then images with the Frost algorithm [3.
very difficult to check the reliability of the textural I
information contained in these zones 4.1 Bridge detection

The second method consists in considering only one
texture type (urban) but introducing a reject thresh- Method presented in section 3.1 has been tested with
old during the classification. This method uses only a couple SPOT and SAR SIR-1 images representing
our knowledge of the scene but requires the choice of a site of a region in the east of France. A r:ner (the
the reject threshold value, which is scene dependent. Rhin) appears in the middle of images Figure 3 shows

The third mnethod (that we have kept) consists in us- the entire process that leads to the river miask . pic-
ing a distance map of the urban training zone bound- ture (a) shows the original SPOI XS3 image whose
aries. This map gives, for each pixel outside urban resolution is 20 m Picture (b) shows the result of
training zones, the minimum distance to a boundary of the dark region segmentation. The only parameter of
one of these zones. Local maxima of this map are the the segmentation algorithm is a smoothing parameter,
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totall3 independent from the scene. A morphological chitecture for our system This architecture uses the
opening is then processed (picture (c)) to smooth the concepts of the system called MESSIE (Multi Special-

result, and skeleton is calculated (picture (d)). We use ist Expert System for Scene Interpretation and Eval-
this skeleton to recognize the river. The pattern recog- uation), which was successfully tested on roads and
nition parameter A (section 3.1) set to 50, is enough buildings detection in aerial images [4], [5]. Such
to perform this step. Then we try to connect the ends systems are adapted to multisensor data fusion in the
of the remaining skeletons. Result is showed on pic- sense that they allow an easy incorporation of new
ture (e). The final result after the new region growing knowledges, and an easy cooperation between special-
pass is presented on picture (f). ists. The global strategy of our system is to use the

The result of bridge detection in the SAR image context of the objects we want to extract, and the
is presentet on figure 4 Picture (a) represents the idea of evident objects. These two features help the
original image with circles around bridges. We can system to find, at any moment of the reasoning, its
see the problem of backscatter disappearance on the potentiality to detect an object.
bridge located in the near center of the image. (b)
shows the research mask, and (c) represents the result Acknowledgments

of correlation. During correlation, the value of pixels The authors would like to acknowledge the contri-

out of the research mask was fixed to the mean of butions of Valerie Gertner and Herve Andre ini the

the research mask. As we can see, detection of the choice of urban area texture measures, and Philippe

problematic bridges is possible with this result (d), Nonin (ISTAR company) in the classification process.

and, all the bridges have been detected.
We have tested this method on a coast image where

wind makes river gray levels very different, and, again,
all bridges were detected without any false alarm, [1] P. CIIAVEZ Jr, Digital Merging of Landsat TM

proving the robustness of the method. and dtgzttized NHAP data for 1:24,000-scale im-
age mapping, Photogrammetric Engineering ad

4.2 Urban Area detection remote sensing, Vol 52, No 10, 1986, pp 1637-4.2 rbanAreadetetion1646.

To test our method described in section 3.2, we have [2] R. DERICHE, Optimal edge detection using re-
used a couple of SPOT SAR Seasat images containing cursive filtering, Proc. of the first ICCV, London,
a coast town. Figure 5.(a) shows the original SAR im- June 1987.
age which is very noisy though it was speckle filtered.
(b) shows the threshold result with k = 1. Picture (c) [3] V. FROST, J. ABBOTT STILES, K. SHAN MU-
represents the final training set we have used for clas- GAN, J.HOLTZMAN, A model for radar images
sification. circular regions are non urban area train- and its application to adaptattve digital filtering
ing zones. At this step,, we have s'.ppressed small re- of multiplicative noise, IEEE Trans on PAMI,
gions of urban training set (whose maximum distance Vol PAMI-4 No 2, March 1982
to boundaries inside the region inferior to 6 pixels) and
fill up holes (which surfaces were inferior to 70 pixels). [4] P. GARNESSON, G. GI1tAUDON,

Picture (d), shows the original SPOT XS3 image used P. MONTESSINOS. Detecting Buildings and

for classification, and picture (e) shows a urban area roads in aerial images by a multi expert sys-

mask, determined manually on a cartographic map of term, Les systemes experts et leurs applications.

the region. Finally, picture (f) shows the final result France, Avignon 1989.

after classification and cleaning (as performed previ- [5] P. GARNESSON, G. GIRAUDON,
ously for primary urban mask). P. MONTESSINOS, An image analysis system,

application for aerial imagery interpretation, Int.

5 CONCLUSION Conf. on Pattern Recognition, 1990.

This paper presented two low level strategies we have [6] T. GARIVEY, J LOWRANCE, M. FISCILER,

used for bridge and urban area extraction. These An inference technique for integrating knowledge

methods take explicitly into account the complemen- from disparate sources, Proc of the 7th Int. Joint

tarity of sensors and our knowledge about object gray Conf. on Artificial Intelligence, Vancouver 1981,
level distribution in each of the sensors. The results pp 319-325.
we obtained are very encouraging and further works [71 R. HANSON, E. RISEMAN, T. WILLIAMS,
have to be done to integrate these low level strategies Sensor and information fusion from knowledge-
in ageneral system ofscene analysis. The architecture based constraints, Proc of SPIE Vol 931 Sensor
of such a system is fundamental, and has to managed Fusion 1988, pp 186-196.
the communication requests of all part of the system,
while being adaptable enough to allow integration of [8] R HlAYDN, G. DALKE, J HtENKEL, Apphica-
new entity. That is why we choose a Blackboard ar- hon to the IHS color transform to the processing
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DI[SCUSSION

E. SCHWEICHER
Pousriez-vous dvaluer V'augmentation de Is probabilM: de ditection ct/au Is diminution de I& probabilite de fausse alarme de Is
fusion de donn6cs par rapport aiis probabilit~s correspondantes caractsikrsant le radar seul?
Could you assess the increase in probability of detection and/or decrease in the probability of falre alarm resulting from data fsi~on
comipared to the corresponding probabilities characterising the radar only?

AUTdiaeHORz'S i R PoLY i uniaietetrpnr ~ usin ulttvnat 'mlirto s ~ motneqati
Ut~hOR'S RozlE pLYri uniaieetrpnr aqeto.QaiatvmnIanhrto s a motneq tII

robustesse de 1'cxtraction en pennettant de s'affrandiir des problinies dus IL un simple seuillagc.
Stephare Houzelle could give a quantitative reply to this question. Qualitatively, the imrovement is ccnsiderable with respect to
the strength of the esvractkmn, thereby overcoming any problems caused by sinmple thresholding.
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by
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I. INTRODUCTION
SUMMdARY

The SARSAT system has been designed to locate
This paper is a product of theoretical and practical terrestrial radio beacons emissions (406 MHz) using
workdonewithgeostationaryand low earth-orbiting the doppler measured by a low orbiting satellite
(SARSAT) satellites. Reliability, efficiency and cost (800 Ian).
considerations have resulted in an all digital
implementation with standard processors. For operational purposes (alarm delay, beacon

oscillator frequency), however, it is useful to detect
Theanalogsignalisrepresentedbycomplexsamples these signals in a stationary satellite and then
calculated from real sampling with an algorithm transmit them to an earth station.
based on an original concept.

In this case, due to the greater distance, the received
Any telecommunication (or radar) signal is power level is considerably lower, so that it is
represented by reversible transformations of a necessary to be able to detc.t and demodulate
rinusoidal carrier. Maximum likelihood separate messages (about 100 bits, biphase L) of
synchronization and demodulation must be used and unknown phase carrier at an energetic signal to noise
consists of reconstructing the "best' carrier from the ratioEb/No of about 0 dB.
received signal. Depending on the uncertainty level,
one tries a certain number . time-frequency Instead of improving established methods using
hypotheses, and for each hypothesis, one makes phase lock loops for carrier and clock recovery, we

optimum estimations of 3 carrier parameters use sampled analytical signal representation,

modulus, phase and frequency. maximum likelihood principles, statistical
hypothesis and testing estimation to develop a new

Since one deals with one circular function, it is approach for message recovery which compares
straighforward to develop the phase, so that phase favourably with traditional methods [1].
and frequency are the 2 parameters defining a
straight line in the developed phase-time plane. The These new methods have been implemented on a
2 corresponding estimators are decorrelated. multiprocessor BULL SPS7 equipped with

Motorola 68 000 and Texas TMS and tested with an
For a terrestrial vehicle, one can have a good operational geostationary satellite 12).
estimation of its velocity, and even for a stationary
satellite there is an apparent periodical known The modelling of the same estimation methods with

motion, which can be used to locate the vehicle by a signal received by a low orbiting satellite has been
a convenient combination of elementary completed with success and it has been verified that
estimations. Of course som'e frequency spreading, a negligeable performance degradation is induced
clock stability and delay art necessary, but explicit by the additional smooth doppler.
performance is easy to derive as functions of After a presentation of these methods and of their
operational conditions. Analysis of numerical theoretical performances, we apply them to
results may suggest useful practical systems. terrestrial location with a (quasi) stationary satellite.
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for any common integer k, so that all terms of (1)
II. COMPLEX SAMPLING OF REAL can be interpreted as sinewaves belonging to the

SIGNALS same frequency band:

Complex representation of real signals has been
introduced by Ville in 1948[3]to give a permissible F -- L F

mathematical definition of phase and frequency for

real one dimensional signals. This mathematical The 2 complex components at the same time are
approach has proven to the very useful in digital calculated by 2 FIR filters (finite impule response) :
signal processing implementation, because of its two x(t) by a finite symmctric weighting y, y(t) by a finite
equivalent representations of complex samples: time antisymmetric weight;ng.
cartesian and polar. Polar repre:entation allows a
simple algorithm to be used for changing carrier Itissufficient tooptimise these2FIR for sineswhosefreqences, nd vois dehasng.On te oher frequencies telong to the spectrum of received
frequencies, and avoids dephasing. On the other signals. We have derived an analytic theory which
head, cartesian representation allows an efficient gives te number ied a and their waish
mens (complex linear summation) to raise the gives thenumber ofcoefficients and their valuesas
signal to noise power ratio of received modulated a function of the specified quadrature noise to s;gnal
signals. And lastly, going from one representation power ratio [5.
to the other requires few elementary operations However we give here a direct derivation of the 4
thanks to precalculated tables. FIR coefficients which are used to calculate the 2

The above considerationsshow the interest in having quadratuie components in the middle of 2

an efficient way of obtaining the complex consecutive samples.

representation of the real signal. First It will be clear later on that the "interpolating"
implementations were based on the modulation of a analytic front-end has the advantage of allowing an
real signal by the two quadratures components of a efficient correction of the ADC offset.
signal delivered by an oscillator. The complexity of
this method is due to the existence ofa separate chain Complexity analysis shows that the simplest design

for each cartesian component. A digital is obtained when F ,,.

implementation ispreferablesincebothcomponents This means that for a sine wave at the band centre,
can be generated from the same series of samples. the signal vector turns by an angle equal to ;U2

Instead of using the discrete Fourier transform or between 2 consecutive samples.
Hilbert transform, which present some problems of
absolute convergence, we have developed a direct To obtain the 4 coefficients, one has just to take 4
method for generation of complex signals which successive samples of cos- and sin - weighted by
rests on a uniform representation of any continuous a semi period ofcosca toget a bandpass filter effect.
signal as a sum of trigonometric functions
(Weirstrass Theorem) [4].

Thanks to the above property one can approximate al

the real signal x(t) and its associated quadrature t
signal y(t) by (1). ' ..

(1) -- /I

"X(t)- I ahcos(hWt+k) - yft)- I ahsin(huv+#,)

This expression remains true if one considers any
periodic time sampling such that t-mAt (m ........
integer), hco can be replaced by:

Figure 1 Heuristic analytical head concept
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By taking: 
(6)

2A rc cos~i NIFG-e tX,2y
2 - G2 

+ E

At 0 Y2+X2_2GS

one gets the following simple formulae for IY-G+ L

interpolating x(t) and y(t) from the real signal r(t).

(2) AG2  fXI+Y I 2((2)p.. Y,4/_-_. ).4 si• I

)-3 At' + At + A- 3At

At At 3AI 3At

yl3).31 +-• + r-•i)] +[I - -rig--)] One verifies numerically that usable bandwidth is of

the order of w,.
To evaluate the quadrature defined by (2), it is

sufficient to test it with the signal r(t) - cos(wt),
recalling that cos30--3cosO+4cos3  and Numerical application of (6) gives the signal over

sin38 - 3sin0 -4sint. noise ratio in dB as a function ofF, recall that the

(3) usable normalized bandwidth isM!, for anormalised

r(t) - coso• x(W) - 4(3 cos 0- 2cos?0)cosox real sampling frequency 4.

2 jy(t) - 4(3sinO - 2sin3O)sinw•td I o I , I o so to

h 0.79 0.55 01.9 0,27 0.15 0.12

The factors of cosat and sincot are equal when

o---t-, !which suggest introducing Ao such Another interesting aspect of this analytical

that : front-end, is that it improves the dynamics of the
received signal, defined as the ratio of the expected

owAt a / Aw \ square of the signal divided by the noise variance.c.Oow+Awo and 8--'•--I '+'
2 4( WO

The real signal costot has a power and a noise

(characterised by its variance 02, but after the

S -sin!-•) [ +Ism-!•-€osO-xCosa analytic quadrature stage, the'signal power is:

2 2 ,2cn2/ a2

and the noise variance is 1602, giving the dynamics
improvement of 6 when the noise samples are

X and Y are considered as the sum of the correct independent.

signal plus the "quadratic noise".

2 WO
(XW+Y2)-6I(4-3sint2! ) -16(1+3cos'2-A)I(Y2 -X2) - .~i'i'

The ratio p of the signal divided by the quadrature

noise is deduced from (5) according to (6).
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M. CARRIER FORMALISM OF In practice, things are slightly different because the

MODULATED SIGNAL centre of the frequency band is different from zero

The advantage of this representation is that and the symbol clock is unknown:

synchronisation, demodulation and parameter 4(t) - o + [Oo + (A 1)] (t -to

estimation are reduced to estimations of the 3
characteristics of a sinewave. For instance, the The unknowns are 46 wo and to. Generally, due to
detection of an awaited signal is decided when theestiate carierampltud excedsa prscrbed propagation hazards and modulation concept the
estimated carder amplitude exceeds a prescribed value of 4 0 is not accessible, so that only 0o and to
threshold. For position location, phase will be have to be evaluated. This evaluation is carried in 2associated with range and frequency with a steps : hypothesis testing and followed by parameter

geometrical angle as we shall explain later. estimation. Only hypothesis testing is considered in

this paragraph, and it consists of calculating theSince we are dealing with sinewaves, operations carrier modulus for all starting time-carrier

such as phase development and parameter frer moulus forrestarting time-carrmte

estimation can be implemented with a simple frequency couples corresponding to the estimated

optimal algorithm. To justify these claims, we shall uncertainty and accepted performance degradation.

develop (virtual) carrier formalism to the describe Assuming frequency spacing Af and a time spacing
current modulation and spread sprectrum. AT for a symbol duration T, the reduction factor of

The first example consideredis FSK (frequency shift the carrier modulus evaluation is given by (8):

keying) in which one frequency sine wave among ( .A)
m=2b is emmited during an elementary symbol (8) R s I _L cos2n(Af)T

representative of b bits. During the transmission of

one symbol, the diagram of the developed phase as The next example concerns binary transmission by
a time function is a straight line, the slope ofwhich BPSK-PN spread spectrum (binary phase shift
can assume m values, keying pseudo noise). The developed phase of this

signal is represented on figure 3.

•O(t) = (AAdtt

/ /

//
/

S / / /•

- I,~l

- - I

Figure 2 - FSK developed phase -

One way to demodulate this signal when the symbol Figure 3 : BPSK - PN developed phase

clock is known consists ofapplying the inverse phase The received signal undergoes adapted filtering
rotation corresponding to the complex samples of before the complex sampling, the rate of which is
the received signal and adding them during the such that there are 3 samples during each chip
symbolduration.Thedemodulatedsymbolistheone duration. Optimal processing requires the selection
which gives the greatest modulus. of one sample sequence from 3 for each frequency

hypothesis which is obtained by selecting the
sequence having the biggest estimated modulus.
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A third example is MSK data transmission. As IV. CIRCULAR PARAMETERS
before one has to test a certain number of frequency ESTIMATION PERFORMANCE
hypotheses to have a sufficiently accurate estimateof the carrier amplitude (cf. (8)). The developed In the previous paragraph we have shown how to use
phase diagram is represented on figure (4). a statistical hypothesis procedure to transform thereceived signal into a circular function perturbed by

additive noise. For each hypothesis to be tested, the
signal is represented by complex samples regularly

spaced in time. For our purpose the problem is to
estimate the 3 characteristics A, e, wo in expressions

HY ---- Po.- n 2 of the form a exp(wt +40)perturbed by additive
// complex noise n - n, +jn2 verifying <nl> = <n;> =

/ <nn 2>= 0 and < n2 >< n?;,-. C.

I Z/ TMV! *~RAO u

I I tI1 1 I II-______
ahC d * t g WWSTAMN3TM4S-

figure 4: MSK developed phase21- --

In order to test the sequence 1, 0, 1,1 at each sampled 1time one tests 2 time phasings by applying the ,t

following rotations.o

6 2 6 J -1 1 T 1 figure : Carrier Phase development

023" The complex samples are of the form:

The sum of the 6 rotated vectors gives an estimate
of the carrier sample for the sequence 1, 0, 1, 1. One A exp (ji)+n1+jn2 with A and 4 unknown. The
continues these estimations for the 24 = 16 elementary estimation process replaces A by:
sequences, the greatest modulus indicates the Ae'ando~by$ + A•.
transmitted 4 bits (1, 0, 1,1 on fig.4) sequence. After A exp[e+j(O+A+)] -A expj* +n, +jn2
synchronisation, it is possible to adjust the
elementary rotations to the estimated clock phasing. By taking the module of both members, one obtains

the next relation.
It is straightforward to extend the above procedure
to combined phase and amplitude combined n,2+4. -
modulation. For all modulations schemes, we have A- - 2e2cosAb + I sin2A
developed algorithms to save a lot of elementary
calculations (frequency hypoatesis, rotations, sums) Averaging over noise level, one derives an upper
calculaions infrmequency athei reltis so t bound for the variance of sin AV, which justifies
by re-using intermediate results 50 that rlto 9 o rtcleautos

implementation becomes quite acceptable. relation (9) for pratical evaluations.

The preceeding examples have been given to show (9) 49'24'1

that any modulation or spread spectrum scheme can P
be considered as a succession of reversible complex
tranformations of a sine wave carrier.
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In order to evaluate w , 46 and A characteristic of a The main discrepancy with the expected factor 2 is
carrier, one starts by constructing the developed the angle - it is important to note the sign of
phase •1, +2, 4k, etc. According to algorithm (10) (W - W').
which connects the developed angles by the shortest
path. For the first 2 samples we can take a number of

regularly spaced frequencies determined by the
The samples are labelled by (r) considered as an frequency range incertainty (2&o). For the next 2
integer. samples, one does the same weighted sum but with

A - -a frequency hypothesis of different parity, in order
to introduce some dithering in the frequency

TT sampling. Usually, the frequency hypotheses will
"r 2TTiI altematefrom2to3:

LA 
(-ik "L) and (-AoO,2Aw)

-~ Aik- 2 Tr]
At the second step, one takes 2 consecutive

- . hypothesis sets (of2and3 elements respectively) to
calculate altematly consecutive sets of 4 and 5

t is, or comrpaion betwen left hypotheses being separated by the time interval 2
mad right me rs At . At each new step the number of hypotheses has

to be doubled, since the distance between 2
consecutive sets is double in order to keep the same

7The above algorithm fails if the angle jump between angle incertaintly.
2 consecutive samples has an amplitude greater than
anabsolute value of Y. The evolution of the number of hypothesis as a

function of time and of step index is represented
Failure probability is an increasing function of the below.
carrier rotation angle I oAt between 2 samples
separated by At. To reduce this probability to its
minimum, one substracts a rotation w' from the
unknown pulsation co such that I (a- Wo' I AT c 1.

Thus one needs some method which yields a Stop 1  2 (AQ 3 RAI 2 (A§ 3

reasonable approximation for the above frequency
wo. For this purpose one uses as before a frequency
hypothesis technique and the optimisation of its Stp2 4 O4Al 5
implementation gives a Sliding Frequency
E valuator (S E ).................... .. . ............ . ...

Given 2 successive samples expj(wt +f) and stop I Owl j4
expj[o~t + At) +*] of the same carrier, we rotate
onward the first by an angle co'At close to the actual
(but unknown) coat. The 'vectorial' sum of these 2
samples is interpreted as a sample at time t + At with
an improved signal over noise ratio by P, factor 2.

(11)Spj(am + q) + expj[o4t + &) + 4p -ct&] - K expj(ox +9)

K- l+pj('-co)s-2+j(o-d)Ar
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The notations below describe tht algorithm (13)

h is a relative integer such that I h 1: 2-'. 0 + 1,o) - E(. 1) + 0(io) orE(i,-i) +O(i,O)"alfernate"

0(i+1,1) - E(i,1)expj- AW& +O(i,O)
* E (i, 0) is not defined

* E (i, h) represents the frequency hypothesis: (i+1,2) - E(it)Cxp-'1,&JAI + 0(,1)

0(i+1,h) - E(i,h+12)cxpj--ý-h&zk•t+(#)S''Aw for h>O I + ,2" 41.0

S-l+2IhIA• for h<0
21

Having obtained with this algorithm a first
* 0 (i, h) represents the frequency hypothesis approximation _w of (o, one substracts it from the

.- Aw. original samples by (14) before applying (10).

(14)

Given 2 consecutive complex samples (A and B),

one calculates alternatively sets (1,.) and 0 (1,.). AO - wat mod 2n
0 .,- Ae

Step I
> ,*- ý,-O mod2n

E(1,1) - Aex(J 2)+B I• 0- + AO mod 2n

'+(l, -1) -, A exp- __,2 ) +B After development of the phase, one has a sequence

of numbers , perturbed by quasi-additive noise of
(2At)+ variance o2 given by (9). In order to get simple

0(1,1) - A ex Jj----- +B expressions, it is wise to take a time origin such that

0(1,0) = A +B t -.

A0(1,-1) - Aexl-j2 ] +B The model of the developed phase variation as a
Given 10(1.)3 function of time is linear -,=4o+ D,4ý and the

above SFE algorithm is similar to a discrete Fourier

Given 2 consecutive hypothesis sets E(i,.) and 0(i,.), transform and has the same complexity level : log2N

one calculates an hypothesis set for step i+l. complex operations (rotation plus sum) per input

Alternatively by (12) and (13). Only positive or null complex sample for an evaluation every time

frequency hypothesises are retained, negative complex samples.

frequency expressions are deduced by ,ymmetry. To obtain an evaluation every E complex samples,

(12) one has just to repeat the last step, which adds one
E l Ato complex operation per input sample which gives a

E(i + 1,1) - E(i=i)expi 2-+0(i.0) complexity of (I + log2 N).

3
E(i + 1,2) - E(i,1)expjjAwAt+0(i,1)

This method of calculation increases with the rate of
E(i + 1,3) - E(i,2)expjiAwAt+O(i,1) intermediateresultsuntil itreachestheobviousvalue

7 N.
E(i + 1,4) - E(i,2)expjiAwA1 +0(i,2)

A+l) 2h-l I0(h) The selected hypothesis is the frequency value wm
E(i + 1,h) - E iTI expji2h IAwAt +Ii,) corresponding to the biggest modulus.

E(i + 1,0) - E(i,2'")expj(i -1)Awot +O(i,2'-')
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j and w being unknown are determined through After reconstruction of the carrier with the kb chips

minimisation (least mean square) of: of the known preambule, a distribution of mean kba
and variance v = k so2 is obtained. In order to decide

Q -(€ - ,s)2 " X( o + wt - Ot) ~ the preamble presence, it is natural to compare the
modulus of this coherent summation to the threshold

The estimators for j and 7 are solutions of the 0 < X ks < ks a.

2 equations obtained by cancelling derivatives of Q Assuming gaussian noise, we can evaluate the
with respect to 4i and ;. conditional probability 1 - Pd of non detection.

-0.20, sneY-01 P. I , £fr

~h the 1 t-~a 2kso2(1Xý s
; hAt Xt2  h-11e+x 2

rT(1-X)2 ksa2) 2,ksa'(1-A.)">1

h is the number of samples used for the estimations. < ex (I -X when 2

Obviously these estimators are unbiased. To derive

the simple expressions of their variances one The above inequalities and conditions are better
assumes time decorrelation of angle samples, and understood by introducing the energy of one bit:

introduces the duration -r - h At of estimation. 2
r2(16) E-k• T

-< >), >- .__. (At and the de.t-'y of noise power N. where T stands
hp kxp for the bit duration.

-- -- )-- 1 12 ( 2/<'"< -<1

Of. .. (•_<i>)(_> since 7>t-0 1 2% when >

To evaluate the false detection probability P,, one

needs the statistical law of the modulus of noise of
The last relation of (16) is very important since it definite variance. To determine this law, one uses
proves the decorrelation of estimators of ;o and -(. the well known differential identity

V. SYNCHRONIZATION PERFORMANCE I_._ x} I y rdrae

OF SPREAD SPECTRUM SIGNALS -- 2ý' - ) _.+!(?2 rd

Spread spectrum signaling is the main candidate for f 2 r (, r"
future ranging and positioning, but classical methods Ps- exp -- d(-'j - eex
of despreading and demodulation which realise 2ksc9 2ksci

synchronisation in several steps (chip, bit, message) By elininating the unknown X between the
requirea significant delay unless time is known with
a high precision. We prove here that one step expression of I - P, and Pf, one finds the simple

synchronisationonaknownreceiverpreambleof30 inequality (17) which is valid for any data
modulation.

data bits, even in poor conditions is sufficient to

require no continuous transmission.

We consider a known preamble consisting of ks 7 V -P, Vp NO
chips with a duration equal to s data bits
transmission. The mean module of any chip is noted To keep s small, it is advisable to proceed in two
a, the additive noise has a mean equal to 0 and a steps. In the first step, one takes X such that I - Pd is
variance oz, adaptive filtering is implemented and guaranteed, but with a high Pr, and the false
noise samples are decorrelated between distinct synchronisations are eliminated in the second step
chips. by testing the demoduiation likelihood for a few

more bits.
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VI. FIXED POINT LOCATION

Well.stabilised geostationary satellites are not

completely fixed with respect to the earth surface.
For a stabilisation within an angle of 0.1 degree, the
diameter of the relative satellite orbit as it appears D

from the earth is the order of 120 kin. To take
advantage of this large base for earth positionning,
one measures periodically the distance and the angle
to the satellite trajectory, and thenthese intermediary
results are combined to estimate the coordinates of
the point to be located. -- k

c
'*---4VT

To calculate the intermediate results, one applies Figure 6: Geometry of elementary estimations

equations (15) assuming the satellite trajectorybeing Carrier or chip frequency in the satellite frame can

a straight line during estimation time interval -t be represented by the analytic signal exp j(.r +

The signal used for these elementary estimations is Neglecting relativistic effects, the carrier received
characterized by a bandwidth occupancy B (chip in Lis:

frequency of carrier) and a bit rate -(cB) with an

energetical signal to noise ratio P a: 1 since c

A2  RE, R which is identified with : expj(ott +Qo)
A 2 RE R i

~ 2~B~I V cos a' and TcI0=-2Emod2t

02 2B 24B C;C

; xp•Rp 1R
2  with w 2xB

These expressions show that estimation
performance increases with the spreading factor The satellite trajectory is assumed to be known with

(R/B). If the signal s(t) is transmitted from the perfect accuracy, so that D and a are the only
satellite at time t, at a distance D(t) function of the parameters which have to be calculated from the

same time, one receives s[t -22]. estimations of w and%.

During any elementary estimation, it is correct to The estimators for w and io allows us to estimate

assume that D(t) is a linear function of time t : the length D of CL and of its projection D cos a on

D(t) -D +tVcosa the tangent trajectory in C after removing phase

In this expression, D is the distance between the ambiguity by taking into account an approximation

middle of the satellite trajectory used for the of D.The variances of the estimators for D cosat and D

elementary estimation and the point L to be located.

V is the satellite velocity, a is the unsigned angle cos a are deduced from (18).

(0 < at < a) between the satellite trajectory and the (19)
point direction.

C2  12C
2

D2 2-'rp1BR 2  
= 2n9p,2 BR2 V

D
2 12 -'' ec,3 0
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wmMMOMM These estimators are unbiased, and their variances
are obtained by taking the mathematical expectation

0, of the square of their differential expression, and

recalling that : I

(21)

02
2c

I ~~~~cosY' ~ c~

-jL (!'(t DIZw2 3Fiue7: Notations (low - orbiting satellite) - sin~y, 2(T)

P is the orthogonal projection of point L on the
osculating plane and H is the orthogonal projection In the above approximate expressions, r is the
of P on the tangent in C1. elementary measurement duration, T is the global

measurement duration along an arc of length !AtWhen the satellite runs at speed V along its
trajectory, the sequence of elementary estimations expressed in radiant. The above approximations are

derived from identities given in [6) p.30.
(index i) gives rise to a sequence of lines H1P.

Let V cosy, and V siny, be the coordinates of the 2 sinakx - n cos(n +1)xsinx

trajectory velocity at point C. The equation of the k-' 2 2sinx

line HP is of the formx cosyi +ysiny, +d, =0 with
d,-D,cosa, whenthe axis origin 0 is the centerof 2 n cos(n+l)xsinx T
the oscillating circle, oinistek n o2sinx n

The coordinates (x, y) of P minimise the quadratic For low orbiting satellites, one can assume:
form: 1W2D

P(x,y)- 7(xcosy,+ysiny,+d) .- < I so that o(ý -o2

Estimator expressions are greatly simplified if the (22)
Ox axis is such that:

ýsiny, -0 0.5C

which means qualitatively that Ox is parallel to thepr tpBR2  0.15 C

traecor pa uedin the estimation process. D..1-,pR2 Y-.5

(20)
"Typical values are as follows.

x= ycos2y, with siny,-0 v -Is T=600s h-I.1o'
csey- C C=3" 1osm/s V= 8" l10m/s p,.10

B=4* l0sHz R = 100 bit/s

Y- dsiny, With these values gives:

Y= siny , a 2 <0,3m' and c2 -lm'
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This numerical evaluation shows that the -r - 400s T= 1200 s 1

geographical precision is fixed only by the carrier C - 3*lO 3i/s V = 3 ms M. d

frequency and the frequence precision, and the BR' - (40.1011? D = 36 * 10m P1- 10
distance to the trajectory earth cross section of the

point L to be located.
The numerical value given to A4 assumes that the

_________________________________ direction of arrival of the satellite signal, varies of -
60

radian in 6 hours which is optimistic.

However oy, is too big to be of any use, but

Sci - 6Om 2 is adequate for practical use.

This numerical observation can be explained by the
fact that the elementary estimation procedure
produces planes perpendicular to the trajectory

,, tangent which gives a well defined intersection only
when these planes make between them an angle big

enough.

In practice, on can have a good location accuracy by

-- taking into account the estimation of D which is

excellent and the intersection with the geoid. SinceFigure 8 geostationnary satellite notations.
the time integration is short compared to the period

In the geostationary satellite cases, the trajectory is trajectory, on can evaluate Do2, by replacing -r by T
approximatively parallel to the earth rotation axis

and 2 which yields the expressions (23). in (19). Except for points situated just under the
)0 1satelhte (perpendicular to the trajectory plane),

location precision is of the order of 100m after an
(23) integration of duration less than 20 minuts.

c2CD2
C.voD..6p R V= C~~2pDB2

4R-0.6 C2V - 0.9TC()2p VIL PRINCIPLE OF APPLICATION OF

PREVIOUS METHODS

In the preceeding section, it has been assumed that
As compared with the low orbiting situation, the the satellite trajectory and especially its plane

ratio-isveryunfavourablesinceD = 36 * 105and orientation (10"7rd for geostationary satellite) is

V is of the order of 3m/s. known by the receiver L This information as well
as theon-board frequency accuracy canbegenerated

In order to obtain a useful level of performance, it is by the satellite.

necessary to take big values for BR2 which is
possible for example with a of direct digital video The trajectory caracteristics can be deduced from a

broadcasting signal. Inspection of the expressions known location, by elementary estimation of

given by (23) shows that one gets the best results distanceanddoppler frequency.Sincetheestimation

when ' is comparable with T, since A¢ represents time can last several satellite periods (for a

the tangent angle variation during the interval T. stationary satellite), one obtains a satellite location
precision at least 10 times better than the operational

Typical values are as follows, earth location precision which lasts 20 minutes.
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Anothcr important application of simultaneous [] *eevrpoesrfrdtcino 0estimation of distances and their derivatives, is the () 'eevrpoesrfrdtcino 0
tracking of terrestrial vehicles. In this last case one MHz SARSA Tdistress message".
supposes that the vehicle is also able to estimate it 12th AIAA International Communication
path by independent means (accelerometers for Satellite Systems Conference.
example) for a time interval of the order of 600 s. P.DUMONT, M.BONNERY,
Provided that the vehicle speed is not too high, the A.MARGUINAUD.
above location method wilt give the absolute 12) 'Demodulation oftmessages received with
position of the centre of gravity of its esti mated local low signal to noise ratio.
trajectory. The orientation of this local trajectory is ICDCS 24-28 April 1989.
done by iterative hypothesis testing. Once the A.MARGUINAUD,T.QIJIGNON,
location process is initiated, trajeclography can be B.ROMANN.
carried out and the speed limitation condition can be
progressively removed. 13) VILLE (3) 'SignauxAnalytiques itspetcre

borne' - Cibles et transmisr~on 4:9 (1950).

VIII. CONCLUSION [4) CHENEY (E.W) 'Intrcasuction to
approxinmation theory.- Chelsea Publishing

It has been demonstrated by statistical and Company (N. 19)'.
geometrical considerations, that terrestrial location 5 AL TETCHI LNOEn33can be obtained with a single geostationary satellite 1) ACTLTCNCLNT ' 3
provided that its trajectory is 'perfectly' known, The A.MARGUINAUD
same considerations shows also that satellite 16) GRADSHETEYN (IS) and RYZHIK I ' 4)
tracking (location) can be obtained by signal 'Tables of integrals, series and products
processing of signals received at a single earth Academic Press'.
station of known geographical coordinates.
Howevever there is a long way to go before an
operational system with prescribed characteristics,
including time and frequency precision, can be
realised.

DISCUSSION

C. GOUTELARD

Votre prisenstaton m'a beaucoup intftessh. le souhaiterais vous poser deux questions:

1. Pouvez-vous pr6ciser I& sensibiliti au bruit de cette mithode quc vous prtscntez comme sxrs robuste?

2. Vous awriez pit utitiser one decomposition en ondelettes qui semnble bien adaptde aux signaux non stauionnaires.
Pouxquoi ne P'ayci-vous pas utilis~e?
I was very interested in your presentation. I would like to pose two questions to you. namely:

1. Can you predict the sensitivity to noise of this method which you claim to be very resistant?

2. You could have adopted a decomposilion in wavelets which appears welt adapted to ustay signals. Why did you not use it?

AUTHOR S REPLY
1. II s'agit d'ume mithode fond6e soi le Principe du maximum de vraissemblance. Le niveag de performance soisltaiti WTpa
exempte sensibiliti au bruit) ditermine I& complexiti I mettre en oeuvre pour t'oblenir.
2. Le mod~ll de signaux et de ses perturtbations aont supposhs connus aux vakumm de paramitres; prts. Ces valcurs sont
estum~es de faqon optimale (moundres carris par cxenipte) en utilisant tes Echantillonks entourant les 6chawtiltons sur lt.,aels on veut
cifectuer tes; traitensents (synchronisation, d~modulation. etc.). On s'affranchit ainsi des probiltmes d'instaibihuik darn la mesure oi leI
modbIe utilis eat suffisanmnent ginizal dans Ia situation considr~e.
1, This is a method based on the principle of maximum likelihood. The required performance level (e.g. sensilhitiy to noise)
determines the complexity involved in its use.

2. The model of the signals and the disturbances are assumed to be known to within the values of the parameters. These values are
estimated in an optimal manner (e g , least squares) using sampls around the samples to be processed (: ichronuzation.
demodulation, etc.). This eliminates the Problems of unsteadiness.
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RADIOLOCATION IN THE LOWER ELF

FREQUENCY BAND

C.P. Burke
D. Llanwyn Jones

Physics Department, King's College,
London, U.K. WC2R 2LS

The electric and magnetic field spectra however depend
SUMMARY upon the (unknown) spectrum of the source lightning flash.

An improved technique is that of Kemp and Jones [3] who
A system for recording Extremely Low Frequency (ELF) based their analysis upon the wave impedance of the sir-
noise bursts produced by global lightning activity is de- nals. This method was further developed by Ishaq and
scribed. Jones (4]. The wave impedance is simply the (complex)

The location of the source lightning flashes for some 320 ratio of the electric and magnetic field frequency spectra.

such events has been deduced from these data. The range The use of a wave impedance method for deducing the
of the sources was found by modelling the data using a range of a source was first suggested by Wait (5] who
least-squares fit to the complex wave impedance obtained considered wave propagation in a planar Earth-ionosphere
from the standard propagation theory applicable to the waveguide. Our method, however, employs the theory for a
Earth-ionosphere spherical-shell waveguide. The source spherical-shell waveguide in which ELF signals make mul-
bearings were deduced from two orthogonal components tiple circulations of the globe. This characteristic is the
of the magnetic field vector using the usual goniometric essential feature of the present method of range determi-
technique. The source range and bearing serve to locate nation which is culy weakly dependent on the ionospheric
each source on the surface of the Earth. model. The seminal theoretical work for circum-global

The data show that the majority of ELF event sources ELF propagation is that of Wait [6] and Galejs [7] who

are located in tropical regions, an average of 7.4 Mm away follow the early pioneering work of Sommerfeld (8].

from the observing station situated at 51.14 degrees North, The geomagnetic field produces anisotropy in the iono-
1.44 degrees West (Geographic). The use of such a system spheric plasma which, in principle, leads to non-reciprocal
to monitor worldwide thunderstorm activity, so far as this propagation. This feature was investigated by Pappert

relates to ELF events has been demonstrated, and Moler [9] employing a cylindrical geometry. They
concluded that non-reciprocity was unliktly to be observ-

1. INTRODUCTION able at ELF. The a.me contlusior, was also reached by

Behroozi-Toozi and Booker [10] in a comprehensive theo-The cavity formed by the surface of the Earth and the retical study of ELF propagation.

lower fringe of the ionosphere acts as a spherical-shell elec-
tromagnetic waveguide, -nd at the lower end of the ELF 2. INSTRUMENTATION
band (5-45 Hz), the attenuation of waves within the cav-
ity is lew (typically 0.1 dB/1000 km at 10 Hz - Jones At ELF only two field components are radiated effectivdy
th]). An effect of the low propagationa attenuation ci by a vertical electric dipole which is used here to model
that the 'Q-factor' of the natural electromagnetic cavity a lightning flash, these fields being a radial electric field
resonator formed by the Earth-ionosphere system is of ora E, and a horizontal magnetic field H#. Horizontal dipoles
der 5. The rescnvnce modes cf this cavity are excited by radiate ineffectively at ELF - Wait (6]. The accuracy of
global lightning activit• - these arc the so-called Schumann representing a lightning flash by a Hertzian dipole at ELF
resonances. and large sout.-cobserver distances is very good - LeVine
In this paper we are concerned with the location of and Menegnini [11].
the source of large amplitude, Extremely Low Frequency To effect the analysis -f ELF events, signals were detected
(ELF) radio pulses who'n origin is lightning flashes. These by receiving antennas and passed through amplifying and
pulses are termed ELF events. The amplitude of usable filtering electronics. After digitization using a transient
ELF events is, typically 5 - 10 times the Tins amplitude waveform recorder, signaLs were stored on floppy disc. An t

(ImV/m) of the Schumann resonances when observed in schem rec eivin g and or ding e

the band 5 45 Hz. The occurrence rate of distinguishable .schematic of the ELF receiving and recording equipment

events is one to two per minute. is given in Fig.l.
The electric field antenna consists of a tripod 2m high.
This antenna, which has been used in previous investi-

ing of the source lightning flash of an ELF event could be
determined from the Fourier frequency spectrum of either gntions e.g. Jones and Kemp [2), is essentially a charge

temagnetic components of the received snsing device whose output voltage V. due to an applied
the electric or the field E is given by V. =E xhjj, where h4 l! is the effec-signal.
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tive height of the antenna, the determination of which is Because the signals were to be analysed in the frequency
described later. A tripod construction was chosen since domain, antialiasing filters were required. To utilize the
this gives good mechanical stability. Stability is impor- full dynamic range of the Analogue-to-Digital convertor
tint since vibrations of the antenna in the Earth's natural (ADC), the alilased signal had to be 72 dB below the
electrostatic field caused, for example, by the wind can re- base band signal at the Nyquist frequency (156 Hz). The
sult in large unwanted signals. A separate parallel plate filters consisted of a 60 dB attenuation commercially-
antenna was used for calibration purposes. This consists manufactured part with a further 12 dB of attenuation
of two square metal plates of side I m by Irm, separated by being supplied using 3-pole elliptic filters. Four such fil-
0.1m. ters were employed: one each for the electric field (E),

Because the magnetic field vector hes in the horizontal the North-South and East-West magnetic field components

plane, the output signals from two orthogonal solenoidal (Hns and Hew) and a fourth for the trigger channel (T).

antennas define the received field.. Each antenna consisted The trigger channel was derived from the E channel (as

of 54,000 turns of copper wire distributed over six bobbins this is omni directional) and incorporated an additional

and threaded on to a ferro magnetic core of measured effec- 3-pole high pass Butterworth filter of band edr- 13 Hz to

tive permeability 530. A secondary calibration cod of ten prevent spurious triggering of the ADC caus,ýd by the wind

turns was wound over the main bobbins, the use of which is and atmospheric conductivity flicker noise, which was ap.

described later. A grounded aluminium screen encased this parent despite the earher wind filter.

arrangement (to povide screening against electric fields) The ADC (Data Laboratories model DL1200) was a 12-bit,
and the final assembly was enclosed in plastic pipes for pro- microprocessor controlled, 4-channel instrument designed
tection. To reduce interference from 50 Hz power lines, the to capture transient signals. A major feature of the in-
antennae were located in a rural location at 51.14 degrees strument was the full remote control of all features via the
North, 1.44 degrees West. The magnetic antennae were GPIB interfact
accurately aligned north-south and east-west (geographic) The DLI200 enters its recording mode immediately it is
by using local landmarks. 'armed'. The input signals axe sampled and the oldest

Fig. 2 shows the electric amplifier design. A high data is discarded as the new data replaces it (somewhat
impedance input stage was built around an 071 operational like a continlious loop of tape) This means that pre-trigger
amplifier which is a high impedance chip whose noise was information is retained. When the trigger occurs, there is
negligible compared to the external sources. An input re- already information in the memory. The DL1200 enabled
sistor of lOG Ohms was used as this gave a relatively flat all four channels to be sampled synchronously and digitised
response for this stage down to 0.3 Hz. The response of the each waveform to give 8192 12-bit words sampled at 200 AS
stage drops off at low frequencies because the antenna acts intervals. A microcomputer was used to remotely control
as a voltage source in series with a capacitor (of the order the DL1200 via the GPIB.
of 75 pF) whilst the 10 G Ohm resistor has a stray capac- Waveforms captured by the DLl200 on receipt of a trigaer
itance across it of the order of about 10 pF. The circuit signal were viewed on an oscilloscope screen; if considered
thus behaves as a high pass filter with a cut-off frequency of to be of hi flicient quality, the digitised waveforms were
0.3Hz. The 150 k Ohm resistor in series with the antenna transferred to the compu.er by the GPIB and dumped
serves to attenuate in-band intermodulation products from as a binar, file to floppy disc. In the disc file only I in
high frequency transmissions such as television signals. 16 (ie. 512) of the original data samples were retained

This initial preamplifier was contained in its own sealed thus increasing the effective sampling interval to 3.2ms and
and screened box that connected directly to the tuipod reducing the Nyquist frequency to 156 25 Hz.
antenna. It was connected to the main preamplifier by Both the electric and magnetic systems required calibra-
two leads: one for power and one for signal. Some ini- tion. Two calibrations were used for the magnetic sys-
tial prearnplification then occurs before the signal passes tems. The secondary (local) calibration used the small
through a 4-pole, 0.1dB ripple, Chebyshev high pass fil- coils wound on to the main aerial bobbins. B) injecting
ter with a band edge of 5 Hz (the 'wind filter') and then pulses into these coils and comparing the output of the re-
passes through the power-line-frequency rejection filter, ceiving system with the input signal in the frequency do-
the EFS0, a commercial active filter. A 3-pole, 0.1dB rip- main using a spectrum analyser, the frequency response of
ple, low pass Chebyshev filter follows this with band edge both magnetic systems could be determined. The absolute
of 55.5 Hz. This was used to attenuate power-line bar- sensitivities of each antenna were measured by creating a
monies signals. The signal is then split to give a balanced known magnetic field around each aerial and noting the
output over the relatively long distance to the recording output response. This known field was produced by the
hut. amplified signal from a sine wave oscillator driving a re-
The magnetic system is shown in Fig 3. Here, a high mote calibration coil of some 100 turns of wire which was
input impedance was not the dominating concern Instead, located some tens of metres from the receiving solenoid
because the input signal volltage was expected to be very A sine wave was chosen rather than the broadband sig-
smallit was necessary to have a very low noise amplifier. nals used for the secondary calibration since the broad-
Two FETs in parallel were used as the input stage and band signals gave a poor signal to noise ratio in this case.
following this there is a buffer built around an OP-27 to The mid-band absolute sensitivity of the magnetic field
prevent loading of the FETs by the following electronic systems (measured at the input of the ADC) was about 3
integrator. A low pass passive filter is incorporated as V/nT.
in the electric system. The integrator gives a good I/f For the electric-field system it was not possible to create a
response down to below 5 Hz. After this, the signal passes uniform electric field about the antenna due to its size so
through similar stages to the electric system (EFS0, power a different approach was adopted. Firstly, the frequency
frequency harmonic filter and balanced output stage). response of the electronics was established by using a spec-
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trum analyser. The system was driven through a 75 pF 3. DATA ANALYSIS THEORY
capacitor dummy antenna to represent the known aerial
capacitance. The effective height of the antenna was de- To locate the source lightning flash, we require to know
termined by comparing the signal received by the tripod the source bearing and the source range (propagation dis-
antenna with that of the parallel plate antenna from the 16 tance). In this section we summarize the necessary prop.
kHz Rugby V.L.F. (GBR) transmitter. Here the effective agation theory needed to estimate the source range, d.
height of the parallel plate antenna is well known. In this The radial electric field Er and azimuthal magnetic field
way, the effective height of the tripod antenna was esti- H# due to a vertical electric dipole of current moment
mated as 1.01 ± 0.03m and the overall absolute sensitivity Ids a distance d = a8 from the observer is given to good
of the system was about 7m (i.e. 7 V/V/m). accuracy by:

Figs. 4-6 s'ow the amplitude and phase characteristics
of the 3 data channels (E, H,. And H..). The amplitude E = i 4•) ehs1)(- (1)
response is reasonably flat in the band of interest, showing, 4ra2c0whsin(wP)
in the case of the magnetic systems, that the integrating
amplifiers perform well. The effects of the EF50 notch, H -Ids(w)Pv(-cosO) (2)
wind and power-line frequency harmonic filters can also 4ahein(zv)
be seen. ( Wait [6], Jones and Kemp [2]) where 9 is the geocentric

FI. 4 AMPitude Frequency Response of the angle between the source and the observer, h is the ef-
Electric Sstem(nl Flers)ec tfective ionospheric height, PO(- cos0) and P'(- cosa) are

lectric Sstem fincl. Flltes) Legendre functions of (complex) degree v and order 0,1, w

is the angular frequency, co the permittivity of free space
and a is the Earth radius. The wave impedance

S=- v(I + l)P(-cosa)
Z" - acowP2(-cosO) (3)

is thus independent of the source spectrum Ids (Kemp and
Jones (3]) The so-called modal eigenvalue v is related to
the attenuation and phase velocity of the radiation in the
Earth-ionosphere cavity. We use our experimental data to
determine i,(w) as described below.r-mclpency i m

Kemp and Jones noted that, when plotted as functions of
Fig. 5 Magneti System 1 frequency, both the modulus and argument of the wave

AmplitudeTransferfunctkon impedance, Mod Z and Arg Z are of the form of a de-
caying quasi-sinusoidj oscillation the period of which is

an characteristic of the propagation distance. They went on
to derive an anymptotic relation between the propagation
distance and the phase velocity, v. Building upon this,
Bliokh et al [12] suggested that Fourier analysis could be
used to determine the characteristic period. They consid-

.4ered the Fourier cosine transform of IZI i.e
30

1o.

0 2 4 o s 5 405o o9 ,SO The maximum of the transform, when plotted as a function
r'.QAreylH of inverse frequency r is a measure of the characteristic pe-

riod of IZI. Numerical experiments in the course of this
FI. 6 Magnellc System 2 investigation have shown that the Fourier transform rather

Amplitude Transfer Function than the Fourier cosine transform gives more reliable re-
sults. The simple extension to include Arg Z has also been

s - made. The periods of IZI and Arg Z are thus found from
the maxima of

Mod IZ()j)e...d- (5)

40 and

s0 Mod ArgZ(w)e-"'dw (6)

0 2 4 ,lo 4'0 10' 0 1410o-
5 4 15 5 40Using the propagation values deduced by Jones [(] from
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Schumann resonance measurements and by applying a FI.7ANWuAtMsO
least squares fit to a plot of r,,. versus propagation dis-
tance gives

d =-125.5,•., + 20.5 (8)

for IZI and Arg Z where d is measured in Mm (1000 km)
and r,. in seconds. This value of the propagation dis- wv_ ____ • .'
tance is slightly dependent upon the propagation model
used in the numerical experiments described above. To
refine this estimate, we fit a curve defined by the wave
impedance equation (equation 3) to the experimentally El"
measured wave impedance Z.. We thus attempt to mini-

Many hundred events were recorded in the period Septem-
(9) ber 1988 to August 1989 of which some 323 were fully

( Z(s.,w,))J
2  

analyzed. Data analysis was conducted in an interactive

session using the microcomputer's graphical capabilities.
where Lo(w) is modelled by The data analysis is summarized in Fig. 8. Results of the

analysis dealing with the modal eigenvalue v (attenuation
and phase velocity) are dealt with by Burke and Joncs [16].

V = co + crWII + c3W,4 + i(cS + cW1 + cWc9) (10)
Pig. 4 Oda misys pace•d•,

and

-=clo (11)

using the simplex algorithm of Nelder and Mead [13]. The
propagation data of Jones [I] provides the int estimates AC c.NX [
of the fitting parameters co to c9 while the value of d from
the Fourier analysis of IZI and Arg Z provides the first
estimate of clo. To perform the calculation of Z (equation (E W
3) we require methods to calculate Legendre functions of
complex degree. The rapid and accurate computation of
these has been discussed elsewhere (Jones and Joyce [14], El]
Jones and Burke [15]).
After the curve fitting process has terminated the residuals

,= jz.(w,)l - IZ(w,)I (12)

are plotted as a function of frequency. If these exhibit no
treed, then the curve fit is considered successful, if not, Consider the waveforms illustrated in Fig. 9 which shows

further coefficients are included in the expression for P. an ELF event captured on all four ADC channels (E, Has,
Hew and T). These waveforms were recorded at 14:04pm

4. RESULTS on 21st September 1988. The event was preceded and fol-
lowed by a period of normal, quiet Schumann resonance

.7 noise which suggests that the event was caused by an un-Fig. 7shows the responses of the magnetic-field solenoids usually large lightning flash located at a specific point.

to test signals from the remote calibration antenna when

this is moved through the four geographic quadrants sur- Fig. 9 An ELF event

rounding the receiving antennas. For a given set of ELF Ci tEH fL4 4 Ztt CIV E -1121
event waveforms, H., and H.,, were examined to decide in
which quadrant the source was located. It is also necessary • -"
to note the polarity of the electric field waveform to resolve E
the inherrent ambiguity of bearing deduced from the mag-
netic field waveforms. Then, in the frequency domain, the - -.
source bearing

Hns

•=tan-, H.. (13) ". .

Now
was calculated and a check made to ensure that the source
lay in the expected quadrant. _________,___-__

r - - . -
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The markers at the foot of the diagram show 100 mS in- F19.1 IsExpedsimst "id Theme a
tervals. All the field components show a rapid excursion 3' w&W (M oWs}
to mark the beginning of the event; this is followed by 32

a decaying 'ring'. The initial impulse is the signal that 3

has travelled to the recording station via the direct, or 2.

shortest route. This is followed by a pulse having a more 2

prolonged excursion of the opposite polarity arriving some 22

150 mS later. This is the pulse which has travelled on the 2 a
long great circle path to the recording station.

From the polarity tests described above, it is dear that
the polarity of the electric field and the two magnetic field 12

polarities at the beginning of the event locate the light- .
ning flash in the south-west quadrant. Furthermore, by 0o -
computing the bearing 0 from equation (13) (which gives o, -
the angle of the wavefront from the north-south direction), o0 20 30 40 so
this bearing is deduced to be 220±*7 degrees. -

In Figs. 10a and 10b the variations of IEvl and 1141 with
frequency are given. The spectra of the two field compo-
nents are clearly different. However, the Schumann reso-
nance modes can be observed. In the case of the electric
field, the odd modes are weak while the even modes are
strong. For the magnetic field, the opposite is true; the lz.d1 eflial sorsea
even modes are weak and the odd modes are quite pro-
nounced . This behaviour is characteristic of spectra from 230 ow n-

adistance of about 10 Mm. In Figs. Ila and 1lb the spec- 220

tra for jZl and Arg Z for this event are shown together with 210

the fitted curves deduced from the numerical optimization •
algorithm. The spectra have been normalized to the wave
impedance of free space. The spectra are of the form of a
quasi-sinusoidal decaying oscillation. The mean level of jZI '00
is a somewhat greater than one and that of Arg Z is about '7

180 degrees. The propagation distance deduced from the ,s
optimisation curve fitting process is 9.8 Mm.

1401. -

Fig. 1 Oa E-Field Amplitude Spectrum ,s

s - d96Wn- Fftd *Mw40n

45

The residuals r. = IZel-iZ.I from the curve fitting process
P; 4 are shown in Fig. 12. No trend is apparent so it is evident

s sthat the optimisation is adequate.

FIg. 12The R.,alual

2

02
,a 20 so 40

FnMwsY/H2 01 ***

Fig. lOb H-Field Amplitude Spectrum "

I ,0
'I03 2 30 40 $0

Figs. 13a and 13b and 14a and 14b show two further ex-
amples of the wave impedance spectra of two events with
deduced propagation distances of 10.8 Mm and 11.7 Mm
respectively. The form of the spectra is similar to the event

1 described above although the 'periods' of IZl and Arg Z
20 30 4 so

are correspondingly greater.
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Fig. 15 shows a histogram of source distances for all the
data analysed. The distribution, which is clearly not Gaus- iis TAM. bm'

sian, has a mean of 7.4 Min and a standard deviation of 32-1 71

2.3 Mm. I2A
Of somewhat more interest is Fig. 16 which shows the ge- Zs
ographic locations of all the ELF events analysed. Each Z4

point represents one ELF event which has been located 2 -

using the technique described above. It is clear that the IA
sources of ELF events tend to be located in tropical re-
gions. This presumably reflects the well-known fact that 12

world thunderstorm activity is a maximum in the trop-
ics. Few events occurred north of the observation site'(in
northern polar regions or northern Pacific regions) which 04

is due to the paucity of lightning activity in these areas, on i0 so do 00

-F"d M~ourd

Fig. 134 Eqwhaeatal &W Theorsical 1•be•IpD*WMW"WWd7I'rhad

Wa0wve aaoncae Modukua) 240 WSW I oiA

IS 230 * 8
34
32 d.10sMm 220

aS 1003 2100

14

N s 12

1.2- 140

0- L . 120 1 0 0 d0 S1

5' -. 
Yl-

FRaquency I Hz

- PFied - Measured

F9g. 15 HlSoaM of Popso w Diows
F1 " 13b Esilffiental aW Theoat" so

W- UmeIndaflea (Asgomli)

so
220 o-oav

--* 70Dmce~

210 d

so0.

30so s

7,:a doiryirMuu
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Fig. 18

S..

)¢ ;ý

5. CONCLUSION [2] Jones D.LI. and Kemp D.T. Experimental and theoret-
ical observations of Schumann resonances, J. Atmos. Terr.

A system for the reception and recording of ELF events has Phys., 32, pp1095-1108, 1970
been described. Some 320 events have been analysed and [3] Kemp D.T. and Jones D.LI. A new technique for
located using a curve fitting optimisation algorithm. Most the analysis of transient ELF electromagnetic distubances
were located in tropical regions. A method of monitor- within the Earth-ionosphere cavity, J. Atmos. Terr. Phys.,
ing worldwide thunderstorm activity from a single station 33, pp567-572, 1971
(so far as it relates to ELF events) has thus been demon-
strated. [4] lshaq M. and Jones D LI. Method of obtaining ra-

diowave propagation parameters for the Earth-ionosphere
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DISCUSSION

J. AARONS
Have you determined the occurrence or the morphology of the events in the equatorial region as a function of season? (You
directed your answer towards the propagation rather than the generation).

AUTHOR'S REPLY
The ELF event activity recorded, which relates to unusually large flashes, agrees well with the known temporal and spatial variation
of thunderstorm centers.
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LES SEQUENCES W. G.
SEQUENCES BINAIRES QUASI PARFAITES

THE W.G. SEQUENCES
QUASI PERFECT BINARY SEQUENCES

C. GOUTELARD
Laboratoire d'Etude des Transmissions lonosphiriques

tiniversitd Paris-Sud
Bitiment 214, 91405 Orsay Cedex, France

RESIJM - ou h trois moments (3) presentent de teibs caract~rstiques.
On no c-3nnalt pas de s~quences binaires prisentant ces

La recherche de s~quences prEsentant de bonnes flonctlons caractdriitiques et ii a &I montrt qu'il Wen existait pas pour
do corrdlation periodiques est un sujet sur lequel so les longuetirs N comprises entre 4 et 12100 (4]. Soules los
focalisent, depuis longtemps, bien des recherches. Les s~quences pseudo-aliatoires a" los s~quences pseudo-
s~quences binaires affront un int&rEt particutier A cause de arthogonalos (5] ant des fonctians de corrdlation
leur simplicit6 de gtrndration et de traitement. s'approchant de cellos souhaiteos.

Les s~quences W.G. (Wolfmann-Goutelard) pr~sent~es dana 11 a Eti recherchE des s~quences binairos telles quo ]cur
cot exposE possbdent des fonctions de corrtlation ftrnction de corrilation demeure nulle sur un ospace aussi
periodiques quasi parfaites, telles quoen dehors du pic grand que possible centre sur le d~calage nub. Ces s~quences
central, cos fonctions sont nulles exceptt on un point. nomin~es Camac ant ftC ddcrites par R1.I. Palge [6] qui

donne une amorce do proc~dure do construction limit~e, par
11 est montrE alors quo la structure des s~quences W.G. ost sa comploxith, aux s~quences do faibboes longuours. Uno
unique et qu'ello rdsulte de l'entrelacement de trois recherche exhaustive par ordinateur faito par R. Alexis (7)
s~quences pOriodiquos. jusqu'k N = 30 a montrd quo des s~quences prisentaient des

fonctions do correlation nulles oxceptd pour un ddcalage nut
Les propri~tds do ces sequences sont Etudidos et it est e1 pour un decabage dgal h N/2. Do plus, lauteur a montrd
montrd quo des algorithmes do ditermination r~duisent la quo N no pouvait etro qu'un multiple de 4.
complexitt de tour recherche.

J. Walfmann [8] soest attachE A rochorchor vos
Les conditions d'existence - au do non existence - do ces caractiristiquos ginfrales des s~quencos dont los fonictions
s~quences sont donndos et los s~quences existant pour los do corrdlation sant nulles oxceptd pour un d~calage nul e1 un
longueurs N = 8a + 4, N = 16ir + 4et N = 32a + 4 ob d~calago dgal h N/2. 11 en a ddfini los caractifistiques
ef E Z sont dornneos jusqu'k N = 20000. gentrales et a observ6 sur des resultats expErimontaux

itablis sur des sequencos do petitos longuours la repetition

1.- EMB UMONI - d'une structure caractfristique 6e, vtctour, difini par le
produit do Cauchy do la sequence et do son trarslatE d'un

L'utilisation do sequences pdriodiquos au apdriodiques A symbole.

foniction do correlation nullo en debars du pic central est Encsevt tesruuepordslger ls

tdlucommundicationt dasl po bme radarloaistond grandes ii a pu diterminer, par une rocherche informatique,
til~ommnicaionet d raar.des "s~quencos A auto corrtlation presque parfaite" jusqu'i

On demando, la plupart du tomps, quo le signal soil i e oger e1.S oue e ~u meitne

amplitude constanto et quo los sequences soient binaire pour N :5 100 respectenit los structures utilis~es, J.1

pour faciliter lour gineration et le traitemenit du signal i a Walfmann Wia pu d~morntrer quo los sequences A correlation

r~ception. 1)es s~quences apdriodiques, tolles Is sequences quasi parfaites devaient respecter la structure qu'il avait

do Gobay, presenitent ces caractfristiques (figure 1). Ellos reinarqude sur des resultats expirimentaux ni qu'au-dol do

n~cessitent une Emission discontinue g~narite dans bien des Ia longueur 100 il n'existait d'autros sequences possbdant los

applications. Des seuences p~riodiquos polyphases [1) [2] m~mos; fonictions do corrilation.
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Lditude pr6sent6e dimontrc quc seules les s~quences W.G. N-1
(Wolfmautn-Goutelard) poss~dent lea fonictions de 8(x) = gi xi clans G(N) = F2(x) / (xwM 1) (2)
corrflation souhait~es et ont une structure unique clans 1=0
laquelle entrent lea "s~quences & auto corrtlation presque et N-1
parfaite*. Lea propridt~s particulibres de cea s~quences 2(X) = a 1 x dans R(N) F(.) / (.11-) (3)
perinettent de ddfinir des algorithmes de construction rapide = a

ainsi que des conditions d'existence ou de non existence .. Fntosdcrflin
pour certaines longueurs. .. Fntosdcrrlln

L'introduction de fonctions sp~cifiquea utiles pour le Soit deux s~quences pdnodiques ZI(X) et Z2(x) ddfinies
ddveloppement eat faite clans le chapitre 3. par lea polyn6nies formels

N-1 N-1

Zi(x)=~lX et Z2(,x) =2, X

Nous utiliserons comme base de d~part lea r~sultats acquis On d~finit la fonction de corr~lation pdfiodique par Ia,
suivants : s~quence

- Les suites W.G. ne peuvent exister que clans dea 12=(O 1..C . ,.j el u

longuturs N multiples de 4. N-I N-I
ck z¶; Z 2,1 4 ZZik= *1 Z21 (4)

- La fonction de corrilation cl'une suite de symboles i=0 1=0
r~els 5.i oa lea indices sont difinis modulo N et ola z* d~note le

(' .11 .. .. 1) conjugud dez.
prend, pour un d~calage k donnEd, la valeur La s~quence C1,2 peut etre repr~sent~e par le

N-1 polyn6nie formel
ck ýi ýi+k N-1

i0C 1 ,2(x) = k x (5)
les indices ttant ddfinis miodulo N. k0

Pour une suite binaire on donne habituellement les C 1,2(x) s'expnme par le produit

v i = 1 si le symbole binaire est dgal a 0 Si z2(x) a Zi(x) m z(x) a11ors C1 2(x) =C(x) eat
r = -1 si le symbole binaire est lauto corrfltion periodique.

dgl A 1 Dans le cas de s~quences r&elles pdriodiques

Avec cette correspondance, pour lea s~quences pres'sue N-X = r1  N~C ZX

parfaites:1= i=0
ck- 0Oexceptd pour CO = N

C112= (N-4) o i, r,, r2, e R les relations prdcddentes se
transposent sans difficultd! et

111. - TRANSFORMEES FT CORRELATIONS - On montre classiquement que Ie coefficient cik se,

calcule A l'aide de la distance de Hamming d12(k)
U11.1. ~IMI1mito entre Ia suite al(x) et Ia suite a2(x) xkpar Ia relation

Ck = N -2 d2
Soit F2 = 0, 1) le corps fini d'ordre 2 et
F? =g (go, gi,... g,..g. &.) 1g, E 2 (1)

On difinit le vecteur a ddduit de g par 111.3. R transforM&f et t) permutfe d'une SiquencC
a = (aO, a,, ... at ... a,.,) ob a, = (4I)gi Rfriodigu

On peut d~finir lea suites pNriodiques g et a par lea as] ut ectepsnu oeospu
Dans~me Iasit e epsE ou otrnspu

poly~me fonelsalleger ]a notation
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N-I SI une sequence r~elle est syraftrique, alors eat
in somme E pour toute valeur entibre de i irpoqe nt

N-i Une sequence cat symftzquc si r(I/a) = r(x)

la somme 1; pour toutes lea valeurs paires de i cc qui entraine la double implication:
jO i=O

N-I r(x) - r (lIx) <==> rp,(x) - rp(l /x) z! rp(x)* (14)

la somme E pour toutes lea valeurs impaires dc i-SIuesqeeeaatsmtru, lsret
ili=0- ue* nee MS ut Inhes

Les indices seront difinis modulo N. lmnqlnalre et r~dproquement.
Une sequence ws antisym~trique si r(l;x) - -r(x) cc

Soil une suite pfriodique z1(a) = z(x) i ~ i qui enmraine la double implication:

que nous appellerons sequence dc base ou sequcncc un r(x) -r (lix) <= > rp(x) =-rp(lIx) - - rp(x)*

On appidler sequence p permut~e la sequence:

5p(x) = Z(xP) = zj Xpi o' pýN IlLS. La a transfomnne 2gg(xl d'une saiuenee
zo(x) est la Ul Remnutfe de Ia un transfone

et pp=1 (7) z~
La sequence zp(x) est alors unique et:

= ZipCette demonstration est dvidente.

Elie cat obtenue par une permutation des elements de l La tafon dues&uc perue

la sequence zj(x). znainl est la D transformfe del I& 9uence q
On appellera p transform~e d'une sequence z(x) la
sequence dIffinie par Ie polyn~me

La q transform~e d'une sequence p permut~e eat
;p(x) = z(Wp~h) xh ;= x jt h (8) donn~e par

ob Wp = cap (i 21 P) (9)dotondutsaspn:

11 cat simple de montrer que: zp~x zqp(x) (17)

2(x) et Zp(a) sont dfitnies de faq,.n bijective par la p
transform~e inverse 11.7. p transformnfe des fonctions de coM~lation

N ~ Nl a1 (0goient lea 2 sequences pkriodiqucs quelconqucs; bl(.:,

et b2(x) Mdinkes pr~c~demment et dontfl a fonction de
correlation cat donn~e par (6).

11.4. 9 transformfec d'une s&,uence rielle rtx) La p transform~e vaut alors

Cpl2(x) E zl (Wjh) z2 (Wph) xh (18)
Daprbs (12) aloes h

rp(x) =E r(Wp-h) 5h = x h (Iet dans lecas de Iautocoritlaflon
h h rhe(x) = 1; (Wp~h) z (Wpl) alt

11 cat alors facile de dimontrer que: h
soit Cp(X'w I(W h) 12axh (19)

-SI une sequence cat rdelle, alors '(l/s) =r(x)*
(12) Dans le cas de suites recilca.

6 2x) rl (Wph) T2(Wh) x
et alors 'N-h = (Wph) =(13) Cu()=h 2 h
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Si on pose r (Wp~h) -Al W0 01 IV.2. Ri transfornsfe des sliqences W.G.
r2 (W~h) = A2 W~a2 (20)

aeWO =-P(4 ~ 11est intressant de poser:
bl(x) = n(x) +b(x) (4

Malrs C12(x) est une fonction sym~trique sie avec n(x) =X'I' + xi'f4 comnpos6e des seuls
seuleflent si, d'aprbs (14) 6l6ments iteutros
Cpl2(s) ost A coefficients r~els soit

01 - 2 + 2a al f Z b(x)=Ebi xi
C12(x) est une fonction antisymdtrique sa et seulement i# m/l' et 3w14

si, d'aprls (15) Ia p transformde do n(x) est donc
Cpi2(x) est I cefficients imaginaires soit p(x) = E ( W -h w + Wp -hu/4) ,h

al=a1 2+ I+ 2a (21) p h p
compte tenu du fait que p est impair et en posant

U1 est important de remarquer que Ch= [ /l /2 h/ =E Isi np(x) 2 (1 -(lfh) W u/ 4h X
C12(x) =-C 12(I/x) et r2(x = r-zj/x) => ht It (5

ti(s)=-llx 2) Tous los coefficients des tormes de puissance impairc
Soit r2(x) =r2(lI/x) sont nuls.

alors do (12) r2p(x) = r2p(l/x) = r2p*(x) Tous les coefficients des termes do puissance paircoant
et d'aprbs (20) &2 = 0. ufi module Wga A 2.
Alors d'apr~s (21), (20) et (12) La p transform~c do b(s) est donc

;() b(Wp-h) xh
al= I + 2cz, rIph = Tl'p-h donc rlp(x) =-rlp(l/x) b It)=

et s'6crt apr~s ddvcloppement
et d'apras (15) rl(s) =-rl(l/x) 

4 b - hi+bWI:
bp(x) C h [ 2bo + 2 ' (bWx bj~] 5

h il(26)
IV. - STRUCTURES DES SEQUENCES W.G. - La p trnfone do bi (x) est donn~e avec (25) et (26)

1V.I.~flnthlmblp(x) = np(s) + bp(s)

Nous dtfinirons los s~quences W.G. par
IV.3. q jtLasforn1E de la ronction de conrflation

gl(s)= gi xi ou bl(x)= bi xidesutsWG

avec gi e F 2 et bi = (-1)gi La q transform~e do la fonction do corrilation CQs)
(31) est donn~e par

11 ost simple do monitor do C(v/z) =-(N-4) implique = N-(-) .

quo bN2+ = -bi [7 excepti pour uno valour in do i Cq(x) N~ [ (N-4 x
pour laquollo on ddfinit los Eliments; neutres bin It

bl/2+in. soit puisque Wq 2 = (-I)
11 est donc toujours possible de choisir pour los;
s~quences W.G. la forme canonique suivante: F,(s) F, ~ (N - (N-4) (.l)h] xh ý- c'1  h

b1(x) = bi xi It h

La q transfornido ost invariante avec q.
avec los Elements neutres bNA = b3114 =

la condition initiale bo = 1I bN,2 =-IIVA4 Contraintes des ni transforntdes des jigsoe
ta relation b,,2 + i -bi i 96 N/4, 3NI4 (23)

cti laquelle correspondra Do la relation (18) appliqu~e au cas des s~quences

gj(s) gi xi r~elles 11 vient:

Eh Inh + b;12
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Soit~ LAS s&3uences p(y) et q(x) sofit toujours

-Siespai ~ I ; 2 d~composables dela faron suivante:

reation toujours v&ifi~e c = 4 , Chn 2 Pwx = P'(X) + P"(X)
-Si hest impair ch = 2N -4 = Ibh I q(x) = q'(x) +- q'(x) (30)
Soit d'apits (26) oal p(x) = p'(11x), q'() = qkll/x)

! -tsont des si~quences paires
2b + 2 E biWwphi +b.i W,hi AO WO0 P"(x) = -P'(lx), q*(x) -q*Ix

i1l (27) sont des sdquences impaires
oti AO - I2N -4 1 /het ctrune fonction r6elle deh. Si on pose

P,(X) = pý V ' P'(X) = P~j Xi
IV.5. Structures del18 sous siguence bfr) 103 to

Les contraintes sont imposdes stir la s~quenc b(x) q'(x) = q'i xi; Q1(x) = q'i xi

dont I&ap transform~e ne comprend que des termes de 1
puissance p impair. Nous retiendrons ce rdsultat pour aloms

la suite. -p'i = p~ = 0 pour i= impair si N w 0mod 8
4

Ont peut &-fire :
b(x) = p(x) + q(x) -q'i= q'i=0 pour i= pair si N 16O0mod 84

P(X) = bi x (i pair) PP- P'N-i (qi = q'N.1 ) = b, et

10(28) P~i = P*N-i (q'i=q*N'j- = 0 si bN.i = b, 0

q(x) = bi xi (i impair) -Pji -PN-i (q~i=-q"N-i) =bi et

1P'i = P'N-j (q'i=q*N-i) =0 si bN-i = -bi if 0
et pour lesquelles les coefficients des p transform~es
sont La fonction de corrtlation s'Ecrit alors

(2)Cpo(x) = Cp'q(X) + Cp-q'(x) + Cpq-(x) + Cpq-(x)

Les deux deminres fonctions sont anfisym~triques. En
pl= blWp4"i et .h bi W, Ph effet :

io 2 10 -06h~iCp'q'(x) = p'(x)q"(lIx) P'(i.A) q(x) =Cpq'(I/x)

Wjh -t4, b -. h' = -b Le deux premitrits fonctions sont symetriques.

'12 i1 I Cpq'(x) =p'(x) q*(l/x) =P'(lIx) q'(x) = Cpsq'(lIx)
Cp-q'(x) p-(x) ql(1Ix) r (llx) q'(x) = Cp-q-(I/x)

puisque W~i=(1 La foniction de corriflation est donc antisymintrque si
de (27) (28) (29) ii vient donc et seulement si

I iI 4 1 ll = I Cp'q'(x) + Cpqc(x) - 0 (31)
soit enwant NO c op Si lPon pose

etQJ A 0 qCpq'(x) = c'k xk t Cp-q-(x) = ~ Ck
k I

Ap +Aq W0(*q - P)j Ap - Aq WO(lq Op) Ila condition (3 1) impose
c'k+ ck = V k (32)

Cefte relation est vWriiie si, et seulement si relation toujours virifl~e pour k pair et pour kc impair,

Oq~a+ I+2ad'aprs (4)

D'aprbs (21) it sensuit que la fonction de corrflation C. p'i qii--k et C.~ k iq
pftiodique C~qgx) entre les s~quences p(x) et '(x) est to 10
antisymtarique. Si la relation (32) est virifl~e, lI2C'k el l/2C'k on

Evidemment la mtme parite.
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Si on consid�re let sti WS b(x). P(x) Ct 0(x). dapr�s - Qk termes non ntis Ct pour les m6mes iaisons que
(24) Ct (28) pr6c6demment
b(x) �rte N -2 cermes non nuls �k &lapasit6de Q'kfl (36)

2
(33)

P(x) CoInpone P tenneS non null Zk termes nuls par IC fail quun seul des lermes p�
p=1L2 siN-OniodS �

2
car Ic degr6 des ElEments neutres cat pair

P=� siN�i0mod8 Eneffetdapr�s(28)(30)et(34)
2 p�=Oetq� 4 - � $O <=> p� 1 *0etq�+k=0

q(X)comporteQtermesnonnuls: � � 0 <=> p = Oetq,4-k * 0
Q=� siNm0nsod8

2
Q N 2 siN �0mod8 -Ltcrmesnulssitu6s�laplacedes�lEments

2 neucres:

est dono toujours impair, �
2 2 eat zoujours pair. (37)

.apparaissentdansp"Netp"3�i siN -0 mod8et
OnposeraP=P' +Po�sP'etl"sont 4 4

respectivement Re nombre de termes non nuts de P(x) dapr&s (28) (30) Ct (35)

et P�(x)* q�N 4-� #OsiE� =0

Dc cn6me Q = Q + Q" ol� Q cc Q� sont .apparaissentdansq�Jetq�3�i siN * 0 mod 8et
reapectivement Ic nombre de termes non nuls des 4 4
sEquences Q(x) et q(x). dapr�s (28) (30) et(35)

ptI.k*OSiEk=O
Si on consid&re ck. on peut distinguer 3 types de 4
termes Le nornbre total de termes des dcux sEquences P(s) et
- P'i� termes non nuts - q(x) vaut donc:

�k �t �r � P� q'j+k = P1+1 qi+k-i-' r + Q" = 2Q'�: + Zk + 2(1 - Ek)
2 2

Ces termes nayant que deux valeurs possibles + 1 ou-1 et 2 ayant mEme pantE, (35), (38) conduisent �

n��*n� flI 2�'k+ �k. OLI �'k+ Ct �k- sont rr,�,r -� - +Ck=OmOd2 (38)respectivement lea nombres de ternies prenant Ia

valeur + 1 cc - 1. Cede relation mantle que �k doit �tre invariant avec
Donc ck = - 2P� ci Connie �k- eat pair C'k12 k, Ce qul implique quc dana chaque doublet
k Ia paritE de P'i,�j 2  { P(x). q(x) } �t{ P(x)' q(X) } Ia sEquence qui ne

comporte pas les ElEments neutres dolt Etre, soil nulle,
- Zk tennes nuls par le flit qu'un seul des termes P'i Soit compl�le, c'est-�-dire que cous lea coefficients des
ou � = 0 et pour � et + k � � (31) valeurs possibles de 1(10 ou i�) solent diffErents de zEro.

Cette sEquence est donc, soil symEcrique, soil
- Les termes nuts siluEs � Is place des ElEments neutres antisymdtrique. D'apr�s (22) t'autre sEquence est donc

(35) respectivemenl ancisymEtnquc ou syniEtrique.
* apparaissent dane p�A es p'�N si N - 0 mod S Les seutes configurations possibles sont donc:

4 4
si q'N+k s� 0 on posem Ek = I sinon on posers ek 0 P(s) P(lIx) Ct q(x) = - q(lIx)

4
.apparaissentdansq'NetqM� siN � 0 mod8es OU POt) =P(lIx) Ct q(5) =q(l,�)

4 4
5' P'N-k # 0 on posers Ek = I sinon on posers 6k = 0 Cede demi�re solution eat impossible car P(x) i& 0

puisquclle contient b0 = I
Le nombre total de Series des deux sEquences P(x)Ct La seute solulion possible est dovic

q(x) vaut donc P(x) 0 ct q'(5) = 0 (39)
P' + Q = 

2 � 'k + Zk + 2 C k
Pour Ic temme ck on dislingue les n�4�s lypes de La reIat�on (38) sEcrit alors
Series

Q��E:�Z.l.eku mod2
4



soit, compte tenu de la relation (33) en posant -e pro iti des s~quences tI(x), p(x), q(x) sont 4-

EN=O siN=O niod8 (1

EN=l siN#O mod8 n(xp) =nf(x) , !,+P) = (x) , n(xv-p) =(x)

P-M -2(1-E-N) Q=P -21EN x2fln(ap)=fn(,)
2

ce qui entralne
e k = 4EN P(Xi') = P(xP) X2 P(,rJ) =P(XP)

IVA6 Structure des sfauences W.G. P(xZ+P) =P(xP) = P(x-P)
I

Les s~luenCC W.. sont done difinics q(x-p) = q~xp) xI q(,,p) =q(xp)

-prleur forme canornque (23) q 1 +) qx)=qxP
- Les proprihtes deduites de (39)

on associe I cette d~ir~ition (42)

avec les aiments neumre b ~b= 1

' ' gb x) = Lf Zj X

Le2odtosiiils b j - b1(x) et gj(x) s'expnment done par'.
(3)

- De (24), (28)et(9-1- -2 b =1,g

avcbl(x) = n(,) + p(x) + q(x) b2, -b,) 4 4'

avec

n~)=X + X4 91 =(0 91 92...g,111 gf=0 9,Z-i =g..+f, +l

P(X)~~ bj xi
'0 1 9, 2-gs, gi! = 0, g? =911'1+ C,

4 4 4

= E,~xh, hair, i ob j,2 oti~ notele compi~menlt dals F 2degi. gi +tg

h~ La forme canoniquc de gj(x) est dc la formne
E jhxh , h impair, P'h ri g, =(0. G,0, GO,1,Z, 0, 60 )

ipwx F, jj xh, h impair, i~h avec G (Z, 92 ... "t-I)
h imaginaire

et la relation: GO (1-1 + Ex,g!,I + el,.. 9~2-9 1)

i~hI'+ qj, 12 2 2N-4 (40) qui est la s6quence Ginvers~e dont les dlimefts

d'ordre impair Sont complimentis.

6 et UO sont les s*uences compltmentdes de G et GO.



42-8 On a znontrd que la q tranisform6e d'une sdquesice p
siV.7 C nelinssl 'xsce tI tstr W~z prnut6e est la p trnsform6e d'une s~quence q

peMUt~e.

L'itude ddveloppide dans cc paragraphe montre que La p transform~e de la suite de base es: done la I

toutes les s~quences W.G. respectent lea conditions conditionse de~ corsatpion. e uistsfi-on

prdcAdentes et qu'il nexiste pas d'autres types de codtnsi rdao.

s~quences. V.4. hy~rdftfA4
Lea seules strhctures possibles de ces s*uences Ct

lers propti~tds gdn~rales sont ddenites par lea Les sdquences conipliment~es sont des translatis de
relations (39) 1 (43). sqecsA6iet ete ness
La relation (43) qui donne la formie canonique des Ues~quences p pelmennutres copinvers ~es. td~

s~quences W.G. montre qu'elles sont difinies par NA/pa
-1I symboles. 

i(P i

11 correspond la suite b3(X)
Lea propridtds des s~quences W.G. se d~duisent (P)=-fx)Px)-qx)
directement des relations (39) A (43). b~p ~p ~p ~p

VA. Prorw~f 1soit dl'apr~a (4 1)

V.1. rgpr~ILIbi(xp) = -n(,xp) +- p(xp) + q(xp)X K
2

Toutes lea permutations circulaires conservent lea
propriftds de Ia corrilation p~riodiques dea s~quences ou M c

W..bt(xp) = x bt(xp) (45)

Cette propndt6 eat propre A toutes Ic; s~quences dans laquelle

pdriodques.bl(xp) se ddduit de bi(xp) en compldmentant les
dlemcnts neutres.

V.2. Poroftpxfl2

Le poids dea s~quences W.G. eat dgal A 2. Le poids de V.5. ProprMjif
Ia panfic form~e par lea termes pairs est Egal A 2eN et
celui de Ia pantic formte par lea termes impairs eat Lssqeneateneso:dssuncsW .

EglA21- eN). On appellera
En effet, dlapr~s (29)

Ph=O = I P, bi , Wp - Si~quences alteni~es imtpaires ga(xp) celles dont Ia

is valeur des El6ments impairs de gi(xp) eat
=h= b, Wq coniplimentde

14 ga(xP) g i(xP) + I(x)
o4 wp et Wq sont lea poids de p(x) et x.
Comme b, . -b1  ve

wP =wq = 0

Si N- 0mod8 la trme cenresSoft dn5 a site- Les s~quences altern~Es pairea sont lea si~quences
paire et dans Ie cas contraire dana Ia suite impaire, ce le~sipie op~ete

qui ~monre I proositon.ga(xP) = gi(xP) + l(x) = gi(xP) + P(x)

V.3ft~~j ~avec P(x) = iK

Lea P permut~es gp(x) = g,(xP) de Ia s~quence de Alors

base gi(x) son: Egalement des s~quences W.G. ba(xp) =(-I) n(xp) + p(xp) - q(xp) (46)

En effet, on a montrt que, quel que soit p. Ia p
uansforrn~e de Ia s*uence de base satisfaisait lea
conditions de corrtlation.
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qui doone dsprts (40) V.9. Coiune e rgrff e geci

3fbI2 m2?+II='2N- 4
qui vdrient les conditions spectrales des s~quences
w'u. A paulir de ha *~uence de base b I(x) on peut

£1~x etson colnpldmentba(x) son doflc des constater que les s~quences

s~quences W.G. bl(xp), bl(xN-p), bI(xI -P), bl(,.z -P) sont Mies

VA6 fk~rL~jt siniplenient:

Les * --ece inversses gxp) des *uqences bj(xx) I ~' b~c 1(P j
sont des s6quences altemn~e de gi(xp). Elles sont I alors
El1ments neutres inversis si N 96 0 mod 8.
Si p fN alorsN -p fN bl(x 2 -) b1 (xP)
et b1~x-p) = n(x-p) + P(xi') + q(x-p) i

bl(x 2 P) =bj(xm'P)

D'aprbs (41) b,(x-p) = n(xp) + p~xp) -q(xp) bltx~rP) = ba(xP) si N - 0Iod 8

b4(xP) siN 0 mod 8

f1 s'ensuit en comparant avec (46) que Enl particulier si p I

bl(x-p) = ba(xp) bl(x 2  )bl(x)

s' CN= C 0 mod 8

bi(x-p) =ba(xp) - Z xba~)~b 1  
2  

=bl

Si EN=lI soit N 0 mod 8 b1 (x"*1 ) = ba(x) si N 0 mod 8

V.7.-Porftf 7h bac(x) siN 0 mod 8

L-s s*ue-ce permut~es g1(xp) et gi1w, P) Soit SEQUENCES______

Wgaes

La relation (27) doit &tre vdrifl~e quel que soit h impair.
si p f N alors p t N Comme toute p permut~e s~quence W.G. est igalement une

2
Ct b(Xp)n(X)+p(p)+qXp)s~quence W.G., ii suffit que cette relation soit viriflte pour

Dapr~s (41)
Lp 1 P q ~ xP) La relation sdcdrt alors:

.l(xIP )= n(xp) p(X P )p(xp) q(a-P )~ p
donc

Itj

Ii(XP) = 8i(xI2 *P) 2b0+ 2 E bi Wl.hI + b.i Wlhi] [2N-4]'4 W0
i1 (47)

V.S. Prjprtjf Les s~quences peuvent 6tre construites AL partir de cette
relation, conipte tenu des propri&t& des s~quences W.G.

La p permut~e de la translatde de la forme de base
g1(x) est une permut~e de glxp) Si on appelle

Wilt &',(X) = aC g1(x)
8'i~P) X O 8ixP)P 0 = # symboles Egaux k bo de p(x))
&'I(P) =X C) 91XP)P, =1 # symbotes igaux A -b0 de p(x)

Q0 = # symboles igaux i I de q(x)
Q,= I{ symboles igaux A -I de q(x)

p = PC P- P,
q = IQ0-Q,
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La relation (47) impose: La croissance rapide du nombre de sequences existantes

.Pou~i#0 od2avec N est une propridtt tr~s intiressante dans les
4 applicationls.

(I +2q2 O +(2p)2 ~1 (48)
La figure 2 donne les sequences q permut~es de longueur

* Pors 0 md 228, auxquelles it faut ajouter les sequences complimentdes,
8 et sur lesquelles on peut retrouver toutes les propri&t&

(1 2p2  (2)2 1(49) inoncdes pr~c~demment.

.Pour 0 mod 2 VU.- CONLUSION-
16

2pz(1 + 2p,) + q,2 - q22 + 2qjq2 0
et (50) Les sequences ptriodiques binaires W.G. sont les settles A

(I + 2p,)2 + 2pzt + 2(q, 2 + q,2) =N - 1 presenter une fonction de correlation nulle en dehors dui pic
avec = P + acentral et d'un seui d~calage. Ces fonictions de correlation

q = q + q2sont les meilleures que Von puisse obtenir avec des
s~quences binaires.

Les relations (48), (49) et (50) perniettent de determiner lea
conditions de non existence des sequences W.G. 11 a &AE montrd que toute sequence prisentant ces

caract~ristiques Etait une sequence W.G. et done qu'il nen

Lea tableaux 1, 2, 3, donneat pour lea longueurs infdrieurea existe pas d'autre.

1 20 000 celles pour lesquelles il nexiste pas de sequencesa tutrsd e eune n t iiise eW.G. Cea tableaux rdv~lest qu'il existe in grand nombre de Lestuursdcisqensot Idfni ila
s~qunce W.. aec n coix e lnguurstr~ rihe.longueurs dans lesquelles ii eat possible de lea construire
sequnce W.G avc unchox delonueur trs nce. toni des multiples de 4. Cette caracteristique eat intiressante

L~e tableau 4 donne un exemple de ces 4Equences pour lea; car elle permet d'offrir un grand choix aux utilisateurs.
longucurs NA4 = 0 mod 2 inf~rieure, A 1S0. Leur non existence a &IE ddtermin~e jusqu'aux tongueurs

On apor6 ls seuenes e bae dsqulleson eut 20 000 et des exemples de shquences W.G. toni donnds.

d~duire :L'tilisation de ces sequences offre in intiret certain dans

- Le seuenes qperut~s dot l nobre st our lea probltmea de radiolocalisation, de til~litection et de
N Le sqenbOc q .pemufe dontcnmbe eatou elecmmunication o4i lea techniques de codage offrent des

N = 
0 b8

C .. ~ dnflEsolutions idduisantes.
par Ia relation

a b eLe LEMT a applique ces techniques au sondage
iorosphirique par rttrodiffusion pour r~duire la puissance

- Let s6quences compldment~es obtenues en d'imission utilisdc. It eat connu que lea puissances I metire
compldmentant lea symboles de la sequence. en jeu sont importanies & cause des pertes duea A la

- Lea sequences obtenues par permutations circulares, propagation. La figure 3 reprdtente Ie progris qui a &t6
par complimentation des tymboles pair ou impair et obtenu par l'utilisation des techniques de codage en deux
par une Ecriture invers~e des symnboles toni contenuea, d~cenies. En 1962, Ia technique impulsionnelle n~ceasitait
comme il Pa &6E dimontrE, dans lea sequences q une puissance d'imissiorn de 100kW. En 1970, le LE~TT a
permut~es ou compliment~es. mis en oeuvre, dana un systtme de sondeur A reirodiffusion

monostatique, une premiere metliode de codage qui a
Chaque sequence de bate permet )a generation des 2 -P(N penmis de r~duire Ia puissance d'dmission A 1kW.
s*uences de meme longueur indiqu~es dans Ie tableau 4. Actuellement, ces techniques permettent, A qualitEs

signallbrtiit identiques, de r~aiser ces meaures avec des
Ainsi pour: puissances d'Emission infdrieures A IW. Cette illustration

N = 1004 2 b(1004) = 500 revile Ia puissance de ces techniques que lea sequences
N = 10004 2 f(l00)04) = 4800 W.G. peuvent contnbuer A accrottre.
N = 20012 2 4(20012) = 10004
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80 112 176 272 368 432 464 496 560 592 656 752 816 848 912 94
1040 1072 1104 1168 1232 1328 1392 1424 1520 1:552 1616 1712 1744
1808 1872 1904 2000 2032 2096 2160 2192 2224 2288 2320 2352 2384
2480 2512 2544 2576 2672 2768 2832 2864 2928 2960 2992 3056 3184
3248 3280 3312 3344 3408 3440 3472 3536 3632 3792 3824 3856 3888
3920 3952 3984 4016 4112 4144 4208 4240 4272 4304 4336 4368 4400
4432 4496 4528 4560 4592 4656 4688 4752 4784 4816 4880 4912 4976
5040 5072 5168 5232 5264 5360 5392 5456 5488 5520 5552 5648 5712
5744 5840 5872 5904 5936 5968 6032 6096 6128 6192 6224 6256 6320
6352 6416 6448 6480 6512 6576 6608 6672 6704 6736 6800 6832 6864
6896 6992 7088 7152 7184 7280 7312 7376 7472 7504 7568 7600 7632
7664 7760 7792 7856 7920 7952 7984 8048 8112 8144 8176 8208 8240
8272 8336 8368 8400 8432 8496 8528 8560 8592 8624 8688 8720 8816
8912 9008 9072 9104 9200 9232 9264 9296 9392 9456 9488 9552 9584
9616 9648 9680 9712 9776 9872 9968 10032 10064 10128 10160 10192
10224 10256 10288 10320 10384 10416 10448 10480 10512 10544 10640
10672 10736 10832 10896 10928 10992 11024 11120 11152 11216 11312
11344 11376 11408 11440 11472 11536 11600 11632 11696 11728 11792
11888 11920 11952 11984 12048 12080 12112 12144 12176 12240 12272
12368 12432 12464 12560 12592 12656 12752 12784 12816 12848 12880
12912 12944 12976 13040 13072 13136 13168 13232 13264 13328 13392
13424 13488 13520 13552 13616 13712 13808 13840 13872 13904 14000
14032 14064 14096 14192 14224 14288 14352 14384 14448 14480 14512
14544 14576 14608 14640 14672 14736 14768 14832 14864 14896 14960
14992 15024 15056 15088 15152 15312 15344 15440 15472 15536 15568
15600 15632 15664 15696 15728 15792 15824 15888 15920 15952 15984
16016 16112 16208 16272 16304 16400 16432 16496 16592 16656 16720
16752 16784 16880 16912 16944 16976 17008 17072 17136 17168 17232
17264 17360 17392 17424 17456 17520 17552 17584 17648 17712 17744
17808 17840 17872 17936 17968 18032 18064 18096 18128 18192 18224
18288 18320 18352 18384 18416 18512 18544 18576 18608 18672 18704
18736 18768 18800 18832 18896 18992 19088 19120 19152 19184 19216
19312 19344 19376 19408 19472 19568 19600 19632 19664 19696 19760
19792 19824 19856 19888 19952 20048 20112 20144 20176

TABLEAU 3

Longueurs N116 A 0 mod 2 pour kesqueHes Ie siquences W.G. nWexistent pas

N :s 20000
226 longueurs existantes

399 longueurs non eotstntes
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TABLEAU 4

N- 12122x3 2 *(12) - 8 Wuences de banedelongueur N/4 9-10mod 2

N <150

N -20 -2 2 5 2 t(20) -16

N -28 -22 x7 20a-4

N - 36- 2?x 32 2 *(3) 24

000100001101000 O~100 11 I1COll1

N -52 - x 13 24(52)-48

01110001l1111O100100100O10001O~l1OC100001010.1110110

N - 60-2 2 x3xS5 2 4(m)- 32

N -76 -2 2 x19 24(76) =72

N -84 -2 2 x3 x 7 2 o-4

N- 100-2 2 x5 2  20(l1o)-2O

N- 108-22xi33 24(log).-72

N - 124A- 22 x31 2 1(124) =120

N -148 -22 x37 2 4(148) 144
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Sequences de Golay
tN

Sequences irnultiphase-.FrancL.Siv aswamy-.Goutelard

cft

NN

C~k)

Sequence biniaire PI'Llluffman x

NN

CAZAC -R POLGE

o zN

SEQUENCES W G -N____

0 7 N k

FIGURE: 1 SUquences paffites et s~quences presque parfaites.



4SEqUENCE Q= I PERMUTEE-'Q= I. SEQUENCE 0= 15 PERMUTEE/'Q'= 15421

SEQUENCE Q= 3 PERMUTEE'Q1= 19 SEQUENCE Q= 17 PERMUTEE/'= 5

81118810000018 eaeaeeiiielell

SEQUENCE Q= 5 PERIUTEE/'0= 17 SEQUENCE Q= 19 PERMUTEE-'Ql 3

oliecieieeiiii Delloegeeeolel

SEQUENCE Q= 9 PERtIUTEE/'0= 25 SEQUENCE Q= 2Z PERMUTEE/'= 11

01010e11111001 000Kjolele11ee
10181968G188118 iili10eleloolI

SEQUENCE Q= It1 PERMUTEE'Ql -3 SEQUENCE Q= 25 PERf¶UTEE/Q= 9

00001010081101 oeieoilliollS66

SEQUENCE 0= 13 PERMUTEE'Q= 13 SEQUENCE 0= 27 PERMUTEE/'= 27

oel~eleloeeeel seloeiieeeioie
i'08ii8811t118e 18081111101811

a) S~quences

b) Fonction de corrdlation
FIGURE 2

S~quence de bas et q perwut~es
pour N =28
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Impulse response

Scattering function

15(01un $IM: I

ImpuLse respons Impulse response

] _ _ _ _.

imul e presponse teprlee into edfu imone.epos

- ., ..... ,...a. a
as:_ Aa. - 1. t... L.I T.-

55 nsa - . te O sO S l. 1 ,e ,o

Seatterinsg function Scattering function

5 . . . I '

f1URZBL : Exenspie d'applicosion do codage k Ia technique "backscatser sounding'.

Repsestation tesopocelie et foncuion de diffusion.
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DISCUSSION

D. HAINES
Does your method of building up long codes allow the creation of both periodic (repeating 100% duty cycle waveforms) and pulsed
codes with perfect autocorrehaijon functions?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Nous utilisons Is mithode que nous avorts appel~e mithode d'impulsions longues cod~es. Nous avons publik cette technique. Elle
consiste k ripartir de code stir tin ensemble d'impulsions d'6nissions; entrelac~es avec des phases de r~ception. tUn choix judicicux
permet d'avoir une cotiserture exacte de Is zone d'observationt. Vows pouvez utiliser aussi ces codes dans des Emissions continues.
We use a method which we call the encoded long pulse method. We have published this technique. ht consists of distributing the
code over a set of emission pu~ses interlaced with reception phases. Careful selection enables correct coverage of the zone of
observation. You can also use these codes during continuous emission.

L BERTEL
Pouvez-vous pr~ciser lea conditions expfsimentalcs (code, largeur de bande correspondante, dur~e d'imission) correspondant aux
ionogrammes de ritrodiffusion ou foniction de diffusion prdsent~s et relatifs I l'ann~e 1992?
Can you specify the experimental conditions (code, corresponding bandwidth, duration of emission) for the backscatter ionogramns or
the scatter function ionograms presented for 1992?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Dans Ies exemples prisentis. pour lVann~e 1992. lea codes uttlists avaient des longucurs voisines de 500 ellas bande passante utilis~e
itait de 10kHz. L'irnssw~n altemde avec des phases de r6ccption dtait constituic d'iznpulsions dont ]a durie moyenne itait de
l'ordre de 400 microsecotioes.
In the exanmples presented for 1992. the lengths of the codes used were around 500 and the bandwidth was 10 kll:. The emission
alternating with the reception phases was compo~ed of pusies of an average width of 400 microseconds.

F. CHRISTOPHE
Quelles sont les proprdt~s des siquences Wolfmann-Goutelard en dehors de 1'axe des friquences Doppler nulles. pour ce qui
concemne Ia foniction d'amnbiguit6?
What are the properties of the Wolfmnann.Goutelard sequences outside the null Doppler frequency axris in so far as concerns the
ambiguity function?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Cette question est trts pertinente mais je ne peux y apporter tine riponse compl~ze car je n~a, pas encore termin6 les calculs relatifs
I cette question. Cependant. les caractinstiques de Is fonction d'ambiguiti sont h~es aux coefficients du p transforrmE polyn6me du
polyn;)me de corrilation. La r~gularitE de ces coefficients laisse augurer son bon comporsement en dehors; de l'axe des firdiucrnces
Doppler nulles.
This is a very pertinent question, but unfortunately I canntot give a complete answer, as I have not yet completed the cakculations
relating to this question Howe% er. the characteristics of the ambiguity function are linked to the coefficients of the polynomital
transform of the corro'lation polynonse. The regularity of these coefficients leads us to believe that the behavior is acceptable
outside the null Doppler frequency axis.
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